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PREFACE.

The electromagnet in a practical form was first publicly

exhibited on May 23rd, 1825, by William Sturgeon, on

the occasion of reading a paper which is to be found

in the volume of the Transactions of tJte Society of Arts for

that year. For this invention we may rightfully daim the

veiy highest place. Electrical engineering embraces man/
bmcfaefl^ but most of these are concerned with electro-

magnets; The dynamo for generating dectric currents^ the .

motor for transforming their eneigy back into work; the

arc lampb the electric bell, the telephone; the recent electro-

magnet madiineiy for coal mining and for the separation of

ore; and many other electro-mechantcal contrivances; come
wiUiin the purview of the electrical engineer. In eveiy one

of these, and in many more of the useful applications of

electricity, the central organ is an dtciromagmL By means
of this simple and familiar contrivance—an Iron core sur-

rounded by a copper wire coil—mechanical actions are pro-

duced at will, at a distance, under control, by the agency

of electric currents. These mechanical actions are known to

vary with the mass, form, and quality of the iron core, the

quantity and disposition of the copper wire wound upon it,

the quantity of electric current circulating around it, the form,

quality, and distance of the iron armature upon which it acts.

But the laws which govern the mechanical action in relation

to these various matters arc by no means well known, and,

indeed, several of them have long been a matter of dispute.

Gradually, however, that which has been vague and indeter-

minate becomes dear and predse. The laws of the steady
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circulation of electric currents^ at one time altogether obscure,

were cleared up by the discovery of the famous law of Ohm.
Their extension to the case of rapidly interrupted currents,

such as are used in telegraphic working, was discovered by

von Helmholtz ; whilst to Maxwell is due their further exten-

sion to alternating, or, as they are sometimes called, undula-

tory currents. All this was purely electric work. But the law

of the electromagnet was still undiscovered ; the magnetic part

of the problem was still buried in obscurity. The only e.xact

reasoning about magnetism dealt with problems of another

kind ; it was couched in language of a misleading character ;

for the practical problems connected with the electromagnet

it was worse than useless. The doctrine of two magnetic

fluids distributed over the end surfaces of magnets, had,

under the sanction of the great names of Coulomb, of

foisson, and of Laplace, unfortunately become recognized as

an accepted part of science^ along with the law of inverse

squares. How greatly the progress of electromagnetic

science has been impeded and retarded by the weight of

these great names It Is impossible now to gauge. We now
know that for all purposes, save only those whose value lies

in the domain of abstract mathematics, the doctrine of the

two magnetic fluids Is false and misleading. We know that

magnetism, so far from residing on the end or surface of the

magnet. Is a property resident throughout the mass ; that the

internal not the external magnetization is the important fact

to be con^dered ; that the so-called free magnetism on the

surface is, as it were, an accidental phenomenon ; that the

magnet is really most highly magnetized at those parts where

there is least surface magnetization
;
finally, that the doctrine

•

of surface distribution of fluids is absolutely incompetent to

afford a basis of calculation such as is required by the

electrical engineer. He requires rules to enable him not only

to predict the lifting power of a given electromagnet, but also

to guide him in designing and constructing electromagnets of

special forms suitable for the various cases that arise in his

practice. He wants in one place a strong electromagnet to
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hold on to its armatufe like a limpet to its native rock ; in

another case he desires a magnet having a veiy long range

of attraction, and wants a rule to guide him to the best

design ; in another he wants a special form having the most

rapid action attainable; in yet another he must sacrifice

cvcr>'thing else to attain maximum action with minimum
weight. Toward the solution of such practical problems as

these the old theory of magnetism offered not the slightest

aid. Its array of mathematical symbols was a mockery. It

was as though an engineer asking for rules to enable him

to design the cylinder and piston of an engine were confronted

with receipts how to estimate the cost of painting it

Gradually, however, new light dawned. It became cus-

tomary, in spite of the mathematicians, to regard the mag-

netism of a magnet as something that traverses or circulates

around a definite path, flowing more freely through such

substances as iron, than through other relatively non-mag-

netic materials. Analogies between the flow of electricity in

an electrically conducting circuit, and the passage of magnetic

lines of force through circuits possessing magnetic conduc-

tivity, forced themselves upon the minds of experimentersi

and compelled a mode of thought quite other than the

previously accepted. So far back as 1821, Gumming*
experimented on magnetic conducttvity. The idea of a
magnetic circuit was mofc or less familiar to Ritcfaie^t

Sturgeon,} Dove,$ DubJ and De la Rive^f the last-named of

whom explicttiy uses the phrase, " a closed magnetic circuit**

Joule** found the maximum power of an electromagnet to be
proportional to " the least sectional area of the entire mag-
netic circuit," and he considered the resistance to induction

• Camb. Phil. Trans., April s, iSsi.

t Phil. Mag.^ series iiL voL Hi, p^ ua.
X Ahh. 0/ EUctr., xii. p. 217.

f Act* Ann.^ xxix. p. 462, 1833. 8«e alio Poss- Ann., xliiL p. 517, 1838.

I Dvbb EkkfnaMgmifumui (ed. 1861), pw4Bi I and /l«r. Anm,te, p. 440^
1853.

5 De la Rivc. Treatise on Ehctridty (Walker's Iranslatton), vol, i. p. 292.
*• Ann. of Eleetr., iv. 59, 1839 j v. 195, 1841 ; and &taiii/u Pa/>crj, pp. 8,
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as proportional to the length of the magnetic circuit. Indeed,

there are to be found, scattered in Joule's writings on the

subject of magnetism, some five or six sentences, which, if

collected together, constitute a very full statement of the

whole matter. Faraday,* considered that he had proved

that each magnetic line of force constitutes a closed curve
;

that the path of these closed curves depended on the

magnetic conductivity of the masses disposed in proximity

;

that the lines of magnetic force were strictly analogous to the

lines of electric flow in an electric circuit He spoke of a
magnet snnounded by air being like unto a voltaic battery

immersed in water or other electrolyte. He even saw

existence of a power, analogous to that of electromotive force

in electric drcuiti^ though the namc^ ^ magnetomotive Ibcoe^^

is of more recent or^n. The notion of magnetic conduc-

tivity b to be found in Maxwell's great treatise (vol il pu 51X
bat is only briefly mentioned. Rowland,! in iS73> expressly

adopted Uie reasoning and language of Faraday's method in

the working out of some new results on magnetic permea-

,

bility, and pointed out that the flow of magnetic lines of force

through a bar could be subjected to exact calculation ; the

elementary law, he says, "is similar to the law of Ohm."
According to Rowland, the " magnetising force of helix " was

to be divided by the " resistance to the lines of force
;
" a

calculation for magnetic circuits which every electrician will

recognize as precisely as Ohm's law for electric circuits. He
applied the calculations to determine the permeability of

certain specimens of iron, steel, and nickel. In 1882,$ and

again in 1883, Mr. R. H. M. Bosanquet§ brought out at

greater length a similar argument, employing the extremely

• ExpertmuHUl Kmmrtka, voL uL ait 3117, 3328, 3230^ 3260, 3271, 3276,

t Pkii. aeries vol xlvl Angust 1873, *' On Magndle PcnanbiHty
ad tb« ^f aximtim of Magnetism of Iron, Steel, and NickcL**

\ PrxK. Reyal Soc.^ xxiv. p. 445, December 1883.

I PkU, Mfks V. iroL xv. p. 205, Mardi, 1883. On MAgm€t»'M»tiv*

i^mm, AhoM, mL xfab Pcbiwiy, 18S5, and JVwk Sm^ Ma nj, 18S3.

liM diD £lKMMr» xiv. a^l, Fcfanuy 14th, 1885.
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apt term " magnetomotive force " to connote the force

tending to drive the magnetic lines of induction through

the " magnetic resistance," or " reluctance " (to use a more

modem term), of the circuit In these papers the calculations

are reduced to a system, and deal not only with the specific

properties of iron, but with problems arising out of the shape

of the iron. Bosanquct shows how to calculate the several

resistances, or " reluctances," of the separate parts of the

circuit, and then add them together to obtain the total resist-

ance, or •* reluctance," of the magnetic circuit

Prior to this^ however, the principle of the magnetic

circuit had been seized upon by Lord Elphinstone and Mr*

Vincent, who proposed to apply it in the construction of the

dynamo-electric machines. On two occasions* they com-
municated to the Royal Society the results of experiments

to show that the same exdtuig current would evoke a larger

amount of magnetism in a given iron structure^ if that iron

structure formed a dosed magnetic drcui^ than if it were

otherwise disposed.

In recent years the notion of the magnet drcuit has

been vigorously taken up by the designers of dynamo-

mad)ines, who indeed base the calculation of their designs

upon this all-important prindple; Having this, they need no
laws of inverse squares of distances, no magnetic moments,

none of the elaborate expressions for surface distribution of

magnetism, none of the ancient paraphernalia of the last

century. The simple law of the magnetic circuit, and a

knowledge of the properties of iron, is practically all they

need. About four years ago, much was done by Mr. Gisbert

Kappt and by Drs. J. and E. HopkinsonJ in the application

of these considerations to the design of dynamo-machines,

which previously had been a matter of empirical practice,

* Proe. R9f, So€., xxxx, p. 39a, l879» tad »«. p. 187, tSSok See EkOritmt
ItevieWf viii. p. 134, 1880,

t The EUetrician, vols. xiv. xv. and xvi. 1S85-6; also Proc. Inst. Civil

Bngimeers, Ixxxiil 1885-6 ; and Journ. Soc. TeUsr, En^neert^ xv. 524, 1886.

I Thutf., 1886, pU L p. 331 ; lad Tkt BkOridam^ xviiL pp. 39, 63,

86b t<M*
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To this end the formulae of Professor Forbes* for calculating

magnetic leakage, and the researches of Professors Ayrton
and Perryt on magnetic shunts, contributed a not unimportant

share. As the result of the advances made at that time, the

subject of dynamo design was reduced to an exact science.

It is the aim and object of the present work to show how
the same considerations which have been applied with such

great success to the subject of the design of dynamo-electric

machines may be applied to the study of the electromagnet

The theoiy and practice of the design and oonstructioa of

dectfomagnets will thus be placed, once for all, upon a
rational basi& Definite rules will be Idd down for the guid«

ance of the constructor, directing him as to the proper

dimensions and form of iron to be chosen, and as to the

proper size and amount of copper wire to be wound upon it

in order to produce any desired result

In Chapter I. Is given a historical account of the invention.

Thb is followed by a chapter dealing with general considera-

tions respecting the uses and forms of electromagnets, and

electromagnetic phenomena in general. This is followed in

Chapter III. by a discussion of the magnetic properties of

iron and steel and other materials ; some account being added

of the methods used for determining the magnetic perme-

ability of various brands of iron at different degrees of

saturation. Tabular information is given as to the results

found by diflfercnt observers. In connection with the mag-

netic properties of iron, the phenomenon of magnetic

hysteresis is also described and discussed. In Chapter IV.

the principle of the magnetic circuit is discussed, with

mimerical examples^ and a number of experimental data

respecting the performance of electromagnets are adduced, in

particular those bearing upon the tractive power of electro-

magnets. The law of traction between an electromagnet and

its armature is then laid down, followed by tiie rules for

predetermining the hon cores and copper coils r^uired to

• Jourm. Soc. Ttlfgr. Emgiiitcri^ xv. 555, 18S6.
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give any prescribed tractive force. In Chapter V. comes the

extension of the calculation of the magnetic circuit to those

cases where there is an air-gap between the poles of the

magnet and the armature ; and where, in consequence, there is

leakage of the magnetic lines from pole to pole. Chapter VI.

is devoted to the rules for calculating the winding of the

copper coils ; and the limiting relation between the magnetiz-

ing power of the coil and the heating effect of the current in

it is explained. After this comes a detailed discussion, in

Chapter VII., of the special varieties of form that must be

given to electromagnets in order to adapt them to special

services. Those which are designed for maximum traction,

for quickest action, for longest range, for greatest economy
when used in continttons daily service^ for worldly in series

with constant current; for use in parallel at constant pressure^

and those for use with alternate omenta^ are separatdy

considered.

Toward the dose of the book some account is given of the

various forms of electromagnetic mechanism which have

arisen in connection with the invention of the dectromagnet
In Chapter VIIL the plunger and coil b spedally considered

as constituting a species of electromagnet adapted for a long

range of motion. Chapter IX. is devoted to electric me-
chanism, and in it sundry modes of mechanically securing long

range for electromagnets, and of equalizing their pull over the

range of motion of the armature, are also described. In

the development of this subject some analogies between
sundry electro-mechanical movements and the corresponding

pieces of ordinary mechanism are traced out Chapter X
deals with electromagnetic vibrators

;
Chapter XI. with

alternate-current mechanisms; Chapter XII. with motors;

and Chapter XIII. with electromagnetic machine tools.

Chapter XIV. is occupied by a consideration of the various

modes of preventing or minimising the sparks which occur in

the circuits in which electromagnets are used. Chapter XV.,
relating to the use of the electromagnet in surgery, has been
mainly contributed by the Author's brother. Dr. J. Tatham



Thompsofif of Caniift Chapter XVI^ which oondudes the

book» deals with permanent magnets of steeL

The work now presented to the public is an amplification

of the Cantor Lectures delivered by the Author in i8g(\ befoie

the SaeUfy tf Arts, To the Council of that Sode^ his

thanks are due for the permission to reproduce much of tiie

text and many of the cuts. It has been thought well to retain

in many passages the direct form of address, as to an audience^

rather than recast the matter in purely descriptive terms. The
chapter on electromagnetic mechanism constituted the

topic of the Author's presidcntal discourse to the Junior

Engineering Society.

The Author's grateful thanks are due to Professor R,

Mullineux Walmsley, for assistance in revising proofs ; and to

Mr. Eustace Thomas, one of the demonstrators in the depart-

ment of Electrical Engineering in the Technical College,

Finsbury, for much help in the preparation of the original

lectures.

Finally, the Author has to acknowledge the reception

accorded to his Cantor Lectures^ both in this country and in

the United States, and to express the hope that in the present

more extended form, his labours will prove of service to those

who are occupied in the electrical industries^ as well as to

tbose who follow science for its own sake^

Cmr AMD Guiu»' Technical CouigBv FmsBtntY.

jMfy iS9i.
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THE

ELECTROMAGNET.

CHAPTER 1.

RISrrORICAL INTRODUCTION.

The effect which an electric current, flowing in a wire, can

exercise upon a neighbouring compass needle was discovered

by Oersted in 1820.* This first announcement of the pos-

session of magnetic properties by an electric current was

followed speedily by the researches of Amp6re,t Arago,t

Davy,} and by the devices of several other experimenters,

including De la Rive's R
floating battery and coil, Schweigger'sY

multiplier, Cumming's** galvanometer, Faraday's ft apparatus

for fotation of a permanent magnet^ Marsh's vibrating

pendulum, and Barlow's §} rotating star-wheeL But it was

not until 182s that the electromagnet was bvented Anigo
announced, on 2$th September, i8ao^ that a copper wire

uniting tiie poles ofa voltaic cell» and consequently traversed

fay an electric current, could attract iron filings to itself

laterally. In the same communication he described how
he had succeeded in communicating permanent magnetism

to steel needles laid at right angles to the copper wire^ and
how, on showing this experiment to Amp^re^ the latter had
suggested that the magnetizing action would be more intense

* See Thomson's Annals of Phihsophy^ Oct. 1820 ; see tnypthtiftn of oripnil
paper in jfimm. Sac, TtUgr. Engituers^ v. p. 464, 187&

: /bid.^ XT. p. 93, 182a I PkiL TVmu^ itei.

II
BilUaMpu l/mt/truiU, March 1821.

^ M ' Camb, PkU, jyatu^ lUu
tt Qft»Urty Journal ^SetmUt ScpL iStI*

tt Bnloir't Jfiumtfr^#hK«^ SDdcdhiaa, liss. {§ ML
B
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if for the straight copper wire there were substituted one

wrapped in a helix, in the centre of which the steel needle

might be placed. This suggestion was at once carried out by

the two philosophers. " A copper wire wound in a helix was

terminated by two rectilinear portions which could be adapted,

at will, to the opposite poles of a powerful horizontal voltaic

pile ; a steel needle wrapped up in paper was introduced into

the helix." " Now, after some minutes' sojourn in the helix,

the steel needle had received a sufficiently strong dose of

magnetism.'* Aiago then wound upon a little glass tube some

short helices^ each about 2\ inches long,coiled alternately right-

handedly and left-handedly, and found that on Introducing,

into tiie g^ass tube a steel wire^ he was able to produce

"consequent poles" at the places where the winding was

reversed. Ampdre^ on October 23rd, 1820^ read a memoir,

f^l^imtng that these facts confirmed his theory of magnetic

actions. Davy had, also^ in 1820^ surrounded with temporary

coils ofwire the steel needles upon which he was experimenting,

and had shown that the flow of electricity around the coil could

confer magnetic power upon the steel needles. From these

experiments it was a grand step forward to the discovery that

a core of soft iron, surrounded by its own appropriate coil of

copper, could be made to act not only as a powerful magnet,but

as a magnet whose power could be turned on or off at will,

could be augmented to any desired degree, and could be set into

action and controlled from a practically unlimited distance. -

The electromagnet, in the form which can first claim

recognition for these qualities, was devised by William Stur-

geon,* and is described by him in the paper which he
contributed to the Society of Arts in 1825, accompanying

a set of improved apparatus for electronuignetic expert-

ments.t Amongst this set of apparatus are two electro-

magnet% one of horse-shoe shape (Figs, i and 2\ and one

a straight bar (Fig. 3> It wiU be seen that the fonner

figures repfesent an electromagnet consisting of a bent iron

• See Appendix A fer • biographical aollct of William Sturgeon.
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Sturgeons EUctromagneL 3

rod about i foot long and \ inch in diameter, varnished

over and then coiled with a single left-handed spiral of

stout uncovered copper wire of eighteen turas. This coil

was found appropriate to the particular battery which Sturgeon

preferred, namely, a single cell containing a spirally enrolled

pair of zinc and copper plates of large area (about 130 square

inches) immersed in acid ; which cell having small internal

Pia t. « Fia s.

SnntoioM^ FnsT Elictmmaomct.

resistance^ would yield a large quantity of current when con-

nected to a circuit of small resistance; The ends of the copper

wire were brought out sideways and bent down so as to dip

into.two deep connecting cups, marked Z and C, fixed upon a

wooden stand. These cups, which were of wood, served as

supports to hold up the electromagnet, and, having mercury

in them, served also to make good electrical connexion.

In Fig. 2 the magnet is seen sideways, supporting a bar of

iron, y. The circuit was completed to the battery through a
connecting wire, which could be lifted out of the cup, Z,

so breaking circuit when desired, and allowing the weight to

drop. Sturgeon added, in his explanatory remarks, th^ the

poles, N and S, of the magnet will be reversed if you wrap the

B 2
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Fig. 3.

copper wire about the rod as a right-handed screw; instead of

a left-handed one, or, .more simply, by reversing the con*

nexions with the battery, by causing the wire that dips into

the Z cup to dip into the C cup^ and via versA, Thb electro-

magnet was capable of supporting 9 lb. when thus excited.

F^. 3 shows another arrangement to fit on the same
stand. -^This arrangonent communicates magnetism to

hardened sted bars as soon as

they are put in, and renders

soft bon withhi it magnetic

during the time of action; it

only differs from Figs, i and 2

in being straight, and thereby

allows the steel or iron bars to

slide in and out."

For this piece of apparatus

and other adjuncts accompany-

ing it, all of which are described

in the Society's Transactions for

1825, Sturgeon, in return for

the award df the Society's medal

and premium, deposited the ap-

paratus in the museum of the

Society, which therefore might be supposed to be the proud

possessor of the first electromagnet ever constructed. Alas

for the vanity of human afiairs, the Society's museum of

apparatus has loi^ been dispersed, this priceless relic having

been either made over to the now defunct Patent Office

Museum, or otherwise disposed ot

Stufgeon's first electromagnet, the core of which weighed

only about 7 oz., was able to sustain a load of 9 lb., or

about twenty times its own weight At the time it was con-

sidered a truly remarkable performance. Its single layer of

stout copper wire was well adapted to the single cell battery

employed. The same weight of copper in the form of a fine

wire would have produced no better result Subsequently,

in the hands of Joule, the same electromagnet sustained a

Stu&geon's Stkaight Bak
ELWTKOllAGMrr.
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load of 50 lb., or about 1 14 times its own wdgbt Writing

tn 1832 about his apparatus of 1825, Sturgeon used the follow-

ing magniloquent language :

—

" When first I showed that the magnetic energies of a galvanic

conducting wire are more conspicuously exhibited by exercising

them on soft iron than on hard steel, ray experiments were limited

to small masses—generally to a few inches of rod iron about half

an inch in diameter. Some of those pieces were employed while

straight, and others were bent into the form of a horse-shoe magnet,

each piece being encompassed by a spiral conductor of copper wire.

The magnetic energies developed by these simple snangements tie of

a very distinguished and exalted diaiacter, as is conspicuously mani-

fested by the suspension ofa considerable weight at the poles during

the period of excitation by the electric influence^

''An unpaialleled transilienqr of magnetic action is also dis-

played in soft iron, by an instantaneous tiansitioa fiom a state ol

total inactivity to tlttt of vigorous polarity, and also by a stninl-

taneous reciprocity of polarity in the extremities of the bar

—

versatilities in this branch of physics for the display of which soft

iron b preeminently qualified, and which, by the agency of electricity,

become demonstrable with the celerity of thought, and illustrated by

experiments the most splendid in magnetics. It is, moreover,

abundantly manifested by ample experiments, that galvanic electricity

exercises a superlative degree of excitation on the latent magnetism

of soft iron, and calls forth its recondite powers with astonishing

promptitude, to an intensity of action far surpassing anything which

can be accomplished by any known application of the most vigorous

permanent magnet, or by any other mode of experimenting hitherto

discovered. It has been obMrved, however, by experimenting on
different pieces selected fiom various sources, that, notwithstanding

the greatest care be observed in preparing them of a unifbrm tgore

and dimensions, tliere appears a considerable difference in the

susceptibility which they individually possess of devetofring the

magnet powers, much ofwhich depends upon llie manner of treat-

ment at theforge^ as well as upon the natural character of the unni

itsel£*

* " I have audt a Baad>er of experiments on small pieces, from the resvlli

of which it appears that much hammering is highly detrimental to the develop-

ment of magnetism in soft iron, whether the exciting cause be galvanic or any
odMT. And although good annealing is always essential, and facilitates to a coa-

siderafale extentUiedis^yof polarity, Outprocen it very fiurfran itstorioff to At
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^The MpedatiYe ioitenshy of dectromagneti, and the fiualitf

and promptilDde widi wbidi tfadr eneigies can be brought mto play,

are qualifications admirably adapted for their mtroduction into a

variety of anangements in whidi powerfnl magnets so essentiaUy

operate, and poform a distinguidied part in the production of

electromagnetic rotations ; whilst the versatilities of polarity of which

they are susceptible are eminently calculated to give a pleasing

diveni^ in the exhibition of that highly interesting class of

phenomena, and lead to the production of others inimitable by any

other meanib"*

Sturgeon's further work during the next three years is

best described in his own words :

—

"It does not appear that any veiy extensive experiments were

attempted to improve the lifting powers of electromagnets, from the

time that my experiments were published in the Transactio7ts of thi

Society of Arts^ &c., for 1825, till the latter part of 1828. Mr.

Watkins, philosophical instrument maker, Charing Cross, bad, how-

ever, made them of much larger size than any which I had employed,

but I am not aware to what extent he pursued the experiraent.

" In the year 1828, Professor Moll, of Utrecht, being on a visit

to London, purchased of Mr. Watkins an electromagnet weighing

about 5 lb., at that time I believe the largest which had been made.

It was of round iron, about one inch in diameter, and furnished with

a single copper vrire twisted round it eighty-three times. When this

magnet was exdted by a large galvanic sur&ce, it supported about

75 lb. Professor Mcll afterwards prepared another dectromagnet,

which, when bent, was X2| indies ^h, s^ indies m diameter, and

weighed abont a6 llx ; prepared like the former with a single spiral

oondncting wir& ^^Hdi an acting galvanic snifice of 11 square to*
thb magnet would soppott 154 Ibi, but woold not lift an anvfl whidi

weighed 200 lb.

" The laigest electromagnet which I have yet (1832) exhibited in

my lectures weighs about 16 lb. It is formed of a small bar of

iroadUU degree of lutceptibflity which it freqnently loMt by Che opcnIioB of Iha
huBHier. Cyltndric rod iron of small dimensions iniy very easily be bent into

the required form without any hammering whatever ; and I have fotind that

»inaU electromagnets made in this way display the magnetic powen ia a veiy

CsaMdcfiM.*
* Slafgeoa't SdMHJk JtamnAHf p. iij.
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Mft tai, indi acRMi ocb ade; Che crmi pieoe^ vliidi joins the

poles, is from the sune lod of iiQ% and about i\ indies loogi

•Twenty sepante strands of copper wiic^ eadi stiand about 50 feet

in length, aie coiled ronnd the iron, one abore another, from pole to

pole, and sepanitedfibni each other bjrintenrcnangcases of siDt: the

firrt con is only tiie thickness of one ply of silk from tibe iron; the

twentieth, or ontennost, about half an inch from it By this mean
the wires are completely insulated from each other without the

trouble of covering them with thread or varnish. The ends of wire

project about 2 feet for the convenience of connection. With one
ofmy small cylindrical batteries, exposing about 150 square inches

of total surface, this electromagnet supports 400 lb. I have tried it

with a larger battery, but its energies do not seem to be so materially

exalted as might have been expected by increasing the extent of

galvanic surface. Much depends upon a proper acid solution
; good

nitric or nitrous acid, with about six or eight times its quantity of

water, answers very well. With a new battery of the above dimen-

sions and a strong solntkm of ttlt and water at a temperature of

190* Fahr., the electromagnet supported between 70 and 80 Ih.

when the &st seventeen coib only were in the circuit WItfi the

three exterior coils alone in the circuit, it would jot support die

'

lifter, or crots piece. When the temperature of the solntion was
between 40* and 50* die magnetic force exdled was comparativdy
very feeble. With the innermost coil alone and a strong add tohi-

tion,this electromagnet supports about too lb.; with the four outer-

most wires about 250 lb. It improves in power with evCTf
additional coil until about the twelfth, but not perceptibly any
further; therefore the remaining eight coils appear to be useless^

although the last three, independently of the innermost seventeen,

and at the distance of half an inch from the iron, produce in it a
lifting power of 75 lb.

*• Mr. Marsh has fitted up a bar of iron much larger than mine,

with a similar distribution of the conducting wires to that devised

and so successfully employed by Professor Henry. Mr. Marsh's

electromagnet will support about 560 lb. when excited by a galvanic

battery similar to mine. These two, I believe^are the most powerful

electromagnets yet produced in this country.

"A small electromagnet^ which I also employ on die lecture-

table, and the manner of its suspension, Is represented by Fig: t,

Plate VL (Fig. 4 in this work).

** The magnet is of cylindric rod iroii, and weighs 4 ounces : its
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poles are about a <|iiaiter of an inch asunder. It u Ibidahed vitfi

oofls of wire m the ssme mamier as the large electromagnet

before described, and will sq>>

4» port upwards of 50 lb.

I find a triangular gin very

convenient for the suspension of

the magnet in these experiments.

A stage, A, A, of thin board, sup-

porting two wooden dishes, C
and Z, is fastened, at a proper

height, to two of the legs of the

gin. Mercury is placed in these

vessels, and the dependent amal-

gamated extremities of the con-

ducting wires dip into it—one
into eadi poftion.

"The vessds are snlBdentlf

wide to admit of considemble

motion of the inres in the mei^

C1117 without intempling the

contact, which is sometimes

ocrasicMied bjr the swinging of

die magnet and attached weight

The circuit is completed by other wires, which connect the battery

with these two portions of mercury. When the weight is supported

as in the figure, if an interruption be made by removing either of

the connecting wires, the weight instantaneously drops on the table.

The large magnet I suspend in the same way on a larger gin ; the

weights which it supports are placed one after another on a square

board, suspended by means of a cord at each comer from a hook
in the cross piece, which joins the poles of the magnet

"With a new battery, and a solution of salt and water at a tempe>

catnre of 190* Fabr.| the small dectromagnet, Fig. 3, supports 16 lb."

In 1840^ after Stuigeoo had removed to Mandiester, where
be aasQoied tiie managemeiit of the "Victoria Galleiy of

Practical Sdence^" he contbmed his woilc, and in the sevenUi

memoir in his series of Rumrdies\» wrote as follows

" The electromagnet belonging to this Institution is made of a
cjlindiical bar of soft iiooy bent into the form of a hoise-shoe

STUaOKON'S LECTUaa-TABU
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magnet, having the two brandies parallel to each other, and at the

distance of 4*5 inches. The diameter of the iron is 3*75 inches, it

is 18 inches long when bent It is trniounded by fouteen coOt of

copper wire, seven on each branch. The wire which constitntes the

coPs is ^th of an incb in diameter, and in each coil tfaeie aie abool

70 lieetof wire. They are united indie usual wigr^thbianchwirei^

for the purpose of conducting the currents from the battery. The
magnet was made by Mr. NesbiL . . • The greatest we^ sns>

tained by the magnet in these experiments is i2f cwt, or 1386 lb.,

which was accomplished by sixteen pairs of plates, in four groups of

four pairs in series each. The lifting power \i$ ttiwctfficn pairs in

series was considerably less than by ten pairs in series ; and but

very little greater than that given by one cell or one pair only. This

is somewhat remarkable, and shows how easily we may be led to

waste the magnetic powers of batteries by an injudicious arrange-

ment of its elements." *

It was not until three years after Sturgeon's invention

that any notice of it was taken in Germany. In 1828, Pohlf

showed a small electromagnet in Berlin. In 1830, PfaffJ

described one of Sturgeon's, made by Watkins, which he

had seen on a recent visit to London.

At the date of Sturgeon's work the laws governing the

flow of electric currents in wires were still obscure. Ohm's
epoch-making enunciation of the law of the electric circuit

appeared in Poggendorff*s Annalen in the very year of

Sturgeon's discovery, 1825, though his complete book was
published only in 1827, and his work, translated by Dr. Francis

into English, appeared (in Taylor's ScUntific Memoirs^ vol ii.)^

only in 1841. Without the guidance of Ohm's law it was
not strange that even the most able experimenters should not

understand the relations between battery and circuit which
would give them the best effects. These had to be found b/
the painful method of trial and failure Preeminentamongst
those who tried was Professor Joseph Henry, then of the

Albany Institute^ in New York, later of Princeloi^ New
* Sturgeon's Stuntific Rettanka^ p. 188.

t See Von FdUtiiGh'k UknmmtahmMmStnmi^ 95.

t
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Jersey, who not only tried, but succeeded in effecting an

important improvement In 1828, led on by a study of the

" multiplier " (or galyanometer,) he proposed to apply to elec-

tromagnetic apparatus the device of winding them with a

spiral coil <^ wire " closely turned on itself," the wire being of

wtpper-^from ^th to ^^th. of an inch in diameter, covered

with silk. In 1831 he thus describes* the results of his

experimentss~

•*A round piece of iron, about \ inch in diameter, was bent into

the usual form of a borse-shoe, and instead of loosely coiling around

it a few feet of wire, as is usually described, it was tighdy wound with

35 feet of wire, covered with silk, so as to form about 400 turns; a

pair ofsmall galvanic plates, which ootild he dipped into atmnUer
of diluted add, was soldered to the ends of the wir^ and the whole

mounted on a stand. With these small plates the horse-shoe became

modi more powerfully magnetic than another of the same size and

wound in the same manner,' }jj the application ofa hatteiy composed

of twenty-eic^t plates of copper and sine, each 8 inches square.

Another convenient form of this apparatus was contrived by windings

straight bar of iion, 9 inches long, with 35 feet of wire, and supporting

it horizontally on a small cup of copper containing a cylinder ofzinc;

when this cup, which served the double purpose of a stand and the

pilvanic element, was filled with dilute acid, the bar became a

portable electromagnet. These articles were exhibited to the

Institute in March, 1829. The idea afterwards occurred to me,

that a sufficient quantity of galvanism was furnished by the two small

plates to develop, by means of the coil, a much greater magnetic power

in a larger piece of iron. To test this, a cylindrical bar of iron, half

an inch in diameter, and about 10 inches long, was bent into the shape

of a horse-shoe, and wound with 30 feet of wire; with a pair ofplates

oontainmg only 3^ square inches of smc, it lifted 15 lb. avoirdupois.

At tiie same time, a very material improvement in the fimnatioii of

the coil suggested itself to me on readmg a more detailed account of

Professor Schweigger's galvanometer, and which was also tested widi

complete snocem upon tiie lame horse-shoe; it consisted in u«ug
several strands of wire, each covered with silk, instead of one.

Agreeahl]f to thb construction, a second wire, of the same length as

the lint, was wound over U, and the ends soldered to the sine and

* * SiUiman't Amtriean Journal qf S(uncr, Jan. 1831, xix. 400*
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copper in such a manner that the galvanic cunent might diculite in

die same dhectioD m bodi, or, in other woidt, tlmt the twa wiiet

mifl^t act as one; the e0ect \if this addidon was doubled, as die

hone-shoe^ with the same plates belbie used, now suppported

aSUk
'* With a pair of pUites 4 inches bj 6 uiches, it lifted 39 Ibiy or

more than fifty times its own weight

These experiments conclusively proved that a great development

of magnetism could be effected by a very small galvanic element, and
also that the power of the coil was materially increased by multiplying

the number of wires without increasing the length of cadk" *

^
Not content with these results, Professor Heniy pushed

forward on the line he had thus struck out He was keenly

desirous to ascertain how large a magnetic force he could

produce when using only currents of such a degree of small-

ness as could be transmitted through the comparatively thin

copper wires such as bell-hangers use. During the year 1830

he made great progress in thb direction, as the following,

extracts show:

—

" In order to determine to what extent the coil could be applied

in developing magnetism in soft iron, and also to ascertain, if possible,

the most proper length of the wires to be used, a series of experi-

ments were instituted jointly by Dr. Philip Ten Eyck and myselC

For this purpose 1060 feet (a little more than one-fifth of a mile) of

copper wire of the kind called bell-wire, • 045 of an inch in diameter,

were stretched several times across the large room of the Academy.
" Ea^erimad \4—^A. gslvaaic current from a single pair of plates

of copper and zmc a inches square was passed through tlie whole

length of die wire^ and the effect on a galvanometer noted. From
the mean of several obaervadons the deflexion of die needle was

iS».
** Exptrhneni 2.—A current frnn die same plates was passed

dirough half the above length, or 530 feet of wive ; die deflexion in

this instance was 21*.

" By a reference to a trigonometrical table, it will be seen that the

natural tangents of 15° and 21** are very nearly in the ratio of the

square roots of i and 2, or of the relative lengths of the wires in

these two experiments.

* SHuUtfk WHUi^ /fhtfy, p. 39^
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<*Tlie length of the wire fomilqg die gdvanometer may be

neglected, as it wu onlj 8 ftet lon^
Experimmi 3.—The galvanometer was now removed, and

the whole length of the wire, attached to the ends of the wire of a

small soft iron horse-shoe a \ inch in diameter, and wound widk

about 8 feet of copper wire with a galvanic current from the plates

used in Experiments x and a. The magnetism was scaicelj

observable in the horse-shoe.

" Experiment 4.—The small plates were removed, and a battery

composed of a piece of zinc plate 4 inches by 7 inches, surrounded

with copper, was substituted. When this was attached immediately

to the ends of the 8 feet of wire wound round the horse-shoe, the

weight lifted was 4^ lb. ; when the current was passed through the

• whole length of wire (1060 feet), it lifted about half an ounce.
" E^^trimmi 5.—The cnxent was passed tbroi^ half the length

of wire (530 feet) with the same batteiy ; It then lifted s os.

^E^^eritnmt 6^Two wires of the same leqgtfa as in the last

experiment were nsed, so as to foim two stiands fiom the zinc and
copper of the battery ; in this case the weight lifted was 4 oc

*• Bs^erimtnt 7.—The whole length of the wire was attached to a
small trough on Mr. Cruickshanks' plan, containing twenty-five double

plates, and presenting exactly the same extent of zinc sin&ce to the

action of the acid as the battery used in the last experiment The
weight lifted in this case was 8 oz. ; when the intervening wire was
removed, and the trough attached directly to the ends of the wire

surrounding the horse-shoe, it lifted only 7 oz. . . .

" It is possible that the different states of the trough, with respect

to dryness, may have exerted some influence on this remarkable

result ; but that the effect of a current from a trough, if not increased, *

is but slightly diminished in passing through a long wire is certain. . .

,

" But be this as it may, the fact that the magnetic action of a
current from a trough is, at least, not sensibly diminished by passing

through a long wire is directly applicable to Mr. Barlow's project of

forming an dectromagnetie telegraph; and it is also of materisl

• conseqnence in the constraction of die gslvanic coiL Yvm tiiese

experiments it Is evident that m forming the oml we may either use

one very long wire or several shorter ones, as the dvcnmstanoes may
require ; in the first case» our galvanic combinations mnst consist of
a number of plates, so as to give "projectile force" ; in the second It

must be formed of a single pair.

*' In order to test on a large scale the truth of these pieliminaiy
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resiilts, a hu of soft Jnm, s indiei sqnaie and jo indict long^ was

bent into the form of a hormhoe, 9I inches Mgh ; the sharp edges

of the bar were first a litde rounded by the hammer ; it weighed

SI lb. ; a piece of iron from the same bar, weighing 7 lb., was filed

perfectly flat on one surface, for an armature or lifter; the ex-

tremities of the legs of the horse-shoe were also truly ground to the

surface of the armature: around this horse-shoe 540 feet of copper

bell-wire were wound in nine coils of 60 feet each ; these coils were

not continued around the whole length of the bar, but each strand of

wire, according to the principle before mentioned, occupied about

2 inches, and was coiled several times backward and fon^-ard over

itself ; the several ends of the wires were left projecting and all num-

beredi, so tltat the first and last end of each stand might be readily

distinguished. In this manner we formed an experimental magnet

on a large scale, with which several combinations of wire ooold be
made by merely uniting the difierent projecting cnd& Thn% if the

second end of the first wire be soldered to die first end of the second

wire, and so on through all the series, the whole will form a con-

tinued coil of one long wire.

'* By soldering different ends the whole may be formed into a
double coil of half the lengthy or into a triple coil of one^ird the

length, &c. The horse-shoe was suspended in a strong rectangular

wooden frame, 3 feet 9 inches high and 20 inches wide; an iron bar

was fixed below the magnet, so as to act as a lever of the second order

;

the different weights supported were estimated by a sliding weight, in

the same manner as with a common steel-yard (see sketch). In the

experiments immediately following (all weights being avoirdupois), a

small single battery was used, consisting of two concentric copper

cylinders with zinc between them ; the whole amount of zinc surface

exposed to die add fimn both sides of the zinc was two-fifths of a
square foot; the battery required only half a pint of dilnte acid for

Its submersion*

"Ss^mmmt 8*—Each wire of thehorse-shoe was soldeied .to the

battery in succession, one at a tune; the magnetism developed by
each was just sufficient to support the mfaijax fiSiSt^ aimatnn^

ing7lbb
** Experimai ^.^Two wires, one on each side of die aidi of thft

horse-shoe, were attached ; the weight lifted was r45 Ik
Experiment 10.—With two wires» one from each extremi^ of the

legs, the weight Ufted was 300 lb.

" Experimmi ri.—With Uiree wire% one from each extrcnuty of
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the legs and one from the middle of the arch, the weight supported

was 300 lb.

" Exptritncnt 1 2.—With four wires, two from each extremity,

the weight lifted was 500 lb. and the armature ; when the acid was

Fig. 5.

Henry's ELECTROMACNrr.

This figure, copied from the Sdentifie Ameriean, December li, 1880, represent!*

Henry's electromagnet, still preserved in Princeton College. The other apparmtus

at the foot, including a current-reTerser and the ribbon-coil used in the famous

experiments on secondary and tertiary currents, were mostly constructed by
Henry's own hands.

removed from the rinc, the magnet continued to support for a few

minutes 130 lb.

" Experiment 1 3.—With six wires the weight supported was

570 lb. ; in all these experiments the wires were soldered to the
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galvanic element; the oonnectkm in no case was foimed ,with

meicitij.

" Exptrhneni 14,—\Vhen all the wires (nine in number) were at-

tached, tlu maximum weight lifted was 650 Ib.y and this astonishing

result, it must be remembered, was produced by a battery contain-

ing only two-fifths of a square foot of zinc surface, and requiring only

half a pint of dilute acid for its submersion.
[

Experiment 15.—A small battery, formed with a plate of tine

12 inches long and 6 inches wide, and sunoimded by copper, was

substituted for the galvanic elements used in the last experiment

;

the weic^t lifted in this case was 750 Ih.

*^ExperimaU x6.—^In order (o asoeitain the eflect of a very small

galvanic dement on this Uig^ qoantitj of iron, a paur of plates^

exactly 1 inch sqiiave, was attached to all the wires ; die weight

lifted was 85 lb.

" The following experiments were made with wires of different

lengths on the same horse-shoe !

—

** Experiment 17.—With sixwires, each 30 feet long^ attached to

the galvanic element, the weight lifted was 375 lb.

Experimefit 18.—The same wires used in last experiment were

united so as to form three coils of 63 feet each ; the weight supported

was 200 lb. This result agrees nearly with that of Experiment 1 1,

though the same individual wires were not used. From this it

appears that six short wires are more powerful than three of double

the length.

^ Bs^arimaU xg^-—Hie wires used in Experiment 10^ but united

so as to form a sin|^ coil of iso feet of wire, lifted 60 lb. ; while hi

Experiment 10 the weight lifted was aoo Ibb This Is a confirmation

of the result in the last experiment • • •

** In these eiqiieriments a fibct was observed whidi appears some-

what surprising ; when the large battery was attached, and the aima-

ture toudiing both poles of the magnet, it was capable of suppoitiag

more dian 700 Ihi, bat when only one pole was in contact it did not

support more than 5 or 6 lb., and in this case we never succeeded

in making it lift the armature (weighing 7 lb). This fact may per*

haps be common to all large magnets, but we have never seen the

circumstance noticed of so great a difference between a single pole

and both. . . .

•*A series of experiments was separately instituted by Dr. Ten
£yck, in order to determine the maximum development of magnetism

in a small quantity of soft iron.
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** Most of the results given in this ptper were witnessed by

Dr. L. C. Beck, and to this gentleman we are indebted for several

soggestions, and particularly that of substituting cotton well waxed

for sUk thread, which in these investigations became a very consider-

able item of expense. He also made a number of experiments with

iron bonnet-wires, which, being found in commerce already wound,

might possibly be substituted in place of copper. The result was

that with very short wire the effect was nearly the same as with

copper, but in coils of long wire with a small galvanic element it was

not found to answer. Dr. Beck also constructed a hoiSMihoe of

voniid mm i iadi in diametrr, witti four cofls on the plan befine

desoibed. With one wire it lifted 30 Ibu, with two wires 60 lb.,

with three wires 85 IK, and with four wires zts Ibu While we were

engiged in there investigationab die last nvmber of the £dbibufx^

JhnrmU Sdmee was received, containing Professor MolTs paper

on *£lectroaiagnetism.' Some of his results are in a degree similar

to those here described; his object, however, was different, it being

only to induce strong magnetism on soft iron with a powerful galvanic

battery. The principal object in these experiments was to produce

the greatest magnetic force with the smallest quantity of galvanism.

The only effect Professor Moll's paper has had over these in-

vestigations has been to hasten their publication ; the principle on
which they were instituted was known to us nearly two years sinc^

and at that time exhibited to the Albany Institute."*

In the next number of Sillimaris Journal (April 1831),

Professor Henry gave " an account of a large electromagnet,

made for the laboratory of Yale College," The core of the

magnet weighed 59^^ lb. ; it was forged under Heniy'a own
directioii, and wound by Dn Ten Eydc This magnet,

wound with twen^-six strands of copper bell-wire of total

length of 728 feet; and cxdted by two cells which exposed

neaiiy 4I square feet of surface; readQy supported on its

armature, whidi weighed 23 lb, a load of 2063 lU

Writing in 1857 of his earlier experiments; Henry speaks

thusf of his ideas respecting the use of additional coils on the

magnet and the increase of batteiy powers-
* Sekntifit Writingt »/ Joitpk Henry^ L p. 49.

the SmMkmrnlnik Amm§l RtpH §ar 1857, 99)1 aad JUbMj^ IfMAvi; U.
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'To tcsi then imnciples on a larger mle, the experimental

magnet was constructed which is shown in ¥1g. 6. In this a

number of compound helices was placed on the same bar, their

ends left projecting, and so numbered that they

could all be united into one long helix, or f"'®- ^

variously combined in sets of lesser length.

" From a series of experiments with this and

other magnets, it was proved that, in order to

produce the greatest amount of magnetism from

a battery of a single cup, a number of helices

is required; but when a compound battery i^

used, then one long wire most be employed,

making many tains around the iron, Ihe lengdi

of wire and coosequenUy the number of tnms "JJitm^VmctS^
bang commensurate widi die projectile power MAomr.
oflhebatte^.

In describing the resoUi of my experiments the terms
' intensity' and 'quantity ' magnets were introduced to avoid ciicnm*

locution, and were intended to be used merely in a technical sense;

By the intensity magnet I designated a piece of soft iron so

sorrounded with wire that its magnetic power could be called into

operation by an intensity battery; and by a quantity magnet, a

piece of iron so surrounded by a number of separate coils that its

magnetism could be fully developed by a quantity battery.

" I was the first to point out this connexion of the two kinds

of the battery with the two forms of the magnet, in my paper in

Siilitnafts Journal^ January, 1831, and clearly to state that when
magnetism was to be developed by means of a compound battery

one long coil must be employed, and when the maidmnm eflect

was to be prodnced by a sinc^ batteiy a nmnber of singk strands

shonld be nsed* • • • NeiUier Ihe dectromagnet of SUugeon nor

any eleouonui^iet ever made pievioQS to my investSgptions was
iq)plicabk to transmittinf power to a dishinre. • • • The dectio-

magnet made by Stntgeon, and copied by Dana, of New Yoik,

was an imperfect quantity magnet,* the feeble power of whidi was
deieloiied by a san|^ batleiy.'*

Finally, Heniy sums np his own position as follows

"i. Previous to my investigations the means of developing

• Thii criticism is scarcely jastified by the facts, since a

battery U appropriate to a coil of low rcststance oo the nuigiiet.

c
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magnetism in soft iron were imperfectly understood, and the electro-

magnet which then existed was inapplicable to transmissions of

power to a distance.

" 2. I was the first to prove by actual experiment that in order

to develop magnetic power at a distance, a gahmic batteiy of

'intensity' must be employed to project die cnnent thiongih the

long conductor, and that a magnet snmmnded by many tnms of

one long wire most be used to lecdve this conent

I was die tint to actually magnetise a pece of iron at a

distance^ and to csH attention to the 'fiKt of the applicability ofmy
esperiments to the tdegn^

** 4. I was the firtt to actually sound a bell at a distance by

means of the electromagnet

" 5. The principles I had developed were applied by Dr. Gale to

render Morsd's madiine effective at a distanoet"

Though Henisr^s researches were published in 1831, Ui^
were for some years almost unkstown in Europe; Until

April» 1837, when Henry himself visited Wheatstooe at his

laboratoiy at Kmg's College, the latter did not know how to

ooDStruct an electromagnet that could be woiked through a
long wire circuit Cooke, who became the coadjutor of

Wheatstone, had originally come to him to consult him,* fa

February, 1837, about his telegraph and alarum, the electro-

magnets of which, though they worked well on short circuits

refused to work when placed in circuit with even a single mile

of wire. Wheatstone's own account! of the matter is ex-

tremely explicit :
—" Relying on my former experience, I at

once told Mr. Cooke that his plan would not and could not

act as a telegraph, because sufficient attractive power could

not be imparted to an electromagnet interposed in a long

circuit ; and to convince him of the truth of this assertion, I

invited him to King's College to see the repetition of the

experiments on which my condusion was founded. He

* See Mr. Latimer Oark's mcouU ofCooke in vol iSL UJmmml^Sttit^

^ Tdtgr^ Enptmrtt jp» 374.

sinttf tSf6-7( pit &^ 9f»
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came, and after seeing a variety of voltaic magnets, which

even with powerful batteries exhibited only slight adhesive

attraction, he expressed his disappointment"

After Henry's visit to Wheatstone, the latter altered his

tone. Me had been using, faute di miiux, relay circuits to

work the electromagnets of his alarum in a short circuit with

a local battery. ** These short cucuita^" he writes^ * have lost

nearly all their importance and are scarcely worth contending

about since fty^ discovery" itiie italics are our own)» "that

electromagnets may be so 'constructed as to produce the

requued effects by means of the direct current; even in veiy

longdrcmtSb"*

We pass on to the researches ofthe distinguished physicist

of Manchester, whose decease we have lately had to deplore;

Mr. James Prescott Joule; Sturgeon had removed, as men*
tioned above, in 1838, to Manchester, where his lectures on

electromagnetism excited the attention of many younger men.

Amongst them was Joule, who, fired by the work of Sturgeon,

made most valuable contributions to the subject Most of

these were published either in Sturgeon's ^«/w/f 0/ EUctt^ty
or in the Proceedings of tJie Literary andPhilosophical Society of
Manchester^ but their most accessible form is the republished

volume issued five years ago by the Physical Society of

London.

In his earliest investigations he was endeavouring to work
out the details of an electric motor. The following is an
extract from his own account {Rtpriiti pf ScUntifie Pt^en^

p. 7):—

" In the further prosecution of my inquiries, I took six pieces of
round bar iron of different diameters and lengths, also a hollow
cylinder, -j^^th cf an inch thick in the metal These were bent in
the U-form, so that the shortest distance between the poles of each
was half an inch; each was then wound with 10 feet of covered
copper wire, ^'^jth of an inch in diameter. Their attractive powers
under like currents for a straight steel magnet, inch loDg^

C 2
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suspended horizontally to die beam of a Inlaaoe^ mn, at the

distanoeoflialfaBinch, asibllom:

—

Mo> t.

BoOsw.
No. ».

Solid.

Na V
Solid.

No. 4.

Solid.

No. 5.

Solid.

No. 6.

Solid.

No. 7.

SoUd.

Length round the bend, in inches 6 Si Si Si

k 1 \ i \

Attraction Car steel magnet, inl
7-5 6*3 SI SO 4-8

IVrf^ht lifted) ie coBCts 5* 92 36 S» 20 28

''A fted megnet gave an atttacti?e power of 23 grains, wliile its

liftmg power wai not greater than 60 oancei*

" The above lesults will not' appear smpiiBng if we oonaidery

fint, the resistanoe iHiidi tion'pieaenta to the indnction of mag*

nedam, and, secondi how very mudi the mdnction ia exalted by the

ttmpletion of (he magnetic circuit

**Nothbg can be more stiiking than the difference between

the latioa of lifting to attractive power at a distance in the different

magnets. Whilst the steel magnet attracts with a force of 23 grains

and lifts 60 ounces, the electromagnet No. 3 attracts with a force

of only 5*1 grains, but lifts as much as 92 ounces.

"To make a good electromagnet for lifting purposes:—ist Its

iron, if of considerable bulk, should be compound, of good quality,

and well annealed 2nd, The bulk of the iron should bear a much
greater ratio to its length than is generally the case, 3rd. The
poles should be ground quite true, and fit flatly and accurately to

the armature. 4th. The armature should be equal in thickness to

the iron ofthe magnet
In thti;imgwk8iftrm^deOrmiuigi^

viM,f ike ie^gik Hi vm

**N(m I kavi 9lmayt fnmi U Msaiinmlagum i» imnau tki

These results were announced in March, 1839. ^i^y

of the same year he propounded a law of the mutual attrac-

tion of two electromagnets, as follows :
—

" Tfie attractiveforct

of two gUctromagnets for one another is directly proportionalU
th»$qmn of ik€ iUttricffrc$ to wkkh tkt iron uexpoud; or
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ifE denote the electric current, W the length of wire^ and M
the magnetic attraction, M = W." The discrepandei

which he himself obseived he rightly attributed to the iron

becombg saturated magnetically. In Match, 1840^ he ex-

tended this same law to tiie lUUng power of the hone-ahoe

electromagnet* ' .

In August; 1840^ he wrote to the Anmab 0/ EkOrki^^
on electromagnetic forces^ dealing chiefly with some special

electromagnets for tractio& One of these possessed the fonn

shown hi Fig. 7. Both the magnet and the iron £eeper were

furnished with eye-holes

for the purpose of suspen-

sion and measurement of

the force requisite to de-

tach the keeper. Joule

thus writes about the ex-

periments.*

"I proceed now to de-

scribe my electromagnets,

which I constructed of very

different sizes in order to develop any curious circumstance which

might present itself. A piece of cyhndrical wrought iron, 8 inches

long, had a hole one inch in diameter bored the whole length of its

aaii; one ride was phned mitH the hole was exposed sufficiently to

separate the thns-ibnned poles one-third ofan indk Another piece

of iron, also 8 inches kmg, was then planed, and bemg secured

with Its hot in contact with die odier planed soifine^ the whole was
lamed into a qplinder 8 inches long, 3} inches in exterior, and
I inch Interior diameter. The larger piece was then covered widi

calico and wound with four copper wires cotered widi silk| eadi

33 feet long, and j^th of an inch in diameter—a qnandl^ just

sufficient to hide the exterior surface and to fill the interior opoied
hole. . . . The above is designated Na i; and the rest are

numbered in the order of their description.

" I made No. 2 of a bar of ]^-inch round iron 2 * 7 inches long.

It was bent into an almost semi-circular shape, and then covered

with 7 feet of insulated copper wire, ^th of an inch thick. The

* Stkmtijk Paper$^ voL I p.

JOOLSffe BLBCIBOMAOm
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poles are half an mch Munder; and the^nre completdijr fills the

t qwce between them.

"A third electromagnet was made of a piece of iron 0*7 inch

long, o*37 inch broad, and 0*15 inch thick. Its edges were reduced

to such an extent that the tranverse section was elliptical. It was

bent into a semicircular shape, and wound with 19 inches of silked

copper wire, of an inch in diameter.

** To procure a still more extensive variety, I constructed what

might, from its extreme minuteness, be t<;rmed an eUmeniary deehrp^

magfuL It ii the imanest, I beKeve^ ever made, consisting of a
bit of iron wire } ofan Indi long, and ^th of an indi in damctei;

It «aa bent into the shape of a semi-ctrde^ and was wonnd wiA
duee tuns of- umnsulaki copfct wire of an indi in

With these magnets experiments were made with various

strengths of currents, the tractive forces being measured by
an arrangement of levers. The results, briefly, are as

follows :—Electromagnet No. r, the iron of which weighed

IS lb., required a weight of 2090 lb. to detach the

keeper. No. 2, the iron of which weighed 1057 grains,

required 49 lb. to detach its armature. Na 3, the iron of

which weighed 65 * 3 grains, supported a load of 1 2 lb., or

1286 times its own weight Na 4, the weight of which was
only half a grain, carried in one instance 1417 grains^ or

9834 times its own weight

•*It required much patience to work with an arrangement so

minute as this last ; and it is probable that I might ultimately have

obtained a laiger figure than the above, which, however, exhibits a
power pfopoftikmed to its weight fiv greater fhan any on record, and
is eleven times that of the celebrated steel magnet which belonged

lo Sir Isaac Newton.

" It is well known that a steel magnet ought to have a much
greater length than breadth or thickness; and Mr. Scoresby has

found that when a large number of straight steel magnets are

bandied together, the power of each when separated and examined
is greatly delCfionited. All this is easily understood, and finds its

canse in the attempt of each part of the qrstem to mduce upon
the other part a contrary magnetism to its own. Still fkut h no

I

I
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reason why the principle should in all cases be extended from the

steel to the electromagoet, since in the latter case a great and com-

manding inductive power is brought into play to sustsdn what the

former has to support by its own unassisted retentive property.

Ail the preceding experiments support this position; and the

following Table gives proof of the obvious and necessary general

consequence, tht masBbimm fowerqfUU dKiromagna is tUnctfypn^

perHmud ib I0r baa imuwmi mtHmmi mm. The second cohnDn
of the TaUe contamt tbo least lectkmal area In aqoaic indies of

the entire magnetic drenit The maiimnm power in pounds avoir-

'dnpois is reooided in ihe ihizd; and tfais» reduced to an indi aqnare

of sectional area, is given m tiie Ibiiifh coliunn under the title of
specific power.

.

Tablb !•

Miuiinum
Power.

Spcdftc
Power.

10 2090 ao9

My own dectronwfurti

.

0*196 49 250

Na S — •• •• 0*0436 IS 27s

o*ooia o*aot i6a

Mr. J. C. Nesbit's. Length round the curve,

3 ft. ; diameter of iron core, 2| in. : sec-

tional area, 5*7 in.; ditto of armature. 4-S 317 .

4' 5 in-
; weight of iron, about 50 Ih.

Profenor Heniy*a. Leagthro«ndtlieaiTYe,>

30 in. ; section, 3 in. sqnavs; dHip *Aga\ 190. ,

roniMledoff; wc^^ail^ ^ „ ,J

Mi; Stttgeooni oitginaL I^agU^ load dwi
corve^ aboiifci ft.| dinMtar of tte ffo«Bd| 0*196 SO 2SS

"The above examples, are, I think, sufficient to prove the rule
I have advanced. Na i was probab^ not fully saturated; other-
wise I have no donbC that its power per square mch woidd hare
approached 30a Abo die spedfic power ofNo. 4 is small, because
of the difficulty of maldng a good experiment with it"
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These experiments were followed by some to ascertain

the effect of the length of the iron of the magnet, which he

considered, at least in those cases where the degree of mag-

netization b considerably below the point of saturation, to offer

a directly proportional resistance to magnetization ; a view the

justice of which is now, aftqpfifty years, amply confirmed.

In November of the same year further experiments* in

the same direction were published. A tube of Iron, spirally -

made and welded, was prepared, planed down as in the pre>

ceding case^ and fitted to a similarly prepared armatures

The hollow cylinder thus formedi shown in Fig. 8» was 2

feet in lengtti. its eactemal

diameter was i *43 inch, its in-

ternal being 0*5 inch. The
least sectional area was io|

square inches. The exciting

coil consisted ofa single copper

rod, covered witii tape, bent .

^'"^^^t''
^"^^ into a sort of S-shape. This

was later replaced by a coil of

twenty-one copper wires, each ^ inch in diameter and 32 feet

long, bound together by cotton tape. This magnet, excited

by a battery of sixteen of Sturgeon's cast-iron cells, each

I foot square and i\ inch in interior width, arranged in a series

of four, gave a lifting power of 2775 lb.

Joule's work was well worthy of the master from whom he

had learned his first lesson in elcctromagnetism. He showed

his devotion not only by writing descriptions of them for

Sturgeon's Annals, but by exhibiting two of his electro-

magnets at the Victoria Gallery of Practical Science, of which

Sturgeon was director. Others, stimulated into activity by

Joule's example^ proposed new forms, amongst them being

two Manchester gentlemen, Mr. Radford and Mr. Richard

Roberts, the latter being a well-known engineer and inventor

Mr. Radford's electromagnet consisted of a flat iron disk, with

deep spiral grooves cut in its face^ in which were laid the

* ScUnlifk Pafert, p. 40, and Annalt 0/ EUtirkUy^ voL v. p. 17a
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insulated copper wires. The armature consisted of a plain

iron disk of similar size. This form is described in yoL iv. of

Sttugeon's Annais. Mr. Roberts' form of electromagnet con-

sisted of a tectangular iron block, having: straight parallel

grooves cut across tto faoc^ as in Fig. 9. This was described

in toL vL of Stufgeon''a AumUs; p. 166. Its face was 6|

inches squan^ and its thickness 2^ inches. It weighed, with

the conducting wire^ 35 ib. ; and the armature^ of the same

size and i| inch thick, weighed 33 lb. The load sustained

by this magnet was no less than 3950 Ibi Roberts inferred

thatamagnet, if made of equal thickness^ but 5 feet square

would sustadn 100 tons weight Some of Roberts^ apparatus

is still preserved in the Museum of Peel Paik^ Manchester.

N.

/

MP. J,

ROMBTif EUCnOMAOMST. JOPLB^ ZiGSAO SLICTBOMAOIIR.

On p. 431 of the same volume of the Amtals, Joule de-

scribed yet another form of electromagnet, the form of whidi

resembled in general Fig. lO ; but which, in actual fact^ was
built up of twenty-four separate flat pieces of iron bolted to a

circular brass ring. The armature was a similar structure, but

not wound with wire. The iron of the magnet weighed 7 Ib^

and that of the armature 4*55 lb. The weight was 2710 Ik,

when excited by sixteen of Sturgeon's cast-iron cells.

In a subsequent paper on the calorific effects of magneto-

electricity,* published in 1843, Joule described another form
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€£ electromagnet of hoise-shoe diape^ made from a piece oC

boQer^plate. This was not intended to give great lifting

power, and was used as the field-magnet of a motor. In

1853, another powerful dectromagnet of horse-ahoe form,

j
. somewhat similar to the preceding; was constructed by Joule

for experiment He came to the conclusion* that, owing to

! magnetic saturation setting in, it was improbable that any
'

^ force of electric current could give a magnetic attraction

greater than 200 lb. per square inch. "That is, the greatest

1 weight which could be lifted by an electromagnet formed of a

I bar of iron i inch square, bent into a semi-circular shapes

' would not exceed 400 lb.*

j
With the researches of Joule may be said to end the first

' stage of development The notion of the magnetic circuit,

which had thus guided Joule's work did not commend itself

at that time to the professors of physical theories ; and the

practical men, the telegraph engineers, were for the most part

content to work by purely empirical methods. Between the

practical man and the theoretical man there was^ at least oa
this topiq a great gulf fixed* The theoretical man, arguing as

though magnetism consisted in a surface distribution of

polarity, and as though the laws of electromagnets were like

those of sted magnetic laU down rules not applicable to the
' cases which occur in practice^ and which hindered rather than

hdped progress. The practical man, finding no help from

theory, threw it on oneside as mlsleadiiig and mdcaa. It is

true that a few workers made careful oliservations and fiMmu-

lated into rules the results of their investlgatioas. Amongst
theses the principal were Ritchie^ Robinson, Mfiller, Dub^Vom
Kolke^ and Du Moood; but their work was l^lle knows
beyond the pages of the scientific journals wherein tbeir

expenmeiRS were ocscnoeo.

Formube connecting together the dimensions of an

electromagnet, the strength of current circulating around it,

the number of turns in its coil, and the resulting amount of
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magnetisiii excited, were proposed by varfous physicists.

Lenz and Jacobi laid down the rale that the amount of

magnetism excited in a given electromagnet is proportional

to the current and to the number of turns ; a rule that is

manifestly incorrect, as it fails to take into account the

tendency to magnetic saturation of the iron cores. Formulae

which take saturation into account have been given by
Miillcr, Von Waltenhofen, Lamont, Weber, and Frolich, but

are for the most part empirical, and only approximate.

Some account of these has been given by the Author else-

where.* The law of the electromagnet could not indeed be

accurately stated by any formula that was not based on the

principle of the magnetic circuit Analogies between the flux

of electricity in an electrically-conducting circuit, and the

flux of magnetic lines of force through drcuits possessing

magnetic conductivity are to be found, as was remarked ia

the Preface to this work, abundantly in the literatuie of the

The work of Rowland, Bosanquet^ and others^ there siiiii-

martzed, paved the way for a sound method of treating calcu-

lations appertainuig to magnetic drcuits. In 1885 and 1886

Mr. G. Kapp discussed the calculation of the field-magnets of

dynamos from tids point of view, and gave formulae In 1886

Drs. J. and E. Hopkinson communicated to the Royal'

Sodetyt A very complete and elegant investigation of the

problem of the magnetic circuit ; their chief point being the

d priori determination of the characteristic curve of mag-
netization of the dynamo-machine from the ordinary laws

of magnetism, and the known properties of a given specimen

of iron. They also investigated experimentally the lateral

leakage of magnetic lines from a circuit Ever since that

date calculations of the quantities involved in the magnetic

circuits of dynamo-machines have been matters of every day
practice. In the Cantor Lectures, delivered by the Author in

February, 1890, which form the basts of the present book, the

S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-eleetrie Mukhurj^f 3ld cd., iM^ pi JlQ.
t PM, rrams^ 1886, pU i pb ^1.

9^
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attempt wat made to extend fitSB prindple to the varied

phenomena ofelectromagnets in all dieir forms. In Chapter

IV. the method of calculating magnetic circuits is given.

Notable Electromagnbt&

No historical account of the electromagnet would be com-

plete which did not refer, however briefly, to some electro-

magnets that arc notable for their unusual dimensions.

Faraday's Electromagnet, still preserved at the Royal

Institution, with which so many of his researches and those

of Professor Tyndall were made^ b depicted in Fig» II. It is

thus described by Faraday.*

" Another magnet which I have had made has the horse-shoe form.

The bar of iron is 46 inches in length and 3*75 inches in diameter,

and IS io bent that the extremities forming the poles are 6 inches

from each ether; 539 feet of copper wiie o* 17 indi in ^ameter,

and oovcred widi tape, are wowid lonnd the two straight parts of

the hai^ fbmung two coib.on dwse paits^ each 16 inches in kngdi,

and oompoaedofthreelajeisofwire; the poles are, ofcomae^6indie8

i^Mit^ die ends are planed tme^ and agahutdiese move two short bars

of soft iron 7 indies long and s} by i inch thick, which can be

adjusted by screws and held at any distanec less than 6 inches fiom

each other."

PHkkef^s EUetromaptet, constructed in 1847,! was also ot

horse-shoe form, but larger. The core was 132 centimetres

in length, io*2 centimetres in diameter, and weighed 84 kilo-

grammes. The poles were 28 * 4 centimetres apart. The copper

wire, of 14*93 square millimetres sectional area, weighed 35
kilogrammes, and was wound in three layers.

Von Feilitssdis and Holtz's Electromagnet.—This was

constructed J in 1880. It differs from all the preceding in

possessing a laminated core. Its shape is a horse-shoe^ the

t Pogg. Ann^ \xxL 31$, 1847 ; and Ixxiii. 549^ tt4l

\ AfittkeiL «. d, msimfvf, Venm v. Nm-Fmmtm m, Mgtih Nor. t88ob

TaLiv.
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totat length of core being about 38$ centimetres, of ciroilar

section 19*5 centimetres in thidcncs^ The shortest distance

between the poles is 40*5 centimetres^ and the extreme
*

Fio. lu

FaKAOAT'I EUCTAOIIACim AT THB ROfYAL IMSTITUTIOK.

height from the outer side of the bend to the central point

between the flat polar surfaces is 125 centimetres. The core

is itself built up of twenty-eight strips of sheet iron 7 milli-

metres thick, of varying breadth, each separately bent in the

forge, lacquered, and put together without any metallic

clamping. The whole core weighs 628 kilogrammes. This

core, temporarily held together, was imbedded, with its poles
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upwards, in a bed of cement in a strong oak box on wheels, the

limbs projecting to a length of 96 Centimetres. The coils are

multiple, being composed of fifteen layers of insulated copper

strip, and ten layers of wire of 2 millimetres diameter, covered

with cotton or wool and well varnished. Arrangements arc

added for coupling the exciting circuits in several different

ways.

Becquartts Elcctromagmt—In 1848 M. Edm. Bccqiicrel con-

structed an clcctromngnet, having upright cores 1 1 cm. in diameter,

in total I metre in length. Each coil consisted of 910 metres of a

copper wire, 1 mm. in diameter, wound in two separate windings^

weighing about 25 kilogrammes.

i P, Thompson*s El(Ctroma^i(t.—In 1883 a large electromagnet

(Fig. 1 2) was constructed for the Author of this book by Mr. Akcster,

Fia la.

S. P. Thompson's Electromacnkt.

of Glasgow. The ironwork consists of two cylindrical cores of care-

fully annealed iron of the softest Scotch brand, each 7 * 3 centimetres
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in diameter, and 53*8 ceDtimctres high. These are shouldered and

inserted into a massive cross-yoke, also of wrought iron. The coils

are wound upon lemovablc bobbins of brass, slit lengthways to pre-

vent ccUly-currcnts, and weigh about 7$ ll>. each. Kach coil consists

of about 1820 turns of a copper wire 3*67 mm. in diameter, covered

with a heavy insulation of indiarubbcr and tarred hemp braided. It

was with this electromagnet that the Author discovered the increase

of electric resistance of metals in a strong magnetic field, a discovery

announced independently about the same date by M. Kiglil

These electromagnets have^however, been far surpassed in

recent years by those used as field-magnets In dsmamo-
machincs. The electromagnets thus used in the largest

Edison-Hopkinson dynamos, built by Messrs. Mather and

riatt, of Manchester, weigh no less than 17 tons, and have a

cross-section of 517 square inches of iron. Reckoning (with

Joule) the possible magnetic traction at 200 lb. to the square

inch, these magnets ought to be capable of sustaining a load

of 46 tons.

Two curious experiments carried out in the United States

deserve mention here. In 1887, Major W. R. King, of the

United States Navy, constructed an enormous electromagnet

out of two 15-inch cannons^ which were placed 'side by side

and connected together magnetically by piling a number of

iron rails across the breedu Each gun was about 15 feet

long, and weighed 25 tons. The total cross-section of the

rails which served as a yoke was 60 sq. in., and preferably

should have been larger. Upon each gun were wound three

coils» each about 3 feet long, and having internal and external

diameters of about 36 and 40 in. respectively. The wire

employed was a stranded cables having a core of twenty
Na 30 gauge copper wtres^ together with seven smaller wues
twbted together and covered with Indiarubber and insiilatii^

tape to a diameter of four-tenths of an Inch. Its length was
eight miles, with a total resistance of 19*2 ohms. As an
armature, a bundle of fifteen iron plates, each J inch thick,

1 1 in. wide, and 7 feet long, was used. The current was
supplied from a dynamo-machine which usually operated
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twenty ate lamps. The whole arrangement b depicted in

Fi& 13, p. 32, and ui Fig. 14 are given a small plan of the

guna^ and a diagram of the muzzle of one of them in section,

showing the position of the coil8» and indicating also the

curved paths of the magnetic lines.

Fia 14.

Diagram of Magnetic Lines op Force at Mouth or Cannon.

With this gigantic electromagnet various experiments
were made* A pull of 5 tons at the middle of the armature
failed to detach it ; and from experiments made with leverage

* Sec EUctrkal Wwld^ ju., p. 37, J«n. 31, 1888.

D
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it appeared that a pull of 20^600 Hx* or nearly 10 tons

would have been required. Pour 15-inch shells of iron, eacht

weighing 320 lb., were hung in a magnetic chain from one

another from the muzzle of one of the guns. By holding in

the hand a spike or bit of iron wire, the pull of the magnetic

field was felt even 5 or 6 feet away from the poles, and by

this means the magnetic lines, given in Fig. 14, p. 33, were

marked on a sheet of paper. It was found that if a small

piece of iron was held in the axis of the bore, just within the

mouth of the cannon, it was repelled strongly outwards ; but

if held at a point in the same axis some distance away, it was

powerfully attracted. The neutral point at which there was

neither attraction or repulsion was found to be at a point

about 7^ inches in front of the face of the muzzle. This fact

illustrates an important principle, of which notice is taken at

a later place in this book, that a small mass of iron ^tends

always to move from a place where a magnetic field is weak

toward a place where it is stronger. Owing to the hollow of

the bore, the magnetic field is weaker within the muzzle than

it is at the point inches in front At this neutral point the

field is neariy uniform, the magnetic lines up to this distance

converging; and then divergingbc^'ond Little iron projectiles

3 inches long and inch In diameter, placed on a smooth piece

of board in the axis of the gmi, were thrown out about 2 feet

from the gun and then sudden^ drawn back to it; attaching

themselves to the outside rim of the muzzle; and sticking on
endways like quills upon the porcupine

In 1887, a still larger electromagnet wasmade by winding

some dectric light cable around the steam-ship Atlanta

belonging to the U.S. Navy ; the whole iron ship being then

magnetized by the current from two gramme dynamo-
machines. Lieut. Bradley A. Fiske,* who carried out these

arrangements, hoped thereby to be able to establish a mag-
netical means of signalling between ships at sea.

Itt7.
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CHAPTER II.

GENERALITIES CONCERNING ELECTROMAGNETS AND
ELECTROMAGNETISM ; TYPICAL FORMS OF ELEO
TROMAGN£TS: MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Uses in Gsneral.

Regarded as a piece of mechanism, an electromagnet may
be described as an apparatus for producing a mechanical

action at a place distant from the operator who controls it

;

the means of communication from the operator to the distant

point where the electromagnet is being the electric wire. The
use of electromagnets may, however, be divided into two

main divisions. For certain purposes an electromagnet is

required merely for obtaining temporary adhesion or lifting

power. It attaches itself to an armature, and cannot be

detached so long as the exciting current is maintained, except

by the application of a superior opposing puU. The force

which ao electromagnet thus exerts upon an annature of

iron with which it is in direct contact, is always eonsider*

ably greater than the force with which it can act on an
armature at some distance away, and the two cases must be
carefully distinguished Traeiim of an armature in contact

and atiraeiim of an armature at a distance are two different

functions; so different^ indeed, tliat it is no exaggeratioa

to say that an electromagnet designed for the one purpose

is unfitted for the other. The question of designing electro-

magnets for dtlier of these purposes wiO occupy a large

part of these pages. The action which an dectromagnet

exercises on an annature in its neighbonihood may be of

several kinds. If the armature is of soft iron, placed nearly*

D 2
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paialld to the polar surfaces^ the actioa is one simply of

attracUoiiy producing a motion of simple translation, in whidi

it will make no difleienoe which pole is a north pole and

which is a south pole. If the armature lies oblique to the

line of the poles, there will be a tenden^ to turn it round

as well as to attract it ; but, again, if the armature b of soft

iron the action will be independent of the polarity of the

magnet, that is to say, independent of the direction of the

exciting current If, however, the armature be itself a

magnet of steel permanently magnetized, then the direction

in which it tends to turn, and the amount and also the sign

of the force with which it is attracted, will depend on the

polarity of the electromagnet, that is to say, will depend on

the direction in which the exciting current circulates.

Hence there arises a difference between the operation of a

non-polarized and that of a polarized apparatus, the latter

term being applied to those forms in which there is

employed a portion—say an armature—^^to which an initial

fixed magnetization has been imparted. Non-polarized

apparatus is in all cases independent of the direction of the

current Another class of uses served by electromagnets is

the production of rapid vibrations. These are employed in

the mechanism of electric trembling bellsi in the automatic

breaks of induction coils, in electrically-driven tuning-

forks such as are employed for chronographic purposes, and

in the Instruments used in harmonic telegr^hy. Spedal
oonstnictioas of dectromagnets are appropriate to special

purposes sudi as these. The adaptation of electromagnets

for the special end of responding to rapidly alternating

currents is a dosdy kindred matter. Lastly, there are

certain applications of the electromagnet, notably in the con-

struction of some forms of arc lamp, for which it is specially

sought to obtain an equal or approximately equal pull over

a definite range of motion. This use necessitates special

designs. All these matters will be considered in due course.

In the mean time, we must enter upon some of the dementary
principles of elcctromagnetism.
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PoLARmr.

It is a familiar fact that the polarity of an electromagnet

depends upon the sense in which the current is flowing around

it. Various rules for remembering the relation of the electric

flow and the magnetic force

have been given. One of *^

them that is useful is that

when one is looking at the

north pole of an electro*,

magnet^ the current will be
flowing around that pole in

the sense opposite to that in Circulation of Current AlOOVD
, . , ^. . - , , A TWO-POLR ELICTROaCAOIIST.

whidi the hands of a clock

are seen to revolve. This necessitates the connexion of the

bobbins of a two-pole electromagnet in such a way that the

currents shall circulate as indicated in the manner depicted

in Fig. 15 Another useful rule, suggested by Maxwell^ is

illustrated by Fig. 16, namely, that the sense of the circula-

Fic 16.

DlAGKAM ItLUnmATINO RlLATIOII OF MAGMStlZIIIO CltCtflT AMD
RttVLTiico MAoranc Fokcl

Uon of the current (whether right or left-handedj^ and the

positive direction of the resulting magnetic forces are related

together hi the same way as the rotation and the travel ofa
right-handed screw are associated together. Right-handed
roution of the screw is associated with forwaid travel
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Right-handed circulation of a current is associated with a

magnetic force tending to produce north polarity at the for-

ward end of the core.

Poles and Poiar Surfaces.

Magnetism, whether resident permanently in a jMeoe of

lodestoneor of hardened steel, or whether temporarily pro-

duced in a har of soft iron by means of an external circulation

of dectric currents in a surrounding coil, is sometfiing which

eidsts internally hi the piece of lodestone or steel or iron,

though it may also manifest itself externally. In the case of

ordinary lodestones and steel magnets, and in that of those

electromagnets that do not form closed magnetic circuits,

there are certain external manifestations, most of which are

well known. Small pieces of iron or steel will be attracted

by and adhere to certain parts of the surface of such magnets.

Compass needles brought into the neighbourhood of the

same parts are deflected by their influence. Those parts of

the surface of a lodestone, or steel magnet, or electromagnet,

to which iron fllings adhere in tufts, and which act on compass

needles, are in common language called the polar surfaces, or

simply the poles, of the magnet In former days magnetism

was regarded as a surface phenomenon, resident (as an invisible

fluid or fluick) upon these polar parts of the surface. It ii^

however, possible to have a magnet, highly magnetized^

entirely destitute of pole& For example^ it is possible to

magnetize a steel ring in such a way (compare yi, p. 163)

that the magnetization shall be entirdy internal : the magnetic

lines flowing round wholly withhi the metal, and never coming

up to the surface. This is done by overwrapping the rii^

aU round with a magnetizing coil of insulated copper wire^

through v^ich an electric current b passed Of course audi

a ring magnet is uicapable of attracting iron filuigs, or of

peituibing a compass needle. The evidence that such a ring

is magnetized internally is two*fold. In the act of mag-
netizing the ring grows larger to a minute extent If cut or

broken, such a ring forthwith exhibits polar properties at the
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cut surface; The pole or polar region of a magnet is simply

that part of the surface where the internal magnetic lines

emeige into the air. Only such parU exhibit any such

properties as those to which formerly the virtues of magnetic

fluids were attributed. In one sense, therefore, it b true that

the external phenomena of poles are accidental. Nevertheless^

it was piedsely these external phenomena which first drew

attention to the subject of magnetism and were first uivestl*

gated It is the consideration of them that origmated the

terms in which magnetic facts are described. The veiy unit

of magnetism that has been adopted as a means of expressing

the relative strengths of magnets is based upon the repulsion

which two poles are found to exert upon one another when

separated by an air space : and the unit of intensify of

magnetic force is in turn based on the unit of polar magnetism.

It is too late to dream of changing these definitions, which

are now universally accepted. Every treatise on magnetism

deals copiously with them ; it is enough for the present

purpose^ therefore^ to state them for reference.

Magnetic Units.

The international units, now adopted by all electricians^ are

based upon the absolute system of weights and measures^

known as the "C.G.S. system." In this system, which is

further explained in Appendix B, the centiinetrg is taken as the

unit of length, thegrtmm as the unit of mass^ and the mtmd
as the unit of time. From these three fundamental units are

derived all the other physical units. For example, the ifpfwr

or unit of force in this system, is that force whicli» if it acts on
one gramme for one second^ gives to it a velocity of one
centimetreper second. The pull of the earthen amass ofone
pound (this pull being what is commonly called the pound's

weight) is equal (at London) to 444,971 dynes. One djme it

a pull (or push) equal to about ^ of the weight (at London)
of one grain. Upon this abstract unit of force is founded the

magnetic unit
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The unit quantity of magnetism^ or unit magnetic pek^ \A

of such a strength that, when placed at a distance of one

centimetre (in air) from a similar pole of equal strength, it

lepels it witha force ofone dyne; The distribution ofapparent

magnetisiii at a polar surface is usually stated In terms of the

number of units of magnetism (defined as above) per square

centimetre^ this number bdng sometimes called the surface-

density of the magnetisation. It Is found that this surface-

den^ty canno^ even with the most enormous magnetizing

forces, be made to exceed a limiting amount Ewhig finds

that the softest Iron, subjected temporarily to the h^est
magnetising forces will not exhibit more than 1700 units of

magnetism per square centimetre. Hard steel will not usually

retain permanently a higher magnetization than 500 units per

square centimetre of pole surface, or at the rate of 3225 units

per square inch. This mode of expressing the facts in surface

units is antiquated. The modem mode of regarding the

matter is to think of the magnetic lines which flow around the

magnetic circuit, emerging from the metal at one polar surface,

and re-entering it at the other. Owing to the conventional

mode of regarding the matter, according to which one draws

one magnetic line per square centimetre to represent a force

ofone dyne acting on a unit pole^ we have to draw, or Imagine

as drawn, as many Ihies per square centimetre as there are

dynes of force on a unit pole. As a matter of fact, the

number of dynes of force that are exerted on a unit pole

placed between two surfaces of opposite polarity, dose

together, Is numerically equal to 4 « (Le.s i2*5<56) times the

number of surface units of magnetism per square centimetre

on either of the surfaces. Hence arises the curious rule that

for eveiy unit of magnetism at the surface one must suppose

4 V magnetic lines coming up through the surface: For
example, If at any polar surface there are 100 units of

magnetism, we must imagine 1257 lines emerging through that

surface.

In the case of a bar magnet, we conceive these lines as

flowing through the metal, emerging at one end (the north
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pole) and curving round to re-«fiter tSie metal at the other end

(the south pole). In Fig. 17, these lines aie drawn both

internally and externally. Every one knows that Ifwe dip

Fia 17*
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such a magnet into iron filings the small bits of iron stick oo^

more especially at the ends^ but not exdusivel/ ; and Ifyon
hold It under a piece of paper or cardboard, and sprinkle Inm
filings on the paper,you obtain curves like those shown on the
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diagram. They attest the distribution of the magnetic forces

in the external space. The magnetism running internally

through the body of the iron begins to leak out sideways, and

finally all the rest streams out in a great tuft at the end.

These magnetic lines pass round to the other end, and there go

in again, and the place where the steel is internally most highly

magnetized is this place across the middle where externally no

iron filings at all stick to it. Now, we have to think of mag-

netism from the inside and not the outside. This magnetbm
extends in lines^ coming up to the surface somewhere near the

ends ofthe bar, and the filings stickon whereverthe magnetism

comes up to the surface; The/ do not stick on at the middle

part ofthe bar, where the metal,u really most completely per^

meated through and through by the magnetism*; there are a
largernumber of lines per square centimetre ofcross-section in

the middle r^ion whm none come up to the sur&ofr

The space outside tiie magnet where these magnetic lines

are passing from pole to pole is called the magneticJUld of

the magnet It is obviously more intense, or in other words

the lines in it are denser, near to the poles than at some
distance away. In this field the lines are so drawn, or

imagined, that at any point the direction of the lines at that

part of the field shows the direction of the resultant magnetic

force at that point Also, the density of the lines indicates

the magnitude of the force. A single free magnet pole placed

at any point in the field would tend to move along the

magnetic lines, a north pole sailing one way, a south pole

sailing the other. If a small pivotted compass needle is set

down at any point in the field, it at once turns round and sets

itself along the magnetic line at that point If a needle is set

down on a curved magnetic line, and is free not only to turn

round but to shift its whole position, it will be pulled sidewajrs

and always toward the inner side of the curve. Small

unmagnetized needle^ and filings of iron, if placed in the

magnetic field, are magnetized by the influence of the

magnet, and turn round and point along the linesL This

explauis the familiar experiment of sprinkling iron filings on
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a sheet of paper or glass over a magnet The fih'ng-figure

thus obtained (Fig. i8) is useful for studying the manner in

which the magnetic lines are distributed in the surrounding

field

Fig. 18.

Filing-figure of the Bar Magnet.

Now in studying electromagnets by the light of the modem
principle of the magnetic circuit, we have to think of these

things as internal, not as mere superficial, phenomena. We
have to think of iron and steel as being good conductors

of magnetic lines ; we have to calculate what cross-section of

iron to allow for any desired number of magnetic lines to

permeate through it ; and we have to calculate the mag-
netizing power that will be needful to apply in order to

force any given number of magnetic lines into the circuit

Symbols and definitions are required in dealing with these

matters. In order to express the intensity of the magnetic

force at any point in a magnetic field, it is usual, as explained

previously, to describe it in terms of the number of magnetic

lines per square centimetre that are to be considered as
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tiaversiiig the air at the point in question ; the intensity of

the force in the field (or intensity offiM^ as it is often calledX

being denoted by tlie letter H. The term iki magneticfm
is often used for the whole number of magnetic lines that

floir ifiound the circuit, and denoted by the symbol N. The
number of magnetic lines per square centimetre^ in any
material, is called the magnetic indtiction, or simply the

induction (also called tfie permeation, or the internal vtagneti-

•

j
sation)y and for this the symbol B is used. As iron, steel

and other magnetic materials are more permeable for

magnetic lines than air is, it follows that the same application

of magnetizing power that would produce H lines per square

j
centimetre in air at any point in space will produce a greater

number of lines per square centimetre if the space in question

is occupied by iron instead of air. That is to say, the same

magnetizing power that would have produced H lines per

square centimetre in air will produce B lines per square

centimetre in iron ; where B is a number greater than H,

according to the permeability of the specimen. Of this more
will be said in Chapter III. on the Properties of Iron*

I |i
Elementary Propositions in ELECTRoifACNEncs.

j
. Here it will be convenient to lay down a few elementaiy

propositions dealing with the relation between dectric

) ; currents and magnetic forces

i

I
t I. Magnetametivi Fone, or Total Magnetizing Power

<
{ of Electric Current circulating in a CoiL—It is found that

j I
when a current flows along in a copper wire that is

* coiled in several turns around a core, and is thus made
to circulate around an interior magnetic circuit, the mag-
netizing power or tendency of this circulation of electricity

is proportional both to the strength of the current so circula-

ting and to the number of turns in the coil. If* other things

are equal, the total magnetizing power depends on nothing

else but these two matters ; being independent of the size or
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Fig. 19.

ICacnbtizing Coil wound aioond
A Macmstic Circuit*

material of the wire, and of its shape, and is the same whether

the spirals are close together or wide apart. If S stands for

the number of spirals in the coil, and 1 be the number of

amperes of current that are

flowing, then S multiplied

by i will be the number of

ampen-tumsoi circulation

of current. It is ex-

perimentally proved that

twenty amperes drculating

around five turns exert

precisely the same mag-
netizing power as

ampere circulating

hundred times^ or as one
hundred amperes circular

ting once around the core.

In each of these cases the circulation of current is one

hundred ampere-turns. To calculate from this the value, in

absolute C.G.S. units, of the magnetomotive force, it is re-

quisite to multiply the ampere-turns by -j^ or by 1*257.

Or, in symbols.

Magnetomotive force = 1*257 x S i.

It will be shown in Appendix C that it is possible to

avoid the use of this multiplier by taking the ampere-turns

themselves as the magnetomotive force.

Some writers call the magnetomotive force the "line-

integral of the magnetic forces." ' -

2. Intensity of Magnetic Force at amy ^nt in a long

Magnetifing CaiL—^The preceding expresstoo for the total

magnetizing power of a coil does not give any informatioa

about the variation of the magnetic force at difierent parts.

If in Fig. 19^ a closed curve be drawn (the dotted curve)

passing through all the spirals^ and the question be asked
" What is the intensity of the magnetic force at various points

on this curve?" ft must be replied that Uie intensity of the
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foroe will vary greatly from point to point, being greatest at

the middle of that part of the curve which lies within the

spirals. If a uniformly-wound coll were constructed of very

great length (say at least one hundred times itsown diameter),

the intensity of the magnetic foroe would be very nearly

uniformly great all along its axis» until quite dose to the ends

of the coil, where It rapidly falls off*. The expression for the

value of 1-1 at any point along the axis (save near the ends)

of such a long coil is found by considering the magnetomotive

force as distributed uniformly along its length ; or, in symbols,

where / stands for the length of the coil, in centimetres. *

H = ^ -r^ = I ' 257 times the ampere-turns per centimetre

of length..

Or, if the length is given in inches:

H = 0*495 times the ampere-turns per inch.

i
Or, if it is desired to express the intensity of the magnetic

I foroe in linesper square mek instead of per square centimetre^

i
we shall have>-

j
H« - 3* 193 X the ampere-turns per inch.

{ In the case where a wire is wound in an annular coil upon

an iron ring, so that there are no ends to the coil, H is uniform

at all points along the closed curve drawn within the coil, and

is calculated as above, taking the mean length along the body

of the ring as It is obvious that when H is uniform,

H X / gives the total magnetizing power or magnetomotive

lbcc&

3. Intemsify of Magnetie Forte ai eetUre efa single Ringr^
At the centre of a single ring or circular loop of wire carrying

current off amperes^ and of radius r centimetres, the intensity

of the magnetic force is calculated by the formida

H - ^ i « 0-6284 X ^-"LPfi:^.
10 r radius
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Fia. aa

\

This b the case of a Uneent-galvanooietric ring; the.

number needing to be multiplied by S, if there are S turns in

the ring.

4. For€9 em Oiutuetor (carrying current) im a Magnetic

/r,>/^—Suppose a .icHc field Is furnished by a permanent

magnet (Fig. 20), a«icl that a con-

ducting wire carrying an electfie

current is brought into the mag*

netic field, it is observed to ex-

perience a mechanical force in a

direction at right angles to its own

length, and at right angles to the

magnetic lines of the field. In the

figure the direction of the flux of

magnetic lines is horizontal from

right to left between the limbs of _ _
the magnet ; the direction of the MACNmc F«u>
current Is horizontal from front w Conductor camyimo

to back; and the resulting me-

chankai force will uige the conductor vertically upwardly as

shown by &e arrow. Revefsing the current would, of course^

result in a downward fofoe.

The magnitude ofthis force can be calculated as follows :

—

Assume the fidd to be of uniform intensity H^and that the

length (centimetres) of conductor lying squarely across the

field is I Then If t is the number of amperes of currenl^ the

force (in dynes) will be given by the rule

/= Hli^io = H^r I-5-2S-4.
,

or in grains' weight

/= H.,rf 4-161.

5. Work done by Conductor (carrying current) in moving

across Magnetic Field.—If the conductor moves across a breadth

b (centimetres) of the magnetic field, the work done will be

expressed (in ergs) as follows :

—

But ^ / is the area of field swept out ; and this area multi-
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plied by the number of magnetic lines per square centimetre

(H) gives the whole number N of magnetic lines cut in the

operation: whence

or s Nt -8- la

iVw/—This natter may be uidq;)eadently deduced as follows ^—
definitKMi of electric potentia], the woik done in moving Q unils

of dectridty thioo^ difierence of potential V,—Vt is

But in catting N lines of magnetic fidd m a time of# seconds
there is generated an electromotive force = N -r- /; and this constitutes

the difieience of electric potential Vt-Vt and may be substitiited

for it

Further, if the current i is expressed in amperes, the quantity Q
of electricity expressed in absolute

C.G.S. units conveyed through the

circuit in / seconds, will be = < / 4- lo.

Substituting the latter value for Q
and the former for V,— V|, one at

once obtains the result

—

«r SB Ni -T- lo, as befose.

6. Rotation of Conductor

(carrying current) around a

Magnetic Pole.—If a portion of

an electric circuit be arranged

with movable connexions so that

it can slide around a magnet pole,

rotation will ensue, the angular

force (or torque) being calculated

as follows :

—

In Fig. 21, abor magnetstands

vertically with an annular mercury

cup around its middle; Into

this cup dips a rac suspended

by a flexible joint or swivel, and conducts a current

01 f amperes. If the pole-stiengfh of the magnet is m units

of magnetkm, the whole ftumbcr of magnetic lines radiating
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out from that pole will be 4 tt ; and if the annular cup is

close enough to the magnet, the whole of these, practically,

will be cut by the conductor in one rotation. Hence, by the

preceding article the work done in one revolution will be—

wm^wmiJ^xom 1*357 xmL
Hence, dividing by the angle 2 tt, the torque or turning

moment y will be :

—

7s> 2i«f -^lOs 0-2 X mi.

It follows that the pole tends to rotate around the con-

ductor in the reverse sense with an equal torque.

7. Every electric ciradt Uudsso to alter its eonfigtiration as

to make the magmOefitx tkrougk it ^ maxifmm,—^Thls rule*

which in different words was given by Maxwell, is extremely

useful to assist one in seeing in what way conductors that are

parts of electric circuits will tend to move when situated in

any way in a magnetic field. For example, the case pre-

sented by Fig. 20, p. 47, can be argued out as follows :—The
current in the circuit, as viewed in the cut, is shown by the

arrows to be circulating right-handedly. This circulation of

current, according to the rule laid down in p. 37, would

produce a magnetic flux through the circuit from above to

below. But, because of the north pole below it, there is

already a magnetic flux of lines through the circuit in the

contrary sense^ from below upwards. The circuit will there-

fore tend to move in such a way as to diminish this contrary

flux, virtually increasing its own thereby. Another example -

is afforded by De la Rive's familiar experiment with a floating

coil and battery, which is attracted by one pole of a bar
magnet^ and repelled by the other.

& Two electric circuits (or conductors carrying currents)

are urged bymutualforces to change their configuratious so that

their mutual magneticflux nu^ become a maseimmm,~^T\Ai is

a generalized statement of the rules often given about the
attractions and repulsions of parallel currents and angular

currents. One current does not attract or repel another except
by virtue of the magnetic fields which they set up in the

B
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suROundiiig space. When tavo cunents nm parallel and in

the same direction, each produces a magnetic field around

itsel( and each tends to move laterally across the othet^s

magnetic field. In the case of two parallel coils like tai^ent

galvanometer coils of equal diametera^ lying near together,

the mutual force varies inversely as the axial distancebetween

them, and directly as the product of their respective ampere-

turns.

Typical Forms of Electromagnets

Wc will now consicjcr the classification of forms of electro-

magnets. I do not pretend to have found a complete classifi-

cation. There is a very singular book written by Mons.

Nickl^s, in which he classifies under thirty-seven different

heads all conceivable kinds of magnets, bidromic, tridromic»

monocnemic, multidromic, and I do not know how many
more; but the classification is both unmeaning and un-

manageable. It is sufficient for the present purpose simply

to pick out those which come under four or five heads, and

deal separately with others that do not quite fit under any
ofthese categories.

I. Bar EUUr4mu^g9tet^T}m consists of a tingle stfai^t

core (whether solid, tubular, or lambatedX surrounded by a
coiL Fig. 3 (p. 4) de-

picted Sturgeon's earliest

example Fig. 23 shows

a straight magnet with

cylindrical core.

2. Horse-sJioe Electro-

magnet, — There arc two

sub-types included in this

name. The original elec-

Bak ELfccTROMACNKT. tromagnct of Sturgeon

(Fig. »• P- 3) really re-

sembled a horse-shoe in form, being constructed of a
single piece of round wrought iron, about half an inch
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in diameter and nearly a foot long, bent into an aidu
In recent yeais the other sub-type has prevailed oon-

sisting; as shown in Fig. 3$,

of two separate iron c^res,

usually cut from circular rod,

screwed or riveted into a third

piece of wrought iron, t\\c yok£.

Joule's special form of horse-

shoe is shown in Fig. 7, p. 21.

3. Club-foot ElcctroDiagiict.—
Occasionally the preceding form

is modified by being furnished

with one coil only, the other

core being left uncovered. This form is Icnown in Franoe
as the aiinaitt botteux, which may be rendered into English
as the club-footed electromagnet The German name b
Httkwdir Maifui. Concerning thb form, Fig: 24, more

Typical Two-polk ELXCTfto*

VlQ, 24. Fmlsj.

CLUB*fUOT ELWnOMAOIIlT. IIORSB>tllOt EUCntOKAGNBr
WITH ONI COIL ON YOKB.

wHl be said hereafter. Fig. 25 may be regarded as a kindred
variety, being a horse-shoe magnet with one COil upon the
yoke, the two limbs being left uncovered.

4. Iron-clad ElectroinagneL—TYih form differs from tile

simple bar magnet in havmg an iron shell or casmg external

E 2
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Fig. 26.

to the coils and attached to the core at one end. Such a

magnet presents, as depicted in Fig. 26, a central pole at one

end surrounded by an outer annular pole of the opposite

polarity. The appropriate armature for electromagnets of

this type is a circular disk or lid of iron. It is curious how
often the use of a tubular jacket

to an electromagnet has been re-

invented. It dates back to about

1850, and has been variously

claimed for Romershauscn, for

Guillemin, and for Fabre.* It

is described in Davis's Mag-
netism, published in Boston in

1855. About sixteen years ago

Mr. Faulkner, of Manchester, re-

vived it, under the name of the

Altandae electromagnet. A dis-

cussion upon jacketed electro-

magnets took place in 1 876, at the

Society of Telegraph Engineers

;

and in the same year. Professor

Graham Bell used the same

form of electromagnet in the receiver of the telephone which

he exhibited at the Centennial Exhibition, There are some

kindred forms of electromagnet in which the return circuit of

the iron comes back outside the coil, either from one end or

the other, or from both ends, sometimes in the form of two or

more parallel return yokes. All such magnets I propose to

call—following the fashion that has been adopted for dynamos

—iron-clad electromagnets. There is one used by Mr. Crom-

well Varley, in which a straight magnet is placed between a

couple of iron caps, which fit over the ends, and virtually

bring the poles down close together ; the circular rim of one

cap being the north pole, and that of the other cap being the

Iron-clad Electromagnet.

• According to Nicklii («ee Complex Rendu$^ jtW. 1857, p. 253) it wts

invented bj Fabrc when working ionie years prcviouslj in Nicklis's UbonUoiy
in Paris.
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south pole, the two rims being close together. That plan of ,

course produces a great tendency to leak across from one rim

to the other all round.

A recent variety of the iroii-clad type is depicted in

Fig. 27, which has the merit of great simplicity of construc-

tion and great holding power. It is used in electromagnetic

clutches and brakes.

Annular, I&on-clad Elbctromacnbt.

Ruhmkorff's EUctromagnet,—This form, used for experi-

ments on diamagnetism and on the magnetic rotation of light,

was designed in 1846.* Verdet gives the following description

of that used by him (Fig. 28) in his researches on magneto-

optic rotation. The electromagnet cores are two cylinders of

soft iron A B, A' B', each 20 cm. long, and 7 * 5 cm. diameter,

pierced longitudinally to admit a ray of light. They are

clamped by soft iron } okes P P* to a soft iron bed-plate R S.

For the optical experiments a very nearly uniform magnetic

field is procured by screwing on the cores the cylindrical pole-

pieces F F, each 14 cm. in diameter and 5 cm. broad. The
coils consist each of about 250 metres of copper wire 2*$ mm.
in diameter. In another research, Verdet used a vertical

horse-shoe electromagnet resembling Fig. 23, p. 51, provided

* RnluBlMffl Set Compta Remimt, xxiiL 417 and 538, 1846 ; and Anm, it

CiAn. 4fdir/^ (3) svia. 311^ iS^fii.
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with perforated pole-pieces^ as Faiaday had

done.

Fio.A

Ru»iKOKn*t BucnoMiioiiBr.

5. Coil-and'Plunger.—A detached iion core is attracted

into a hollow coil, or solenoid, of copper wire, when a current

of electricity flows round the latter. This is a special form,

and will reodve extended consideration in Chapter VIIL It

wHI he sttfiicient here to mention that whereas ordinary

electromagnets with fixed cores exert powerful forces 00

armatures near them, their range of action is nsoally ex-

tremely small ; on the other hand, the pull of the ooO on Ae
plunger is in general a leebler pull, but one ofextended range

d Stuped CdlHind'Pltmgir,— whole group of forms

have been devised intermediate between the coil-and-plunger

form and the ordinary forms with fixed cores. If a coil is

arranged with a short fixed core extending part of the way
through it, and with a second movable core to be sucked

into the coil and finally attracted into close proximity with

the fixed core, the action will be of a nature intermediate

between the weak long-range pull of the coil-and-plunger and

the powerful short-range pull of the ordinary electromagnet.
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Sometimes these forms aie also iron-dad with an external

jacket to better the magnetic drcuit

7. EUdnmuMgnets with CoHstquna /V&r.--Eicctioinag«

netswowid with such windings or so connected that 'the

cunents circulate in opposite directions over different parts

of the core, are peculiar in the fact that they possess " conse-

quent pdes." This term b applied to poles that are pioduced

Fnk sg. Fra. 3a. •

Cou^ANO-PLUMCia. Stopped Coil-and Plunokk
(BoneUi'i Electromagaet).

between two poles of opposite kind. If, for example, a steel

bar is so magnetized as to have a north pole at each end and

a south pole at the middle, that middle pole is called a conse-

quent pole ; and is regarded as being the magnetic equivalent

of two south poles put end to end Electromagnets with

consequent poles are not frequent, except in certain forms of

dynamos and of electric motors, wherein they occur some-
times in special forms of field-magnets, sometimes in arma-
tures. An example occurs in the ease of the well-known

Gramme ring. Suppose a ring core of iron (Fig. 31) is
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•

I

F10.31.

entirely overwound with a copper coil (right-handedly

wound in this figure) wluch is closed on itsell If then a

current is introduced hito the cofl at one side and drawn off

at the other, it will have two paths of flow ; and half the ring

will be subjected to a r^ht-handed circulation of current,

while the other half is subjected to a. left-handed drcuUtion.

The result will be that each half

will act like a magnet having (in

this instance) a south pole where

the current enters, and a north

pole where the current leaves

the coil. There will be, there-

fore, two consequent poles, one

double-north pole at the top,

one double-south pole at the

bottom. The position of these

poles is movable ; the pole will

shift round the ring to any point

if the point of connexion be-

tween the annular coil and the

circuit is shifted. This is in-

deed the most important feature

of this peculiar electromagnetic

device.

8L Gr€u!ar Eharmfia^iets.-^TY&A name is given to a

peculiar class of electromagnets, orighially devised by

Wnhelm Weber, having cylindrical or pulley-like cores, and

coilswound (as in Fig. 1 59) in grooves around their peripheries.

If a simple iron pulley is wound with a magnetising coil of

insulated copper wire, and excited by a current, the whole of

one rim will be a north polar surface, and the other rim will

be a south polar surface. Such a magnet will attach itself

to iron at any part of its periphery. In Fig. 32 a double

circular magnet is shown, with a consequent north pole in an

intermediate rim, the two outer rims being south poles. It

has been proposed to use such electromagnets as a form of

driving gear instead of toothed wheels, the requisite adherence

of surface being attained magnetically. In another variety.

Ring Elsct&omaghet with
COMtlQUBlIT ?0IJS.
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due to Nicklds, called paradrcidar electromagnets, the coil,
'

instead of being wound on the wheel, is placed outside it,

encircling only that segment of it which is to make a

magnetic contact.

Fl& 3a.

CitCQiAft BuenoiiAoiatr.

9. Miscellaneous Forms,—Of these there are an innumer-

able variety, many of which are noticed chiefly in the latter

part of this book. Two examples may be given here; Fi& 33

Fig. 33.

Fagoot or BucnuniAONnt.

illustrates a faggot of bar electromagnets^ each wound with a
separate coil of copper wire, and arranged with alternate
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polarities. This form WM tate-drf to proiMe * P-;^
electromagnet for the purpo* of adhew« to W h««

As a matter of fact a more powerful effect would »»ve »»eB

obtained from the same quantity of b«» »«',"Pp*' ™|V
different disposition been adopted, and ""^ff"
circuit been arranged: for example, *. .'*'V*^
better to have carried all the copper windings m one coffl

around the eight cores which form the two

leaving t]>e top and bottom layers of cores ^v.thout «V
windi^ around them, to serve (in the fashion of .ron<lad

dectromagneta) a* a letum-path for the magneUc Unes.

Fio. 34.

SnUL BUKIMMMinT.

34 defects a spiral electromagnet, in which the iron

core, matly elongated, is wound in a spiral around a straight

conductor of copper, thus iwversing the usual arrangement.

There is not the aUghtest advantage in such a modification.

On the cootiaiy, there are the serious disadvantages that

owing to the lelativdy considerable magnetic permeability of

air. the magnetism created in any one of the turns of the

spiral will leak across and short^arcmt itself to a considerable

degree, instead of going on through the Iron to emerge at the

pole and further, an enormous current will be required to

ene^ize the magnet, owing to there being but one sn^lc

conductor in the electric circuit Instead of the usual numerous

convolutions.

In addition to these forms there are many others, some

multipolar, used only in the field-magnets of dynamo machines

and of electric motors. For further information about these

the reader is referred to treatises on the subject of dynamo-

electric machinery, and also to Chapter XII., p. 350.
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*

Materials of Construction.

Three classes of materials enter into the construction of

electromagnets Magnetic materials for cores ; electric con-

ducting materials for coils ; insulating materiab for prevent-

ing leakage of electric current,

I MagneHc Materials for Cores^^toxk and steel ate the

only materials that need be discussed, though nickeV cobalt,

and lodestone (magnetic oxide of iron), also belong to the

class of magnetic materials. The magnetic properties of iron

and steel are so all-important that Chapter III. is specially

devoted to their consideration. Their mechanical properties
|

are so well known as to need no notice here.

II. Electric Conducting Materials for Coils.—One ma-

terial only need here be discussed—namely copper, being

the metal universally employed. Other metals have been

tried in place of copper wires : for example, iron, German-

silver, and silver. Iron was suggested with the idea that,

being also a magnetic substance, it would act in double

capacity, carrying electricity and permeated simultaneously

by the magnetic lines. This application Is, however, to be
condemned : firstly, because iron wires offer much more
electrical resistance than copper wires of the same ^se^ and

heat more, and are wasteful of electrical power; secondly,

because the iron whre% being wound transversdy witii Insu-

lating material between them, are badly situated for canylng

the longitudinal magnetic lines. Silver has been suggerted

instead of copper, as being a better electrical conductor. In

recent years^ however, ways have been found of refining

copper, notably by electro^metallurgkal processes, and pro-

ducing it of a quality that rivals silver, and in some cases

surpasses it in electric conducting power. "High conduc-

tivity" copper is now an established commercial article; and

none should be tolerated in the construction ofelectromagnets

that has a lower conductivity than 98 per cent, of that of pure

copper. German silver is unfitted for electromagnet coils by
reason of its poor conductivity, being only about 8 per
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cent of that of pure copper ; the only circumstance in its

I
favour being its constancy at all temperatures in this low

I conducting power. Rules about the winding of copper wire

J
coils, guiding the constructor in the gauge and quantity

required, will be given in due course in Chapter VI. In the

• mean time it may be pointed out that the constructor is not

I
limited to the use of simple round wires, though these are

\
usually employed in the coils of all small electromagnets.

^ For larger coils requiring thicker conductors for carrying

! many amperes of current, a large sectional area of conductor

{ is needed Round wires of laige sectional area become
« inadvisable in such cases for two reasons—they are difficult to

! bend, and Ihey leave great interstidal spaces in the winding.

I In sudi cases it is better to employ stranded wires made up

I

of seven smaller wiies twisted together and overspun with

I suitable insulating material, or else to use wire of retangular

scctloa either drawn through rectangular dies or built up of

I
narrow copper ribbons bound together by a serving of tape.

All the manufacturers of copper wue for electrical purposes

now r^lariy supply both stranded wires and wires built up

of strips to any required gauge, these having become things

I required every day in the constnicdon of dynamos and other

electrical machines.

! III. Insulating Materials for preventing Leakage of EleC"

trie Current,—Insulating materials are required to prevent
^

I
the electric current from leaking from one part of the coil to

another, and also to prevent it from leaking from the coil into

• the core. The coil also requires to be held together mechani-

cally ; this is usually accomplished by winding it on a bobbin

, or former. If the bobbin is of wood, ebonite, or other non-

• metallic substance, it itself aids as an insulator in lessening

the chance of leakage from coil to core. If the bobbin is of

metal, then care must be taken to prevent the electric current

{ from leaking from the coil into the metal of the bobbin.
' Theoretically, any one point of leakage from coil to core or

from coil to bobbin will not matter, as the current will not

flow, even along a leakage path, from the coil into the
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ne^hbottring metal unless it can find also a way out back
into the circuit But the very fact that such a possible

leakage path exists increases the probability of another leak

being established at some other point, resulting in a break-

down. Complete insulation of the coH is therefore most

desirable in itselt

The tendency for a leak or short-circuit to occur between

any two conductors depends on the difference of their electric

pressures. The greater their difference in electric pressure,

the more likely is the insulating material between them to

break down and establish a leak. There is generally very

little difiercncc in electric pressure between one turn of wire

and the turn that lies next to it in the same layer, but there

may be a considerable difference in electric pressure between

the wire in one layer and the wire that lies over it in the

next layer. Hence, it is more important to insulate well

between layer and layer, than between wire and wire in the

same layer. For the very same reasons it is still more
important to insulate well between coil and bobbin, because

the wire of all the layers comes dose up to the cheeks of the

bobbin. A numerical example will help here; Suppose an
electromagnet is to be used across a pair of electric mains

which are supplied with current Irom a dynamo at a pressure

of 100 volts ; that » to say, there is a difference of pressure of

ipo volts between the mains. Suppose this electromagnet to

possess a coil ofwire consistii^ oftwenty layers with fifty turns

in each layer. The layers are supposed to be wound in the

usual way, beginning at one end and returning back, so that

the second layer ends just over the spot where the first layer

began. Then if there is ICXD volts difference of pressure

applied to the coil to drive the current through the convo-

lutions of its coil, thece will be between a point at the

beginning of one layer and a point at the end of the next

(which lies on the top of it) just one-tenth of all the coil, and

therefore one-tenth of all the pressure

—

i.e^ lo volts. But

between these two points in the windings there will be lOO

turns of wire ; hence the difference of pressure between wire
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and wire will be only i^ volt Yet^ sinoe the pressure between

one end of the coil and the other end b lOO volta^ and
as both ends cone dose to the bobbin, the tendency to

spring a leak into the metal of thebobbin will be far greater

than the tendency to leak from layer to layer. It may be
approximately taken that the electric tensionon the Insulating

material-*or tendency to pierce It with a spark—b pro*

portional to the square of the volts of electric pressure.

Hence, in the case given, the insulating material bciwccn coil

and bobbin has to stand a tension one hundred times as great

as that between layer and layer, and one million times as

great as that between wire and wire.

W ire Insulation.—For large electromagnets, to be used on

. ordinary circuits with pressures not exceeding 500 volts, it is

sufficient to use as wire insulation a double covering of

cotton, which is afterwards well soaked with shellac varnish

and dried for some hours at steam-heat For small electro-

magnets, such as are used in telegraphic and telephonic wode
and in the best electric-bell work, silk-covered wires are

preferable, the coils being afterwards baked and immersed In

a bath of melted paraffin wax. Coatings of gutdi-percha or

indiarubber, or of tarred hemp or ozokerited tape^ are not

recommended for the wires that are to be wound on the

colb of electromagnets. Stranded wires of large size and
rectangular conductors made of strip should be taped wiUi a

strong cotton tape, and served with shellac varnish alter behig

wound on the bobbins or magnets.

Layer Insulation,—^The insulation between layer and layer,

particularly between tlie first turn of one layer attd tlte last of
the nextf must be good. In small electromagnets no particular

precautions are needed beyond care in winding
; but, in the

case of larger electromagnets, if wound with many turns of

fine wire to be used on high-pressure circuits, it is well to lay

between the layers a wrapping of thin Willesden paper or of

thin vulcanized fibre, or even of thin canvas or cotton cloth

varnished with shellac varnish.

Cmnand Bobinn Insu/atiott.—ln those cases where coils.
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are to be wound direct on the cores without any bobbin

between, the core should be itself well insulated by being

painted with some good tough and non-conducting paint,

such as bath*japan or Aspinall's enamel, or covered with

varnished canvas, or with a well-fitting tube of vulcanised fibfe»

or with several thicknesses of well-vamished paper of tou^^

quality* Metal bdbUns should be served hi the same way.

The faces of the cheeks of bobbuis shouldbe most thoroii^y

and carefully protected. In cases where coils are wound

direct on cores, metal cheeks or "magnet heads'* are often

used to hold up the coils at the ends. Such cheeks^ whether

attached to the core or to a separate bobbin, ought tn all large

electromagnets to be separated from the coils by the inter-

position of a sheet of vulcanized fibre or of dermatine or

Willesden paper, or, failing these, of (ril-cloth or tough paper,

varnished or enamelled. Only by such precautions can

break-downs be avoided. Trouble often arises from the end

of the wire which comes up from the innermost layer of the

coil to the outside. This icading-out end often breaks off in

a most annoying way, necessitating rewinding ; or if not

actually broken it works loose and endangers the insulating

layers between itself and other parts of coil or bobbin. It is

well in many cases, before winding the coil, to provide as a

leading-out end a specially strong wire, or piece of stranded

cable, or strip of copper ; and such should alwajrs be extra

well insulated.

Fireproof Insulation.—In certain cases of rare occurrence

it is needful to provide insulation that will not break down''

even if the coils become red hot Asbestos^ though itself a
poor insulator and bulky, is then the only possible material

for covering wires ; asbestos' sheet and mica may both be
used for layer-insulation. An insulating paint containing

asbestos is also to be had. A naked copper wire with a
rather thicker thread of spun asbestos laid between may
serve as coil, with asbestos cloth between succes^ve layers

Stoneware washers and bushes may be inserted Ibr bringing

out the leading-out wires.
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High-pressure Insulation.—^Whcn electromagnets are to be

constructed for use on extra high-pressure circuits exceeding

I PCX) volts, it is absolutely essential to secure the most perfect

insulation between Uyen and between coil and bobbin*

Varaisbed paper, canvas, and vulcanized fibre all break down.

Layers of thin mica secured in position, and sheets of good
ebonite^ are almost the only matersals of any avail Some
constructors^ instead of winding llie coils in layers^ wuid them
between dolsons of ebonite fbced at intervals along an

ebonite tube surrounding the oore-^e construction habitu-

ally used in the building of induction coils^ Ozolcerited paper

in several suooesshre layers, consolidated by pressure while

hot (as in the Ferranti mains) seems to be the on^ other

matoial worth naming in this regard.
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CHAPTER III.

THE PROPERTIES OF IRON.

A KNOWLEDGE of the magnetic properties ofhou ofdiffcfent

Idnds is absolutely fundamental to the theocy and design of

dectfomi^pMtSi No excuse is therefore necessary fortreating

this matter with some fulnes& In all modem treatises of

magnetism the usual terms are defined and explained, and

some of them have been explained in Chapter II. Mag^netism,

which was formerly treated of as though it were something

distributed over the end surfaces of magnets, is now known to

be a phenomenon of internal structure ; and the appropriate

mode of considering it is to treat the magnetic materials—iron

and the like—as being capable of acting as good conductors of

the magnetic lines ; in other words, as possessing magnetic

permeability. The precise notion now attached to this word

b that of a numerical co-efficient Suppose a magnetic force

—due, let us say, to the drculation of an electric current in a

surrounding coil—were to act on a space occupied by air,

there would result a certain number of m^netic lines in that

space. In fact, the intensity of the magnetic forces symbolized

by the letter is often expressed by saying that it woiild

produce H magnetic lines per square centimetre in air. Now,
owing to the superior magnetic power of iron, if the space

subjected to this magnetic force were filled widi iron instead

of air, there would be produced a larger number of roagnetfe

lines per square centimetre. This laiger number in the Iron

expresses the degree of magnetisation in the iron ; it is

F
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flyrobdOted* by the letter B. The ratio of B to H expresses

the permeability of the material The usual symbol for per-

meability is the Greek letter /*. So we may say that B is

equal to /i times H. For example, a certain specimen of

iron, when subjected to a magnetic force capable of creating,

in air, 50 magnetic lines to the square centimetre, was found

to be permeated by no fewer than 16,062 magnetic lines per

square centimetre. Dividing the latter figure by the former,

gives as the value of the permeability at this stage of the

magnetization 321, or the permeability of the iron is 321 times

that of air. The permeability of such non-magnetic materials

as silk, cotton, and other insulators, also of brassy copper, and

all the non-magnetic metals^ is taken as i, being practically

tiie same as that of the air.

This motlc of expressirig the facts is, however, complicated

by the fact of the tendency in all kinds of iron to magnetic

saturation. In all kinds of iron the magnetizability of the

material becomes diminished as the actual magnetization is

pushed furtheir. In other words^ when a piece of iron has

been magnetized up to a certain dq^ree^ itbecomes, from that

dq[iee onward, less permeable to further magnetization, and
thouj^ actual saturation is never reached, there is a practical

limit beyond which the magnetisation cannot well be pushed.

Joule was one of the first to establbh this tendenqr toward

magnetic saturation. Modem researches have shown numeri-

* The following are the various way* «fwpimiBg Ae tiuct ^f^^fHwit 1—
The internal magnetization,

llie laa^etic indoction.

Tkt iakMiqr «f tihe iadMdoik
The permeation.

The nomber of lines per square ce&tinetre in the »"«tfTTftL

H—The nagnetisiiig force at a poioL

Tfct wngn^ fefcen % polit

Tte iaiensity of the m^gimk iMce.

The number of per sqoart centimetre that there woold bt is ek.

|i—The nagnetic permeabiUtj.

TW fpedfic condnctiiitj fbr Mgnetic linee.

Tlw w^glMtk mnMplyiig powtr of tkt anloiiL
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cally how the permeability diminishes as the magnetisation is

pushed to higher stages. The practical limit of the magneti-

xatioxv B, in good wrought iron is about ao^ooo magnetic

lines to the square centimetre^ or about 125,000 lines to the

square inch ; and, in cast iron the practical saturation limit is

nearly 12,000 lines per square centimetre^ or about Toyooo

lines per square inch.

In des^nii^ electromagnets^ before calculations can be

made as to the size of a piece of iron required for the core of

a magnet for any particular purpose, it is necessary to know
the magnetic properties of that piece of iron ; for it is obvious

that if the iron be of inferior magnetic permeability, a larger

piece of it will be required in order to produce the same
magnetic effect as might be produced with a smaller piece of

higher permeability. Or again, the piece having inferior per-

meability will require to have more copper wire wound on it

;

for in order to bring up its magnetization to the required

point, it must be subjected to higher magnetizing forces than

would be necessaxy if a piece of higher permeabili^ had been

selected.

A convenient mode of studying the magnetic facts respect-

ing any particular brand of iron is to plot on a diagram the

curve of magnetization—^Le. the curve in which the values^

plotted horizontally, represent the magnetic force, H, and the

values plotted vertically those that correspond to the respec-

tive magnetisation, B. In Fig. 35, which L modified from

the researches of Professor Ewing,* are given five cuives,

relating to soft iron, hardened iron, annealed steel, hard-drawn
'

steel, and glass-hard steel. It will be noticed that all these

curves have the same general form. For small values of H
the values of B are small, and as H is increased B incraaaes

alsa Further, the curve rises very suddenly, at least with all

the softer sorts of iron, and then bends over and becomes
nearly horizontal When the magnetization is in the stage

below the bend of the curve, the iron is said to be far from the

state of saturation. But when the magnetization lias been

• &a. TYuiu^ 188s.

F 2
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pushed beyond the bend of the the iron is said to be in

the stage approachliig satufation; because at thb stage of

magnetization it requiies a huge increase in the magnetizing

fofce to produce even a veiy small increase in the magnetiza«

tion. It will be noted that for soft wrought iron the stage of

CUI.VSS Of MACMXTIZATIOlf OP PIFrsUKT MAOMXTIC MXTSUALIi

approaching saturation sets in when B has attained the value

of about 16,000 lines per square centimetre, or when H has

been raised to the value of about 5a As we shall see, it is

not economical to push B beyond this limit
; or, in other

words, it docs not pay to use stronger magnetic forces than

those of about H « 5a

MsTHODS OF Measuring Pbrmsabilitt.

There are four sorts of experimental methods of measuring

permeability.

1. Ma£^netometric Methods.—These are due to Miiller, and

consist in surrounding a bar of the iron in question by a
magnetizing coil, and observing the deflexion its magnetizap

tion produces in a magnetometer.

2. Balanci MetJwds,—These methods are a variety of the

preceding, a compensating magnet being employed to balance
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the effect produced by the magnetized iron 00 the magneto-

metric needle: Von Felitxscfa used this method, and it has

received a more definite application in the magnetic balance

of Professor Hughes. The author has had a laige number of

observations made by students of the Technical Cbllege, by
its means, upon sundry samples of iron and steeL None of

these methods are, however, to be compared with those that

follow.

3. Inductive Methods.—There are several varieties of these,

but all depend on the generation of a transient induction-

current in an exploring coil which surrounds the specimen of

iron, the integral current being proportional to the number of

magnetic lines introduced into, or withdrawn from, the circuit

of the exploring coiL Three varieties maybe mentioned.

(^.) Ring Metlwd.—In this method, due to Kirchhoff, the

iron under examination is made up into a ring; which is wound
with a primary or exciting coil, and with a secondaiy or

exploring coiL Determinations on this plan have been made
by Stowletow, Rowland, Bosanque^ and Ewing; also by
Hopkinson. Rowland's arrangement of the experiment b

Fjo. jt.

Rmo ifsnoo os KiMvamo Piainminim

shown in Fig. 36^ in which B is the exdtbg battery, S the
switch for tumhig on or reversing the current, R an adjust*

able resistance^ A an amperemeter^ and B G the'balliitie
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galvanometer, the first sw^ng of which measures the integral

induced current R C is an earth-inductor or reversing coil

wherewith to calibrate the readings of the galvanometer ; and

above b an arrangement of a coil and a magnet to assist in

iMringing the swinging needle to rest between the observations.

The exciting coil and the exploring coil are both wound upon

the ling; the former b distinguished by being drawn with a

thicker Ihie; The usual mode of procedure is to bcgfai with a
feeUe exdting current; which is suddenly reversed, and then

fevcraed back. The current is then increased, reversed, And

fe-feversed ; and so on, until the strongest available points

are reached. The values of the magnetizing force H are

calculated from the observed value of tiie current by the

following rule :—If the strength of the current, as measured by •

the amperemeter, be j, the number of spires of the exciting

coil S, and the length in centimetres of the coil (i. e. the

mean circumference of the ring) be i, then H is given by the

formula—

4^ Sf Si
H = — X — =1*2566 X —I. *

10 / /

Bosanquet, applying this method to a number of iron rings,

obtained some important results. In Fig. 37 are plotted out

the values of H and B for seven rings. One of these, marked

J, was of cast steel, and was examined both when soft and

afterwards when hardened. Another, marked I, was of the

best Lowmoor iron. Five were of crown iron, of different

sizes. They were marked for distinction with the letters

£, F, H, K. In the accompanyingyiable II. are set down
the values of B at different stages of the magnetization.

I have the means here of illustratuig the induction method
of measuring permeability. Here is an iron ring^ having a
cross section of almost exactly one square centimetrei It ia

wound with an exciting coil supplied with current by two
accumulator ceUs ; over it is also wound an exploring coil of

too turns connected in circuit (as in Rowland's arrangement)
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Nam. 0. 1. r. SL K.

IV cut* M*«M CM.
»•$»! t'ags

MafMlbfavVflrc*.

O'S 73 6a 82 8s

o-$ 377 224 208 214

1 1.449 i|S93 840 675 885

s 3.95s 3.533 2.777 a,4i7

s 9,900 9ti47 8,293 S,479 8.884

10 13,033 «3.3S7 12,540 11.376 11,388

20 14,9" 14,653 14,710 14,066 13.273

50 16,217 IS. 704 16,062 '5.174 13,890

100 17,148 16,677 *7.9W 16,134 I4.837

with a ballistic galvanometer which reflects a spot of light

upon yonder screen. In the circuit of the galvanometer is

also included a reversing carth-coiL As a matter of fact this

earth-coil is of such a size, and wound with so many con-

volutions of wire, that when it is turned over, the amount of

cutting of magnetic lines is equal to 840^000^ or is the same as

if 840^000 magnetic lines had been cut once. By adjusting

the resistance of the galvanometer circuit, it is arranged that,

the first swing due to the induced current, when I suddenly

turn over the earth-aul, is 8*4 scale divisions. Then, seeing

that our exploring coil has 100 tums^ it follows that

when in our subsequent experiment with the ring we get

an induced current from it, each division of the scale over

which the spot swings will mean looo lines in the iroa I

turn on my exciting current See: it swings about 11

divisions. On breaking the circuit it swings nearly 11 divi*

sions the other way. That means that the magnetizing force

carries the magnetization of the iron up to 11,000 lines; or,

as the cross section is about I sq. cm., B = 1 1,000. Now, how
much is H ? . The exciting coil has 180 windings, and the.
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eaodtiiit^ cnnent fhrough the amperemeter is just i ampeie.

Tbe total eratatkMi is Just iSo^ampete-tuniSL** We must,

according to our rule given abov«^ multiply tiiis by 1*3566

and divide by the mean circumferential length of Uie coil,

Fio. jy.

1 1

BotAMQoM DiATA Of MAomnc PsofBrmt of Ibon amo Stul Rnroi.

which is about 33 cm. This makes H = 7. So if B » 1 1,000

and H « 7, the permeabili^ (which is the ratio of them) Is

about 157a It is a roi^ and hasty experiment, but it

Illustrates the method.

Bosanquefa experiments settle the debated question

whether the outer layers of an Iron core shield the inner

layers from the influence of magnetizing foroeSi Were this

the case, the rings made from thfai bar iron should exhibit

higher values of B Uian do the thicker ringa. This is not so;

for the thickest ring, G, shows throughout the highest mag-
netizations.

{B.) Bar Method,—This method consists in employing a

long bar of iron instead of a ring. It is covered from end to

end with the exciting coil, but the exploring coil consists of
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but a few turns of wire situated just over the middle part of

the bar. Rowland, Bosanquet, and Ewing have all employed

this variety of method ; and Ewing specially used bars the

length of which was more than lOO times their diameter, in'

order to get rid of errors arising from end effects.

(C.) Divided Bar Mei/wd.—This method, due to Dr.

Hopkinson/ is illustrated by Fig. 38.

Fig. jSi

Hop&tiiaoif's DmoKD Bar ^fKT}{OD OF MxASOUNo MAOMsnc
PXUMKABIUTT.

The apparatus consists of a block of annealed wrought

iron about 18 inches long, 6i wide, and 2 deep, out of the

middle of which is cut a rectangular space to receive the

magnetizing coils.

The test samples of iron consist of two rods, each

12 '6$ tnm. in diameter, turned carefully true, and slide in

through holes bored in the ends of the iron blocks. These

two rods meet in the middle, their ends being faced true so as

to make a good contact One of them Is secured firmly, and
the other has a handle fixed to it, by means of which it can

be withdrawn. The two large magnetizing coils do not mee^
a space being left between them. Into this space is intro>

duced the little exploring ooilt wound upon an ivory bobbing

* MIL Jham^ 1885, p» 45!

111 "
_̂|g
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through the eye of which passes the end of the movable rod.

The exploring coil is connected to the ballistic galvanometer,

B G, and is attached to an india-rubber spring (not shown in

the figure), which, when the rod is suddedly pulled back, causes

it to leap entirely out of the magnetic field. The exploring

coil had 350 turns of fine wire ; the two magnetizing coils

had 2008 effective turns. The magpnetizing current, generated

by a battery, B, of eight Grove cells, was regulated by a

variable liquid resistance, R, and by a shunt resistance. A
reversing switch and an amperemeter. A, were included in the

magnetizing circuit By means of this apparatus the sample

rods' to be experimented upon could be submitted to any
magnetizing forces, small or laige^ and the actual magnetic

conditioa could be examined at any time by breaking tiie

circuit and simultaneously withdrawing the movable rod*

Thb apparatus^ therefore^ permitted the observation separatdy

of a series of increasing (or decreasing) magnetizations with-

out any intermediate reversab of the entire current Thuty-

five samples of various irons of known chemical oompositkm

were SSdniined by Hopkinson, the two most important for

present purposes being an annealed wrought iron and a grey

cast iron, such as are used by Messrs. Mather and Piatt in

the construction of dynamo machines. Hopkinson embodied

his results in curves, from which it is possible to construct, for

purposes of reference, numerical tables of sufficient accuracy

to serve for future calculations. The curves of these two
samples of iron are reproduced in Fig. 39, but with one simple

modification. British engineers who, unfortunately, are con-

demned by local circumstances to use inch measures instead

of the international metric system, prefer to have the magnetic

facts also stated in terms of square inch units instejad of

square cm. units. This change has been made in Fig. 39^

and the symbols B,, and are chosen to indicate the

numbers of magnetic lines to the square inch in iron and in

air respectively. The permeability, or multiplying power of

the . iiof^ is the same^ of course^ in either • measurei In

Table III. are ghren the corresponding data in square inch
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measure ; and in Table IV. the data in square cm. measure

for the same specimens of iron.

It will be noted that Hopkinson's curves arc double, there

being one curve . for the ascending magnetization^ and a

Flo* 39.
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separate one, a little above tiie former, for descending

magnetizations. This is a point of a h'ttle importance in

designing electromagnets. Iron, and particularly hard sorts

of iron, and steel, after having been subjected to a high

degree of magnetizing force, and subsequently to a lesser

magnetizing force, are found to retain a higher degree of mag-

netization than if the lower magnetizing force had been simply

applied. For example, reference to Fig. 37 shows that the

wrought iron, where subjected to a magnetizing force gradu-

ally rising from zero to H^, = 200, exhibits a magnetization of

B,, = 95*000 ; but after has been carried up to over I00(\

and then reduced again to 200, B,, does not come down again

to 95,000^ but only to 98poa Any sample of iron which

showed great retentive qualities^ or in which the descending

curve differs widely from the ascending curves would be
unsuitable for constructing electromagnets^ for it is important

that there should be as little residual magnetism as possible

in the cores. It will be noted that the curves for cast Iron
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Tkkjl m.—^VAiB Inch Ukixi;

H. P' H«

a,9a6 10*9 •5,000 833 30

«4 30,000 445 53*5

30*9 40,000 24s 163

a, 166 50,000 iia 447

70,000 ii75o 40 60,000 64 940

80,000 1,368 63 70^000 I7S0

90,000 856 los

100,000 407 *45

110,000 161 686-

130,000 64 1850

150,000 28 4500

140,000 iS 7630

Tabu XV«—Sqvau CmnaaaoL Umm

B H B H

5,000 3»a» 1-66 4*000 800 5

9,000 a,aso 4 5.000 500 10

10,000 a,ooo 5 6,000 279 at*5

11,000 1.69a 6-5 7,000 *33 4a

ia,OQO 1,41a 8-5 8,000 too 80

13,000 1,083 ft 9,000 7« 137

14*000 8a3 17 10,000 53 188

15,000 a8-5 11,000 37 a9a

16,000 3» SO -
I7t00o t6t 105

18,coo 90 too

19,000 54 350

20,000 30 m
1
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show more of this residual effect than do those for wrought

iron. The numerical data in Tables IIL and IV. are averages

r of the ascending and descending values. •
^

As an example of the use of the Tables, we may take the

following:—How strong must the magnetizing force be in

order to produce in wrought iron a magnetization of i lo^ooo

lines to the square inch? Reference to Table IIL, or to

Fig. 39, shows tiuit a magnetizing field of 6(S4 . will be
- required, and that at this stage of the magnetization the

permeability of the iron is only 166L As there are 6*45

square cm. to the square inch, i IO|000 lines to the square indi

corresponds veiy nearly to i/,ooo lines to the square cm., and
s 664 corresponds very neariy to H a loa

—

A very useful alternative mode of studying the results

' obtained by experiment is to construct curves, such as those

of Fig. 41, in which the values of the permeability are plotted

out vertically in correspondence with the values of B plotted

Fia 41.

Coktu oy FmiiAiaiTr*

horizontaUy. Two of these relate lespecttvdy to Hopkin-
son's data for cast iron and for wrought iron, as given in'

Table IV. Tlie third curve corresponds to Bldwell's data.

Table V. It will be noticed that In the case of Hopkinson's

specimen of annealed wrought iron, between the points where
B m pstoo and B s i6yOCX>, the mean values of fi lie almost
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on a straight line, and might be approximately calculated

from the equation :— •
•

The data givea in Table IV. are plotted out to a laiger

scale in Fig. 40 to facilitate the calculation of values of /» and

of H from any given value of B. For example, if it is defied

to know how great the permeability (for iron of this kind)

when B is forced up to 12,000 lines to the square cm., reference

to the curve of B and shows that at that stage of magnetiza-

tion ft will be about 1400.

To facilitate the operation of making observations on new

brands of iron, Mr. J. Swinburne has recently* devised a

method of experimenting which obviates the use of a ballistic

galvanometer. The reader is referred to the original paper for

further details.

.4. Traction Methods.— Another group . of . methods of

measuring permeability is based upon the law of magnetic

traction. Of these there are several varieties.

(Z7.) Divided Ring Method.—Ur. Shelford Bidwell has

kindly lent me the apparatus with which he carried out this

method. It consists of a ring of very soft charcoal iron rod

6*4 mm. in thickness, the external diameter being 8 cm.,

sawn into two half rings, and then each half carefully wound
over with an exciting cofl of insulated copper wire of 1909
convolutions in total The two halves fit neatly together;

and in this position it constitutes practically a continuous ring.

When an exdting current is passed round the coils, both

halves become magnetised and attract one another; tli^

force required to pull them asunder is then measured.

According to the law of traction, which will occupy us in the

second lecture^ the tractive force (over a given area of contact)

is proportional to the square of the number of magnetic lines

that pass from one surface to the other through the contact

joint Hence the force of traction may be used to determine

B ; and on calculating H as before, we can determine the
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permeabilsty. The foUowing Table V. gives a sammafy of

Mr* Bidwdl's lesnlts

TaUS V>-8Q0A1B CEMTDimB ICXASVU*

B M H

7.390 1899-

I

3*9

11,550 1131*4 io*3

15,460 3864 40

17.330 150-7 "S
18,470 88-8 208

»9.330 45 '3 427

19,820 33*9 5«5

(£1) DhfiM Rod Mukad^ln tfab meUiod. also tisedby

Mr. Bidwdl, an iron rod, hooked at both ends^ was divided

across the ndddle^ and placed within a vertical surrounding

magnetising coH One hook was hung up to an ovefhM
support ; to the lower hook was hang a scale-paa Currents

of gradually-increasing strength were sent around the

magnetizing coil from a battery of cells, and note was taken

of the greatest weight which could in each case be placed

in the scale-pan without tearing asunder the ends of

the rods.

(F.) Permeavieter Metliod.—This is a method which the

author has himself devised for the purpose of testing speci-

mens of iron. It is essentially a workshop method, as dis-

tinguished from a laboratory method. It requires no ballistic

galvanometer, and the iron does not need to be forged into a
ring or wound with a coil For canying it out a simple

histrument is needed, which he ventures to denominate as a
permeameUr. Outwardly, it has a general resemblance to

Dr. Hopldnson's apparatus, and consists (Fig. 42) of a rectaa-

gularpiece of soft wrought iron, slotted out to recehre a mag-
netising coS, down the axis of which passes a brass tube.
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The block b I3 in. long, 6^ in. wide, and 5 in. in thick-

ness At one end the block is bored to receive the sample

of iron that is to be tested. This consists simply of a thin

rod about a foot long^ one

izing force of H a 34* The
wire is thick enough to carry 30 amperes^ so that it Is easy to

reach a magnetizing force of looa The current I now turn

on is 25 amperes. The two rods here are of *' charcoal iron
"

and " best iron " respectively
;
they arc of quarter-inch square

stuff. Hce is a spring balance, graduated carefully and

provided with an automatic catch so that its index stops at

the highest reading. The tractive force of the charcoal iron

is about 12^ lb., while that of the " best " iron is only 7J lb.

B is about 19,000 in the charcoal iroiiy and H being 850^ ^ is

about 22*3.

The law of traction which is used in calculating B will

occupy us much in the next chapter, but meantime I content

end of which must be care-

fully surfaced up. When it

is placed inside the magnet-

izing coil, and the exciting

current is turned on, the rod

sticks tightly at its lower

end to the surface of the

iron block ; and the force

required to detach it (or,

rather, the square root of

that force) is a measure of

the permeation of the mag-

netic lines through its end

face. In the first permea-

meter which I constructed

the magnetizing coil is 13*64

cm. in length, and has 371

turns of wire. One ampere

of exciting current conse-

quently produces a magnet-

Fia 41.

Tm PMtMBAmraa.

G
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myself in stating it here for use with the permeameter. The
formula for calculating B when the core is thus detached by a

pull of P pounds (the coil being left behind)^ the area of

contact being A square inches, is as follows >—

B « 1317 X >/T^^A + H-

Limits of Magnetization and Permeability.

In reviewing the results obtained, it will be noted that

the curves of magnetization all possess the same general

features, all tending toward a practical maximum, which,

however, is different for different materials. Joule expressed

the opinion that tio force of current could give an attraction

equal to 200 lb. per sq. in.^ the greatest he actually attained

being only 175 lb. per sq. in. Rowland was of opinion that

the limit was about 177 lb. per sq. in. for an ordinary good
quality of iron, even with infinitely great exciting power.

This would correspond roughly to a limiting value of B of

about 17,500 lines to the sq. cm. This value ha% however,

been often surpassed. Bidwell obtained 19^820^ or possibly a
trifle more, as in Bidwell's calculation the value of H has

been needlessly discounted. Hopkinson gives 18^50 for

wrought iron, and 19^840 for mild Whitworth steeL Kapp
gives 16,740 for wrought iron, 20,460 for charcoal iron in

sheet; and 23,250 for charcoal iron in wire. Bosanquet found

the highest value in the middle bit of a long bar to run up in

one specimen to 21,428, in another to 29,388, in a third to

27,688. Ewing, working with extraordinary magnetic power,

forced up the value of B in Lowmoor iron to 31,560 (when

Ik came down to 3), and subsequently to 45,350. This last

figure corresponds to a traction exceeding 1000 lb. to the

square inch-

In the following table are given some of Ewing's figures

relating to the magnetization of Swedish iron in very strong

magnetic iiekis:—
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Table VL—Swedish Iron (Square Cenliiiicm Meaane).

H B -

ss,6so tS*20

Mt^So 6-8$

4*47

30.270 3'S«

iS,3io 38,960 s'13

19.450 40.8ao

19,880 4ifft40 «-07

Cast iron falls far below these figures. Hopkinson, using

a magnetizing force of 240, found the values of B to be

10,783 in grey cast iron, 12,408 in malleable cast iron, and

10,546 in mottled cast iron. Ewing, with a magnetizing

force nearly fifty times as great, forced up the value of B in

cast iron to 31,76a Mitis metal, which is a sort of cast

wrought iron, being a wrought iron rendered fluid by addition

of a small percentage of aluminium, is, as I have found, more
magnetizable than cast iron, and not far inferior to wrouj^

It should form an excellent material for the oofcs of

electromagnets for many purposes where a cheap manufacture

is wanted
It was at one tune supposed that the values of B would

show a limiting value at about ao^ooo^ for example^ in

wrought iron. Ewlng*s figures^ obtained with enormous

magnetizing forces, show that this b not so ; but, on the otiier

hand, they show that B — H does tend to a limit In other

word^ that part of B which is directly due to the presence of

the iron, does tend to a true saturation limit This maximum
appears to be about 21,360 in wrought iron, and 15,580 in

cast iron.

Effect of Air-gap in Magnetic Circuit.

All the preceding results refer exclusively to that which

goes «on in the iron itself, the curves of magaetiiatiQO
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referring to the magnetic materials only. They tell us (in

terms of H) the magnetic force required to drive B lines of

magnetization through a single cubic cm. of the material. If

we are to deal with an actual piece of iron that is more than

I sq. cm. in cross section, and more than I cm. in length, all

that is necessary to represent the facts (so long as we are

dealing with magnetization that is entirely internal to the

iioo) is to change the scale of the curves. For example,

suppose we are dealing with an iron ring made of a piece of

square bar annealed wrought iron (of the same brand as

Hopkinson used), the siae of the iron being 3 cm. In the side,

and Its (mean) loigth 80 cm.; we diall now have to plot ont

(instead of B and H) N, the whole flux of magnetic lines

withhi the section of Uie iron, and H 4^ line-integral of the

magnetizing force aroond the length of the iron circuit

Taking the curve of B and H in Fig. 40, the scales will

then have to be changed as follows :—Since the area is

4 sq. cm., N at any stage of the magnetization will be equal

to four times B at that stage. Hence the point on the

horizontal scale called B = i6,ocX), will now have to be

called N = 6\^qco. And since /, the length of the bar, is

So cm., the same point that now stands for H = 50 on the

vertical scale (on the right side), which is the corresponding

value of the magnetic force, will have to be called H / = 4000.

With these changes of scales the curve will then serve to

represent the magnetic behaviour of the whole ring ; it will

tell us how much integral magnetizing force we must exert

(by means of a current in a coil) in order to drive up N, the

total flux of magnetic lines, to any desired amount. If we
know H 4 it is easy to calculate the requisite ampere-turns,

because (as shown on p. 46) the ampere-turns multiplied by
I '257 are equal to the line-integral of the magnetiati^ force.

But if there is an air-gap in the magn^c circuit, or if

there is a gap filled with any non-magnetic material, seeing

that aU these things possess a permeability that b equal to

6iat of ^{^9. a i)^ it is evident that to force the same
number of magnetic Unes across a layer of such inferior
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permeability will necessitate an inciease in the amount of

magnetizing power that must be applied.

Fig. 43.

COftYS OP BiAOMITIXATION OP MAGMITIC CUICVIT WITH AUL-OAP.

This is made plamer by reference to Fig. 45, in which

the curve O^C represents the relation between the number
of magnetic lines in an iron bar and the number of ampere-

turns of excitation (H / -r i*2$7) needed to force these

magnetic lines through the iroa For example, to reach the

height c, the excitation has to be of the value represented by
the length Oxi. On the same diagram the line 0#B
represents the relation between the flux of magnetic lines

across the air-gap and the ampere-turns required to force

these lines across. If the gap were i sq cm. in section, and

I cm. long, 0*795 ampere-turns of current would produce

field H = B = I. In this case the gap is supposed to be of

. larger area and shorter than I cm., the line sloping up at such

a slope that the length Qx^ represents the ampere-turns
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requisite to bring tip the magnetic flux to which is at the

same he^t on the scale as . It is then easy to put the two

things together, for the total amount of excitation required to •

force these magnetic lines through air and iron will (negieet-

ing leakage) be the sum of the separate amounts. The
pointer, is diosen so that Ojr, is equal to the sum of Oxx
and Oxf, or that the distance of point r from the vertical axis

is equal to the sum of the respecdve distances of e and

If the same thing is done for a large number of correspond-

ing points, the resultant curve O r R may be constructed

from the two separate curves. It will be seen then that, in

general, the presence of a gap in the magnetic circuit has the

effect of causing ihe magnetic curve to rake over, the initial

slope being determined by the air-gap.

The student should compare some interesting experi-

ments made in Paris by M. Lcduc,* who, however, falls into

an error respecting tubular cores^

Effect of Straight Cores of Various Lengths.

From the foregoing remarks it must be evident that when
a short iron core is placed in a magnetizing coil, since the

only return path for its magnetic lines is through air, an
external magnetizing force of much greater intensity must be
applied to it than to a long piece, or to a ring, to bring up its

magnetization to an equal degree. Fi^. 44, which is taken

from the researches of Prof. Ewing.f relates to an annealed soft

iron wire, the length of which, at first equal to 200 times its

own diameter, was reduced to too and then to 50 times its

own diameter. The curves drawn with continuous lines

relate to observations made with increasing magnetic forces

;

those in dotted Imes to observations made with forces

decreasing back to serou The three sloping lines, OA, OB,

• La Lumiire Elretrigue^ xxriii. 520, 1888.

t Ti* EUetrickus uuv. p. 591, Apr. 18, 189a
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OC, may be taken to show that part of the applied magnetic

force wliich was used in driving the magnetic lines through

air. For example, taking the case of the wire 50 diameters

Fio. 44.

MAcmnzATioN OP SovT Iroh Root OP Vamooi Lnom,

I
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long. To raise B in it to ^ooo required a magnetizing force

of H = 14. But of this force of 14, 13 parts were really

required to drive these lines through the air return path, as

shown by the crossing of the line OC across the level of

B = 9000 at the point where H = 13 ; so that really only

H = I was needed to produce B = 9CXX) in this wire.

Effect of Joints.

Being now in a position to calculate the additional

magnetizing power required for forcing magnetic lines across

an air-gap^ we are prepared to discuss a matter that has been

ro far neglected, namely, the effect on the reluctance of the

magnetic circuit of joints in the iron. Horse-shoe electro-

magnets are not always made of one piece of iron bent round*

They are often made^ like . Fig. 23 51X of two straight

cores shouldered and screwed, or riveted into a yoke.

It is a matter purely for experiment to detemune how far

.

a transverse plane of section across the iron obstructs the flow

of magnetic lines. Armatures^ when in contact with the cores^

are never in perfect contact, otherwise they would cohere

without the application of any magnetizing force
;
they are

only in imperfect contact^ and the joint offers a considerable *

magnede rductanoe. This matter has been examined by
Professor J. J. Thomson and Mr. Ncwall, in the Cambridge

Philosophical Society's Proceedings^ in 1887; and recently

more fully by Professor Ewing, whose researches are pub-

lished in the Philosophical Magazine for September, 1888.

Ewing not only tried the effect of cutting and of facing up

with true plane surfaces, but used different magnetizing forces,

and also applied various external pressures to the joint For

our present purpose we need not enter into the questions of

external pressures, but will summarize in Table VII. the

results which Ewing found when his bar of wrought iron was

cut across by section planes, first into two pieces, then into

four, then into eight The apparent permeability of the bar

was reduced at every cut
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Table VIL—Effict of Jonrrt m Weoookt-woii Bab (aot oonpctned).

11n
B

Mean thickncu of
equivalent air-»pacc

for one cut.

Thicknes* of iron

of equivalent re-

linuncc per cut.

Solid.
Cutia

In Four. laEighu
Ccnti* Ccnti*

7*5 8,500 6,900 4,809 2,600 0*0036 0*0014 4 «*57

15 13,400 11,550 8,900 S.SSO 0*0050 o'ooia aS3 1

3» M.SSo 12,940 9,800 o'ooao 0*0008 1*10 0433

50 16,400 '5»950 15,000 13.300 0*0013 0*0005 o*43 0*169

70 17,100 16,840 16,1JO I5,aoo 0*0009 0*0004 o'aa 0*087.

Suppose we are working with the magnetization of our

iron pushed to about 16,000 lines to the 9q. cm. #. about

150 lb. per square inch) traction, requiring a magnetisii^

force of about H » 50 ; then, referring to Table VIU we see

that each joint across the iron offers as much reluctance as

would an air-gap 0*0005 of an inch in thickness^ or adds as

much reluctance as if an additional layer of Iron. about }th

of an inch thick had been added. With small magnetising

forces the effect of having a cut across the Iron with a good '

surface on it is about the same as though you had introduced

a layer of air ^jj^th of an inch thick, or as though you had

added to the iron circuit about i inch of extra length. With
large magnetizing forces, however, this disappears, probably

because of the attraction of the two surfaces across that cut.

The stress in the magnetic circuit, with high magnetic forces

running up to 15,000 or 20,000 lines to the sq. cm., will of

itself put on a pressure of 130 to 230 lbs. to the square inch,

and so these resistances arc considerably reduced
;
they come

down in fact to about ^^^th of their initial value. When
Ewing especially applied compressing forces, which were as

large as 3200 lb. to the sq. in., which would of themselves

ordinarily, in a continuous piece of iron, have diminished the

magnctizability, he found the diminution of the magnetisa*

bility of iron itself was nearly compensated for by the better
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conduction of the cut surface. The old surface, cut and com-

pressed in that way, closes up as it were magnetically—does

not act like a cut at all ; but at the same time you lose just

as much as ypu gaiii» because the iron itself becomes less

magnetizable.

ita. 45.

15000

• •

B
1

0
^

•

i
HM 40 W

•

EwmoPi CuRvn iok Etfict op Jonm.

The above fesults of Ewinsfs are further represented by
the curves of magnetization drawn hi F^. 45. When the faces

of a cut were carefully surfaced up to true planes^ the disad-

vantageous effect of the cut was reduced considerably, and
under the application of a heavy external pressure almost

vanished.

The influence of compression was notable. When a com-
pression of 3210 lb. per sq. in. (= 226 kilogrammes per

sq. cm.) was applied to the iron bar, the joint showed, under

magnetic forces, a reluctance which decreased as the mag-
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netic force was increased. The following table gives the

values of H and of B in the solid bar and the bar after being

cut, together with the mean thickness of the equivalent air-

space.

Table VUL—EmcT or CoMPmnnoM on Joum.

H
B i vadtro
' C )*iolk

Solid bar.

OBDraUMMl of

Bar cat ia cifht.

Thidwenof
mcaa equivalent

air-spaoa.

(MilUMalm.)

75 7.Sa> 3.600 0'030

10 10,000 4,900 0*019

90 13.900 8,300 0*018

30 15,200 10,700 0*017

50 16,500 13.750 0*01

1

70 17,200 15,700 0*007

When various loads were tried, the effect of incieasing the

load, in a weak magnetic field, was practically to dose up
well-faced joints^ as the following table shows :

—

Table IX.—Brrscr or Vauohs Loam on Joiirai.

B(«lMi H-s> Tlilckness ol
cquivaleat air>

fcpaca.

QiilHwttm.)

Uloa.pcr
sq. CMdoMtoV.

Before cutting.
After euttiag
and ftifingi

0 5,600 4,700 0'022

565 5,400 4.670 0*020

»3« 4,700 4,200 0*017

169-5 4,050 3»8oo O'OlO

226 3.650 3,650 0

Effects of Strbssl

A piece of iron when placed under stress is somewhat
changed ui its magnetic properties. If a longitudinal pull is

applied to iron whilst it is being magnetized, it is found at first
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to increase its permeability, whilst a longitudinal push, tend-

ing to compress it, decreases its permeability. This is very

well shown by the figures given in the second column of the

last table, wherein it appears that a compression of 226 kilos,

per sq. cm^ or nearly ton per sq. in^ brought down the

value of B in a wrought-iron bar from 5600 to 3650 ; or

diminished the permeability from 1 1 20 to 73a Stress also

impairs the softness of iron. A piece of annealed iron wire

hardened by previous stretching, behaves more like a piece of

sled, as may be seen by reference to Ewing's curves, F^, 35,

pi 7a Twisting stresses also afiect the magnetic quality*

The reader should consult Ewing's papers on magnetism.

Another important matter is that all such actions as

hammering; rolling, twisting; and the like; impair the magnetic

quality of annealed soft iron. Piecesof annealed wrought iron

which have neverbeen touched bya tool, provided they do not

constitute actually dosied magnetic circuits^ show hardly any

trace of residual magnetization, even after the application of

magnetic forces. But the touch of the file will at once spoil it.

Sturgeon pointed out the great importance of this point In the

specification for tenders for instruments for the British Postal

Telegraphs, it is laid down as a condition to be observed by

the constructor, that the cores must not be filed after being

annealed. The continual hammering of the armature of an

electromagnet against the poles may in time produce a
similar fffiPect*

Effbcts of Vibration.

The eflfects of vibration on magnetism are to diminish all

residual actioM; and to cause the specimen more rapidly

to assume the mean state corresponding to the magnetic

force present If a specimen of soft iron is examined

whUe under rapid vibiation, it is found that in it there is

scarcely any difference between the ascending and descend-

ing curves of magnetisation. A single tap on a wire of soft

iron will at once destroy any residual magnetism in It
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Effects of Heat.

When iron is warmed, its magnetic properties undergo

singular changes. Rise of temperature produces different

effects at different stages of the magnetization, and the effects

differ in different materials. In soft iron, in weak magnetic

fields, the effect of raising the temperature is to produce an

increase of permeability, which goes on until the specimen is

at a full red heat, about 760° C, when it reaches the enormous

value of 10,000, after which point it suddenly falls, and when
the temperature of 780° C. (about) is reached, the iron ceases

to be a magnetic body, its permeability at that temperature,

and at all higher temperatures, not difTeringsenstUy from that

of air or vacuum. But if placed in a very strong magnetic

field, the action of raising the temperature produces a diminu-

tion of permeability, at first slight, then more rapid until the

temperature of 780® C. is reached, when 9%!»kL all magnetism

disappears. In steel, the effect is curiously different In

both soft and hard steels^ the effect^ in a veiy weak magnetic

18000

16000

tti«4000

Z 12000o

g dOOO

5 ^
I

2000

Fig. 46W
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MAttNCTie roRcc H.
Magkrbatioii or Mild Stixl at auuds TwauvkKmaM,

field of about H = 0*2, of raising the temperature is to

increase the permeability, until it is heated to a point close up
to 700*" C, when it suddenly drops to zera In a field of
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about H s 2» its magnetization at the lower tempeiatures is

greater, and the final drop sets in at a temperature consider- .

ably below 700*. In a strong field of H = 40, the permeability

drops steadily as the temperature rises. At high temperatures,

too, all residual eficcts are smaller.

Fig. 46, shows the cfTccts of temperature in modifying the

magnetic curve of steel, the three curves given relating re-

spectively to temperatures of 1
2^* (C), 620°, ai)d 7 1

5**. Fig. 47,

which, like Fig. 46, is taken from Hopkinson's researches,

Fro. 4i»

Relation b£twsek Permeadiuty (in weak field) and Tsupk&ature
m Hakd Sim.

shows how in hard stedt, under a weak magnetixihg force; tiie

magnetization increases as the temperature risee^ until a
certain point when a sudden drop occurs, to the critical

temperature at which the magnetization entirely vanisheSi

Residual Magnbtisii.

It is well known that several kinds of magnetic materials

—lodestone, steel, particularly hardened steel, and hard sorts of

iron—exhibit residual magnetism after having been subjected

to magnetic forces. It is also known that closed circuits of

soft iron—

e

ven of the veiy softest—will exhibit a consider-

able amount of residual magnetism so long as the circuit

which they constitute b unbroken. A veiy simple illustration

of this is afforded by any electromagnet possessing in its coro

• • •

»

I
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and well-fitting armature a compact magnetic circuit If it is

• excited by passing a current, which is then quietly turned off,

the armature usually does not drop off, and may even require

considerable force to detach it ; but when once so detached

will not again adhere, the residual magnetization not being

permanent In like manner a steel horse^oe magnet, if

magnetized powerfully while its keeper is across its poles,'

may become " supersaturated " ; thatb to say, magnetized to

a higher degree of magnetization than it can retain in per-

manence^ a portion of this residual magnetization disappearing

the first time the keeper is removed. All these resklual

phenomena are part of a wide subject of magnetic after-

effects. Owing to causes presently to be discussed, magnetic
forces^ if sufficiently powerful, produce effects on the mole-
cules of a magnetizable body which remain after the cause
has passed away, with the result that if the causes change in

a continuous manner the effects also change in a continuous
manner, but suffer a retardation in phase, the cause lagging

after the effect. This must not be confused with an alleged
time-lag of magnetism to which many things have been
supposed to be due which were really due to quite other
things. The present considerations relate to retardations in

• phase rather than in time^ and occur no matter whether the
operations themselves are conducted quickly or slowly.

Reference to Fig. 39, p. fj^ will show that when the magne*
tizing force H is gradually increased from zero to a highvalue^

' and is then gradually decreased to zero, the resulting internal
m^netization B first increases to a maximum, and then
decreases, but does not come back to zeia The curve
descending from the maximum does not coincide with tiie

ascending curve. In fad; when the magnetizing force haa
been entirely removed there remained (in this specimen) a
residual magnetization of about 47,000 lines to the sq. in., or
about 7300 lines per sq. cm. It has been proposed to give
the name of the remanence to the number of lines per sq. cm.
that thus remain as the residual value of B. To remove this
rmantHce, a negative magnetizing force must be applied
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Suppose eno«i|^ magnetizing force has been used, the curve

will descend and cut the horizontal axis at a point to the left

of the origin ; and with greater negative magnetizing forces,

the specimen will Im^^ to be magnetized with magnetic lines

running through it in the reversed direction. The particular

value of the negative magnetizing force which is needed to

bring the remanent magnetizatfon to zero has been termed by

Hopkinson tite coercive force. In the specimen of wrought

iron in question the coercive force (in C.G.S. measure) is about

2, or in sq. in. measure about 13. The force thus required to

deprive any specimen of its remanent magnetization may be

taken as a measure of the tendency of iron of this particular

quality to retain permanent magnetism. Hard kinds of iron

and steel always show more coercive force than soft kinds of

iron. For example, whilst that of soft wrought iron is about

2, that of hard steel may be as much as 50. Some further

data about hard steels arc given in Chapter XVI., on Per^na-

nent Magnets*

Hysteresis.

Professor Ewing, who has particularly studied the residual

effects exhibited by various qualities of iron and steel, has

ghren the name of i^sUresis to thb tendency of the effects to

lag; hi phases behind the causes that produce them. The
appropriate mode of studying hysteresb is to subject the

specimen to a complete cycle (or to a number of successive

cycles) of magnetlzuig forces For example, let the mag-
netizing force begin at zero, and increase to a high value (say

to H = 200) and then decrease back to zero, then reverse and
increase to a high negative value, and finally return to zero.

Such a cycle is given in Fig. 48, which is taken from Ewing's

researches, and relates to a series of experiments made with a

piece of annealed steel pianoforte wire. The curve begins in

the centre of the diagram, and as H is increased positively,

the curve rises at first concavely to the right, then turns over,

and when H - 90^ B has risen to a little over i4,ocxx When
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H Is then reduced back to zero the curve turns liack on itself,

but does not fall as fest as it pfeviously rose^ for when H is

reduced to 20^ B has gone down only to 12,000, and when
H as o the remanence is about 10,500. If at this point H
had been again increased to 90, B would have run up again to

14,000, as shown by the thin line. If, however, the mag-
netizing force is reversed, the curve descends to the left, and
cuts the horizontal axis at - 24, which is therefore the value
of the coercive force. On increasing the reversed magnetizing
force to H = ~ 90^ the reversed magnetization increases to

FkOL 48.
-

CVCLS OF MaGMBTIC OpSRATIONS on ANNEALSO STESL Wf k.

the value B = - 14,000, or a little more. Then when these
reversed magnetizing forces are reduced to zero, the curve
returns towards the right, crossing the vertical axis at
^ 10,500 (the negative remanence) ; and on re-reversmg
the magnetizing force it is found that when H = +24, the
magnetization is once more sera After this point increasing

H
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H causes the magnetization to run up very rapidly, not quite

following its former track, but coming up as before to the

apex, when H is raised to the same maximum of 9a

Cycles of Magnetization.

Such cycles of magnetization as that which has just been

described, if carried out on any specimen of iron or steel,

always yield curves that exhibit, like Fig. 48, an enclosed

area. This fact has been shown by Warburg* and by Ewingf

to possess a special significance, for the area inclosed is a

measure of the work wasted in carrying the iron through a

complete cycle of magnetizations. Just as the area traced out

on the indicator-card of a steam engine is a measure of the

heat transformed into useful work in the cycle of operations

performed by the engine^ so in this magnetic cycle the area

enclosed by the curve is a measure of the work transformed

into (useless) heat

To study more closely the meaning of an area on a
diagram in which the two quantities plotted out are mag-
netizing force and magnetization, we must glance for a
moment at the principle of the. indicator diagram. In the

indicator diagram the pressure (the cause) Is recorded verti-

cally and the volume swept out by the piston (the effect) is

traced horizontally. If when the pressure has the average .

value /, the elementary change of volume Is th, tiie element

of work thereby performed is equal to the product of the two
;

or, in symbols, dw = pdv. Hence the entire area enclosed,

which is simply the sum of such a set of products represents

the sum of all the elements of work done in the cycle; or in

symbols.

In the same way there are in the magnetic cycle the two
variables, the magnetizing force H (the cause), and the mag-

• Ann., xiii. l88l, p. I4I.

t Proc. Roy, Sac., xxxl 1881, p. 23 ; ssdv. I&84, p. 39 ; and XUf, 1885,
"

I ; and PAsJ, jyaiu,, iSSs, pt iL» 523.
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netization B (the effect). If while the magnetizing force has

the average value H the magnetization increases by an amount

d B, the elementary work done is proportional to the product

of the two ; or, in a whole cyde^ the area enclosed (which is

the sum of the dementaiy areas corresponding to sudi pro-

ducts) is proportional to the whole work so done; or, in

symbols ^
w »j Hi/B.

In Fig. 49, which relates to the specimen of annealed

wrought iron examined by Hopkinson (see Figs. 39 and 40)^

the values of are plotted vertically, and those of .

Fid.

MiatfnHw tnthieiim.

Work oomb in Incuasinc Magnetization, and kistoebd in
DacaBAtnN&

horizontally, this position being chosen to correspond to the

/ and V of the indicator diagram. The curve that starts from

H 2
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O Tepresents tiie set of observatioiis oiade with magnetic

forces, gradually increasing to about » 170^ wlien tile

resulting number of magnetic lines per square inch in the iron

is about 100,000. The second curve represents the result of

then decreasing the magnetizing forces back to zero, when
there remains behind a residual magnetization of no fewer

than 47,000 lines per square inch.

Applying the principle of the indicator diagram to these

curvcsi it will be seen that the area below the Arst of these

Fi& 5a

MikciisTic Cycle roa Aiiiiialio Wiouoht laoM.

curves, down to the zero line, and bounded on the right by
the ordinate of the point P, represents the integral product of
magnetic force into magnetization, and is consequently pro-

portional to the work done (per cubic inch of the iron) in

bringing about the magnetic state of things implied by the
position on the diagram of point P. Similarly, the area under

Diyiiized by Google
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the descending curve represents the work restored in the

demagnetizing of the specimen down to the state of things

represented by the point R, when the magnetizing force has

been removed. The narrow area enclosed between the curves

represents the work not so restored, and for the expenditure

of which the residual magnetism is all that there is to show.

If the magnetizing forces are carried through a complete cycle

of alternations from + to ^ and back, the resulting

magnetization goes through a corresponding cycle, with the

result that a narrow closed area is completed between the

curves in the diagram (Fig. 50). This figure relates to the

wrought iron specimen, and should be compared with that

given for soft steel (Fig. 48) in which, however, the plotting b
given in CG.S. measure and with 8 verticaUy.

For the sake of comparison, a curve for wrought iron and
one for steel are given side by side in Fig. 51. In all these

Fio. sl

HYSTSMSIS IM WlODaHT ItON AND IN STtlL.

cases the closed area repre!>ent5 the work which has Ixen
wasted or dissipated in subjecting the iron to these alternate

magnetizing forces. In very soft iron, where the ascending

and descending curves are close together^ the enclosed area it

small ; and as a matter of fact, very little eneigy b dis^pated
in a cycle of magnetic operations. On the other hand, with
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hard iron, and particularly with steel, there is a great 'width

between the curves, and there is great waste of energy.

Hysteresis may be regarded as a sort of internal or molecular

magnetic friction, by reason of which alternate magnetizations

cause the iron to grow hot Hence the importance of under-

standing this curious effect, in view of the construction of

electromagrnets that are to be used with rapidly alternating

currents. The following figures of Table X. give the number

of watts (i watt = of a horse-power) wasted by hysteresis

in well-laminated soft wrought iron when subjected to a suc-

cession of rapid ^des of magnetization.

Tabu 31 Waste 01r Power wt Hirsraann.

B
Watttwuted

per cubic foot st

»oqrde>pf

Watt* wasted per
cubic foot at loo

eyelet per
lecood.

sStSoo 40 400

5,000 33.350 4r$ 57$

6,000 3^tT0O 75 7S0

7.000

SfOOO Si,6oo III i,tio

10,000 i$«

ItfOOO 77.«0D 306 9,o6e

14*000 90*300 s.6ao

l6,0Q0 io3,soo 3*4

iy,ooo 109,690 394 3.940

iSfOoo 116,100 4S7 4.»70

It will be noted that the waste of energy increases as the

magnetization is pushed higher and higher in a dispropor«'

• The proofs of these matters are as follows. In a magnetic field of strength

H it will reqaiie H units of work to move a unit of magnetism along a length of

I coitiiBetic agalmC the magnciixing foreM* Hcncc^ tince there aie 4 ir magnetic

liiiCito«Mhimhof magnetism, the woik done in onecomplete qrdeca Asia(k

cttbfeccntimctraorthelroa wfllbeeqMl to — / H i/B. If H and B ue in •

CCS. units, the work will be given in ergs per cubic centimetre. Hence if this

mitebnivlliplicdbjIlMaomberorcjclespcf Mcood aad Avided by to', the

fcnil wQl CKpNM the awnber of watts of power mslcd.
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tionate d^ree, the waste when B is l8,0CX> being six times

that when B is 6^cxxx Tliere is some experimental evidence

to show that In very rapid cydcs of magnetization the loss

by hysteresis is less than in slow cydes.

Hopkinson has made the remark that the ^ureaj*H 1^ is

approximately equal to a rectangle, the height of which is

double the remanenoc^ and the breadth of which is double the

coercive force:

Ewing has given the following values of the energy wasted

in a magnetic cyde ofstrong magnetization on various brands

of iron and steel >^

Tabu XI.—Waste of Enkkcy by Hysterssis.

Bnad «xp*riiiMotcd upoo*
Ergt per cubic ccniiroctrt

FSuofeite rted wife (oldiBMy Hate) .. - ll6,CQ0

117,000

These figures are surpassed by some of the brands ex-

amined by Hopkinson, who found that oil-hardened tungsten

steel, tiie sort chosen for making permanent magnets because

of its great coercive force, wasted no less than 316,864 ergs

per cubic centimetre per cycle

Cycle of Operations in tJie Stroke of an Electromagnet.-^

Passing from the properties of the material to those of a
definite electro-magnetic apparatus, the cycle of relations

between magnetizing force and magnetism may be still traced

out by means of diagrams. Fig. 52 relates to a certain horse-

shoe electromagnet. The curve O P represents the ascending

curve of the electromagnet, when its armature was about JW
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of an iiidi away. Under these circumstaiices^ owing to the

leluctanee to magnetisation of the air-gaps, a given magw

netidng power (ampcre-tums of diculation of current) will

prodaoe less magnetization than if the magnetic drcuit were

closed The second curve Q R is the descending curve of the

same electromagnet when the armature is close up to the core,

closing the magnetic circuit. Now, suppose such an electro-

magnet to be used to do the work oC drawing up its armature.

We may consider the successive operations of producing a

complete stroke, exactly as the engineer discusses the cycle

Fig. $2.

Cycle of Operations.

of operations in the stroke of the piston in the cylinder.

Starting at O, with the armature away from the core, the

magnetizing current is turned on, and the magnetization is

carried to the point corresponding to P. Suppose, now, the

armature is allowed to move up to the core. The mag-
netization is increased, because of the more perfect condition

of the magnetic circuit During the movement of the arma-

ture mechanical work is performed, and as the magnetizing

power is kept all the time at a constant value, the line P Q
fepresents (mechanically) this operation.. I( noWy tbt mag>
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netiziiig current is cut off, the magnetization follows the right-

hand descending curve to R. During this operation a certain

amount of enefgy is restored magnetically. If, now, the

armature is permitted to fly back to its initial position, thus

opening the gaps In the magnetic circuit, the residual nu^*

netization will disappear almost entirely (provided the Iron Is

soft), and the eneigy It represents is wasted as heat The
area O P Q R O represents the whole quantity of eneigy

magnetically applied to the S3rstem. Part of thii^ OQ R 0«-

is wasted by hysteresis ; the other part, O P Q O, is utilised

in doing mechanical work. As a matter of fact, these four

operations do not occur separately in a stroke ; for the arma-

ture usually begins to move before the magnetism has grown

up to the point P, and it begins to fly back before the residual

magnetism has entirely disappeared. The actual cycle is not

made up of two straight lines and two magnetic curves, any
more than the actual diagram on the indicator card of a
steam engine consists of the two isothermals and two
adiabatics of the ideal case called Carnot's cycle;

As a matter of fact the motion of the armature itself sets

up in the copper wire an induced electromotive foroe^ which

tends to diminish the magnetizing current during the time

that the motion lasts. The efficiency of the arrai^[ement as

an engine depends Indeed upon the magnitude of sodi

counter-electromotive forces, and upon the degree to whldi
they cut down the woriclng current But this diagnun does

not represent the electrical losses ; it exhibits solely the

magnetic quantities concerned. Were a greater amount of

space available, one might enlarge upon the mode in which

the energy is transferred electrically to the magnetic system
;

how the approach of the armature, by increasing the magnetic

induction as it completes the magnetic circuit sets up
counter-electromotive forces, the electric energy utilized

being proportional to the integral product of the current into

the counter-electromotive force so generated. This is too
wide a field for discussion in this chapter ; It involves the
wh<de theory of the efficiency of electric motocsi for which the

i

I

I
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leader Is referred to treatises on dynamo-dectric machines or

on the electric transmission of power.

It might also be pointed out that this diagram does not

exhibit the mechanical value of the force at any pait of the

stroke. During the part of the stroke corresponding to P Q»
in which the armature is approadUng the oore^ there is an

ever-increasing pull. On the other hand» during the return

stroke^ the magnetism is undeigoing*the transition from R to

O, and work is being done upon the armature instead ofby it

There is an analogy, however, here also^ to Camofs cyde
diagram. That diagram does not eadiibit the thermal

quantities concerned in the different parts of the cyde> Heat

is taken in along one of the isothermals and rejected along

the other, but the length or position of those isothermals does

not exhibit the quantities thus supplied to the engine or

expelled from it. Heat values are not exhibited upon the

Camot diagram of mechanical work ; neither are mechanical

values exhibited upon my diagram of magnetic work.

In no case can an electromagnet do any work, save by

such a change of the configuration of the system as shall alter

the magnetization of the magnetic circuit, the tendency of the

configuration being always so to change as to make the

magnetic flux a maximum.

Magnetic Creeping.

Another kind of afler-eflfect was discovered by Ewing^

and named by him "viscous hysteresis." This is the name
given to the g^ual creeping-up of the magnetization when a

magnetic force is applied with absolute steadiness to a piece

of iron. This gradual creeping-up may go on for half-an-

hour or more^ and amount to several per cent of the total

magnetization. This is a true^ but slow, magnetic lag, and

must not be confounded either with the lag of phase discussed

already under the name hysteresis, or with the apparent lag

due to the retardation of the magnetizing current resulting

from self-induction, or with the apparent lag observable in
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unlaminatcd iron cores due to eddy-currents circulating in

the mass of the iron itseUl

To DEMAGNffnZB IRON.

In order to deprive a specimen of iron of all traces of

remanent magnetism, it must be subjected to a series of

alternate magnetizing forces of decreasing amplitude. The
reason of this is that, to remove the remanence left after the

operation of any given magnetizing force requires the applica-

tion of a reversed magnetizing force of lesser amount than

that originally applied. One mode of doing this to specimens

of iron is to place them within a tubular coil through which an

alternating electric current of sufficient strength is being sent,

and then to withdraw the piece of iron slowly from the coiL

Watches which have become magnetized by being acci-

dentally brought too near to a powerful electromagnet may
be demagnetized in this way. A simpler method, though not

always equally effective, is to hang the watch by a cord, and
set it spinning (by twisting the cord rapidly) while it is near

the pole of a powerful electromagnet ; and, while spinning;

withdraw it to a distance..

i

I

SSLF-D£MAGN£TIZING EFFECTS OF POLES. PR0P£RT1ES
j

OF Short Pieces of Iron.

It is sometimes s^d that the poles of a magnet tend

to produce a self-demagnetizing force. It b certain that 1

rings and other closed magnetic circuits exhibit a much \ \

greater amount of sub-permanent magnetism than do pieces
|

of iron that are not closed on themselves, (See pp. 105 |

and 234.) The matter may be put in a clearer light by ;

the following considerations. First, rctentivcncss for mag-
netism is a property found only in solid substances, never in

any liquid or gas through which magnetic lines have been
passing, nor has such a property been observed in any^ of the
metals usually classed as non-magnetic. Secondly, to create
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a magnetic flux in a magnetic circuit, whether in air or iron,

requires the expenditure of energy ; and so long as the flux

persists it represents a store of potential energy, just as truly

as a bent spring does.* Thirdly, potential energy always

tends to ran down to a minimunt Hence, when a mag-

netized system b left to itself, and the impressed magnetizing

forces are removed* there is an immediate tendency for all

magnetism to disappear unless there is such a mutual action

between the parts ofthe system as tends to keep them In the

state in which they have been left. In liquids and gases

tiiere is no such mutual action ; they instantly demagnetize.

In magnetic solids^ sudi as Iron, there however, such a
mutual action between the parts,t with tiie result that when
the magnetic flux lies wholly within iron (as in the case of

rings and of horse-shoe electromagnets with their keepers

actually in contact) there is a very great sub-permanent

remanence. On opening a gap in the iron circuit, the

magnetic flux must now traverse a layer of air, which not

only is relatively very impermeable, but tends of itself to

become demagnetized. The same residual (sub-permanent)

force which, if acting in iron alone, was sufficient to mffintfl?n

a considerable flux in the iron circuit, b unable to maintain

this flux across the air gap^ and at once the flux dindnishes

In that part of the magnetic circuit, precisely as does the flux

through the polar parts of a permanent magnet when the

keeper Is taken off. (See experiment, p. 212). But In the

soft Iron ring each part acts as keeper to the rest; and if at

one part the keeper-action Is thus destroyed, the magnetism

of the other parts at once falls off. Hence a gap in the

magnetic circuit tends to demagnetize.

* The analogy is even closer than at first sight appears. If the spring is per>

fcctlj elastic, ali the energy ipent in boidiiig it U giTen' back when it is allowed

lorelam. Mifttbiaperfeclljciutic. and ODbdafilloircd to flyback, doet

Mt Mliim perfectly to its original form hoX shows a residual stnfai^ then of

course only part of the energy is given back. Part is lost, having been wasted in

heat, in producing that part of the effect which is remanent lliis is perfectly

aoalogoiu to the kut of coergy by hysteiesis ia the magnetiAng of % piece of
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The old way of looking at the facts was to say that the

magnetism on the surface of the poles tended to push itself

awray from the polar surface laterally toward the neutral part

of the magnet
If the reader will now return to Fig. 44, p. 87, which

relates to the behaviour of long and short iron cylindrical

cores, he will be better able to undcistand why it is that

for the short cores the ascending and descending curves of

magnetization are much nearer together than they are for the

long cores. He will also be able to see a reason why short

cylinders and spheres of iron show scarcely any residual

magnetization at all, have no magnetic memory. Without

going into elaborate theoretical considerations concerning the

properties of ellipsoid^* and merely reflecting that such

short pieces, when removed from external magnetizing forces

and surrounded by air, form veiy small parts of an entire

magnetic circuit, it must be evident that there b reasoii

enough why they should be practically self-demagnetiziiig.

This matter has a practical bearing ; for it is most im-
portant in the use of electromagnets that their armatuies

should not stick on when the current has been broken. To
destroy the sub-permanent magnetization that makes its

appearance when the circuit is quite closed there have been

several devices suggested. Hecquctf interposes a thin sheet

of copper or of paper between the cylindrical cores and the

yoke. This layer of non-magnetic material, interposed in the

magnetic circuit, of course, increases slightly its reluctance,

and diminishes slightly the magnetization. Trotter has found

a similar device necessaiy in the field-magnets of certain

dynamo-machines.

Another and more common device is to interpose between
the armature and the pole of the electromagnet a distance-

piece of some non-magnetic material In some cases a pin or

stud of brass is inserted in the polar face, with its head

* See Ewing, in TXr £Ufineiat$f toL xxiv. pw 340, for] * verj dear mathe-
aatical fceouBt ofUm pNpcftict of eUipMUii

t LuMrnia^ xsxviU. 733, 1875^
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sightly raused above the surface. In other cases a slip of

paper or card is intcrposedt or cemented to the face of th^

armature or of the pole;

Ewing's Theory of Induced Magnetization.

Professor Ewing has recently propounded a theoiy of

induced magnetism to account* for the facts observed in

magnetic circuits. Accepting the general idea propounded

by Poisson and by Weber that a magnet must be regarded as

an assemblage of elementary magnets, all previously mag-

netized, and that the act of magnetization merely consists in

bringing them into allignment, he has shown that it is not

needful, as Maxwell and others have supposed, to postulate

the existence of internal frictional forces to resist the motions

of the molecular magnets. Neither is it necessaiy to suppose

that in the demagnetized state the molecules group them-

selves is closed rii^ or chains^ as Hughes suggested.

Ewing haa^ in fact, shown that the whole of the facts are

explicable on the supposition that the elementary molecular

magnets are subject to mutual magnetic forces. This he has

illustrated by constructinga model made ofa large number of

pivoted magnetic needles which are arranged at definite

distances apart, and take up positions which, in the absence of

external magnetic forces, are such as will simply produce a

mutual neutralization of all external action, the positions of

the individual needles of the mass being miscellaneous, not

directed, on the whole, in any one direction more than in

another. On such an assembly of compass needles an ex-

ternally applied magnetic force, if small, produces a small and
strictly proportional effect ; and when removed leaves the

needles precisely as they were before. This corresponds with

the fact that smail magnetidng forces jproduce no remanent

magnetization, in any material of any shape. On increasing

tiie external magnetizbig forces however, there comes a point

when, for individual groups of needles, any further Increase

produces a sudden upsetting of equilibrium, and one or more
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needles suddenly swing round and take up a new position.

This instability; and sudden increase in the number of needles

pointing in one direction, corresponds to the instability and

sudden Increase in permeability exhibited, particularly by

soft iron, which manifests itself in the abrupt rising of the

ascending curve of magnetization when the magnetizing force

reaches a certain value. If, after some of the needles have

thus taken up new positions of equilibrium, the external mag-

netizing force be removed, the needles do not now letuni to

their original positions ; they retaui a residual set, andi as a
matter of iiaict, can as a whole; act as a magnet

This corresponds to the remanent magnetism alwasrs

observed after the application of a large enough magnetizing

force. Like the remanent magnetism, it can be almost com-
pletely and instantly destroyed by mechanical shocks. Then,

if a very large external magnetizing force is applied, the

whole of the needles will turn round and point in nearly one

direction, their own mutual actions being comparatively feeble

and not able to turn them much aside; yet a still greater force

will be able to produce a very slight additional directive

action. All these things correspond so closely to the

behaviour of magnetic bodies as to make this theory a most
helpful one. The loss of energy by hysteresis is represented

in the model, by the energy lost by the needles in beating

against the air as they swing suddenly round to take up new
positions, and oscillate until brought to rest by irreversible

actions such as friction or eddy-currents. As for the further

striking analogies presented 1^ the model In the effects of
stress temperature; and the like; the reader b referred to
Prof. Ewlng^s original paper.*

* Pr9€. R«y, S0c.t June 19^ 1890; also Tke £ltetriaan, xxr. ppw $14, 54I,
and 55a
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CHAPTER IV.

PRINCIPLE OF THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT—THE LAW
OF MAGNETIC TRACTION—DESIGN OF ELECTRO-
MAGNETS FOR MAXIMUM TRACTION.

In this chapter we have to discuss the law of the magnetic

drcuit in its application to the electromagnet; and in particular

to dwell upon some experimental results which have been

obtained from time to time by different authorities as to the

rdadon between the construction of the various parts of an
electromagnet, and the effect of that construction on its per-

formance. We have to deal not only with the size, section,

length, and material of the iron cores, and of the armatures of

iron, but to speak in particular about the way in which the

shaping of the core and of the armature affects the per-

formance of the electromagnet in acting on its armature,

whether in contact or at a distance. But before we enter on

the last more difficult part of the subject, we will deal solely

and exclusively with the law of force of the magnet upon its

armature when the two are in contact with one another ; in

other words; with ihi law of tractUm.

Principle of the Magnetic Circuit.

Some account Is given in the Preface to this book of the

history of the principle ofthe magnetic drcuit, showing howthe
idea had gradually grown up, perforce, from a consideration of

the facts. The law of the magnetic circuit was first thrown into

shape in 1873 by Professor Rowland, of Baltimore. He pointed

out that if you consider any simple case, and find (as electricians

do for the electric circuit) an expression for the magnetizing
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force which tends to drive the magnetism round the circuit,

and divide that \sy the resistance to oiagnetizatioa reckoned

also all round the drcult; the quotient of those two gives you

the total amount of flow or flux of magnetism. That is to

say, one may calculate the quantity of magnetism that passes

in that way round the magnetic circuit m exacdy the same

way as one calculates the strength of the electric cnrrent by

the law of Ohm. Rowland, hideed, went a great deal furtiier

than this, for he applied this very calculation to the experi-

ments made by Joule more than thirty years before, and fiom

those experiments deduced the degree of magnetisation to

which Joule had driven the iron of his magnets, and by

inference obtained the amount of current that he had been

causing to circulate. Now this law requires to be written out

in a form that can be used for future calculation. To put it

in words without any symbols, we must first reckon out from

the number of turns of wire in the coil, and the number of

amperes of current which circulates in them, the whole mag-

netomotive force—the whole of that which tends to drive

magnetism along the piece of iron—for it is in fact, pro-

portional to the strength of the current, and the number of

times it circulates. Next we must ascertain the resistance

which the magnetic circuit offers to the passage of the

magnetic lines. This was Joule's own expression, whidi was

afterwards adopted by Rowland ; and, for short, so as to

avoid havtog four words^ we might simply call it the magnetic

rmstaneg. Mr. Oliver Heavisidehas suggested asan advisable

altemathre term, magnetic nlucUmee, In order tiiat we may
not confuse the reastance to magnetism In Uie magnetic

circuit with the resistance to the flow of current in an electric

circuit However,we need notquarrel about terms ; magnetic

reluctance is sufficiently expressive. Then having found these

two^ the quotient of them gives us a number representing tlie

quantity or number of magnetic lines whkh flow round tlie

circuit If we adopt a term which is used on the Continent,

we may call it simply /A^ magnetic Jfux, the flux of mag-

netism being the analogue of the flow of electricity in the

I

i
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electric law. The law of the magnetic circuit may then be

stated as follows ^—

Magnetic flux= Sagnetomotive fong
^

• reluctance

However, it is more convenient to deal with these matters in

symbols, and therefore the symbols which I use, and have

long been using, ought now to be explained. For the

number of spirals in a winding I use the letter S ; for the

strength of current, or number of amperes, the letter i ; for

the length of a bar, or core, I am going to use the letter /

;

for the area of cross-section, the letter A ; for the permeability

of the iron which we discussed in the last Chapter, the Gieek

symbol ^ ; and for the total magnetic flux, the number of

magnetic linear I use the letter N. Then our law becomes as

follows

Magnetomotive force \

Magnetic reluctance

Magnetic flax N lO

If we take the number of sfrfrals and multiply by the

number of amperes of current, so as to get the whole amour

of circulation of electric current expressed in so many ampere

turns, and multiply by 4 ir, and divide by 10^ in order to get

the proper unit (that is to say, multiply it by i' 257), that

gives us the magnetomotive force. For magnetic reluctance,

calculate out the reluctance exactly as you would the

resistance of an electric conductor to the flow of electricity,

or the resistance of a conductor of heat to the flow of heat ; it

will be proportional to the length, inversely proportional to

the cross-section, and inversd/ proportional to the conduc*
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ttvity, or, in the present cas^ to the magnetic permeabUity.

Now if the drcuit is a simple one; we may simply write down

here the length, and divide it by tiie area of the cross-sectioo

and the permeability, and so find the value of the rductanee.

But if the circuit be not a simple one^ifyou have not a simple

ring of iron of equal section all round, it is necessary to

consider the circuit in pieces as you would an electric cnrcuit,

ascertaining separately the reluctance of the separate part%

and adding all together. As there may be a number of such

terms to be added together, I have prefixed the expression

for the magnetic reluctance by the sign % of summation. But

it does not by any means follow, because we can write a thing

down as simply as that, that the calculation of it will be a

very simple matter.

In the case of magnetic lines we are quite unable to do as

one does with electric currents to insulate the flow. An
electric current can be confined (provided we do not put it in

at 10,000 volts pressure, or anything much bigger than that)

to a copper conductor by an adequate layer of adequately

strong—and I use the word " strong " both in a mechanical

and electrical sense—of adequately strong insulating material

There are materials whose conductivity for electricity as

compared with copper may be regarded perhaps as millions of

millions of times less; that is to say, they are practicaliy

perfect insulators. There are no such things for magnetism.

The most highly insulating substance we know of for

magnetism is certainly not loyooo times less permeable to

magnetism than the most hlg^y magnetisable substance we
. know of, namely, iron in its best oonditk>n ; and when one
deals with electromagnets where curved portions of Iron are

surrounded with copper, or with ahr, or other electrically

hisularing material, one is dealing with substances whose
permeability, instead of being infinitely small, compared with

that of iron, is quite oonsidendil&

We have to deal mainly with iron when it has been well

magnetised. Its permeability, compared with air, is then from

1000 to 100*roughly ; that is to say, the permeability of air

I 2
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compared widi the iron is not less than from xhfi^^ nArv^
part* That means that it is quite possible to have a very

ooosiderable leakage of magnetic lines from iron into air

occurring to complicate one's calculation^ and prevent an

accurate estimate being made of the true magnetic reluctance

of any part of the circuit. Suppose, however, that we have

got over all these ^Kfficulties» and made our calculations of the

magnetic reluctance ; then dividing the magnetomotive foTDe

by the reluctance gives us the whole number of magnetic

lines.

There, then, is in its elementary form the law of the mag-

netic circuit stated exactly as Ohm's law is stated for electric

circuits. But as a general rule one requires this magnetic law

for certain applications, in which the problem is not to calcu-

late from those two quantities what the total of magnetic lines

will be. In most of the cases a rule is wanted for the purpose

of calculating back. You want to know how to build a

magnet so as to give you the requisite number of magnetic

lines* You start by assuming that you need to have so many
magnetic lines* and you require to know what magnetic

reluctance there will be, and how much magnetomotive force

will be needed. Well, that is a matter precisely analogous to

those which every electridan comes across He does not

always want to use Ohm's law in the way in which it is com-

monly stated* to calculate the current from the electromotive

fofoe and the resistance; he often wants to calculate what is

the electromotive force which will send a given current throuj^

a known resistance. And so do we. Our main consideration

will be here directed to the question how many ampere-

turns of current drcutatkm must be provkled in order to drive

the required quantity of magnetism through any given mag-
netic reluctance. Therefore, we will state our law a little

differently. What we want to calculate out is the number

of ampere-turns required. When once we have got that, it is

easy to say what the copper wire must consist of; what sort

of wire, and how much of it Turning then to our algebraic

rule, we must transform it, so as to get all the other things
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beside the ampere-turns» to the other side of the equation. So
we write the formula

1-357

\Vc shall have then the ampere-turns equal to the number

of magnetic lines we are going to force round the circuit,

multiplied by the sum of the magnetic reluctances, divided by

I '257. Now this number, I '257, is the constant that comes

in when the length, /, is expressed in centimetres, the area in

square centimetres, and the permeability in the usual numbers.

Many persons, unfortunately—I say so advisedly because

of the waste of brain labour that they have been compelled to

go through—prefer to work in inches and pounds and feet

They have, in fact, had to learn tables instead of acquiring

them naturally without any learning If the lengths be

specified in inches, and areas in square inches, then the

constant b a little different The constant in that case^ for

inches and square inch measures^ is 0*3153, so that the

formula beeomes

Sf « N X :S X 0*3132.A IL

Here i*^ is convenient to leave the law of the magnetic

circuit and come back to it from time to time as we require.

With the guidance provided by this law, the various points

that come under review can be arranged and explained one
after another, so that there docs not now remain—if one
applied this law with judgment—a single fact about electro-

magnets which is either anomalous or paradoxical Para-

doxical some things may seem in form, but they all reduce to

what is perfectly rational when one has a guidmg principle of
this kind to tell one how much magnetizatloa one will giet

under given circumstances, or to tell one how mnch magne*
tizing power one requires in order to get a glvea quanti^ of
magnetisation. The word "magnetization "is used heie in the

popular senses not in the narrow mathematical sense hi which
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it has sometimes been lued (Le for tbe magnetic moment per

unit cube of the material). It is used here simply to express

tlw iact tliat the iron or air, or whatever it may be^ has been

subjected to the process which results in there being magnetic

lines of fofoe induced through it

Thb Law op Traction.

Now let us apply this law of magnetic circuit in the first

place to the traction, that is to say, the lifting power of electro-

magnets. The law of traction was assumed in the previous

chapter, and made the basis of a method of measuring the

amount of permeability. The law of magnetic traction was

stated once for all by Maxwell, in his great treatise^ and it is

as follows}—
B» A

P (dynes) = -yj^,

where A is the area in square centimetres. This becomes

That is, the pull in grammes per square centimetre is equal to

the square of the magnetic induction, B (being the number of

magnetic lines to the square centimetre), divided by 8 tt, and

divided also by 981. To bring grammes into pounds you
divide by 453*6; so that the formula then becomes :

—

B> A
P (lb.) « \ —\

or if square inch measures are used

B 'A**
POb.)« "

^ ^ 72,134,000

To save future trouble we will now calculate out from the

law of traction the following table ; in which the traction In

grammes per square centimetre or in pounds per square inch

is set down oppoiite the corresponding value of B.
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Tablk XII.—Magnetization and Macnctic TkAcnoH.

0B DDm Dynes C\ T 9mm Pouods

If. BniiMi cndai.

I.000 4D*i6 *04S6 •577

IS.OOO i6s*i— « *l621 2*308

3a000 lOaiio . 358,100 365*1 •3651 5*190

AaOOO SSaSOO 63Db00O 648*9 •6489 9*li8

^•000 904.700 1,014 1*014 14*39

6^000 18.NO ASSiOOO 1.460 1*460 20*75

9.000 I.OQOaOOO 1.987 1*987 38*26

CI.60D <.cat*ooo S*506 1*596 16*95

ObOOO $8*oio ^•atatooo 3,a86 3*186 46*71

10,000 3,979,000 4*056 57-68

11,000 4,815.000 4t907 4'907 69*77

IS,000 77f4» 5>730>m 5*S«i 5'84i 83*01

13,000 83,850
•

6,735*^^ ^••55 6855 97*47

14,000 90,300 7>8oo,ooo 7*SS0 7-SS© 113*1

15,000 8,953*m 9>iH 9*114 119*7

16,000 n^ffloo 10,170,000 10.390 io*39 147*7

17,000 109,650 11,710 11*71 166*6

18,000 116,100 12,890,000 I3*>40 13*14 i86*t

i9i00o iaa,sso 14,630 14'^ 108*1

20,000 t^tOOO 15,910,000 16,430 16*13 130*8

Tliis simple statement of the law of traction-aasumes that

the distribution of the magnetic lines is uniform all over the

area we are considering ; and that» unfortunately, b not always

the case. When the distribution is not uniform, then die

mean value of the squares becomes greater than the square of

the mean value, and consequently the pull of the magnet at

its end face may, under certain circumstances, become greater

than the calculation would lead you to expect—greater than

the average of B would lead you to suppose. If the distribu-

tion is not uniform over the area of contract, then the accurate

expression for the tractive force (in dynes) will be
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the intqsratioii being taken over tlie whole area of. con-

Thishiwof traction has been verified by experiment The
most oondusive investigations were made in 1886* by Mr.

R. H. M. Bosanquet, of Oxford, whose apparatus b depicted

^ F>& 53* He took two

cores of iron, well faced, and

surrounded them both by

magnetizing coils, fastened

the upper one rigidly, and

suspended the other one, on

a lever with a counterpoise

weight To the lower end of

this core he hung a scale-

pan, and measured the trac-

tion of one upon the other

when a known current was

circulating a known number

of times round the coiL At
iht same time he placed 'an

exploring coil round the joint;

that exploring coil being

connected, in the

lTw li'^^oZ described in Chapter III^

on p. 70^ with a ballistic

galvanometer, so that at the moment when the two surfaces

parted company, or at the moment when the magnetization

was released by stopping the magnetizing current the gal-

vanometer indication enabled Mm to say exactly how many
magnetic lines went through that exploring coiL So that,

knowing the area, you could calculate the number per

square centimetre, and you could therefore compare B*

with the pull per square centimetre obtained directly on

the scale-pan. Bosanquet found that even when the sur-

faces were not absolutely perfectly faced the correspon-

dence was very close indeed, not varying by more than i or 2
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per cent, except with small im^etizing foioes^ say foices less

than five CG.S. units.

Knowing how irregular the behaviour of iron is when

the magnetising forces are so small as this^ one is not

astonished to find a lack of proportiooality; The oonre-

spondence waa^ however, sufficiently exact to say that tbc

experiments verified the law of traction, tiiat the pull is pro-

portional to the square of the magnetic induction through the

area, and integrated over the area.

Design of Electromagnets for Traction.

Now the law of traction being in that way established, one

at once begins to get some light upon the subject of the

design of electromagnets. Indeed, without going into any
mathematics^ Joule had foreseen this when he in some
instinctive sort of way seemed to consider that the proper

way to rq;ard an electromagnet for the purpose of trsctioQ

was to thiiik how many, square inches of contact surface it

had. He found that he could magnetise iron up until it

pulled with a force of 175 lb. to the square tnd^ and he
doubted whether a traction as great as 200 lb. per square inch

could be obtdned.

In the following Table» Joule's results (see Table L, p. 23)
are re-calculated, and the values of B deduced

Table XIII.—Joule's Results Re-calculated.

Jottk't own

cIcctro>

No. I

Naa
No. 3

No. 4
Nesbit't..

Henry's.. „

10

0*196

0-0436

o'ooia

4*5

3*94

0*196

64-5

1*26

6-38

0*0077

39*1

25*3

1*36

49

18

0'202

143*8

750

53

Pound

t

IS

5*4

o*og

647

346

33*6

KQoi
per

M]. cm.

M4-S

ts$

1375

81

1585

95

137*5

735
8*75

9" 75

57
11*2

6-7

8

B

95 «4

13,600

14,700

15.410

n.

i6,5so

12,820

.850

R*t:o

load to

»39

324

1386

83012384

38

36

114
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I. will now return to the data on Table XII., and will ask

you to compare the last column with the first Here are the

various values of B, that is to say, the amounts of magnetiza-

tion you get into the iron. You cannot conveniently crowd

more than TOfiOO magnetic lines through the sq. cm. of the

best iron, and, as a reference to the curves of magnetization

shows^it is not expedient in the practical design of electro-

magnets to attempt, except in ^traordinary casea^ to crowd
more than about 16^000 magnetic lines into the sq. cm. The
simple reason b this, that ifyou are working up the magnetic

force, say from o up to 50, a magnetizing force of 50 applied

to good wrought iron will give you only 16,000 lines to the

sq. cm^ and the permeability by that time has fallen to about

320. If you try to force the magnetization any further, you

find that you have to pay for it so heavily. If you want to

force another 1000 lines through the sq. cm., to go from

16,000 to 17,000, you have to add on an enormous magnetiz-

ing force
;
you have to double the whole force from that point

to get another looo lines added. Obviously it would be

much better to take a larger piece of iron and not to

magnetize it too highly—to take a piece a quarter as large

again, and to magnetize that less forcibly. It does not

therefore pay to go much above 16^000 lines through a

sq. cm<—that is to say, expressing it in terms ofthe law of trac-

tion, and the pounds per square indi, it does not pay to design

your dectromagnet so that it shall liave to carry more than

about 150 lb. to the square inch. This shaH be our practical

rule : let us at once take an example. If you want to design

an electromagnet to carry a load of one ton, divide the tor

or 2240 lb., by 1 50, and that gives the requisite number ol

square inches of wrought iron, namely, 14*92, or say

15. Of course one would work with a horse-shoe shaped

magnet, or something equivalent—something with a return

circuit—^and calculate out the requisite cross-section, so that

the total area exposed might be sufificient to carry the given

load at 1 50 lb. to the square inch. And, *as a horse-shoe

magnet has two poles, the cross-section of the bar of which it
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is made must be 7\ square inches. If of round iron, it must

be about 3i inches in diameter ; if of square iron, it must be

2j inches each way.

That settles the size of the iron, but not the length. Now

the length of the iron, if one only considers the law of the

magnetic circuit, ought to be as short as it can possibly be

made. Reflect for what purpose we are designing. The

design of an electromagnet is to be considered, as every

design ought to bc^ with a view to the ultimate purpose to be

served by that which you are designing. The present

purpose is the actual stickli^ on of the magnet to a heavy

weight, not acting on another magnet at a distance not

pulling at an armature separated from it by a thick lajrer of

air; we are dealing with traction hi contact

The question is—How long a piece of hoo shall we need

to bend over ? The answer is—Take length enough, and no

more than enough, to permit of room for winding on tiie

necessary quantity of wire to carry the current which will

give the requisite magnetizing power. But this latter we do

not yet know ; it has to be calculated out by the law of the

magnetic circuit That is to say, we must calculate the

magnetic flux, and the magnetic reluctance as best we can

;

then from these calculate the ampere-turns of current ; and

from this calculate the needful quantity of copper wire, so

arriving finally at the proper length of the iron core. It is

obvious the cross-section being given, and the value of B
being prescribed, that settles the whole number of magnetic

lines, N» that will go through the sectioa It is self-evident

that length adds to the magnetic reluctance, and, therefofc^

the longer the length is, the greater have to be the number of

ampere-turns of ctrculation of the current ; while the less the

length is, the smaller need be the number of ampere-turns of

circulation.

Therefore, you should design the electromagnet as stumpy

as possible, that is to say, make it a stumpy arch, even as

Joule did when he came across the same problem, and

arrived, by a sort of scientific instinct, at the right solution.
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You should liave no greater length of iron than is necessaiy

in order to get the windings oa Then you see we cannot

absolutely calculate the length of the iron until we have an

idea about the winding, and we must settle, therefore, pro-

visionally, about the windings. Take a simple ideal case.

Suppose we had an indefinitely long, straight iron rod, and

we wound that from end to end with a magnetizing coil.

How thick a coil, how many ampere-turns of circulation per

inch length, will you require in order to magnetize up to any

particular degree ? It is a matter of veiy simple calculation.

You can calculate exactly what the magnetic jreluctance of an

inch length of the core will be. For example, if you are

going to magnetize up to i6fiOO lines per sq. cm^ the perme-

ability will be 32a You can take die area anything you
lilce^ and consider the length of one inch ; you can tiierefbre

calculate the magnetic reluctance per inch of conductor^ and
then you can at once say how many ampere-turns per inch

would be necessary in order to give the desired indication of

16,000 magnetic lines to the sq. cm.

Then, knowing the properties of copper wire, and how it

heats up when there is a current ; and knowing also how
much heat you can get rid of per square inch of surface, it is

a very simple matter to calculate what minimum thickness of

copper the fire insurance companies would allow you to use.

They would not allow you to have too thin a copper wire^

because if you provide an insufficient thickness of copper,

you still must drive your amperes through it to get a

sufficient number of ampere-turns per inch of length ; and if

you drive those amperes through copper winding of an

insufficient thickness the copper wire will over-heat, and your

insurance policy will be revoked.

You therefore are compdled, by the practical considera-

tion of not over-heating, to provide a certain thickness of

copper wire winding. I have made a rough calculation for

certain cases, and I find that for such small electromagnets as

one may ordinarily deal with, it is not necessary in any

practical case to use a copper wire winding the total thick-
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ness of which is greater than about half an inch ; and, as a

matter of fact, if you use as much thickness as half an inch,

you need not then wind the coil all along, for if you will use

copper wire winding, no matter what the size, whether thin

or thick, so that the total thickness of copper outside the iron

is half an inch, you can, without over-heating, using good

wrought iron, make one inch of winding do for 20 inches

length of iron. That is to aay, you do not really want more

than^ of an inch of thickness of copper outside the iron to

magnetize up to the presciibed d^^ of satumtioa that

indefinitely long piece of which we are tUnkiiig^ without over-

heating the outside surface in such a way as to violate the

insurance rules. Take it roughly, if you wind to a thickness

of half an inch, the inch length of copper will magnetixe

20 inches length of iron up to the pointwhere B equals i6^ooa

If, then, we have a bar bent into a sort of horse-shoe in order

to make it stick on to a perfectly-fitting armature also of

equal section and quality, we really do not want more than

one inch along the inner curve for every 20 inches of iron.

An extremely stumpy magnet, such as I have sketched

in Fig. 54, will therefore do, if one can only get the iron

sufficiently homogeneous throughout If instead of crowding

the wire near the polar parts, we could wind entirely all

round the curved part, though the layer of copper winding

would be half an inch thick inside the arch, it would be
much less outside. Such a magnet, provided the armature

fitted with perfect accuracy to the polar surfaces^ and pro-

vided a batteiy were arranged to send the requisite number
of amperes of current through the coils, would pull with a
force of one ton, the iron being but 3| inches in diameter*

For my own part, in this case I should prefer not to use
round iron, one of square or rectangular section being more
convenient ; but the round iron would take less copper in

winding, as each turn would be of minimum length if the
section were circular.

Now, this sort of calculation requires to be greatly

modified directly one begins to deal with any other case A
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stumpy short magnetic circuit with great cross-section is

clearly the right thing for the greatest traction. You will get

the given magnetization and traction with the least amount

of magnetizing force whea you have the area as great as

possible^ and the length as small as possible.

You will Idndly note that I have given yon as yet no

pfoo& for the practical rules that I have been using : they

must come later. Also^ I have said nothing about the nze of

the wirc^ whether thick or thin ; that does not in the least

matter, for the ampere-turns of magnetizing power can be

made up in any desired way. Suppose we want on any

magnet one hundred ampere-turns of magnetizing power,

and we choose to employ a thin wire that will only carry

half an ampere, then we must wind 200 turns of that thin

wire. Or/ suppose we choose to wind it with a thick wire

that will carry ten amperes, then we shall want only ten turns

of that wire. The same weight of copper, heated up by the

corresponding current to an equal degree of temperature, will

have equal magnetizing power when wound on the same
core. But the rules about winding the copper will be con-

sidered later.

Fia 54-
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Weight and Traction of Magnets.

Now ifyou look in the text-books that liave Iseen written

on magnetism for information about the so-called liftiiig

power or portative force of magnets—in other words^ their

traction—you vrill find that from tiie time of Bernoulli down-

wards, the law of portative force has claimed the attention of

experimenters, who, one after another, have tried to give the

law of portative force in terms of the weight of the magnets ;

usually dealing with permanent magnets, not electromagnets.

D. Bernoulli gave* a rule of the following kind, which is

commonly known as Hacker's rule

—

whereW is the weight of the magnet, P the greatest load it

will sustain, and a a constant depending on the units of

weight chosen, on the quali^ of the steel, and on its goodness

of magnetization. If the wei^ts are in kilogrammes then a
is found, for the best steels^ to vary from 18 to 24 in magnets

of horse-shoe shape. This expression is equhralent to saying

that the power which a magnet can exert—^he was dealing

with steel magnets, there were no electromagnets in

Bernoulli's time—is equal to some constant multiplied by the

three-halfth root of the weight of the magnet itself. The
rule is accurate only if you are dealing with a number of

magnets all of the same geometrical form ; all horse-shoes, let

us say, of the same general shape, made from the same sort

of steel, similarly magnetized. In former years I pondered

much on Hacker's rule, wondering how on earth the three-

halfth root of the weight could have anything to do with the

magnetic pull ; and having cudgelled my brains for a con*

siderable time, I saw that there was rnlly a very simple

meaning in it

What I arrived atf was this. If you are dealing with a
given material, say hard steel, the weight is proportional to

* Atla Ifehttka, iS. pb S33i I75&
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• ' the volume^ and the cube root of the volume b something

proportional to the length, and the square of the cube root

' forms something proportional to the square of the length,

;

' that is to say, to something of the nature of a surfiioe. What
surface? Of course the polar surface.

• / This complex rule, when thus analyzed, turns out to be
•

^
merely a mathematician's expression of the fact that the pull

for a given material 'magnetized in a given way is propor-

' tional to the area of the polar surface ; a law which in its

I simple form Joule seems to have arrived at naturally, and

which in this extraordinarily academic form was arrived at

;
by comparing the weight of magnets with the weight which

I they would lift

: . You will find it stated in many books that a good magnet

\

'

will lift twenty times its own weight There never was a
' more fallacious rule written. It b perfectly true that a good

!

I

steel horse-shoe magnet weighing i kilogramme ought to be
> able to puU with a pull of ao kilogrammes on a properly-

shaped armature But it does not follow that a magnet
' '! which weighs 2 kilogrammes will be able to pull with a force

of 40 kilogrammes. It ought not to^ because a magnet that

weighs 2 kilogrammes has not poles twice as big if it is the

:

I

same shape. In order to have poles twice as big you must
'

i * remember that three-halfth root coming in. If you take a

1|
magnet that weighs eigiit times as mudi, it will have twice

1 the linear dimensions and four times the surface ; and with

I j four times the surface in a magnet of the same form, similarly

'

I * magnetized, you will have four times the pull. With a

. I magnet eight times as heavy you will have only four times

the pull. The pull, when other things are equal, goes by

surface, and not by weight, and therefore it is ridiculous to

} ! give a rule saying how many times its own weight a magnet

I
I will pull.

', It is also narrated as a very extraordinary thing that Sir

Isaac Newton had a magnet—a loadstone—which he wore

. in a signet ring, which would lift 234 times its own weight.

•
j Professor G. Forbes in his LtUuru 0m £Uctneiiy describes

•

.1

I!
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a small iron-clad electromagnet, weighing about 3 oz., which

would sustain a load 600 times its own weight. I have had
an electromagnet which would lift 2500 times its own weight,

but then it was a vety small one, and did not weigh with, its

' copper coil more than a grain and a half. When you come
to small things, of course the surface is large proportionaUy

to the weight ; the smaller you go, the larger bea>mes that

disproportion. This all shows that the old law of traction in

that form was practically valueless^ and did not^guide yon to
anything at all, whereas the law of traction as stated by
Maxwell, and explained further by the law of the magnetic
circuit proves a most useful jrulc; .

Calculation of Exciting Power Needed,

From this digression let us return to the law of the
magnetic circuit in order to calculate the exdtiiig power
required to pioduce the magnetism. I have given in Chapter
11^ when speaking of permeability; the following rule for
calculating the magnetic Induction B Take the pull in

pounds^ and the area of cross-seetioa insqnaie inches; divide
one by the other, and take tiie square root of the quotient

;

then multiplying by 13 17 gives B; or multiplying by 8494
gives B^. We have therefore a means of stepping from the
pull per square indi to B„, or from to the pull per square
inch. Now the other rule of the magnetic circuit also enables
us to get from the ampere-turns down to B,,, for on p. 1 17 we
have the following expression for the ampere-turns

S«'«Nx2jprX 03132,

and N, the whole number of magnetic lines in the magnetic-
circuit, is equal to B, multiplied by A", or

N - B^A".

From these we can deduce a simple direct expicssibii^

provided we assume the quali^ of iron as before^ and also

X
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assiime that there is no magnetic leakage^ and that the area

of cross-section is the same all round the circuity hi the

armature as wdl as in the magnet core. So that t is simply

the mean total path of the magnetic lines all round the closed

magnetic circuit We may then write

s« - 0-3132;

whence

R - ^ ^ Si
• /• X 0*3133

Buty by the law of traction, as stated above.

P (lb.)

(sq. in.)

Equating together these two values of B^, and solving, we get

for the requisite number of ampere-turns of circulation of
exciting currents^

S, - 266i x-xW'_IiLliL^ A (sq. in.)

f

This^ put Into words^ amounts to the following rule for

calculating the amount of exciting power that is required
for an electromagnet pulling at its armature, in the case

where there is a closed magnettc circuit with no leakage

of magnetic lines Take the square root of the pounds
per square inch

; multiply this by the mean total length
(in inches) all round the iron circuit; divide by the per-

meability (which must be calculated from the pounds per
square inch by help of Table XII. and Table II.) ; and finally

multiply by 2661 : the number so obtained will be the
number of ampere-turns.

One goes then at once from the pull per square inch to
the number of amperc-tums required to produce that pull in

a magnet of given length and of the prescribed quality. In
the case where the pull is spedlied fai kikgiammea^ the area
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of section in sq. col, and the length in cin^ the formula

becomes

As an example, take a magnet core of round annealed

wrou^t iron, half an inch in diameter, 8 inches long, bent to

horse-shoe shape. As an armature, another piec^ 4 inches

long^ bent to meet the former. Let us agree to magnetize the

iron up to the pitch of pulling with 112 lb. to the square inch.

Reference to Table XII. shows that will be about 90yOOO

and Table XL shows that in that case will be about 907.

From these data calculate what load the magnet will caiiy»

and how many ampere-turns of drculation of current win be
needed*

ifxr.—Load (on two poles) s 45*91 Ib^

Ampefe-tniDS needed » 378-5

N.B.—In this calculation it is assumed that the contact

surface between armature and magnet is perfect It never is
;

the joint increases the reluctance of the magnetic circuit, and
there will be some leakage. It has been shown in Chapter

III., p. 91, how to estimate these effects ; it will be shown in

Chapter VL how to allow for them in the calculations. r

£ff£Ct of Diminishing Polar Surface.

Here let me go to a matter which has been one of tiie

paradoxes of tfie past In spite of Joule^ and of the laws of
traction, showing that the pull is proportional to the area, you
have this anomaly, first pointed out by Moll,* tliat if you
take a bar-magnet having flat««nded poles^ and measure the
pull which its pole can exert on a perfectly flat armature, and
then ddibemtely spoil the truth of the contact surface, round-
ing it ofl*, so making the surface gently convex, the convex
pole^ which only touches at a portion of its area instead of
over the whole, will be found to exert a bigger pull than the

perfectly flat one It has been shown by various cxpcri-

* EdiM. ymm, ScLt Hi, p. 140^ 18)0: and Ptigg. Amn^ uiv., p. 632, iSjj,

K 2
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Fia$$.

mentcrs, particularly by Nicklds, that if you want to increase

the pull of a magnet with armatures, you may reduce the

polar surface.

Old steel magnets were frequently purposely made with a

rounded contact surface. There are plenty of examples.

Suppose you take a straight round core, or one leg of a

horse-shoe which answers equally, and take a flat-ended rod

of iron of same diameter as an armature ; stick it oo endwise^

and measure the pull when a given amount of ampere-turns

of current is circulating round. Then, having measured the

puU, remove it and file It a little^ so as to reduce it at the

cdge% or take a sightly narrower piece of iron, so that it will

actually be exerting its power over a smaller area ; you will

get a greater puU. . What is the ex-

planation of this extraordinaiy foct?
*

A fact it is, as can readily be shown.

Here, Fig. 55, is a small electromagnet

whidi we can place mth its poles up-

wardsL Thb was very carefully made,

the iron poles very nicely faced, and on

coming to try them it was found they

were nearly equal, but one pole. A, was

a little stronger than the other. We
have, therefore, rounded the other pole,

B, a little, and here I will take a piece

of iron, C, which has itself been slightly

rounded at one end, though it is flat at

the other. I now turn on the current to

the electromagnet, and I take a spring-

balance with which to measure the pull

at cither of the two poles. When I put

the flat end of C to the flat pole A,

so that there is an excellent contact, I find the pull about

2| lU Now try the round end of C on the flat pole A

;

the pull is about 3 lb. The flat end of C on the round

pole B is also about 3 llx, perhaps a little more. But if now
I put together two surlaces that are both rounded, I getalmost

EXPKRIMElfT ON
RciniDtHO Knot.
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exactiy the same puU as at first with the two flat surfaces. I

have made many experiments on this, and so have otheiSL

Take the following case There is hung up a hoise-shoe

magnet* one pole bemg slightly convex and the other abso-

lutely flattened^ and there is put on at the bottom a square

bar armature^ over which is slipped a hook to which weights

can be hung. Which end of the arma*

ture do you think will be detached first ?

If you were going simply by the

square inches, you would say this square

end will stick on tighter ; it has more

gripping surface. But, as a matter of

fact, the other sticks tighter. Why?
We are dealing here with a magiictic cir-

cuit. There is a certain total magnetic

reluctance all round it, and the whole

number of magnetic lines generated in

the circuit depends on two things—on
the magnetizing forces and on the reluc-

tance all round ; and, saving a little

leakage^ it is the same number of mag>
netic lines which come tiirough at B as

experimiht of
go through at A. But heic^ owing to the DsrACKmo AaiiATOfti.

fact that there is at B a better contact

at the middle than at the edges of the pole, the lines are

crowded into a smaller space, and therefore at that parti-

cular place B,, the number of lines per square inch runs

up higher, and when you square the larger number, its

square becomes still larger in proportion. In comparing the

square of smaller B with the square of greater B,^, the square

of the smaller B^ over the larger area turns out to be less than

the square of the larger B^ integrated over the smaller area.

It is the law of the square coming la

You must not jump to the conclusion from this that there

would be any benefit in rounding both poles. By rounding a

'

pole you impair the magnetic circuit at that pohit» and the

ctker pole holds on less ti^Uy as a result
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As an example, take the case of a magnet pole formed on

the end of a piece of round iron I ' 1 5 inch in diameter. The
flat pole will have i '05 inch area. Suppose the magnetizing

forces are such as to make = 90,300, then, by Table XII.,

the whole pull will be 118*75 Ib^ and the actual number

of lines through the contact surface will be N = 94,815. Now
suppose the pole,be reduced by rounding off the edge till the

effective contact area is reduced to 0*9 square inch. If all

these lines were crowded through that area, that would give a

rate of 105,650 per square inch. Suppose^ however, that the

additional reluctance and the leakage reduced the number fay

2 per cent, there would still be 103,500 per square inch.

Reference to Table XII. shows diat this gives a pull of 147 * 7
per square inch, which, multiplied by the reduced area 0*9,

gives a total pull of 132*9 lb., which is larger than the

original pulL

Let me show you yet another experiment This is the

same electromagnet (Fig. 56), which has one flat pole and one

rounded pole. Here is an armature, also bent, having one

flat and one rounded pole. If I put flat to flat, and round to

round, and pull at the middle, the flat to flat detaches first

;

but if we take round to flat, and flat to round, we shall pro*

bably find they are about equally good—it is hard to say

whidi holds the stronger. On the whole, the rounded arma*

ture on the flat pole sticks less tightly than the flat armature

on the rounded pole;

Contrast between Flat and Pointed Poles.
•

We are now in a position to understand the bearing of
some researches made about forty years ago by Dr. Julius

Dub^ which, like a great many other good things, lie buried in

the back volumes of PoggendorfTs Anmalm^ Some account

of them is also given in Dr. Dub's now obsolete book entitled

• Elektromagnctismus.'

The first of Dub's experiments to which I will refer relates
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to the difference in behaviour between electromagnets with

flat and those with pointed pole ends. He formed two cylin-

drical cores, each six inches long, from the same rod of soft

iron, one inch in diameter. Either of these could be slipped

into an appropriate magnetizing coil. One of them had the

end left flat, the other had its end pointed, or, rather, it was

coned down until the flat end was left only \ inch in diameter,

possessing therefore only one-fourth of the amount of contact

surface which the other core possessed. As an armature there

was used another piece of the same soft jroB rod, twelve inches

long. The pull of the electromagnet on the armature at

diflerent distances was carefully measured, with the following

results ^*

DisUDC* apart PtaBMiFht

0 3*3 Sa
o-ooss 1*1 1*8

0*0110 o*9 O'JJ
*

o*oi6s 0*71 0*SB

o*08a 0*60 o*4i

0*044 0*38 O'SO

0*088 0*19 0*09

These results are plotted out in the curves in Fig. 57. It

will be seen that in contact, and at very short distances^ the

reduced pole gave the greater pull At about ten mils

dbtance there was equality, but at all distances greater than

ten mib the flat pole had the advantage. At small distances

the concentration of magnetic lines gav^ In aooordance with
the law of traction, the advantage to the reduced pole. But
this advantage was, at the greater distancesi more than out-

weighed by the fact that with the greater widths of air-gap

the use of the pole with larger face reduced the magnetic
reluctance of the gap and promoted a laiger flow of magnetic
lines into the end of the armature.
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DISTANCE IN MIL&

COXTKASTU) EfFICT OF FlaT AMD POWTSO FMI.

Exploration of Surfacb Distribution of
Magnetism.

The law of traction can again be applied to test the so-
called distribution of free magnetism on the surface. Consider
what is mttnt by the phiase. On p. 41, there was given in

17 a sketdi of tfie way In which the Knes of magnetiza-
tHm tiavene Oie interior of a bar magnet and emerge at th^mface Whoever sudi lines emerge at a surface, there iron
filings win stick on. The old way of stating the fact of such
emeigence was to say that at these parts of the surface there

free roagncUsm, the distribution of which over the
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surface was' a matter of much speculation, of great mathe-

matical toil, and of many experiments. The distribution of

the magnetic lines at theii emergence on the surface we may
explore by the method of traction. We can thereby arrive at

a kind of measure of the amount of surface density of the free

magnetism. I do not like to have to use these aadent tenna^

because they suggest the ancient notion that magnetism was a
fluid, or rather two fluidsi one of which was plastered on at

one end of the magnet and the other at the other, just as yon
might put red paint or blue paint over the ends. I only use

that term because it b ahready more or less familiar.

One of the ways of experimentally exploring the 80<alled

dbtribution of Uet magnetism must be mentioned here^

because it is often used in this class of experiments. It

consists in measuring, at various points of the surface, the

force required to detach a proof-pUce consisting of a
small sphere, ellipsoid, or rod of iron. This method, due
originally to Pliicker,* and used by him, and later by Vom
Kolkc.t by Tyndall.t by Lamont,§ and by Jamin,| is known
in France as the mitfwde du clou, from the circumstance that

an iron nail may be used. Plttcker himself used littie

prolate spheroids, 14 mm. long and 8 mm. in diameter, of

various sorts of iron and steel ; attaching them by a thread to

the beam of a balance; Vom Koike used as an exploring

rod a piece of soft iron vnre weighing i '7 gramme^ 3*6 cm
lon|^ 0*45 cm. thick, pointed at the end. In another set of
experiments he used a small polished iron globe 50*3 cm*
in diameter.

Tyndall used three smooth soft Iron spheres, 0*95 inch,

0*48 inch, and 0*29 inch in diameter. He came to the con-

clusion that the pull required to detach was proportional

simply to the strength of the magnetism. Lamont used a
• Po^. Ann.t Ixxxvi., 1852, p. II.

t Pojj^. Ann.^ IxxxL, 1850, p. 321 ; and Wkd. Ann-^ Ui., 1878, p. 437.

I Posg. Ahm^ Ixxxiii., 1851, p. I ; and PkU, Mag., April 1851. See abo

§ Abhaudl. i. Mikmikmet Akti*, vL, 479 ; and Lament's T^i ii tfinw, IWJSS-

I ytmruaiie Pk3ni§m^ 18961 p. 41 ; and viL, 1878^ p. 3&
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short rod of iron rounded at the end& Jamin. assumed

as a standard an iron rod 15 cm. long and 0*1 cm. in

diameter, but employed for greater convenience short iron

wires ending in a small iron ball He held that the puU
required to detach was proportional to the square of the mag-
netism on the surfoce at the point examined. The method is

discussed by (.amont* and also by GirystaLf The latter

makes the remark that it is not very easy to see, in the com-
plexity ofeflccts depending on contact, induction, and the like,

what is the quantity that is being measured. He adds that

long-shaped bodies are preferable ; for when bodies of high

magnetic permeability and of nearly spherical shape are

employed, diflfcrences in form produce far more effect on the

experimental results than the susceptibility of the material

docs,

Fio. s&

ATaTOfN*ll AtfASATUS FOR MEASURING SURFACS DlflllSOTiOM OP

PULMAIilMT MACMBTISM.

The little piece of apparatus shown In Fig. $8 was

arranged by my friend and predecessor, Professor Ayrton,

for the purpose of teaching his students at the Finsbury

College.} Hero is a bar magnet If M of sted, marked in

centimetres from end to end ; over the top of it there is

• rit, p. jaj-S.

t Em^ABfUmmiMt Ait. Magnetism, ^ 141^

I Sm kpm*% Aurtfrwl Ekstrki^^ Fig. P> M*
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a little steelyard, consisting of a weight W, sliding along

an arm L L. At the end of that steelyard there is sus-

pended a small bullet B of iron. If we bring that bullet into

contact with the bar magnet anywhere near the end» and

equilibrate the pull by sliding the counterpoise along the

steelyard arm, we shall obtain the definite pull required to

detach that piece of iroa The pull will be proportional, by
* Maxwell's rule, to the square of the number of magnetic lines

coming up from the bar Into it Shift the magnet on a whole

centimetre^ and attach the bullet a IttUe further on; now
equilibrate it, and we shall find it will require a rather smaller

\ force to detadi it Tiy It again, at points along from the end

I
to the middle. The greatest force required to detach it will

j
be found at the extreme corner, and a little less a little way

; on, and so on until we find at the middle the bullet does not

\ stick on at all, simply because there are here no magnetic

lines leaking. The method is not perfect, because it obviously

depends on the magnetic properties of the little bullet, and
whether much or little saturated with magnetism. Moreover,

the presence of the bullet perturbs the very thing that is to

be measured. Leakage into air is one thing
; leakage into air

perturbed by the presence of the little bullet of iron, which
invites leakage into itself Is another thing. It Isan imperfect

experiment at the best, but a veiy Instructive one.

A preferable method of experimenting consists in using,

as suggested by Rowland, a very small coil of Insulated

copper wire connected to a sensitive ballistic galvanometer.

This coil, termed a magnetic proof-plane, is laid on the surface

of the magnet, and then suddenly removed. The throw of

the galvanometer measures the intensity of the normal flux

of magnetic lines at the point in qucstioa

i

Effect of Fixing Masses of Iron upon Ends
of corbsl

Here is a paradoxical experiment I have here a bar
electromagnet, which we will connect to the wires that bring

the exciting current Opposite one end of the iron cor^ and
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*

about iS inches distant^ b a small compass needle; with a
feather attached to it as a visible indicator, so that, when we
turn on the current, the electromagnet will act on the needle

and you will see the feather turn round It is acting there at

a certain distance. The magnetizing force is mainly spent, not

to drive magnetism round a circuit of iron, but to force it through

the air, flowing from one end of the iron core out into the air,

passing by the compass needle, and streaming round again,

invisible, into the other end of the iron core. It ought to

increase the flow if we can in aAy way aid the magnetic lines

to flow through the air. How can I aid this flow ? By putting

on someihii^ at the other end to help the magnetic lines to get

back home; Here is a flat piece of lion ; putting it on here

at the hmder end of the core ought to help the flow of

magnetfc lines. You see that the feather makes a lather

laiger excursion. Takmg away tiie piece of iron diminishes

the effect So also in experiments on tractive power, it can

be proved that the adding of a mass of iron at the far end of

a straight electromagnet greatly increases the pulling power

at the end that you are working with ;
while, on the other

hand, putting the same piece of iron on the front end as a
pole-piece greatly diminishes the pulL

Here, clamped to the table, is a bar electromagnet excited

by the current ; and here is a small piece of iron attached to

a spring balance, by means of which I can measure the pull

required to detach it With the current which I am employ-

ing; the pull is about 2\ lb. I now place upon the front end

of the core this block of wrought uon ; it is itself strongly,

held 00^ but the pull which it itself exerts on the small piece

ofkoalssmalL Less than half a pound suffices to detach it

I now remove the hon block from the front end of the core^

and place it upon the hinder end ; and now I And that the

force required to detach the small piece of iron from the front

end is about 3i lb., instead of 2J lb. The front end cxcits a

bigger pull when there is a mass of iron attached to the

hinder end. Why ? The whole iron core, including its front

end, becomes more highly magnetized, because there is now
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a better way for the magnetic lines to emerge at the other

end and come round to this. In short, we have diminished

the magnetic reluctance of the air part of the magnetic

circuity and the flow of magnetic lines in the whole magnet
circuit is thereby improved. So it was also when the mass of

iron was placed across the front end of the core; but the

magnetic lines streamed awaybackwards from its edges, and
few were left in front to act upon the small bit of iroiL So
the law of magnetic circuit action explains this anomalous

behaviour. Facts like these have been well known for a lon|;

time to those who have studied electromagnets.

In Sturgeon's book there is a remark that bar magnets

pull better if they are armed with a mass of iron at the distant

end, though Sturgeon did not see what we now know to be

the explanation of it The device of fastening a mass of iron

to one end of an electromagnet in order to increase the

magnetic power of the other end was patented by Siemens

in 1862.

The next experiments to be described relate to the

employment of polar extensions or pole-pieces attached to

the core. These experiments^ which are due to Dr. Julius

Dubb are so curious, so unexpected, unless you know the

reasons why, that I invite your especial attention to theoL

If an engineer had to make a firm joint between two pieces

of metal, and he feared that a mere attachment of one to the

other was not adequately strong; his first and most natnnd

impulse would be to enlarge the parts that come logeUier-*

to give one as it were a broader footing against the other^

And that is precisely what an engineer, if uninstructed in the

true principles of magnetism, would do in order to make an
electromagnet stick more tightly on to its armature. He
would enlarge the ends of one or both ; he would add pole*

pieces to give the armature a better foothold. Nothing, as

you will see, could be more disastrous.

Dub employed in these experiments a straight electro-

magnet having a cylindrical soft iron core, I inch in diameter,

1 2 inches long ; and as armature a piece of the same iron.
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6 inches k>ng. Both were flat-ended. Then six pieces of Soft

iron were prepared of various sizes^ to serve as pole-pieces. •

They could be screwed on at will, either to the end of the

mapiet core or to that of the armature. To distinguish

them we will call them fay the letters A, Q && Their

dimensions were as follows, the Inches being presumably

Bavarian inches:—

•

A 1

B t|

C If s

D s 1

B tl 1

F 1
•

a

Of the results obtained with these pieces we will select

eight They arc those illustrated by the eight collected

sketches in Fig. 59. The pull required to detach was

measured, also the attraction exerted at a certain distance

apart. It will be noted that, in every case, putting on a pole-

piece to the end of the magnet diminished both the pull in

contact and the attraction at a distance ; it simply promoted

leakage and dissipation of the magnetic lines.

L none aa

It D none 10

III. E none 3» ii'S

IV. C none 3S »3-5

V. D A 20 7*5

VI. none B 50 2$

VI I. none D 43 25

VIII. none SO 18
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The worst case of all was that in which there were pole-

pieces both on the magnet and on the armature. In the last

three cases the pull was increased, but here the enlarged piece

Fio. 59.

Dub's Experiments with Pole-mbcks.

was attached to the armature, so that it helped those magnetic
lines which came up into it to flow back laterally to the
bottom end of the electromagnet, while thus reducing the
magnetic reluctance of the return path through the air, and so
increasing the total number of magnetic lines, did not spread
unduly those that issued up from the end of the core.

The next of Dub's results relate to the effect of adding
these pole-pieces to an electromagnet 12 inches long, which

Ik
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was being employed, broadstde-oii, to deflect a distant com-

pass needle (F^;. 6o)i

Fig. 6a

DuiTt Dsruxioit Bxnamiirr.

none

A
B
C

F

In another set of experiments of the same order, a

permanent magnet of steel, having poles n j-, was slung hori-

zontally by a bifilar suspension, to give it a strong tendency

to set in a particular direction. At a short distance laterally

was fixed the same bar electromagnet, and the same pole

pieces were again employed. The results of attaching the

pole-pieces at the near end are not very conclusive; they

slightly increased the deflexion. But in the absence of in-

formation as to the distance between the steel magnet and

DcfladM

3«*S

40-5

»
3»
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the electromagnet, it is difficult to assign proper values to all

the causes at work. The results were :

—

none 8*5
A 9*1
B 9*5
C to
D .. .. ./ 8-8

When, however, the pole-pieces were attached to the

distant end of tlie electromagnet, where their effect would

FM. 8t. Fia 6fl;

Deflecting a Steel Magnet havino
BiPiLAK SusraicsKm, Pou-nmb

ON KlAE Sulk

DEFI.ICTING STBBL MaGNBT,
FoiA>rtBcs OH Distant Em&

undoubtedly be to promote the leakage of magnetic lines into

the air at the front end without much affecting the distribution

of those lines in the space in front of the pole^the action was
more marked.

C
F

•t

•*

Deflexioa
(degrees).

85
lO'O
10.3
io*3
10*1
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Still confining ourselves to straight electromagnets, I now

invite your attention to some experiments made in 1862 by

the late Count Du Moncel as to the effect of adding a polar .

expansion to the iron core. He used as his core a small iron

tttbe^ the end of which he could close up with an iron plug,

and around which he placed an iron ring which fitted closely

on to the pole. He used a special lever arrangement to

measure the attraction exercised upon an armature distant

in all cases one millimetre from the pole. The results were

as follows:—

Without ring
on pole.

With riaf on
pole.

Tobnlar core alone .. '•• .« 11 to

17

Core proTided with mass of iroa at distant end a? as

38 33

After hunting up these researches^ it was extremely in*

teresting to find that so important a fact had not escaped the

observant eye of the original inventor of the electromagnet.

In Sturgeon's Experimental Researches, p. 113, there is a foot-

note, written apparently about the year 1832, which runs as

follows :

—

" An electromagnet of the above description, weighing three

ounces and furnished with one coil of wire, supported fourteen

pounds. The poles were afterwards made to expose a larger surface

by welding to each end of the cylindric bar a square piece of good

soft iron ; with this alteration only, the lifting power was reduced to

about five pounds, although the jnagnet was annealed as much as

possible.**

Effect of Jacketing an Elbctromagnbt.

We saw that this straight electromagnet, whether used

broadside-on or end-on, could act on the compass needle at

some distance from it, and deflect it In those experiments
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there was no letum path for the ms^etic lines that flowed

through the iron core» save that afibided by the sumnuiding

air. The lines flowed round in wide-sweeping curves firom

one end to the other, as in Fig. 17, the magnetic field being

quite extensive. Now, what will happen if we provide a

return path } Suppose I surround the electromagnet with an

iron tube of the same lcn<jth as itself, the lines will flow along

in one direction through tlic core, and will find an easy path

back along the outside of the coiL Will tlie magnet thus

jacketed pull more powerfully or less on that little suspended

magnet ? We should expect it to pull less powerfully, for if

the magnetic lines have a good return path here throu^ the

iron tube^why should they force themselves in such «l quantity

to a distance through air in order to get home? No; they

will naturally return short back from the end of the core into

the tubular iron jacket That is to say, the action at a
distance ought to be diminished by putting on that iron tube

outside. The matter is readily put to the test of experiment

by placing a straight electromagnet, either in the end-on

position, or in the broadside-on position, near an indicating

magnetic needle. Let the deflexion of the latter be observed

when the exciting current is turned on, first when there is no
external jacket, secondly when an external iron jacket is

placed around the electromagnet In the latter case it will be
seen that when the current is turned on the indicating needle

is scarcely affected at all. The iron jacket causes that magnet
to have much Uss action at a distance. Yet it has actually

been proposed to use jacketed magnets of this sort in tde-

«

graph instruments^ and in electric motors^ on the ground that

they give a bigger pulL

Iron-clad electromagnets such as this produce less action

at a distance across air than do the ordinary forms, but there

yet remains the question whether they give a bigger pull in

contact ? Yes, undoubtedly they do ; because everything

that is helping the magnetism to get round to the other end
increases the goodness of the magnetic circuit, and therefore

increases the total magnetic flux.

L 3
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This experiment may be tried upon a piece of apparatus

similar to one which has been used for some years at the

Finsbury Technical College. It consists of a straight electro-

magnet M set upright in a base-board, over which is erected

a gallows of wood. Across the frame of the gallows goes

a winch W, on the axle of which is a small pulley with a cord

knotted to it. To the lower end of the cord is hung a
common spring balance, from the hook of which depends a
small horizontal disk ofiron A, to act asan annature. By means

of the winch I lower this disk down to the top of the electro*

magnet The current is turned on; the disk is attracted.

On winding up the windi I increase the upward pull until the

disk is detached. Sec; it required about 9 IK to pull it oflU

I now slip over the electromagnet, without in any way attach-

ing it, this loose jacket J of iron—a tube, the upper end of
which stands flush with the upper polar surface. Once more
I lower the disk, and this time it attaches itself at its middle
to the central pole, and at its edges to the tube. What
force will now be required to detach it ? The tube weighs

Fia^

BuBcnunuflmrr axd Immk Jackst.
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about \ Ib^ and it is not fixed at the bottoou Will 9^ lb,

sufBce to lift the disk? By no means.- . My balance only

measures tip to 24 lb., and even that pull will not suffice to

detach the disk. I know of one case where the pull of the

straight core was increased sixtcen-fold by the mere addition

of a good return-path of iron to complete the magnetic circuit.

But the jacketed form is not good for anything except in-

creasing the tractive power. Jacketing an electromagnet

which already possesses a return circuit of iron is an absurdity.

For this reason the proposal made by one inventor to put iron

tubes outside the coils of a horse-shoe electromagnet is one to

be avoided.

We will take another parados^ which equally can be

explained by^ prind]^ of the magnetic circuit Snppose

you take an iron tube as an interior core ; suppose yon cut

a little piece off the end of it—a mere ring of the same sise»

Take that little piece and lay it down on the end. It will be

stuck with a certain amount of pulL It will pull off easily.

Take that same round piece of iron, put

it on edgewise, where it only touches one

point of the circumference, and it will

stick on a good deal tighter, because it

is there in a position to increase the

magnetic flow of the magnetic lines.

By concentrating the flow of magnetic

lines over a small surface of contact f ^

increases B at that point, and inte- „ :
-.w-^

grated over the lesser area of the con- tubolak Coaa aiio

tact^ ' gives a total bigger puU than it isoMRnHk

the case when the edge is touched all round against the edge
of the tube.

Here is a still more curious experiment I use a cylin-

drical electromagnet set up on end, the core of which has at

the top a flat circular polar surface about two inches in

dimeter. I now take a round disk of thin iron—ferrotype or

tin-plate will answer quite well—which is a little smaller

than the polar face. What will happen when this disk is laid
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down flat and centrally on the polar face ? Of course you

will say that it will stick tightly on. If it does so, the

magnetic lines which come in through its under surface will

pass through it and come out on its upper surface in large

quantities. It is clear that they cannot all, or even any con-

siderable proportion of them, emerge Miemys through the

edges of the thin disk, for there is not substance enough in

the dislc to earry so many magnetic lines. As a' matter of

fact the magnetic lines do come through the disk, and emerge

on its upper surface^ making indeed a magnetic field over its

upper surfooe that is nearly as intense as the magnetic field

beneath its under surface. If the two magnetic fields were

Fig. 6$.

EZPBIUMBNT WITH UON DiSK ON FOLB OF THX £LICnOllAOIiar«

exactly of equal strength, the disk ought not be attracted

either way. Well, what is the fact ? The fact, as you see

now that the current has been turned on, is that the disk

absolutely refuses tc lie down on the top of the pole. If I

hold it down with my finger, it actually bends itself up^ and
requires force to keep it down. I lift my finger and over it

liiek It will go anywhere in its efibit to better the mugnftic
circuit rather tlian lie fiat on the top of die pole.
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Fio. 66.

Next I invite your attention to some experiments, origi-

nally due to Vom Koike, published in the forty years

ago, respecting the distribution of the magnetic lines where

they emerge from the polar surface of an electromagnet The
first one now described relates to a straight electromagnet

with a cylindrical, flat-ended core (Fig. 66). In what way
will the magnetic lines be distributed over at the end ?

I7i P- 41* illustrates roughly the way in which, when there

is no return-path of iron, the magnetic lines leak through the

air. The main leakage is through the ends, though there is

some at the sides also. Now the

question of the end distribution we
shall try by using a small bullet of

iron, which will be placed at dif-

ferent points from the middle to

the edge, a spring balance being

employed to measure the force

required to detach it. The pull at

the edge is much stronger than at

the middle, at least four or five

times as great. There is a regular

increase of pull from the middle to

the edge.

The magnetic lines, in trying to

complete their own circuit, flow

most numerously in that direction

where they can go furthest through

iron on theirjourney. They leak out

more strongly at all edges and corners of a polar surface. They
do not flow out so strongly at the middle of the end surface,

otherwise they would have to go through a larger air-circuit

to get back home. The iron is consequently more saturated

round the edge than at the middle
;
therefore, with a very small

magnetizing force, there is a great disproportion between the

pull at the middle and that at the edges. With a ver>' large

magnetizing force you do not get the same disproportion, be-

cause if the edge is already far saturated you cannot by apply-

Exploring
Polar Distribution with

SMALL Iron Bau.



ii^ Y&ffinoc magnedzing power increase its magnetizatioii mucfa,

but 3ron can still force more lines through the imddle; The
consequence is^ if you plot out die results of a succession of

experiments of the pull at diflferent points, the curves obtained

are, with larger magnetizing forces, more nearly straight than

are those obtained with small magnetizing force.

The results obtained by Vom Koike upon a solitary cylin-

drical pole 12 cm. in diameter, which he examined at every

half cm. from centre to edge, are given below. The pull

required to detach a small iron ball 3 mm. in diameter was
almost six times as great at the edge as in the middle.

lUdbUiittiinftMi cwa» • -

1

t* • al

PoD anted 00 malli
8-75 8-88 9*16 9'4P 10*19 10*83

aadUl distance from centx*
3* 4 4ft 5 5ft 6

Poll exerted on small \

sphere in contact ..
' "•34 is*3S I3'5« 17*30 95*00 Ss*ao

In this experiment the current was furnished by a single

Grove's cell ; but with increased battery power, though the

pun at the edge and that at the centre were both increased*

yet the ratio of them diminished.

Wonber of

Omm^s Cdl* UMd. NlMcartn.
Ratio «r

t 52*20 8-75 5-96

s - 81-85 19*80 4-SO

3 126*50 27*7 5* 10

< aa7*jo ^•3$ 4-3S
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In another of Vom Koike's experiments,* using Pliicker's

great horse-shoe electromagnet (p. 28), a scries of observations

were made across the polar face, iO*2 cm. in diameter, both

in a direction c d 2X right angles to the line joining the

poles, and in a diameter a b along that line. A short

pointed iron wire 2 *6 cm. long was used for detaching. la

Fnl 6|l

ilrnip

Pom or ELicrmoMAGiiET bxplouo by Vom Koiub

the measurements made along c (Fig. 67) the radial dis-

tance was divided into eight equal parts; and four sets of

measurements were made while the electromagnet was excited

in four different ways

!• Both coils exdted so as to aid one another in

magnetizing

;

II. Both coils excited so as to oppose one another

;

III. One coil exdted only, on the limb examined

;

IV. One coil exdted only on the other limbu

The forces required to detach the exploring rod were
found in these four cases to be as follows :

—

DifUaoa &oa
tlMCmw 1. 111. IV.

8 S4-S .45-»

7 45*S 97*0 4Q*o 18 s

S ss*9 34-0 16 '6

S SS'o «•$ 3S*o l$-4

4 37*0 19*0 30*0 13*8

3 1S*S 17*9 29*3

% 3$-o 17*4 28*1 it'6

1 17*0 38-1 ifS
0 16-6 sS*o is*5

* P9ig. Amm., butxL, 321, l8|0u
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,

Fia 68.

The great distance between the cores, 28*4 cm., may
account for the figures in Case II. being as large as they

are ; the coils being excited so as to oppose one another,

there must have been a consequent pole at the yoke joining

the cores, the whole of the magnetic lines emerging at

either polar surface leaking back externally to this region

instead of leaking over from pole to pole.

In the further explorations made along the diameter

the strongest pull was alwaj^ found at the point the

inner edge of the pole face;

It is easy to observe such varieties of distribution by
merdy putting a polished iron ball upon the end of the

electromagnet The magnetic behaviour <^ iron balls Is

very curious. A small round piece of iron does not tend to

move at all in the most powerful magnetic field if that

magnetic field is uniform. All that a small ball of iron

tends to do is to move from a

place where the magnetic field

is weak to a place where the

magnetic field is strong. Let

the iron ball be placed down
anywhere near the middle of the

polar surface. The ball at

once rolls to the edge as in

Fig. 68, and will not stay at

the middle. If I take a laiger

two-pole electromagnet (like

Fig. 12) what will the case^
^^^F pJIii^FA?

J"" ^
^ ^^^y shortest

path of the magnetic lines

through the air is the path just across from the edge of one

polar surface to the edge of the other between the poles. The
lines are most dense in the region where they arch over in

as short an arch as possible, and they will be less dense

along the longer paths, which arch more widely over.

Therefore, as there is a greater tendency to flow from

the inner edge of one pole to the inner edge of the other*
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and less tendency to flow from the outer edge of one to the

outer edge of the other, the biggest pull ought to be on the

inner edges of the pole. We will now try it. On putting

the iron ball anywhere on the pole it immediately rolls until

it stands perpendicularly over the inner edge.
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CHAPTER Y.

EXTENSION OF THE LAW OF THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
TO CASES OF ATTRACTION OF AN ARMATURE
AT A DISTANCE. CALCULATION OF MAGNETIC
LEAKAGE.

I NOW pass to the consideration of the attraction of a

magnet on a piece of iron at a distance. And here I come to

a very delicate and complicated question. What is the law

of force of a magnet—or electromagnet—acting at a point

some distance away from it ? I have a very great controversy

to wage against the common way of regarding this. The
usual thing that is proper to say is that it all depends on the

law of inverse squares. In academical examinations they

always expect jrou to give the law of inverse squares. What
is the law of inverse squares? We had better understand

what it is before we condemn it It is a statement to the

following effect :—That the action of the magnet (or of the

pole some people say), at a point at a distance away from it^

varies inversely as tiie square of the dbtance from the pole.

There is a certain action at I inch away. Double the

distance ; the square of that will be four, and, inversely, the

action will be one-fourth ; at double the distance the action

is one-fourth ; at three times the distance the action is

one-ninth, and so on. You just try it with any electro-

magnet
;

nay, take any magnet you like, and unless you

hit upon the particular case, I believe you will find it

to be universally untrue* Experiment does not prove it*

Coulomb^ who was supposed to establish the law of inverse

squares by means of the torsion balance, was working with

lofig thin needles of specially hard steel, carefully magnetised
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80 tliat the only leakage of magnetism from the magnet

might be as nearly as pos^le leakage in ladiating tufts at

the very ends. He practically had point-poles. When the

only surface magnetbm is at Uie end faces, the magnet fines

leak out like rays from a centre^ in radial lines. Novr the law

of inverse squares is never true except for tibe action of

points ; it is a paint law. There has been a lively discus^on

going on quite lately whether sound varies as the square of

the distance—or rather, whether the intensity of it docs—and

the people who dispute on both sides of the case do not seem

to know what the law of inverse squares means, I have also

seen the statement by one who is supposed to be an eminent

authority on eyesight, that the intensity of the colour of a
scarlet geranium varies inversely with the square of the

distance from which you see it More utter nonsense was
never written. The fact is, the law of inverse squares^ which

is a perfectly true mathematical law, is true not only , for

electricity, but for l^ht, for sound, and for everything dse^

provided it is applied to the one case to whidi a law of
inverse squares is applicable That law is a law expiessing

the way in which action at a distance falls offwhen the thing

from which the action is proceeding is so small compared with

the distance in question that it may be regarded as a point.

The law of inverse squares is the law universal of action

proceeding from a point The music of an orchestra at

lo feet distance is not four times as loud as at 20 feet

distance ; for the size of an orchestra cannot be regarded as a
mere point in comparison with these distances. If you can
conceive of an object giving out a sound, and the object being
so small, in relation to the distance at which you are away
from it, that it is a point, the law of inverse squares Is aU.

right for that, not for the intensity of your hearing; but for

the mtensity of that to which your sensatkm is dhfected.

When the magnetic action proceeds from something so

that it may be rq^arded aT a point compared with the
distance, then the law of inverse squares is necessarily and
mathematically true. If you ooald get an electromagnet or a
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magnet, with poles so small in proportion to its length that

you can consider the end face of it as the only place through

wMch magnetic lines leak up into the air, and the ends

themselves so small as to be relatively mere points ; if, also,

you can regard those end faces as something so far away

from whatever they arc going to act upon that the distance

between them shall be large compared with their size, and the

end itself so small as to be a point, then, and then only, is

the law of inverse squares true. It is a law of the action of

points. What do we find with electromagnets? We are

dealing with pieces of iron which are not infinitely long with

respect to their cross-section, and generally possessing round

or square end-faces of definite magnitude, which are quite

close to the armature; and which are not so infinitely far

away that you can consider the polar face a point as com*
pared with its distance away from the object upon which it Is

to act Moreover, with r^ electromagnets there is always

lateral leakage ; the magnetic lines do not all emerge from

the iron through the end face. Therefore^ the law of inverse

squares is not applicable to that case. What do we mean by
a pole, in the first place ? We must settle that before we can

even begin to apply any law of inverse squares. When
leakage occurs all over a great region, as shown in this

diagram, every portion of the region is polar ; the word polar

simply means that you have a place somewhere on the

surface of the magnet where filings will stick on ; and if filings

will stick on to a considerable way down toward the middle

all that region must be considered polar, though more
strongly at some parts than at others. There are some cases

where you can say that the polar distribution is such that the

magnetbm leaking through the surface acts as if there were a
magnetic centre of gravity a little way down, not actually at

the end ; but cases where 3fou can say there is such a distri-

bution as to have a magnetic centre of gravity are strictly

few. When Gauss had to make up his magnetic measure-

ments of the earth, to describe the earth's magnetism, he

found it absolutely impossible to assign any definite centre of
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gravity to the observed distribution of magnetism over the

northern regions of the earth ; that, indeed, there was not in

this sense any definite magnetic pole to the earth at all Nor

is there to our magnets. There is a polar region, but not a

pole ; and if there is no centre of gravis of the surface

magnetism that you can call a pole from which to measure

distance^ hovr about the law of inverse squares? Alknw

me to show you an apparatus (Fig. 69), the only one I

ever heard of in which the law of inverse squares ii true.

Pt& 69.

Apparatus to Illustrate tur Law of Invrrsk Squarh,

Here is a very long thin magnet of steel» about 3 feet long;

very carefully magnetized so as to have no leakage untO
quite close up to the end. The consequence is that for

practical purposes you may treat this as a magnet having"

point poles, about an inch away from the ends. The south

pole is upwards, and the north pole is below, resting in a

groove in a base-board which is graduated with a scale, and

is set in a direction cast and west. I use a long magnet, and
keep the south pole well away, so that it shall not perturb the

action of the north pole, which, being small, I ask to be

allowed to consider as a point. I am going to consider this

point as acting on a small compass needle suspended over n
card under this glass case constituting a little magnetomclerr
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If this were properly arranged in a room free from all other

magnets, and set so that that needle shall point north, what

will be the effect of having the north pole of the long magnet

at some distance eastwards ? It will repel the north end and
attract the south, producing a certain deflexion which we can

read off; reckoning the force which causes it by calculating

the tangent of the angle of the deflexion. Now» let us move
the north pole (regarded as a point) nearer or .farther, and
study the effect Suppose we halve the distance from the

pole to the indicating needle^ the deflecting force at half the

distance Is four times as great; the force at double the

distance is one quarter as great Wherefore? Because^

firstly, we have taken a case where the distance apart is very

great compared with the size of the pole
;
secondly, the pole

is practically concentrated at a point
;
thirdly, there is only

one pole acting
; and, fourthly, this magnet is of hard steel,

and its magnetism in no way depends on the thing it is acting

on, but is constant I have carefully made such arrange-

ments that the other pole shall be in the axis of rotation, so

that its action on the needle shall have no horizontal com-
ponent The apparatus is so arranged that whatever the

position of that north pole, the south pole, which merely

slides perpendicularly up and down on a guides Is vertically

over the needle^ and therefore does not tend to turn it round

in any direction whatever. With this apparatus one can

approximately verify the law of inverse squares. But this Is

not like any electromagnet ever used for any useful purpose.

You do not make electromagnets long and thin, with point

poles a very large distance away from the place where they

are to act ; no, you use them with large surfaces close up to

their armature.

There is yet another case which follows a law that is not a

law of inverse squares. Suppose you take a bar magnet, not

too long, and approach it broad side-on towards a small

compass needle, Fig. 70. Of course, you know as soon as

you get anywhere near the compass needle it turns round.

Did you ever tiy whether the effect is inversely proportional
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to tlie squafc of the distance reckoned from the middle of the

compass needle to the middle of the magnet Do you think

that the deflexions will vary inversely with the squares of tiie

distances? You wHl find they do not

When you placethe bar magnet like tbat,
^xo^i^

bioadside^Mi to the needle, the de-

flexions vary inversely as the cube of

the distance, not the square.

Now, in the case of an electromagnet

pulling at its armature at a distance,

it is utterly impossible to state the law

in that misleading way. The pull of the

electromagnet on its armature is not

proportional to the distance, nor to the

square of the distance^ nor to the cube^

nor to the fourth power, nor to the

square roo^ nor to the three-haliUi rool^ DtruoioK or Nkbou
nor to any other power of the distance ^'"J^oH^smt^iT^
whatever, direct or inverse^ because yon

find, as a matter of fact, that as die distance alters some-

thing else alters toa If your poles were always of the same
strength, if they did not act on one another, if they were

not affected by the distance in between, then some such

law might be stated. If we could always say, as we used to

say in the old language, "at that pole," or "at that point,*

there are to be considered so many "units of magnetism,*

and at that other place so many units, and those are going to

act on one another ; then you could, if you wished, calculate

the force by the law of inverse squares. But that does not

correspond to anything in fact, because the pc^es are not

points^ and further, the quantity of magnetism on them
is not a fixed quantity. As soon as the iron armature is

brought near the pole of the electromagnet there b a
mutual interaction; more magnetic lines flow out from the

pole than before^ because it is easier for magnetic lines to flow

through iron than through aur. Let us consider a littie moie
narrowly that which happens when a layer of air is introduced
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into the magnetic circuit of an electromagnet Here we have

(Figs 71) a closed magnetic circuit, a ring of iron, uncut,

such as that used in the experiments on p. 7a The only

reluctance in the path of the magnetic lines is that of the

iron, and this reluctance we know to be small. Compare

Flo. 71.

CiJotBD MAawmc Cncorr.

Fig. 71 with Fig. 72, whidi repreaents a dhrided ring with air-

gaps inbetween the seveiedends. Now alris aless permeable

medium for magnetic lines than iron is, or, in otlier words,

it offers a greater magnetic reluctance. The magnetic per-

meability of iron varies, as we know, both with its quality

and with the degree of magnetic saturation. Reference to

Table IV. shows that if the iron has been magnetized up- so

as to carry i6,CXX) magnetic lines per sq. cm., the permeability

at that stage is about 320. Iron at that stage conducts mag-

netic lines 320 times better than air does ; or air offers 320

times as much reluctance to magnetic lines as iron (at that

stage) does. .So then the reluctance in the gaps to mag-

netization is 320 times as great as it would have been if the

gaps had been filled up with iroa Therefore^ if you have tlie
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same magnetizing coil with the same battery at work, the

introduction of air-gaps into the magnetic circuit will, as a

first effect, have the result of decreasing the number of mag-

netic lines that flow round the circuit But this first effect

itself producesasecond effect There are fewer magnetic lines

DnriDBO Maonktic CiRcurr.

. going through the iron. Consequently, if there were iQpoo

j
lines per sq. cm. before there wQl now be fewer—say only

i< 12,000 or sa Now refer back to Table IV., and you will find

that when B is 12,000 the permeability of the iron is not 320
but 1400 or so. That is to say, at this stage, when the mag-
netization of the iron has been pushed only so far, the

magnetic reluctance of air is 1400 times greater than that

of iron, so that there is a still greater relative throttling

of the magnetic circuit by the reluctance so offered by the-

air*gap8.

I

Apply that to the case of an actual electromagnet Heie

;
is a diagram. Fig. 75, representing a horse-shoe electromagnet

! with an armature of equal section in contact with it The
\

actual electromagnet used was of the sise showa Yoa

I -a
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can calculate out, from the section, the length of iron, and

the table of permeability, how many ampere-turns of excita-

tion will produce any required pulL But now consider that

Fio. 73.

ELaCnOMAONIT WITH AUIATUUt IH CONTACT.

same electfomagnel, as in Fig. 74, with a small air-gap

between the armature and the polar faces. The same cir-

culation of current will not now give you as mudi mag-

netism as before, because you have interposed air-gaps; and

by the veiy fact of putting in reluctance there^ the number of

magnetic lines is reduced.

Try, if you like, to interpret this in the old way by the old

notion of poles. The electromagnet has two poles, and these

excite induced poles in the opposite surface of the armature,

resulting in attraction. If you double the distance from the

pole to the iron, the magnetic force (always supposing the

poles are mere points) will be one-quarter, hence the induced

pole on the armature will only be one-quarter as strong. But

the pole of the electromagnet is itself weaker. How much
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weaker ? The law of inverse squares does not give you the

slightest clue to this all-important fact If you cannot say

how much weaker the primary pole is^ neither can you say

Fig. 74.

EiAcrtoMAomr wm Nauow Ai&*oai&

hour much weaker the induced pole will bc^ for tiie latter

depends upon the former. The law of inverse aquaies in a
case tike this is absolutely misleadli^.

Moreover, a third effect comes in. Not only do you cut

down the magnetism by making an air-gap, but you have a

new consideration to take into account Because the mag-

netic lines, as they pass up through one of the air-gaps along

the armature, down the air-gap at the other end, encounter a

considerable reluctance ; the whole of the magnetic lines

will not go that way, a lot of them will take some shorter cut,

although it may be all through air, and you will have some

leakage across from limb to limb. I do not say you never

have leakage under other circumstances; even with an
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armatufe in apparent contact thete is always a certain amount
of sideway leakage. It depends on the goodness of the

contact And if you widen the air-gaps still farther, you will

have still more reluctance in the path, still less magnetism,

and still more leakage. Fig. 75 roughly indicates this

I

FUk 75.

ELBCTtoMAGMKr wrm Ammatoib at Dimun

further stage. The armature will be far less strongly pulled,

because, in the first place, the increased reluctance strangles

the flow of magnetic lines, so that there are fewer of them in

the magnetic circuit ; and, in the second place, of this lesser

number only a fraction reach the armature, because of the

increased leakage. When you take the armature entirely

away, the only magnetic lines that go through the iron are

those that flow by leakage across the air from one limb to the
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other. Thbisnn^hly mustnled by Fig.7€;tlielastortlus

set

Leakage across from limb to Umb is always a waste of the

magnetic lines, so far as useful purposes are cooceroed
Therefore it is dear that; ia order to study the effect of intro-

FlO. 76.

EucnoMAomr without AaaiAToa&

dudng the distance between the armature and the magnet,

we have to take into account the leakage ; and to calculate

the leakage is no easy matter. There are so many coosifkn*

turns that occur as to tiiat which one has to take into account;

that it is not easy to choose the rij^t ones and leave the

wrong onesL Calculations we must make by-and-bye—they

will be added in Appendix C of this book—but for the

moment experiment seems to be the best guide.
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I will therefore refer, by way of illustrating this question of

leakage, to some experiments made by Sturgeon. Sturgeon

had a long tubular electromagnet made of a piece of old

musket-barrel of iron wound with a coil ; he put a compass

needle about a foot away, and observed the effect He found

the compass needle deflected about 23° ; then he got a rod

of iron of equal length and put it in at the end, and found

that on putting it in so that only the end was introduced

the deflection increased from 23** to yf\ but when he

pushed the iron right home into the gun-barrel it went

back to nearly 23*. How do you account for that? He
had unoonsdously increased Its facility for leaka^ when he

lengthened out tiie iron core; And when he pushed the

rod right home into the barrd, the extra leakage which was

due to the added surface could not and did not occur. There

was additional cross-section, but what of that ? The additional

cross-section is practically of no account. You want to force

the magnetism across some 20 inches of air, which resists from

3CX) to lOCX) times as much iron. What is the use of doubling

the section of the iron? You want to reduce the air re-

luctance, and you have not reduced the air by putting a core

into the tube;

Experimental Study of Leakage.

In order to stu^ this question of leakage^ and the rdatibo

of leakage to pull, still more incisively, I devised some time

ago a small experiment with which a group of my students at

the Technical College have been diligently experimenting.

Here (Fig. 77) is a horse-shoe electromagnet The core is of

soft wrought iron, wound with a known number of turns of

wire. It is provided with an armature. We have also wound
on three little exploring coils, each consisting of five turns of

wire only, one, C, right down at the bottom, on the bend

;

another, B, right round the pole, close up to the armature

;

and a third, A, around the middle of the armature. The object

of these is to ascertain how much of the magnetism which
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was created in the core by magnetizing power of Aeic

coils ever got into the armature. If the armature is ait a

considerable distance away, there is naturally a great deal of

leakage. The coil C, around the bend at the bottom, is to

catch all the magnetic lines

that go through the iron ;

the coil 6, at the poles» is

to catch all that have not

leaked outside before the

magnetism has crossed the

joint; while the coil A,

right around the middle

of the armature^ catches all

the lines that actually pass

into the armature and pull

at it We measure, by
means of the ballistic gal-

vanometer and these three

exploring coils, how much
magnetism gets into the

armature at different dis-

tances, and are able thus to determine the leakage and com-

pare these amounts with the calculations made^ and with the

attractions at different distanceSi The amount of magnetism

that gets into the armature does not go by a law of inverse

squaresi I can assure you, but by quite other lawsi It goes

by laws which can only be expressed as particular cases of

the-law of the magnetic circuit The most important dement
of the calculations, indeed, in many cases is the amount of

percentage of leakage that must be allowed for. Of the

magnitude of this matter you will get a very good idea by
the result of these experiments following.

The iron core is 13 mm. in diameter, and the coil consists

of 178 turns. The first swing of the galvanometer when the

current was suddenly turned on or off measures the number
of magnetic lines thereby sent through, or withdrawn from, the

exploring coil that is at the time joined to the galvanometer.

Exnanmrr on Tawiiia or
Eucnmuomr.
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The currents used varied from 0*7 of a" ampere to 5*7 am-

peres. Six sets of experiments were made, with the armature

at difTerent distances* The numerical results are given

below:

—

With Wiak Cvuumt |»*7 AMrau).

A
1

B c

el] 5—•.
^'U—...

l*M9

I.0I4

676

I3,8JQ

l»487

i«o6i

Bf014

«7S

14.190

3.786

3,839

2(020

1.690

•

A B c

la coatMt

/I MMm

III
«—•••

S.S70

>f3SS

811

I9f590

s»a9»

«.35a

1,306

aota83

S«9I9

•

III.—Still Stronger CuMunrr (3*7 amtso^

A B C

In COBtMl ••

« f 1 nn.

Il 1 5 »«•
^ ( 10 flUB.

5,6io

4.S97

StS69

Itl49

ss,s8»

7tS»
6,7*1

StMS
s,904

•.3»
.

SS.960

11,831

9,8m

7.436

7f09S

6,4S7
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IV.—StBOVOBIT CVftUNT (5*7 AMnotV

• A B C

Ib contact ..

g 'I mm.

§
J

2 mm. ..

\ 10 nuD*

21.980

8,110

5,611

4,056

23,660

10.810

8.464

5*^73

4.057

3.58'

24,040

17,230

15.886

12,627

10,142

9»79S

These numbers may be looked upon as a kind of numeri-

cal statement of the facts roughly depicted in Fig& 73 to

on pp. 164-7. The numbers themselves, so far as th^ rdate to

the measurements made (i) in contact, (a) with gaps of one
mnL breadth, are plotted out on Fig: 78 ; there being tiunee

curves^ A, and Q for the measurements made when tiie

armature was in contact, and three othen^ Ai, B|,and d;made
at the I mm. distance. A dotted line gives the plotting of
the numbers for the coil C, with different currents^ when the

armature was removed.

On examining the numbers in detail we observe that the

largest number of magnetic lines forced round the bend of

the iron core, through the coil C, was 24,040 (the cross section

being a little over i sq. cm.), which was when the armature

was in contact When the armature was away, the same
magnetizing power only evoked 9795 lines. Further, of those

24^040, 23»66o (or 98} per cent) came up through the polar

surfaces of contact, and of those again 21,980 (or 92^ per
cent of the whole number) passed through the arroatuie.

There was leakage, then, even when the armature was in

contact, but it amounted to only 7I per cent Now, when the
armature was moved but i mm. (*a ^ in.) away, the presence

'

of the air-gaps had this great eflect, that the total magnetie

flux was at once choked down from 24^40 to I7,3aa Of
that number only 10^810 (or 61 per cent) reached the polar

surfaces, and only 81 10 (or 47 per cent of the total number)
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sncceded in going through the armature. The leakage in this

case was 53 per cent 1 With a 2 mm. gap, the leakage was

65 per cent when the strongest current was used. It was

68 per cent.idth a 5 mm. gap^ and 80 per cent with a 10 mm.

CVKvn or Magnetization Plottko niOM P&sckdino.

gap. It will further be noticed that whilst a current of

0'7 ampere sufficed to send 12,506 lines through the armature

when it was in contact, a current eight times as strong oould

only succeed in sending 8,1x0 lines when the armature was
distant by a single millimetre.

Such an enormous diminution in the magnetic flux through

the armature consequent upon the increased reluctance and
increased leakage occasioned by the presence of the aur-gap8»

proves how great is the reluctance ofiered fay air* and how
essential it Is to haire some practical rules for calculating

reluctances and estimating leakages to guide us in designing

electromagnets to do any given duty.
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Calculation of Lbakagb,

The calculation of magnetic reluctances of definite portions

of a given material is now comparatively easy, and, thanks

to the formulae of Professor Forbes, given in Appendix C,

it is now possible in certain cases to estimate leakages. .

Of these methods of calculation some examples will also be
given in the Appendix. I have, however, found Forbes's

rules, which were intended to aid the design of dynamo-

machines, not very convenient for the common cases of electfo-

magnets, and have therefore cast about to discover some more

apposite mode of calculation. To picdetennine the probable

percentage of leakage one must first dtstingulsh between Ihoae

magnetic lines whicli go usefully through the annature (and

help to pull it) and those which go astray through the sur-

rounduig aur and are wasted so far as any pull b coor

cemed*

Having set up this distinction, one then needs to know the

relative magnetic conductance, or permeance, along the path

of the useful lines and that along the innumerable paths of the

wasted lines of the stray field. For (as every electrician accus-

tomed to the problems of shunt circuits will recognise) the

quantity of lines that go respectively along the useful and

wasteful paths will be directly proportional to the con-

ductances (or permeances) alongthose paths^ or willbeuiverBely

proportional to the respective resistances along those paths.

It is customary in electromagnetic calculations to' employ a
certain coeiEcient of allowance for leakage^ the symbol for

which is tr, such that when we know the number of magnetie

Ihies that are wanted to go through the armature we must
allow for V times as many in the magnetic core. NofW, if

u represents permeance along the useful path, and w the

permeance of all the waste paths along the stray field, the total

flux will be to the useful flux as « -f zt/ is to u. Hence the

coefficient of allowance for leakage is equal to « + w
divided by u. The only real difficulty is to calculate u and w.

In general u is easily calulated, it is the reciprocal of the
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sum of all tlie magnetic rductances along the useful path

from pole to pole

In the case of the electromagnet used hi the experiments

last described, the magnetic rductances along the useful path

are three in number, that of the iron of the armature and

those of the two air-gaps. The following formula is applicable,

/ 2 /
Reluctance = -r—^ -4- -jr^

.

As

if the data are sped6ed in centimetre measure; the suffixes

I and 3 reUtfaig respectively to the iron and to the air. If

the data are specified in inch measures, the formula becomes

Reluctance = 0-3132 1 +

But it b not soeasy to calculatethe reluctance (or its reciprocal,

the .permeance) for the waste lines of the stray field, because

the paths of the magnetic lines spread out so extraordinarily^

and bend round in curves finom pole to pole

Fig. 79 gives a very fair representation of the spreading

of the lines of the stray field that lealcs across between the

two limbs of a horse-shoe electromagnet made of round iron.

And for square iron the flow is much the same, except that

it is concentrated a little by the corners of the metaL

Forbes's rules do not help us here. We want a new mode
of considering the subject

The problems of flow, whether of heat, electricity, or of

magnetism, in space of three dimensions, are not amongst

the most easy of geometrical exercises. However, some of

them have been worked out, and may be made applicable

to our present need.- Consider, for example^ the electrical

problem of finding the resistance which an indefinitely

extended liquid (say a solutioo of sulphate of copper of

given densi^) offers when acting as a conductor of electric

currents flowhig across between two indefinitely long paralld

cylinders of copper. Fig. 79 may be regarded as representing
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a transverse section of such an amngemen^ tiie sweeping

curv es representing lines of flow of current In a simple case

like this it is possible to find an accurate expression for the

resistance (or for the con-

ductance) of a layer or ^
stratum of unit thickness. It

depends on the diameters of

the ^lindera^ on their dis-

tance apart, and on the

specific conductivity of the

medium. It is not hy any

means proportional tothe dis-

tancebetween them, bdng; in

fact^ almost independent of

the distance^ if that is greater

than twenty times the peri-

meter of either cylinder.

Neither is it even approxi-

mately proportional to the

perimeter of the cylinders Cu&vu or Flow of Magnstic Limbs

except in those cases when ^%r!!?l^^^S^°*^
the shortest distance between

them is less than a tenth part of the perimeter of either. The
resistance, for unit length of the cylinders^ ia^ in fact, calculated

out by the rather complex fonnula>-

R = — log nat M ;

Where

the symbol a standing for the radius of the cylinder ; b for the

shortest distance separating them
;

/* for the permeability,

'or in the electric case the specific conductivity of the medium.

Now, I happened to notice, as a matter that greatly

simplifies the calculation, that if we confine our attention to

a transverse layer of the medium of given thickness, the

resbtance between the two bits of the flinders in that layer
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depends on the ntb of the sliorCest distance sepaiating them
to their periphery, and Is independent of the absolute size of

the system. If you have the two cylindeis an inch round,

and an inch between them, then the resistance of the slab of

medium (of given thickness) in which they lie will be the

same as if they were a ioo\ round and a foot apart. Now
that simplifies matters very much, and, thanks to my friend

and former chief assistant, Dr. R. Mullineux Walmsley, who
devoted himself to this troublesome calculation, I am able to

give you, in tabular form, the magnetic resistances within the

limitsofproportion that are likely to occur*

The numbers from columns i and 2 of the following Table

are plotted out graphically in Fig. 80 for more convenient

reference. As an example of the use of the Table we
will take the following;^

1-4
Ul
o

10

DXAOIAM or LIAK401 RSLUCTAMCIt.
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ExampU.— Find tlic magnetic reluctance and permeance between

two parallel iron cores of i inch diameter and 9 inches long, the

least distance between them being 2] inches. Here b = 2*375,

^ = 3'i4i6;^4-/ = 0*756. Reference to the Table shows (by

interpolation) that the reluctance and permeance for unit thickness

of slab are respectively o* 183 and 5*336. For 9 inches thickness

they will, therefore, be 0*021 and 48*02 respectively.

Tails XIV.—Maonitic Rsloctanci or An Btrwnsr two PABAit.it

CvuiiDftWAL LncM or Imm.

1

/
Ratio of lca*t

dituacc apart

Magatlie rdoctaaot ia C>GbS. Mrils
m dM magBclOHaolWt faw

lIKA ill iMCh ttBSte

wm 4* lh« IMul

Shbss
MHC
rw tfikk.

lOpHiBMMb JUIucuaot. Jtahiotaao^

0*1 o*S46t 4*063 0*0771 19*968

o*a 0*3404 2 938 0*1066 9377
o*3 0*4084 «*449 .0*1980 7*815

0'4 0*4618 9-t6i o*l4SO 6*897

OS 0*5084 1-967 0*1593 6*378

0*6 05479 1*825 0*1717 5-825

o*S 0*6140 1*629 0*1924 5'«98

1*0 o*668t 1*497 0*2003 4*777

i-s 0-7144 1*400 0*9938 4'57i

1*4 0-7550 «'3M 0*3365 4*228

1*6 07903 1-265 0*9476 4*039

O*8890 1*217 0*9575 3-883

S'O 0*8511 t'SOS 0*2667 3' 750

4'0 1*0900 0*952 0-3290 3*040

6*o 1*1710 0*854 0*3669 2-726

8-0 1*3624 0*792 0*3955 2*528

1

lO'O 1*3250 0-755 0*4151 2-409

NOTC—To the above Table, unit length of cxlindere is assumed (1 centimetrt
in co'umns 2 and 3 ; I inch in columxu 4 and O ; the flow of magnetic Ixnet

being reckoned as in a slab of infinite extent, and of unit thickness. Symbob t

p = perimeter of cylinder ; i = shortest distance between cjlinderti In colnmns
2 and 3 the unit reluctance is that of a centimetre cube of air. In columns
4 and 5 the unit reluctance is so chosen (as in the rest of these chapters whererer
nidi measures are used) that the reduction of ampere-turns to magneto-motive
force bv multiplying by 4* + 10 is avoided. This will make the rehictttMt of
the inch cube of sir equal to 10 •!> 4« 3*54 = 0*3133 ; snd its psiMsaot ss

3 1931.

N
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When the penneuice acfbfs between the two limbs is

thus approximately calculable^ the waste flux across the

space is estimated by multiplying the permeance so found by
the average value of the difTcrcnce of magnetic potential

between the two limbs ; and this—if the yoke which unites

the limbs at their lower end is of good solid iron, and if the

parallel cores offer little magnetic reluctance as compared

with the reluctance of the useful paths, or of that of the stray

field—may be simply taken as half the ampere-turns (or, if

centimetre measures are used, multiply by i * 2566).

The method here employed in estimating the reluctance

of the waste field is, of course, only an approximation ; for

it assumes that the leakage takes place only in the planes

of the slabs considered. As a matter of fac^ there is always

some leakage out of the planes of the slabs. The real

reluctance is alwa}rs therefore somewhat less, and the real

permeance somewhat greater, than that calculated from

Table Vfif. JOT-
For the electromagnets used in ordinary telegraph instru-

ments the ratio of ^ to / is not usually very different from

unity, so that for them the permeance across from limb to

limb per inch length of core is not very far from $*0, or nearly

twice the permeance of an inch cube of air.

Application to Special Cases.

We are now in a position to see the reason for a curious

statement of Count Du Moncel which for long puzsled me.

He states that he found, using distance apart of i mn^ that

the attraction of a two-pole electromagnet for its armature

was less when the armature was presented laterally tium

when it was plaoed In front of the pole ends, in the ratio of

19 to 31. He docs not specify in the passage referred to

what was the shape of either the armature or the cores. If

we assume that he was referring to an electromagnet with

cores of the usual sort—round iron with flat ends, presumably

like Fig. 23—then it is evident that the air-gaps, when the
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armature is presented sideways to the magnet, are reaUy

greater than when the armature is presented in the usual

way, owing to the cylindric curvature of the core* So^ if at

equal measured dbtanoe the reluctance in the drcuit is greater,

the magnetic flux will be less and the pull lessL

It ought also now to be evident why an armature made of

iron of a flat rectangular section, thot^ when In c6ntact it

sticks on tighter edgeways, is at a distance attracted more
powerfully if presented flatways. The gaps when it is pre-

sented flatways (at an equal least distance apart) offer a

lesser magnetic reluctance.

Another obscure point also becomes explainable, namely,

the observation by Lenz, Barlow, and others, that the greatest

amount of magnetism which could be imparted to long iron

bars by a given circulation of electric current was (nearly)

proportional, not to the cross-sectional area of the iron, but to I

its surface I The explanation is this. Hieir magnetic ctrcuit

was a bad one^ consisting of a straight rod of iron and of a - '

return path through air. Their magnetizing force was being

in reality expended not so much on driving magnetic lines

through iron (which is readily permeable) but on driving the \

magnetic lines through air (which is^ as we know, much less

permeable), and the reluctance of the return paths through I

'

the air is—when the distance from one to the other of the
j

exposed end parts of the bar is great compared with its '

;

periphery—very nearly proportional to that periphery, that is !

to say, to the exposed surface.
|

Another opinion on the same topic was that of Professor
I

M tiller, who laid down the law that for iron bars of equal

length, and excited by same magnetizing power, the amount

of magnetism was proportional to the square root of the

peripheiy. A vast amount of industrious scientific effort has

been expended by Dub^ |lankel, Von Feilttssch^ and others on
the attempt to verify this " law.** Not one of these expeti*

menters seems to have had the faintest suspicion that the real

thing which determined the amount of magnetic flow was not

the iron but the reluctance of the return-path through air.
,

N a
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Fig. Zu

Von Feilitzsch plotted out the accompanying curves

(Fig. 8i), from which he drew the inference that the law of

the square root of the periphery was established. The very

straightness of these curves shows that

in no case had the iron become so much

magnetized as to show the bend that

indicates approaching saturation. Air,

not iron, was offering the main part of

the resistance to magnetization in the

whole ofthese experiments. I draw from

the veiy same curves the conclusion that

the magnetization is not proportional to

the square root of the periphery, but is

more nearly proportional to the peri-

phery itself ; indeed, the angles at which

the different curves belonging to the

diflferent peripheries rise show that the

amount of magnetism is very nearly as

the surface.

Observe here we are not dealing with

a closed magnetic circuit where section

comes into account ; we are dealing

with a bar in which the magnetism can only get firom one end
|

to the other by leaking all round into the idr. I( therefore, i

the reluctance of the aur-path from one end of the bar to the

other is proportional to the surface^ we should get some curves

very like these; and that is exactly what happens. Ifyou
have a solid, of a certain given gebmetrical form, standing out

in the middle of space, the permeance which the space around

it (or rather the medium filling that space) offers to the

magnetic lines flowing through it, is practically proportional to

the surface. It is distinctly so for similar geometrical solids,

when they are relatively small as compared with the distance

between them.

Electricians know that the resistance of the liquid between

two small spheres, or two small disks of copper immersed in

a large bath of sulphate of copper, is practically independent

Von FkiuTitcH*^CvRvn
OF Magnetization of
Rods of Various

DtAMBTSSt.
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of the distance between them, provided they ate not within

ten diameters^ or so, of one another. In the case of a long

bar we may treat the distance between the protruding ends as

sufficiently great to make an approximation to this bw hold

good. Von Feilitzsch's bars were^ however, not so long that

the average value of the length of path from one end surface

to the other end surface, along the magnetic lines, was
infinitely great as compared with the periphery. Hence the

departure from exact proportionality to the surface. His

bars were 9*1 cm. long, and the peripheries of the six were

respectively 94*9^ 90'7f 79*2, 67*6, 54*9, and 42*9 mm.

Differences between Long and Short Coresl

It has long been a favourite idea with telegraph engineetn

that a long-legged electromagnet in some way possessed a
greater "projective" power than a short*Iegged one ; tha^ in

brie( a long-l^ged magnet could attract an armature at a
greater distance from its poles than could a short-legged one

made with iron cores of the same section. The reason is not

far to seek. To project or drive the magnetic Ibes across a
wide intervening air-gap requires a large magnetizing force, on

account of the great reluctance and the great leakage in euch

cases; and the great magnetizing force cannot be got with

short cores, because there is not, with short cores, a sufficient

length of iron to receive all the turns of wire that are in such

a case essential. The long leg is wanted simply to carry the

wire necessary to provide the requisite circulation of current

We now see how, in designing electromagnets, the length

of the iron core is really determined ; it must be long enough

to allow of the winding upon it of the wire which, wtthoat

overheating, will cany the ampere-turns of exciting current

which will suffice to force the requisite number of magnetic

lines (allowing for leaka^) across Uie reluctances in the

useful path. We may come back to this matter after we have

settled, as in the next chapter, the mode of calculating the

quantity of wire that Is requhred.
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There is one other way in which the difference of behaviour

between long and short nu^ets—I am speaking of horse-

shoe shapes—comes into play. So far back as in 1840^

Ritchie found that it was more difficult to magnetise sted

magnets (using for that purpose electromagnets to stroke them
• with) if those electromagnets were short than if they were

long. He waa» of course^ comparing magnets which had the

same tractive power, that is to say» presumabfy had the same
section of iron magnetized up to the same degree of mzQ-
netization. This difference between long and short cores is

obviously to be explained on the same principle as the greater

projecting power of the long-legged magnets. In order to

force magnetism not only through an iron arch but through

whatever is beyond, which has a lesser permeability for

magnetism, whether it be an air-gap or an arch of hard steel

destined to retain some of its magnetism, you require

magnetomotive force enough to drive^e magnetism through

that resisting medium ; and, therefore^ yoa must have turns of

wire—that implies that you must have length of leg on which

to wind those turns. Ritchie also found that the amount of

magnetism remaining behind in the soft iron arch, after turn-

ing off the current, at the first removal of the armature^ was a
little greater with long than with short magnets ; and, indeed

it b what we should expect now, knowing the properties of

iron, that long pieces, however soft, retain a little more—have
a little more memory, as it were, of having been magnetized—

than short pieces. Later on I shall have specially to draw your

attention to the behaviour of short pieces of iron which have

no magnetic memory.

Further Experimental Data.

I have several times referred to experimental results

obtained in past years, principally by German and French

workers, buried in obscurity in the pages of foreign scientific

journals. Too often, indeed, the scattered papen of the

German physicists are rendered worthless or unintelligible
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reason ofthe omission of some of the data of the experiments^

They give no measurements perhaps of their currents^ or they

used an uncalibfated galvanometer, or they do not say hoir

many windings they were using in their coils ; or perhaps

they give their results hi some obsolete phraseology. Thqr
are extremely addicted to informing you about the ' mag-
netic moments " oftheir magnetSL . Now the magnetic moment
of an electromagnet b the one thing that one never wants to

know. Indeed the magnetic moment of a magnetof any kind

is a useless piece of information, except in the case of bar«

magnets of hard steel that are to be used in the determination

of the horizontal component of the earth^s magnetic force.

What one docs want to know about an electromagnet is the

number of magnetic lines flowing through its circuit, and this

the older researches rarely afford the means of ascertaining.

Nevertheless^ there are some investigations worthy of study, of

which some account must be given.

Hollow Cores versus Solid Cores.

I can only now describe some experiments of Voo
Feilitzsch upon the vexed question of tubular cores» a matter

touched fay Sturgeon, PfaflT, Joule^ NicklH and later by Du
MonceL To examine the question whether the inner part of

the iron really helps to carry the magnetism, Von Fdlitssdi

prepared a set of thin iron tubes which could slide inside one

another. They were all 1 1 cm. long, and their peripheries

varied from 6* 12 cm. to 9*7 cm. They could be pushed

within a magnetizing spiral, to which either small or large

currents could be applied, and their effect in deflecting a

magnetic needle was noted, and balanced by means of a com-

pensating steel magnet, from the position of which the forces

were reckoned and the magnetic moments calculated out As
the tubes were of equal lengths, the magnetization is approxi-

mately proportional to the magnetic moment The outer-

most tube was first placed in the spiral, and a set of

observatiotts made ; then the tube of next smaller size was
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Fia 8>.

slipped into it and another set of observations made ; then a

third tube was slipped In until the whole of the seven were in

use. Owing to the presence of the outer tube in all the

experiments^ the reluctance of the air return paths was alike

in eveiy case. The corves given in

F^. 83 Indicate the results.

The lowest curve Is that corre-

sponding to the use of the first tube

alone. Its form, bending over and

becoming nearly horizontal, indicates

that with large magnetizing power

it became nearly saturated. The
second curve corresponds to the use

of the first tube with the second

within it With greater section of

iron saturation sets in at a later stage.

Each successive tube adds to the

capacity for carrying magnetic linear

the bqg^inning of saturation being
MAOH6TirjH9j9wp

. seaTccly peicepUble^ even with the

Vow FtaiwR^ drnvis magnetizing power, when all

orMACNETizATioiior seven tubeswere used. All the curves
TuB£a. ^

dicates that with small magnetlzuig forces^ and when even the

least quantity of iron was present; when the Iron was iar

from saturation, the main resistance to magnetization was

that of the air-paths, and it was the same whether the total

section of iron in use was large or small.

£ff£Ct of Shaf£ of Section.

So far as the carrying capacity for magnetic lines is con-

cerned, one shape of section of cores is as good as another

;

square or rectangular is as good as round if containing equal

sectional area, so long as one is dealing with closed or nearly

closed magnetic circuits. But there are two other reason%
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both of which tell in favour of round cores. First, the leakage

of magnetic lines, from core to core is, for equal mean distances

apart, proportional to the surface of the core ; and the round

core has less surface than square or rectangular of equal

section. All edges and comers» moreover, promote leakage^

Secondly, the quantity of copper wire that is required for each

turn will be less for round cores than for cores any other

shape, for of all geometrical figures of equal area the circle is

the one of the least periphery.

The preceding experiments of Von Waltenhofen relate

to a case wherein the magnetic circuit is not a closed one, but

in which, on the contrary, the magnetic lines have to find

their way, by leaking through the surface of the core, through

the air from one pole to the other ; and in such cases, at low

degrees of saturation it is surface presented to air rather than

internal cross section, which is the determining consideration.

Some experiments described on p. 75 in the chapter on

the properties of iron are in entire accordance with these

results. The further experiments of Bosanquet on rings of

different thickness, are conclusive upon the point The
question may therefore be disposed of once for all» with the

following remark. In all cases where the magnetic circuit is

a closed, or nearly closed one, the quantity of magnetic lines

generated by a given magnetizing power will be proportional

to the area of cross-section of iron in the core^ and does not

depend on the shape of that area : whereas in all cases—such

as those of bar electromagnets, straight 'plungers, and the

like—where the permeance of the magnetic circuit depends

chiefly on the return path of the magnetic lines through air,

the magnetic flux generated by a given magnetizing power

will depend scarcely at all on the area of cross-section of the

iron, but will depend mainly on the facility which it offers for

the emergence of magnetic lines into the air, and therefore is

nearly proportional to the surface.
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Effect of Distance between PoLESb

Another matter Uiat Du Moncel experimented upon, and
Dub and Nicklte likewise* was the distance between the poles.

Dub considered that it made no difierence how far the poles

were apart Nicklds had* gi special arrangement made which

permitted him to move the two upright cores or limbs, 9 cm.

high, to and fio on a solid bench or yoke of iron. His arma-

ture was 30 cm. long. Using very weak currents he found

the effect best when the shortest distance between the poles

was 3 cm.; with a stronger current, 12 cm.; and with his

strongest current, nearly 30 cm. I think leakage must have a

deal to do with these results. Du Moncel tried various

experiments to elucidate this matter, and so did Professor

Hughes, in an important, but too little known, research which

came out in the AmtaUs Tdligraphiques in the year 1862.

Researches op Professor Hughesl

His object was to find out the best form of electromagnet,

the best distance between the poles» and the best Ibnn of

armature for the rapid work required in Hughes*s printing

telegraphs. One word about Hughes's magnets. This

diagram (Fig. 83) shows the form of the well-known

Hughes^s dectromagnet I feel almost ashamed to say those

words well-known,* because^ although on the Continent

everybody knows what you mean by a Hughes's electro-

magnet, in England scarcely any one knows what you mean.

Englishmen do not even know that Professor Hughes has

invented a special form of electromagnet Hughes's special

form is this :—A permanent steel magnet, generally a com-

pound one, having soft iron pole-pieces, and a couple of coils

on the pole-pieces only. As I have to speak of Hughes's

special contrivance amongst the mechanisms that will occupy

our attention next week, I only now refer to this magnet in

one particular. If you wish a magnet to work rapidly, you
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will secure the most rapid action, not when the coils are dis-

tributed all along, but when they ate heaped up near, not
necessarily entirely on, the poles.

Hughes made a number of researches to find out what

the right length and thickness of these pole-pieoes should

be. It was found an advantage not to use too thin pole*

pieces, otherwise the magnetism from the permanent magnet

did not pass through the iron without considerable rdvctanoe^

being choked by insufficiency of section ; also not to use too

thick pieces, o^erwise they presented too mudi surfooe Ibr

leakage across from one to the other. Eventually a particular

length was settled upon, in proportion about six times the

diameter, or rather longer.

HuGMia^s ELScraoiMoiiBr.

In the further researcbes that Hughes made he used a
magnet of shorter form, not shown here^ more like those

emplo9p*ed in relays, and with an armature from a to 3 mm.
thick, I cm. wide, and 5 cm. long. The poles were turned

over at the top towards one another. Hughes tried whether

r
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there was any advantage in making those poles approach one
another, and whether there was any advantage in having as

long an armature as 5 cm. He tried all diflerent kinds, and

plotted out the results of observations in curves, which could

be compared and studied. His object was to ascertain the

conditions which would give the strongest pull, not with a

steady current but with such currents as were required for

operating his printing telegraph instruments ; currents which

lasted but one to twenty hundredths of a second. He found

it was decidedly an advantage to shorten the length of the

armature, so that it did not protrude far over the poles. In

fact he got a sufficient magnetic circuit to secure all the

attractive power that he needed, without allowing as much
chance of leakage as there would have been had the armature

extended a longer distance over the poles. He also tried

various forms of armature having veiy various cross-sections.

Position and Form of Armature.

In one of Du Moncel's papers on electromagnets* you will

also find a discussion on armatures, and the best forms for

working in different positions. Amongst other things in Du
Moncel you will find this paradox ; that whereas using a

horse-shoe magnet with flat poles, and a flat piece of soft iron

for armature, it sticks on far tighter when put on edgeways

;

on the other hand, if you are going to work at a distance^

across air, the attraction is far greater when it is set flatways.

I explained the advantage of narrowing the surfaces of

contactby the law of traction; B* coming ia Why should we
have for an action at a distance the greater advantage from

placing the armature flatway to the poles ? It is simply that

we thereby reduce the reluctance offered by the air-gap to

the flow of the magnetic^ line& Du Mooed also tried the

difference between round armatures and flat ones, and found

that a cylindrical armature was only attracted about half as

* Is Lumihn EtaMftu, voL ii.
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Fia 84.

strongly as a prismatic armature^ having the same surface

when at the same distance. Let us examine this fact in the

light af the magnetic circuit The poles are flat. You have

at a certain distance away a round armature; there is a
certain distance between its nearest side and the polar sor*

faces. If you have at the same distance

away a flat armature having the same
surface^ and» therefore^ about tiie same
tendency to leak, why do you get a greater

pull in thb case than in tlmt ? I think it is

clear that if they are at the same distance

away, giving the same range of motion,

there is a greater maj^netic reluctance in

the case of the round armature, although

there is the same periphery, because though

the nearest part of the surface is at the

prescribed distance, the rest of the under surface is fartlier

away ; so that the gain found in substituting an armature with

a flat surface is a gain resulting from the diminution in the

resbtance ofiered by the air-gapi

Dv MoNcn.'k
Experiment OS
AftXATUaiSi

Pole-Pieces on Horse-shoe Magnets.

Another of Du Moncel's researches* relates to the efiect

of polar projections or shoes—moveable pole-pieoes^ if you
like—^upon a horse-shoe electromagnet The core of this

magnet was of round iron 4 cm* in diameter, and the parallel

limbs were 10 cm. long, and 6 cm. apart The shoes con-

sisted of two flat pieces of iron slotted out at one end, no

that they could be slid along over the poles and brought

nearer together. The attraction exerted on a flat araMture

across air-gaps 2 mm. thick was measured by counterpoising;

Exciting this electromagnet with a certain battery, it was
found that the attraction was greatest when the shoes were

* L» iMman £kelriput vol hr., p. iSfp
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will waste a certain amount of the energy of the current, and

it will have a certain magnetising power. Now suppose this

bobbin to be re-wound with a wire of half the diameter;

what will the result be? If the wire is half the diameter, it

will have one-quarter the sectional area, and the bobbin will

hold four times as many turns (assuming Insulating materials

to occupy the same percentage of the available volume). The
current which such a wire wlU cany will be one-fourth as

great The coil will offer sixteen times as much resistance,

being four times as long and of one-fourth &e cross-section as

the other wire. But the waste of energy will be the same,

being proportional to the resistance and to the square of the

current ; for 16 X -jJj = i. Consequently the heating effect

will be the same. Also the magnetizing power will be the

same, for though the current is only one-quarter of an ampere,

it flows around 400 turns ; the ampere-turns are 100, the

same as before. The same argument would hold good with

any other numerical instance that might be given. It there-

fore does not matter in the least to the magnetic behaviour of

the electromagnet whether it b wound with thick wire or thin

wire^ provided the thickness of the wire corresponds to the

current It has to cany, so that the same number of watts ol

power are spent in heating it For a coil wound on a bobbin
of given volume the magnetizing power Is the same for the

same heat waste But the heat waste increases in a greater

ratio than the magnetizing power, if the current in a given

coil is increased ; for the heat is proportional to the square

of the current, and the magnetizing power is simply pro-

portional to the current. Hence it is the heating cfTcct which

in reality determines the winding of the wire. We must

—

assuming^ that the current will have a certain strength—allow

enough volume to admit of our getting the requisite number
of ampere-turns without over-heating. A good way is to

assume a current of one ampere while one calculates out

the coil. Having done this, the same volume holds good
for any other gauge of wire appropriate to any olher current

The terms "long-coil" magnet and "short-coil" magnet are
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appropriate for those electromagnets which have, respec-

tively, many turns of thin wire and few turns of thick wire.

These terms aie preferable to "high-resistance" and "low*

resistance/' sometimes used to designate the two dasaes of

windings, because^ as I have just shown, the lesistanoe of a
coil has in itself nothing to do with its magnetisti^ power.

Given the volume occupied by the copper* then for any
current-density (say, for example^ a current-density of aooo

amperes per square inch of cross-section of the copper), the

magnetizing power of tiie coil will be the same for all

different gauges of wire. The specific conductivity of the

copper itself is of importance ; for the better the conductivity,

the less the heat-waste per cubic inch of winding. High-

conductivity copper is therefore to be preferred in every

case.

Now the heat which is thus generated by the current of

electricity raises the temperature of the coil (and of the coreX

and it begins to emit beat from its surface. It may be taken

as a sufficient approximation that a single square inch of

surface^ warmed i"* Fahr. above the surrounding air, will

steadily emit heat at the rate of^ of a watt Or, if there

is provided only enott|^ surface to allow ofa steady emissioii

of heat at the rate of I watt* per square inch of sur^Me^ the

temperature of that surface will rise to about 33^ Fahr.

above the temperature of the surrounding air. This number
is determined by the aven^ emtsslvity of such substances as

cotton, silk, varnish, and other materials of which the surfaces

of coils are usually composed.

In the specifications for dynamo machines^ it is usual to

• The watt is the unit of rate of expenditure of energy, and is equal to ten

million ergs per second, or to of a horse power. A current of one

ampere, flowing through a resistance of one ohm, spends energy in heating at the

rate of one watt One watt Is eqahraknt to o*S4 catorict par aaeeadL of baat
That U to say, the heat developed ia oae aaeea^ faf o^tiidilitta afaacfgy tha

rate of one watt, would suffice to vrarm one gramme of water throng 0*14 (Cen-

tigrade) degrees. As ^%^ calories are equal to one British lb. (Fahrenheit) unit

of heat, it follows that heat emitted at the rate of one watt would suffice to warn
3*4poaiid8of«aterMadagNaFahRnlwil to ooe boors vm Brilidi oil of
haat oqoab 1,00 wattiwoafc

O
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pushed to about 15 mm., or about one-fourth of the interpolar

distance, apart The numbers were as follows :

—

With a stronger battery the magnet without shoes had an

attraction of 885 grammes, but with the shoes 15 mm. apart,

1,195 grammes. When one pole only was employed, the

attraction, which was 88 grammes without a shoe^ was

eUmnisMidf by adding a shoe, to 39 grammes 1

Obtance between th*

MilfinctKft.

Attraction,
in giTunmcc.

900
t,oia

I.MS
96s
890

S50

10

IS

40
60
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CHAPTER VI.

RULES FOR WINDING COPPER WIRE COILS.

WlHDIHG OF THB COPPBR.

I NOW take up the question of winding the copper wife

upon the electromagnet How are we to determine before-

hand the amount of wire required, and the proper gaugie of

wire to employ ?

The first stage of such a determination is already acoom*

plished ; we are already in possession of the formuls for

teckoning out the number of ampere-turns of excitation

required in any given case. It remains to show how from

this to calculate the amount of bobbin-space, and the quantity

of wire to fill it. Bear in mind that a current of lO amperes

as strong as that used for a big arc light) flowing once

around the iron, produces exactly the same effect mag-

netically as a current of i ampere flowing around lo times,

or as a current of only looth part of an ampere flowing

around a ipoo times. In telegraphic work the currents

ordinarily used in the lines are quite small, usually from 5 to

20 thousandths of an ampere
;
hence, in^uch casei^ the wire

that is wound on need only be a thin one^ but it must have a
great many turns. Because it is thin and has a great many
turns* and is consequently a long wire^ it will offer a con-

siderable resistance. That is no advantage^ but does not

necessarily imply any greater waste of energy than if a
thicker coil of fewer turns were used with a correspondingly

larger current Consider a very simple case. Suppose a

bobbin is already flllcd with a certain number of turns of

wire, say 100, of a size large enough to carry i ampere,

without over-heating ; it will offer a certain resistance, it
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lay down a condition that the coils shall not heat more than

a certain number of degrees warmer than the air. With

electromagnets it is a safe rule to say that no electromagnet

ought ever to heat up to a temperature more than 100'' Fahr.

above the surrounding air. In many cases it is quite safe to

exceed diis limit. .

The resistance of the insulated copper wire on a bobbin

may be approximately calculated by the following rule :—^If

1/ is the diameter of the naked wire^ in toXi% and D is the

diameter, in mils, of Uie wire when covered^ then the resistance

per cubic inch of the coil will be

We are therefore able to construct a wire gauge and amperage - -

table which will enable us to calculate readily the degree to

which a given coil will warm when traversed by a given

current, or conversely what volume of coil will be needed to

provide the requisite circulation of current without warming
beyond any prescribed excess.

Accordingly, I here give a Wire Gauge and Amperage
Table (ppu 194, 195)1 which we have been using for some time

at the Finsbttiy Technical College. It was calculated out

under my instructions by one of the demonstrators of the

Coll^, Mr. Eustace Thomas^ to whom I am hidebled for

the great care bestowed upon the calculations.

For many purposes, such as for use in telegraphs and

electric bells, smaller wires than any of those mentioned in

the table are required. The table is, in fact, intended for

use in calculating magnets in larger engineering worlc

A rough and ready rule sometimes given for the size of

wire is to allow of a square inch per ampere. This is

an absurd rule, however, as the figures in the table show.

Under the heading 1000 amperes to square inch, it appears

that ifa Na 18 S.W.G. wire is used, it will at that rate cany
I *8i amperes; that if there is only one layer of wire, it will

only warm up 4*64* Fahr., consequently one might wind

Ohms per cubic inch
960,700
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Ia}rer after layer to a depth of 3*3 inches^ without getting up
to the limit of allowing one square inch per watt for tiie

emission of heat In very few cases does one want to wind a
coil so thick as 3*3 inches. For veiy few electromagnets b
it needful that the layer of coil should exceed \ an inch in

thickness ; and if the layer is going to be only J an inch thick,

or about one-seventh of the 3 *
3, one may use a current density

V 7^ times as great as icxx) amperes per square inch, without

exceeding the Hmit of safe working. Indeed, with coils only

\ inch thick, one may safely employ a current density of

3CXXD amperes per square inch, owing to the assistance which

the core gives for the dissipation and emission of heat.

Suppose, then, we have designed a horse>shoe magnet
with a core i inch in diameter, and that after considering the

work it has to do^ it- is found that a magnetizing power of

2400 ampere-turns b required ; suppose also that it is laid

down that the coil must not warm up more than 50P Fahr.'

above the surrounding air—what volume of coil will be

required? Assume first that the current wfll be i ampere

;

then there will have to be 2400 turns of a wire which will

carry i ampere. If we took a Na 20 S.W.G. wire, and wound
it to a depth of \ an inch, that would give 220 turns per inch

length of coil ; so that a coil 1 1 inches long, and a little over

\ inch deep (or lo layers deep) would give 2400 turns. Now
Table XV. shows that if this wire were to carry i "OiS ampere,

it would heat up 225° Fahr., if wound to a depth of 3*9 inches.

If wound to \ inch, it would therefore heat up about 30*

Fahr. ; and with only i ampere would of course heat les&

This is too good ; try the next thinner wire. Na 2^ S.W.G.
wire, at 2000 amperes to square inch, will carry I '23 ampere;
and heats 225^ if wound up 1*13 inch. If it is only to heat

50^ it must not be wound more than \ inch deep; but if it

only carries current of i ampere it may be wound a little

deeper—say to 14 layers. There will then be wanted a coH
about 7 inches long to hold the 2400 turns. The wire will

occupy about 3*85 square inches of total cross section ; and
the volume of the space occupied by the Hiding will be
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26*95 cubic inches. Two bobbins, each 3^ inches long and

0 65 deep, to allow for 14 layers, will be suitable to receive

the coils.

By the light of the knowledge one possesses as to the

relation between emissivity of surface, rate of heating by
current, and limiting temperatures, it is seen how little justifi-

cation there is for such empirical rules as that which is often

given, namely, to make the depth of coil equal to the diameter

of the iron core. Consider this in relation to the following

fact ; that in all those cases where leakage is negl^;iblet the

number of amper&>tums th^t will magnetize up a thin core to

any prescribed degree of magnetization will magnetize up a
core of any section whatever, and of the same length, to the

same degree of magnetization. A rule that would increase

the depth of copper proportionately to the diameter of the •

iron core is absurd.

Where less accurate approximations arc all that is needed,

more simple rules can be given. Here are two cases :

—

Case I. Leakage assumed to be negligible.— Assume
B a then H = 50 (see Table IV). Hence the ampere-

turns per centimetre of iron will have to be 40, or per inch of

iron, 102; for H is equal to i '2566 times the ampeie-tums

per centimetre. Now if the winding is not going to exceed

\ inch in depth, we may allow 4000 amperes per square inch

.wi^KHit serious over-heating. And the 4000 ampere-turns

will require a 2-inch length of coil, or each inch of coil carries

9000 ampere-turns without over-heating. Hence each inch

of coil \ inch deep will suffice to magnetize up 20 inches

length of iron to the prescribed degree.

Case 2. Leakage assumed to be 50 per cent.—Assume B in

air gap =r H = 8coo, then to force this across requires ampere-

turns 6400 per centimetre of air, or 16,250 per inch of air.

Now if winding is not going to exceed J inch depth, each inch

length of coil will carry 2000 ampere-turns. Hence, 8 inches

length of coil ^ inch deep will be required for I inch length of

air, magnetized up to the prescribed degree.
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Windings for Constant Pressure and for Constant
CURRSNT.

In winding coils for magnets that are to be used on any

electric light system, it should be carefully borne in mind that

there are separate rules to be considered according to the

nature of the supply. If the electric supply is at constant

pressHTtt as usual for glow lamps, the winding of coils of

electromagnets follows the same rule as the coils of volt-

meters. If the supply is with constant current^ as usual for

arc lighting in series^ then the coils must be wound with due
regard to the current which the wire will carry when lyhig hi

layers of suitable tfaicknesa^ the number of turns being in this

case the same whether thin or thick wire is used
If we assume that a safe limit oftemperature is 90* Fahr.

h^her than the surrounding air, then the largest current

which may be used with a given electromagnet is expressed

by the formula :

—

where s is the number of square inches of surface of the coils

and r their resistance in ohms.

Similarly, for coils to be used as shunts, we have

The magnetizing power of a coil, supplied at a given

number of volts of pressure^ is independent of its length, and

depends only on its gauges but the longer the wire the less

will be the heat waste. On the contrary, when the conditioii

of supply is with a constant number of amperes of current^

the magnetizing power of a coil is independent of the gauge

of the wire, and depends only on Its length ; but tiie larger

the gauge the less will be the heat waste.

Highest permissible amperes as 0*63

Highest permissible volts b 0*63V sr*
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Miscellaneous Rules about WiNDiNa

To reach the same limiting temperature with bobbins of

equal size wound with wires of different gauge, the cross-

section of the wire must vary with the current it is to carry

;

or, in other words, the current-density (amperes per square

inch) must be the same in each. Table XV. shows the am-
perages of the various sizes of wires» at four different values

of current-density.

To raise to the same temperature two similarly-shaped coils,

diffiering in size only, and having the gauges of tiie wires in the

same ratio (so that there are the same number of turns on the

large coil as on the small one)» the currents must be pro-

portional to the square roots of the cubes of the linear

dimensionsL

Sir William Thomson has given a useful rule for calcula-

ting windings of electromagnets of the same type, but of

different rises. Similar iron cores, similarly wound with

lengths of wire proportional to the squares of their linear

dimensions, will, when excited with equal currents, produce

equal intensities of magnetic field at points similarly situated

with respect to them.

Similar electromagnets of different sizes must have ampere-

turns proportional to their linear dimensions if they are to

be magnetized up to an equal degree of saturation.

Various Modes op WiKDiNa

A variety of winding has been suggested, namely, to

employ in the coils a wire of graduated thickness. It has

beoi shown by Sir William Thomson to be advantageous in

the construction of the coils of galvanometers to use for the

inner coils of small diameter a thin wire; then, as the

diameter of the windhigs increase^ a thicker wire ; the thickest

wire being used on the outermost layers; the gauge being

thus proportioned to the diameter of the windings. But it by
no means follows that the plan of using graiid win^ which is
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satisfactory for galvanometer coils, is necessarily good for

electromagnets. In designing electromagnets it is necessary

to consider the means of getting rid of heat; and it b
obvious that the outer layers are those which are in the most,

favourable position for getting rid of this heat Experience ,

shows that the under la3rers of ooito of electromagnets always

attain a higher temperature than those at the surface, I(

therefore, the inner layers were to be wound with finer wire^

offering higher resbtance^ and generating more heat than the

outer layers, this tendency to over-heating would be still

more accentuated. Indeed, it would seem wise rather to

reverse the galvanometer plan, and wind electromagnets with

wires that are stouter on the inner layers, and finer on the

outer layers.

Yet another mode of winding is to employ several wires •

united in parallel, a separate wire being used for each layer,

their anterior extremities being all soldered together at one

end of the coil, and their posterior extremities being all

soldered together at the other. Magnetically, this mode of

winding presents not the slightest advantage over winding

with a single stout wire of equivalent section. But it has

lately been discovered that this modeof winding with mult^lg

mr& possesses one incidental advantage^ namely that its use

diminishes the tendency to sparking which occurs at break of

circuit

Another mode^ proposed by Victor Serrin in 1876^

consbts in winding an iron core^ insulated by enamelling^

with flat spirals of sheet copper adso protected by coatings of

enamel.

Winding in Cloison&

For one particular case there is an advantage in winding

a coil in sections ; that is to say, in placing partitions or

cloisons at intervals along the bobbin, and winding the wire

so as to fill up each of the successive spaces between the pai^

titions before passing on from one space to the next The
case in which this construction is advantageous is the unusual
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case of cofls that are to be used with currents supplied at

veiy high potentials. For when currents are supplied at veiy

high potentials there b a veiy great tension * exerted on the

insulating* material, tending to pierce it with a spark. By
winding a coil in dois&ns, however, as originally suggested by
Ritchie, there is never so great a difference of potentials between

the windings on two adjacent layers as there would be if the

layers were wound from end to end of the whole length of

coil. Consequently, there is never so great a tension on the

insulating material between the layers, and a coil so wound is

less likely to be injured by the occurrence of a spark.

Fallacies about WiNDiNa •

It is curious what erroneous notions crop up from time to

time about winding electromagnets. In 1869, a certain Mr.

Lyttle took out a patent for winding the coils in the following

way. Wind the first layer as usual, then bring the wire back

to the end where the winding began and wind a second layer,

and so on. In this way all the windings will be right-handed,

or else all left-handed, not alternately right and left as in the

ordinary wmduig. Lyttle declared that this method of wind-

ing a coil gave more powerful effects ; so did M. Brisson, who
re-invented the same mode of winding in 1873, and solemnly

described it Its alleged superiority was at once disproved

by Mr. W. H. Prcccc, who found the only difference to be

that there was more difBculty in carrying out this mode of

winding.

Another popular error is that electromagnets in which the

wires are badly insulated are more powerful than those in

which they are well insulated. This arose from the ignorant

use of electromagnets having long thin coils (of high resist-

ance) with batteries consisting of a few cells (of low

• Tlw liMioaM the iatidatlag mateiH tndiH picm spark, is

pfoporiional to the square of the diflTcrence of polcatkit |per nnit thickneas) to
which the insulating material is subject. It is incorrect to talk about the tenstoa

of the conductor or about the tension of the current ; for the tension or dectric

stress is alwaysu action aficcling the di>dectric or insiUalini* matcriaL
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electromotive force). In such cases, if some of the coils are

short-circuited, more current flows, and the magnetizing power

may be greater. But the scientific cure is cither to re-wind

the magnet with an appropriate coil of thick wire, or else to

apply another batteiy having an electromotive force that is

greater.

Insulation of Wire.

Instructions concerning the proper insulation of the wires,

and between contiguous layers^ are given under the heading

of Materials^ on p. 59 to 64.

Specifications of Electromagnets.

One frequently comes across specifications foroonstnictioa

which prescribe that an electromagnet shall be wound so

that its coil shall have a certain resistance. This is an ab-

surdity. Resistance does not help to magnetise the cofe. A
better way of prescribing the winding is to name the ampere-

turns and the temperature limit of heating. Anodier way is

to prescribe the number of watts of energy which the magnet
is to take. Indeed it would be well if electricians could agree

upon some sort of figure of merit by which to compare electro-

magnets, which should take into account the magnetic output

—i. e. the product of magnetic flux into
^
magnetomotive

force—the consumption of eneigy in watts, the temperature

rise^ and the like.
^

Amateur Rule about Resistance of
Electromagnet and Battery.

In dealing with this question of winding copper on a
magnet core, I cannot desist from referring to that rule which

is so often given, which I often wish might disappear from

our text-books—the rule which tells you in cfTert that yoa
are to waste 50 per cent of the energy you employ. I refer

to the rule which states that you will get the maximum effect

out of an electromagnet if you so wind it that the lesistanoe
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Is equal to the resistance of the batteiy you employ; or that

if yott have a magnet of a given resistance you ought to

employ a battery of the same resistance. What is the mean-

ing of this rule ? It is a rule which is absolutely meaningless

unless in the first case the volume of the coll Is prescribed

once for all, and you cannot alter i^ or unless once for all the

number of batteiy elements that you can have Is prescribed.

Ifyou have to deal with a fixed number of battety'dementa^

and you have to get out of them the biggest effect in your

external circuit, and cannot beg, buy, or borrow any more
cells, it is perfectly true that, for steady currents, you ought

to group them so that their internal resistance is equal to ihe

external resistance that they have to work ; and then, as a

matter of fact, half the energy of the battery will be wasted,

but the output will be a maximum. Now that is a very nice

rule indeed for amateurs, because an amateur generally starts

with the notion that he does not want to economise in his

rate of working ; it does not matter whether the battery is

working away furiously, heating itself, and wasting a lot of

power ; all he wants is to have the b^igest possible effect for

a little time out of the fewest celU It Is purely an amateur's

rule, therefore^ about equating the resistance inside to the

^

resbtance outside. But it Is absolutely fallacious to set up

I

any such rule for serious working ; and not only fallacious

,
but absolutely untrue if you are going to deal with currents

that are going to be turned off and on quickly. For any

! apparatus like an electric bell, or rapid telegraph, or induc-

tion coil, or any of those things where the current is going

to vary up and down rapidly, it is a false rule, as we shall

see presently. What is the real point of view from which

one ought to start ? I am often asked questions by, shall

' I say, amateurs, as well as by those who are not amateurs,

about prescribing the battery for a given electromagnet, or

prescribing an electromagnet for a given battery. Agul^
I am often told of cases of failure in which a very

I
little common sense rightly directed might have made a

j
success What one ought to think about hi every case
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is not the battery, not the dectrbmagnet, but tkg Um.
Ifyou have a line^ tiien you must have a battery and electro-

magnet to correspond. If the line is short and thick (a few
feet of good copper wire), you should have a short thick

battery (a few big cells, or one big cell,) and a short thick

coil on your electromagnet If you have a long thin line,

miles of it, say, you want a long thin battery (small cells, and

a long row of them) and a long thin coil. That is then our

rule ; for a short thick line, a short thick battery, and a short

thick coil ; for a long thin line, a long thin battery, and
electromagnet coils to match. You smile : but it is really a
good rule that I am giving you ; vastly better than the worn-

out amateur rule.

But^ after all, my rule does not settle the whole questioii,

because there is something more than the whole resistance of

the circuit to be taken into account Whenever you come to

rafudly-acting apparatus you have to think of the fact that

the current^ while varying^ is governed not so much by the

resistance as by the inertia of the cucuit—its electromagnetie

inertia. As this is a matter which will claim our espedal

attention hereafter, I will leave battery rules for the present,

and proceed with the question of design.
#

Effect qf Sizb of Coilsl

Seeing that the magnetizing power which a coil exerts on
the magnetic circuit which it surrounds is simply proportional

to the ampere-turns, it follows that those turns which lie 00
the outside layers of the coil, though they are further away
from the iron core, possess precisely equal magnetizing power.

Thb is strictiy true for all closed magnetic circuits ; but in

those open magnetic circuits where leakage occurs it is only

true for those coils which encircle the leakage lines alsa For
example^ in a short bar-electromagne^ of the wide turns 00
the outer layer, those which encircle the middle part of tiie

bar do enclose all the magnetic lines^ and are just as operative

as the smaller turns that underlie them ; whilst those wide
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turns which endide the end piurttons of the bar are not so'

eflkient^ as some of the magnetic lines leak bade past these

ooilsi

£ff£CT of Position of Coils.

Among the other researches which Du Moncel made
with respect to electromagnets, was one on the best posi-

tion for placing the coil upon the iron core. This is a

matter that other experimenters have examined. In Dub's

book, * Electromagnetismus/ to which I have several times

referred, you will also find many experiments on the best

position of a coil ; but it is perhaps sufficient to narrate a
sample example. Du Moncel had four pairs of bobbins made
of exactly the same length, and with 50 m. of wire on each

;

one pair was 16 cm. long, another pair 8 cnL, or half the

length, with not quite so many tumsi because of couise the

diameter of the outer turns was larger, one 4 cm. in length,

and another 3 cm. These were tried both with bar magnets

and horse-shoes. It will suffice perhaps to give the result of

the horse-shoe The horse-shoe was made long enough

—

16 cm. only, a little over 6 in., long—to carry the longest coiL

Now when the compact coils 2 cm. long were used, the pull on

the armature at a distance away of 2 mm, (it was always the

same of course in the experiments) was 40 gm. Using the

same weight of wire, but distributed on the coils twice as long,

the pull was 55 gm. Using the coils 8 cm. long, it was 75
gm. ; and using the coils 16 cm. long, covering the length of

each limb, the pull was 85, clearly showing that, where you
have a given length of iron, the best way of winding a magnet

to make it pull with its greatest pull is not to heap the coil up
against the poles, but to wind it uniformly, for this mode olf

winding will give you more tums^ therefore more ampere-

turns, therefore more magnetisation. An exception might,

however, occur in some case where there is a large percentage

of leakage. With club-footed magnets results of the same
kfaid are obtained. It was found hi every case that it was
well to distribute the coil as much as possible along the length
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of the limb. AU these experiments weie made irith a steady

cunent It does not follow, however, because winding the

wire over the whole length of core is best for steady currents

that it is the best windii^ in the case of a rapidly varying

current ; indeed, it will be shown that it is not

Mistaken Methods of Construction.

It is sometimes of advantage to consider faulty or mis-

taken methods of construction, and to grasp the reasons why
they are defective. Fig.. 85 furnishes an example. It is one

of many forms suggested by Roloif,and consists of three similar

cylindrical cores, the ends of

which form the comers ofan

equilateral triangle ; the arroa*

ture being an equilateral plate

of iron with rounded corners*

It would obviously be absurd

towind the ooib so as tomake
allthree polarendsnorth poles.

If one is a north pole the other

two would be south poles.

In such a construction—

a

tripolar magnet, in fact—there

is no « priori objection ; a

tripolar magnet of good de-

sign being described on p. 317, TaasMiAiica E«cnoiu««r.
'

Fig. 169a. But to carry out

the idea properly, one of the cores ought to have double the
cross-section of either of the other two; so that the magnetic
lines which flow down two of the coves may letom up the
other cor^ and find adequate section of iron.

Another mistaken mode of construction, used at one time
in the field-magnets of Edison's dynamo machines^ and also

in some of Gramme's earlier patterns^ is to employ severd
parallel cofci^ each separately wound with wire^ united to a
common pole-piece at one end and to a common yoke at the
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other, as in Fig. 86. To divide up the iron limb thus is worse

than useless, for if the wires are wound so as to produce the

same polarity in the parallel cores, much of the wire is

wasted; for in the intermediate space between two such cofea

there are two sets of currents flowing in opposite directions,

mutually destroying one another's magnetizing action. It

would be far b^ter to wrap the wire round the outside of

all the corcs^ and fill up the gaps with iron, or else use one

solid core. In Fig. 87 are shown three ways of wuiding ; a
conesponding with the magnet shown in Fig. 86. If these

Fia 861 Fig. 87.

Elbctkomagnkt with Multiple Corks and
MvLmu CoMii Smou Cou.

three iren cores were each 3 inches in diameter, and the lasher

ofmiding \ indi thick, the (average) length of wire required

to put one turn round one core will be almost exactly 11 in.

;

or, to put one turn round the whole section of iron, the length

required will be 33 in. If, however, the wire is simply carried

once round all three cores, as in Fig. 87^, the length needed

will be only 27 in. If the same amount of iron were fused

into one large cylinder of the same section, having therefore

a diameter of 5 * 196 in., the (average) length of wire required

for one turn will be only 19*05 in.

It becomes, therefore, in order to save copper, an im-

portant question what is the best form of section to give to
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cores. This point is readily answered by considering the

geometrical fact that of all possible forms enclosing equal arem

the one with least periphery is the circle. For facilitating^

comparison, the following table exhibits the relative lengths .

of wire required to wind round various forms of section

enclosing equal, area ; the area of the simple circular form
being taken as unity

>

Circle , 3 54
Square .« • 4*00

Rectangle, 2:1 .. 4*24

Rectangle, 3:1 4-62

Rectangle, 10 : 1 6*91

Oblong made of one square between two semicircles 3*76 •

'

ObloDg made of two squares between two semicircles 4*28

Two circles side by side . . 4*997

Two circles, but wire wound round both together . . 4* 10

Three circle „ „ ^ •»
6*13

Fourdides ^ »»,»».. 7*o9

Relation of Resistance to Volume of Coil and
Gauge of Wire.

If it be assumed that the tliickness of the insulation is

proportional to the thickness of the wire on which it is wound^

it follows diat the weight of copper in a coil filling a bdbblii

of given dimensions will be tlie samc^ whether a tliicfc wire or

a thin one be employed. Further, for a given volume to be
filled with coils, the number of ohms of resistance of the coil

will vary directly as ilte square of the number of turns in the

coil. For if a coil wound with icx) turns of a given gauge be

rewound with 200 turns of a wire having half the sectional

area, the resistance of this new winding will obviously be four

times as great as that of the original winding. Also, by a

similar argument, it follows that the resistance of a coil of

given volume will vary inversely as tki sguant ofiki SKtumal

aria of the wire used. And as this area is proportional to

the square of the diameter of the wire^ it follows that tlie

P
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resistance will vary inversely as thefourth power ofthe diameter

of the wire. These rules are only approximate^ because in

the case of thin wires the layer of insulation occupies a

greater relative thickness than in the case of thick wires. The
fixmiila ghren on pi 193 will here be found of service.

Brough's Formula

A more complete formula is that given by Brough,* in

which the only assumption made is that the turns of the coil

will Ue in square order, instead of bedding in between one

another.

To find diamelef / of a wire to fill hobbm of given dimensions

(outer diimeter A, inner diameter a, length and produce given

icastiace R ohms. Radial depth of insulating layer is called tf.

Let the xesistance of a wire (of the quality to be used) of i unit length

lad I unit diameter be called s ^.(ohm^ then

and the total leng^ of the wire / will be

These fonnuhs can be used either for inch measures or for centi-

mebet hj inserting the proper vahie ofA

* Journal S$dity Tdigrafk Ettiineen, voL v., p. 25&
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CHAPTER VII.

SPECIAL DESIGNS. RAPID-ACTING ELECTROBCAGNET&
RELAYS AND CHRON0GRAPH&

Ws are now prepared to consider many detafls of des^ tbat

are of importance in the productionof electromagnets adapted

for special purposes.

Contrast b£tw££N Electromagnets and Permanent
MACNET&

It will not be inappropriate here to enter a caution against

the idea that all the results obtained in the two preceding

chapters from electromagnets are equally applicable to per-

manent magnets of steel ; they are no^ for this simple reason.

With an electromagnet, when you put the armature near, and

make the magnetic circuit better, you not only get more

magnetic lines going through that armature, but you get more

magnetic lines going through the whole of the iron. You get

more magnetic lines round the bend when you put an arma>.

ture on to the poles, because you have a magnetic circuit of

less reluctance, with the same external magnetizing power in

the coils acting around it Therefore, in that case, you will

have a greater magnetic flux all the way round. The data

obtained with the electromagnet (F^ f% pu l69j^ with the

exploring coil, Q on the bend of the oore^ wlien tiie armatnre

.

was in contact, and when it was removed, are most significant.

When the armature was present it multiplied the total mag-

netic flow tenfold for weak currents^ and neariy threefold for

strong currents. But with a steel horse-shoe^ magnetised

once for all, the magnetic lines that flow around the bend of

the steel arc a fixed quantity, and howevermuch you diminish

P 2
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the reluctance of the magnetic circuit you do not create or

evoke any more. When the armature is away the magnetic

lines arch across, not at the ends of the horseshoe only, but

from its flanks ; the whole of the magnetic lines leaking

somehow across the space. When you have put the armature

on, these lines, instead of arching out into space as freely as

they did, pass for the most part along the steel limbs and

through the iron armature. You may still have a consider-

able amount of leakage, but you have not made one line more

go tlirough the bent part You have absolutely the same

number going through the bend with the armature off as with

the armature on. You do not add to the total number by
reducing the magnetic reluctance^ because yofa are not work-

ii^ under the influence of a constantly impressed magnetizing

fbfce. By putting the armature on to a steel horse-shoe magnet
3rott only colkei the magnetic

Unes» 3rou do not multiply thenu

This is not a matter of con-

jecture.

A group of my students have

been making experiments in the

following way. They took this

large steel horseshoe magnet
(Fig. 88), the length of which
from end to end through the

steel is 42( in. ; a l^t narrow
frame was constructed so that

it could be slipped on over the

m^net, and on it were wound
$0 turns of fine wire^ to serve

as an exploring coiL The ends

of this coil were carried to a
distant part of the laboratory,

and connected to a sensitive ballistic galvanometer. The
mode of experimenting is as follows:—The coil is slipped

on over the magnet (or over its armature) to any desired

position. The armature of the magnet is placed gently

SxnanoNT wrra Pmumar
Macnst.
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uf>on the poles and time enough is allowed to elapse for

the galvanometer needle to settle to zero ; the annature is

then suddenly detached. The first swing measures the chiage
due to removing the armature^ in the number of magnetic

lines that pass through the coil in the particular positioiL

I will roughly repeat the experiment before you: tbe

spot of light on the screen Is reflected from my galvano-

meter at the far end of the table. I place the exploring coil

just over the pole, and slide on the armature ; then dose the

galvanometer drcuit Now I detadi the armature, and you
observe the large swing. I shift the exploring coil right up
to the bend

;
replace the armature ; wait until the spot of

light is brought to rest at the zero of the scale. Now, on

detaching the armature, the movement of the spot of light is

quite imperceptible. In our careful laboratory experiments,

the effect was noticed inch by inch all along the magnet
The effect when the exploring coil was over the bend was not

as great as i-30cx>th part of the effect when the coil was hard

up to the pole. We are therefore justified in saying that tbe

number of ms^etic lines in a permanently magnetiaed sfced

horseshoe magnet is not altered by the presence or absence

of the armature.

You will have noticed that I always put on the armature

gently. It does not do to slam on the armature : every time

you do so, you knock some of the so-called permanent mag*
netism out of it But you may pull off the armature as

suddenly as you like. It does the magnet good rather than

harm. There is a popular superstition that you ought never

to pull off the keeper of a magnet suddenly. On investiga-

tion, it is found that the facts are just the other way. You
may pull off the keeper as suddenly as you like \ but you

should never slam it on.

Another point of difference between a permanent magnet

of steel and an electromagnet is to be found in the following

.

fact Suppose two such magnets, both of hor8e<4hoe form,

are taken of equal size; and that the electromagnet is exdted

just so much that its traction on an iron keeper in contact is
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equal to that of the permanent magnet Then if the attrac-

tion of the same magnets on an armature at a little distance

away is tried, it will be found that the permanent magnet
will exert a considerably greater pull than that of the electro-

magnet For equal tractive power the steel magnet has the

greater xangeB

Electromagnets for Maximum Traction.

These have already been dealt with in Chapter IV. ; the

characteristic feature of all the forms suitable for traction

being the compact magnetic circuit

Several times it has been proposed to increase the power

of electromagnets by constructing them with intermediate

masses of iron between the central core and the outside*

between the layers of windings. All these constructions are

founded oo falladesi Such iron is far better* placed either

right inside the coib or right outside them, so that it may
properly constitute a part of the magnetic circuit The oon-

stnictions known as Camacho's and Cance's^ and one patented

by Mr. Sb A. Varky in 1877, belonging to this delusive order

of ideasi are now entirdy obsolete;

Another construction which is periodically brought

fonvard as a novelty, is the use of iron windings of wire or

strip in place of copper winding. The lower electric con-

ductivity of iron, as compared with copper, makes such a

construction wasteful of exciting power. To apply equal

magnetizing power by means of an iron coil implies the

expenditure of about six times as many watts as need be

expended if the coil is of copper.

The latest specimen of this order of construction is

Ricco's * electromagnet, constructed of a single long sheet of

flexible iron rolled around a central iron rod» with inter-

mediate sheets of oiled paper to insulate the successive con-

volutions ; the whole being held together by insulated ringii

* Af<M. A\ AtaJ, Sei. Modtn*^ scr. a, voL iv., p. 27, 18^
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Electromagnets for Maximum Range of
Attraction.

VVc have already laid down, in Chapter V, the principles

which will enable us to design electromagnets to act at a
distance. We want our magnet to project, as it were, its

force across the greatest length of air gap. Clearly, thei^

such a magnet must have a very large magnetizing power,

with many ampere-turns upon it^ to be able to make the

required number of magnetic lines pass across the air resisfc*

ance. Also it is clear that the poles must not be too dose
for its worlc; otherwise the magnetic lines at one pole will be
likely to curl round and take short cuts to the other pole
There must be a wider width between the poles than is

desirable in electromagnets for tractioQ,

Electromagnets without Iron.

If the iron core of an electromagnet be omitted* tiie ooil

will by itself attract pieces of iron when excited by the

electric current ; its action is^ however, mudi less powerful

than when an iron core is present The special case of a

long tubular coil attracting an iron plunger into its interior

is discussed separately in Chapter VIII., as this arrangement

presents some important characteristic properties ; possessing^

in particular, an extended range of motion.

Electromagnets of Minimum Weight.

In designing an apparatus to put on board a boat or a
balloon, where weight is a consideration of primaiy import*

anoe^ there is again a difference; There are three tldngs that

come into play—iron, copper, and electric current The
current weighs nothing, therefore ifyou are going to sacrifice

everything else to weight, you may have comparatively Utde

iron, but you must have enough copper to be able to carry

the electric current ; and under such circumstances you must
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not mind beating your wires nearly red hot to pass the

iMggest possible current. Provide as little copper as you
oonvenienUy can, sacrificing economy in that case to the

attainment of your object ; but of course you must use fire>

proof material, such as asbestos, for insulating, instead of

cotton or silk.

Electromagnets of Minimum Cost.

In order to reduce the first cost of construction, some
manufactureis have used cast iron instead of wrought iron

This is a saving in the case of laige electromagnets such as

those used for the field-magnets of dynamo-madiines, at least

in those cases where the extra bulk and weight are admissible

But for small forms, sudi as those used in dectric bells, cast

iron is inadmissible. MalUahle iron has indeed been used for

these purposes ; and the author was the first to recommend
that initis iron should be tried for cores. There is little gain

even in these cases, because the saving in using an iron of a
cheaper and inferior magnetic quality is practically counter-

balanced by the resulting necessity of using a greater weight
of copper. But labour counts also in the cost of productiofli

Hence forms have been sought which shall need the minimum
of labour in their construction. One such form has established

itself in commerce. It is that called by Count du Moncel the
attnoMt boHeuXt or club-footed magnet (F^. 24, pi 51). It

is a horse-shoe in fact, with a coil upon one pole and no coH
upon the other. The advantage of that constructioii is

simply, I suppose^ that you will save labour—you will only
have to wind Uie wue on one pole mstead of two. Whether
that is an improvement in any other sense is a question for

experiment to determine ; but on which theory perhaps might
now be able to say something. Count du Moncel, who made
many experiments on this form of magnet, ascertained that

there was for an equal weight of copper a slight falling off in

power with the club-footed magnet. Indeed one might
almost predict, for a given weight of copper, if you wound all
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in one coil only, you will not make as many turns as if you
wound it in two ; the outer turns on the coil being so much
laiger than the average turn when wound in two cmla. Con-

sequently the number of ampere-turns with a given weight of

copper would be rather smaller, and you would requite more
current to bring the magnetiztng power up to the same value

as with the two coUsl At the same time the one cofl may be
produced a little more cheaply than the two ; and uideed

such electromagnets are really quite common, being largely

used, for the sake of cheapness and compactness in indicaton

of electric bells. In this form the yoke may be made a Ktde

shorter, and the two cores a little nearer together than is

practicable in electromagnets with two bobbins : so shortening

slightly the length of the magnetic circuit

Du Moncel tried various experiments about this form to

find whether it acted better when the armature was pivoted

over one pole or over the other, and found it worked best

Fig. 89.

CLVB*rooT ELacnoMAomRi with Hiugsd AsMATuasi.

when the armature was actually hinged on to that pole which
comes up up through the coil. He made two experiments,

trying coils on one or other limb, the armature being in each
case set at an equal distance. In one experiment he found
the pull was 35 grammes, with an armature hinged on to the

« idle pole, and 40 grammes when it was hinged on to the pole
which carried the coil.

Another form of electromagnet having but one coQ, is

used in the electric bells of church-bell pattern, of whidi
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Mr. H. Jensen is the designer. In Jensen's electromagnet a

straight cylindrical core receives the bobbin for the coil, and,

after this has been pushed into its places an oval pole-ptece^

or in some forms two pole-pieces, are screwed upon its ends,

serving thus to bring the magnetic circuit across the ends of

Fig. 9a

JSMSiM*! Eucnuc BiLI.

the bobbin, and forming a magnetic gap along the side of the

bobbin. The armature is a rectangular strip of soft iron

about the same length as the core, and is attracted at one
end by on^ pole-piece^ and at the other end 1^ the other.
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Electromagnets for use with Rapidly Changing
CURRSNia

When you arc designing electromagnets for use with rapidly

changing currents, whether intermittent or alternating, it is

necessary to make a change in one respect, namely, you must
so laminate the iron that internal eddy-currents shall not

occur ; indeed, for all rapid acting electromagnetic apparatus

it is a good rule that the iron must not be solid It is not
usual with telegraphic instruments to laminate them by
making up the coreofbundles of Iron plates or wirea^ but they

are often made with tubular ooreai that is to say, the ^Un-
drical iron core Is drilled with a hole down the middle^ and
the tube so formed is slitw^ a saw«€nt to prevent the drco«

latlon of currents in the substance of the tube. When dectio-

m^^nets are to be employed with rapidly alternating cunenta^

such as are used for electric lighting, the frequency of the

alternations being usually about ICQ periods per second, slitting

the cores is insufficient to guard against eddy-currents
;
nothing^

short of completely laminating the cores is a satisfactory

remedy.

All the necessary instructions on this head are given in

Chapter XI. Meantime it is essential to understand that

there exists a sort of electromagnetic inertia, or self-inductive

property of the electric circuit, which~causes the currents to

rise and fall later in time than tb^ ^electromotive forces by
which they are Occasioned. In all such cases the impedance
which the circuit offers is made up of two things—resistanoe
and inductance: Both these causes tend to diminish tiie

amount of current that flows, and the reluctance also tends to

delay the flow. As Chapter XL Is devoted to aHemating
current apparatus, It will be sufficient here to deal with the

case of intermittent currents, such as are used in telegraphic

signalling.
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Electromagnets for Quickest Action : Law of
Helmholtz.

Professor Hughes's researches on the form of electro-

magnet best adapted for rapid signalling, have already been

mentloiied. Mention has also incidentally been made of the .

feet that where rapidly varying currents ate employed, the

strength of the dectric current that a given, battery can yield

is determined not so much by the resistance of the electric

circuit, as by its electric inertia. It is not a very easy task to

explain precisely what happens to an electric circuit when the

current is turned on suddenly. The current does not suddeidy

rise to its full value, being retarded by inertia. The ordinary

law of Ohm in its simple form no longer applies ; one needs

to apply that other law which bears the name of the law of

Helmholtz, the use of which is to give us an expression, not

for the final value of the current, but for its value at any short

timCy/t after the current has been turned on. The strength of

the current after a lapse of a short time, /, cannot be calculated

by the simple process of taking the electromotive force and

dividing it by the resistance^ as you would calculate steady

currents.

In symbols^ HelmholU's Uw is ^-

In this formula U means the strength of the current after the

lapse of a short time / (seconds) ; E is the electromothw force

(volts) ; R the resistance of the whole circuit (in ohms) ; L its

co-efficient of self-induction (in quads^) ; and e the number

2*7183, which is the base of the Napierian logarithms. Let

us look at this formula; in its general form it resembles

Ohm's law, but with a new factor, namely, the expression

contained within the brackets. This factor is necessarily a

• ItefM^ <rfWi*wr<V fenDoiy caM fheiMMAflib is die vait ia which to

opicM co^denu of sdrinduciioo. 8«Bt AsMficn dMbidtM ctUlt ths

hmo- SMAppaKlis BionUaUs.
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fractional quantity, for it consists of unity less a certain

negative exponential, which we will presently further condden
If the factor within brackets is a quantity less than unity, that

signifies diat ig wfll be less than E -r IL Now the ex-

ponential of n^;ative sign^ and with negative fractional indes^

is rather a troublesome tiling to deal with in a popular

lecture;

Our best way is to calculate some values^ and then plot it

out as a curve. When once you have got it into the form of

a curve, you can begin to think about it, for the curve gives

you a mental picture of the facts that the long formula

expresses in the abstract Accordingly we will take the

following case. Let E = lo volts ; R = i ohm ; and let us

take a relatively large self-induction, so as to exaggerate the

effect ; say let L ~ lo quads. This gives us the following :

—

f • *• •

o 1 0
1 t'los 0*950

a I'sat 1*810

5 1*649 3*936

to s*7i8 6343
so 7*389 8646

3» 20*0S _ 9 SOI

6o 4034 9*97S

tao 163800*0 9*999

In this case the value of the steady current^ as calculated

by Ohm's law» is 10 amperes ; but Helmholts's kw shows us
that with the great self-bduction, which we have assumed to
be present, the current, even at the end of 50 second^ has
only risen up to within 95 per cent of its final value; and
only at the end of two minutes has practically attained fuU
strength. These values are set out in the highest curve in

Fig. 91, in which, however, the further supposition is made
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that the number of spirals S in the coils of the electromagnet

is loo, so that when the current attains its full value of lo

amperes^ the full magnetizing power will be Si= icxxx It

will be noticed that the curve rises from zero at first steeply

and nearly in a straight line, then bends over, and then

becomes nearly straight again, as it gradually nses to its

limiting value. The first part of the curve—that relating to

the strength of the current after a Viiy small interval of time

—

is the period within which the strength of the current is

governed by inertia (iL a, the self-induction) rather than by
vesistanoe. So that for very small values of / the formula

might be approxfanatdy written as ^r-

Or» in words^ the efiect of self-induction during the first small

intervals of time is such as though the only resbtance in the

circuit was equal to tiie quads of self-induction divided by the

small firaction of a second that has elapsed. Now dividingby
a small fraction is equivalent to multiplying by a large

number. The effect then during the first instants is the same
as if there was an enormous resistance which diminished as

time went on.

TmS-CONSirAMTS OF ELECTROMAGNETS.

It was remarked above that^ in the first period after the

cnnent is turned on, its strength is governed rather by the

•eIf*Induction of the circuit than by its resistance—by the

quads, rather than by the ohms. In reality the current is not

governed either by the self-induction or by the resistance

alone, but by the ratio of the two. This ratio is sometimes

called the " time-constant " of the circuit, for it represents tJu

time which the current takes in that circuit to rise to a

definite fraction of its final value. This definite fraction is

the fraction ^^-^ ; or in decimals,o*634. All curves ofrise-of*

current are alike in general shape—they differ only in scale

;
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fhaf is to say, they differ only in the height to which they will

ultimately rise^ and in the time they will take to attain this

ffaction of their final value;

Example i.—Suppose E = lo ; R = 400 ohms; L = 8. The

final value of the current will be 0-025 amperes or 25 miliiamperes.

Then the time-constant will be 8 4- 400 = i-soth sec

Example 2.—The P.O. Standard " A ** relay has R = 400 olims J

L SB 3-25. It works with 0*5 xnilliampere crnient, tad tfaexefoie

. will woik with s Daniell odls tihcough a Ifaie of 9600 ohms. Under
tiiese ciicmnstaaces the time-ooBHant of die instnuncat on dioft

dicttit is 0*0081 sec.

Flo. 91.

CUKYIi or KISK or CUULUCTt.

It will be noted that the time-constant of a dfcutt can be
reduced either by diminishing the self-induction or by in-

creasing the resistance. In Fig. 91 the position of the time-

constant for the top curve is shown by the vertical dotted

line at 10 seconds. The current will take 10 seconds to rise

to o • 634 of its final value. This retardation of the rise of
current is simply due to the presence of coils and electro-

magnets in the circuit, the current as it g^ows being retarded

because it has to create magnetic fields in these coils, and so

sets up opposing electromotive forces that prevent it from

growing all at once to its full strength. Many electricians,

unacquainted with Helmholtz's law, have been in the habit of

accounting for this saying that there is a lag in the iron of

the electromagnet cores. They tell you that an iroo core

cannot be magnetized suddenly; tiiat it takes time to aoqulra
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its magnetism. They think it is one of the properties of iron;

But we know that the only true time-lag in the magnetization

of iron—that which is properly termed " viscous hysteresis

does not amount to any great percentage of the whole amount
of magnetization, takes comparatively a long time to show
itsel( and cannot therefore be the cause of the retardation

which we are considering.

There are also electricians who will tell you that when
magnetization is suddenly evoked in an- iron bar, there are

induction currents set up in the iron which oppose and delay

its magnetization. That they oppose the magnetization is

perfectly true ; but if you carefully laminate the iron so as to

eliminate eddy-currents, you will find, strangely enough, that

though the magnetism rises faster than before, the current

rises still more slowly to its final value. For by laminating - •

the iron you have virtually increased the self-inductive action,

and increased the time-constant of the circuit The lag is not

in the iron, but in the magnetizing current

Continental electricians are in the habit of distinguishing

between the variable period " and the " steady period " of

tlie current; meaning by the former term the period during

which the current is still rising, and by the latter the period

after the current has so risea It is impossible^ however, to

draw a liard and &st line between the two periods: for the

current attains its final value by imperceptible degrees;

Ohm's law applies only to the state of things when this steady

value has been attained So long as the strength of the

current falls perceptibly short of its steady value, so long

must it be considered as still in the variable period, in which

the formula of Hclmholtz expresses the law.

It is sometimes asked whether an electromagnet which is

sluggish can be quickened in its action by rewinding it with

a coil of some other resistance. ^ will be seen, the answer

must depend on the other resistances and inductances in the

circuit Assuming perfect insulation, and a given volume to

be filled by the coil^ then it is impossible to alter the time-

constant of the electromagnet Ust^t by changing the windhig.
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For in a ooii of given volume the resistance and the self-

induction are each proportional to the square of the number

of turns ; and the ratio of the two is therefore a constant,

independent of the gauge of the mxt. But if an electro-

magnet is to be used in a long line without other coils or

electromagnets in the circuit which, though It has little self-

induction, has considerable resistance^ it may be worth while

to reti^d the electromagnet with thicker wire in fewer turns

so as to diminish the time-constant of the circuit as a whole.'

It was shown by Von Bcctz* that, though the strength of the

current and tlie final value of the magnetism be the same in

each case, the magnetism of the core of an electromagnet is

more rapidly established by a large electromotive force work-

ing through a large resistance, than by a smaller electromotive

force working through a small resistance. In other words, if

due precautions were taken to vary the battery so as to keep

the current up to the same final value, the time-constant of the

circuit was diminished by increasing the resistance.

Connecting Coils for Quickest Action.

Now let us apply these most important; though rather

intricate considerations to the practical problems of the quick

working of the electromagnet Take the case of an electro-

magnet forming some part of the receiving apparatus of a
telegraph system, in which it is denred.to secure very rapid

working. Suppose the two coils that are woond upon the

horseshoe core are connected together in series. The co-

efficient of self-induction for these two is four times as great

as that of cither separately ; co-efficients of self-induction

being proportional to the square of the number of turns of

wire that surround a given core. Now if the two coils, instead

of being put in scries, are put in parallel, the co-efficient of

self-induction will be reduced to the same value as if there

were only one coil, because half the line current (which is

• ForMme cu-licr cxpaimento of Hipp^ see MUOuihn^ ivBmmmtk^
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practically unaltered) wQl go through each aSL Hence the

time constant of the circuit when the coils are in parallel will

be a quarter of that which it is when the coils are in series ;

on the other hand, for a given line-current, the final magrnetiz-

ing power of the two coils in parallel is only half what it

would be with the coil in series. The two lower curves in

Fig. 91 illustrate this, from which it is at once plain that the

magnetizing power for very brief currents is greater when the

two coUs are put in parallel with one another than when they

are joined in series.

Now this dfcumstance has been known for some time to

telegraph engineers. It has been patented several times over.

It has formed the theme of scientific papers, which have been

read both in France and in England. The explanation

generally given of the advantage of uniting the coils in parallel

i% I thmk» iallacioas ; namely, that the " extra-currents " (L

currents due to self-inductioo), set up in the two coHs are in-

duced in such directions as tend to help one anotiwrwhen the

coils are in series, and to neutralise one another when they are

in parallel. It is a fallacy, because in neither case do they

neutralize one another. Whichever way the current flows to

make the magnetism, it is opposed in the coils while the

current is rising, and helped in the coils while the current is

falling, by the so-called extra-currents. If the current is

rising in both coils at the same moment, then, whether the

coils arc in series or parallel, the efifect of self-induction is to

retard the rise of the current. The advantage of parallel

grouping is simply that it reduces the time-constant

Battery Grouping for Quickest Action.

One may consider the question ofgrouping the battery cells

from the same point of view. How does the need for rapid

working, and the question of time-constant, affect the best

mode of grouping the battery cells ? The amateur's rule, which

tells you to so arrange your battery that its internal resistance

should be equal to the external resistance, gives you a result
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wholly wrong for rapid working. The supposed best arrange-

ment will not give you (at the expense even of economy)

the best result that might be got out of the given number of

cells. Let us take an example and calculate it out, and place

the results graphically before our eyes in the form of curves.
*

Suppose the line and electromagnet have together a resist-

ance of 6 ohms, and that we have 24 small Daniell's cdb
each of electromotive forces say, i volt^ and of internal resist-

ance^ 4 ohms. Also let the ooelBcient of sdf-induction of the

electromagnet and circuit be 6 quadrants. When all the ceUs

are in series the resistance of the battery will be 96 ohms, the

total resistance of the circuit 102 ohms, and the full value of

the current 0*235 ampere. When all the cells are in parallel

the resistance of the battery will be 0*133 ohm, the total

resistance 6* 133 ohms, and the full value of the current o* 162

ampere. According to the amateur rule of grouping cells so

that internal resistance equal external, wc ,must arrange the

cells in 4 parallels, each having 6 cells in series, so that the

internal resistance of the battery will be 6 ohm% total resist-

ance of circuit 12 ohms^ full value of current 0*5 amper&
Now the corresponding dme^ooiistants of the drcult hi the

three cases (calculated by dhriding the co-efiident of sdf^

induction by the total resistance) will be fespectivdy>-in

series^ 0*06 sec. ; in parallelt 0*96 sec. ; grouped for maxi-
mum steady current, 0*5 see. From these data we may
now draw the three curves, as in Fig.. 92, wherein the

abscissx are the values of time in seconds, and the ordinates

the current The faint vertical dotted lines mark the time-

constants in the three cases. It will be seen that when rapid

working is required the magnetizing current will rise^ during
short intervals of time, more rapidly if all the cells are put in

series than it will do if the ceUs are grouped acoofding to the
amateur rule.

When they are all put in series so that the batteiy has a
much greater resistance than the rest of the circuity the coirent

rises much more rapidly, because of 4he smallness of the
time-constant| although it never attains the same ultimate

Q 2
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maximum as when grouped in the other way. That b to say,

if there is self-induction as well as resistance in the dicuit^

' the amateur rule does not tell you the best way of ananginif

the battery. There is another mode of regarding the matter

which is hdpiuL Self-induction, while the current is growing,

acts as if there were a sort of spurious addition to the resist-

ance of the circuit ; and while the current is dying away it

acts of course in the other way, as if there were a subtraction

from the resistance; Therefore you ought to arrange the

batteiy so that the internal resistance b equal to the real

resistance of the circuit, plus the spurious resistance during

that time. But how much is the spurious resistance during

that time? It is a resistance proportional to the time

that has elapsed since the current was turned on. So then

it oomes to a question of the length of time for which you
want to work it What fraction of a second do jrou

require your signal to be given in 7 >Vhat is the rate of the

vibrator ofyour electric bell ? Suppose you have settled that

point, and that the short time during which the current is

required to rise is called/; then the apparent resistance at time

/ after the current b turned on is given by the formula :

—

• 7iOi.9S*

f

CuKfis or RiSB or CmutiifT wrm DirriaBifT Giouraiot
or BATTsaT.
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TnCE-CONSTANTS OP EL8CTR0IIAGNBT&

Reference may here be made to some determinations

made by M. Vaschy,* respecting the co-efficients of self-

induction of the electromagnets of a number of pieces of tele-

graphic apparatus. Of these I must only quote one result,

which is vciy significant ; it relates to the electromagnet of

a Morse receiver of the pattern habitually used on the French

telegraph line&
L, ia quadraata.

Bobbins fcparatdy, without iron corst 0'a33 and 0*265

„ trpantel/, with iroB cans 1*6$ tad 1*71

M withoorajoiiMillijrTolM^consiiiMrfci •• 6*57

M with ttMaUm icMtBg «n poles io*6t

It is interesting to note how the perfecting of the magnetic

circuit increases the self-induction.

Thanks to the kindness of Mr. Preece, I have been fur-

nished with some most valuable information about the

co-efficients of self-induction, and the resistance of the

standard pattern of relays, and other instruments which are

used in the British Postal Telegraph service^ from which data

one is able to say exactly what the time-constants of those

instruments will be on a given circuit, and how long In thdr

case the current will take to rise to any given fraction of its

final value. Here let me refer to a very capital paper by
Mr. Preece in an old number of the 'Journal of the Society

of Telegraph Engineers,' a paper " OinShunts," in which he

treats this question, not as perfectly as it could now be treated

with the fuller knowledge we have in 1890 about the co-

efficients of self-induction, but in a very useful and practical

way. He showed most completely that the more perfect the

magnetic circuit is—though, of course, you are getting more
magnetism from your current—the more is that current

retarded. Mr. Preece's mode of experiment was extremely

simple ; he observed the throw of the galvanometer, when
the circuit which contained the batteiy and the electromagnet

1
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was opened by a key which at the same moment connected

the electromagnet wires to the galvanometer. The throw of

the galvanometer was assumed to represent the extra-current

which flowed out Fig. 93 represents a few of the results of

Mr, Preece's paper. Take from an ordinary relay a coil, with

its iron core, half the electromagnet, so to speak, without any

yoke or armature. Connect it up as described, and observe

the throw given to the galvanometer. The amount of throw

obtained from the «ngle ooil was talcen as uni^^and all otheis

were compafcd with it If you join up two sudb coib as they

ave usually joined In series^ but without any iron yoke

across the coies^ the throw was 17. Putting the iron yoke

Fic 9>

n iXTiXL
1 17 406

2238 502 26

Elsctromagmets of Relay, anu their Effectsw

across tiie coies, to constitute a horseshoe form, 496 was the

throw; that is to say, the tendency of this electromagnet to

retard the current was 4S)6 times as great as that of Uie simple

ooiL But when an armature was put over the top^ the effect

ran up to 2238. But the mere device of putting the coils in'

parallel, instead of In series^ the 2238 came down to 502, a

little less than the quarter value which would have been ex-

pected. Lastly, when the armature and yoke were both of

them split in the middle, as is done in fact in all the standard

patterns of the British Postal Telegraph relays, the throw of

the galvanometer was brought down from 502 to 26. Relays

so constructed will work excessively rapid. Mr. Preece

states that with the old pattern of relay having so much self-

induction as to give a galvanometer throw of 1688, the speed
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of signalling was only from 50 to 60 words per minute;

whereas, with the standard relays constructed on the new plan*

the speed of signalling is from 400 to 450 words per minute:

It is a very interesting and beautiful result to arrive at from

the experimental study of these magnetic circuits.

Fio. 94.

British Postal Telegraph Relays.*

As examples of the construction of rapid-working tele-

graphic instruments are given four standard patterns of relays

as used in the Postal Telegraph service of the British

Government.

The "A " pattern of standard relay has an electromag-

net which is depicted half-size in Fig. 94, one of the bob-

bins being represented as unwound, the other wound. The
official specification runs as follows The
iron forming the cores of the electro-

magneta^ to be turned from a solid bar oC

the best Swedish iron, and when properly

annealed must not retain a trace of residual

magnetism, aftera current due to an elec-

tromotive force of 50 volts has been sent

HiJl Wi '

.ii'il

tlii^ugh the coils on short circuit" There
^'' '^yf^f*' are four wires 5 mils (=0-005 inch) in

diameter upon the pair of electromagnets*

each of which must have a resistance of

100 ohms, at a temperature of 60° F. (a

deviation of not more tlian one per cent, either way will be

* xepted). These wires must be of equal lengths, so that they

are electromagnetically differential when a current due to an
E.M.F. of 50 volts is passed through them. Each pair of wires

to have ends of different colours (green and white). And
in the official memorandum respecting the examination

of apparatus it is added :—" The insulation of the parts

electrically separated must also be practically perfect This

* The author is indebted to the Chief Elcclrictan uf ibc British Pottal Tele-

t^raphs, W. U. Prcecc, Esq., F.R.S^ for partkabn.aboot tbcM

I !

P.a RtLAY, "A"
Paituuc.
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condition must especially be observed between the coils

and the cores of all electromagnets, and between the two

wires of differentially-wound instruments, which should not be

approved if the insulation resistance is less than one

megohm." The total length of wire employed in the " A
relay is 320 yards ; its resistance when all coils are in series is

400 ohms ; and its co-efficient of self-induction 3*25 quads.

The B " pattern of standard relay, given half-size in

F^. 95, is likewise wound with wire of 5 mils diameter.

There are two wires^ each of 320 yards length, and resistance

Fia 95. Fio. 96.

PXX RiiAT, ''B** Pattbkii. P.O. Relat, **€** PATTsait.

400 ohms ; but the two, after being wound, are permanently

joined in parallel, making the resistance of the instrument

200 ohms, and its self-induction 2* 14 quads.

The pattern (Fig. 96, half-sise), the largest of the

P. O. standard relays, is wound with 5 mil wire 960 yards

long; and ha9 a resistance of 1200 ohms, and a co-efficient of

self-induction of 26*4 quads. It has three times the length

of wire, and about nine times the self induction of the "A"
pattern. The same instructions quoted above respecting the
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cores ii<?cd for the " A " pattern relate also to the " B " and

•* C " patterns. In each of these instruments there is also used

a curved permanent magnet (of tungsten steel) to polarize the

tongue armatures, which are two in number in each instru-

ment ; one being placed between the upper pole-pieces and

the other between the lower.

Fig. 97 depicts (half size) the form of Siemens' relay

adopted by the British Postal Tde-

gr^ihs. It is wound with 646 yards ^
—'~m

of 7 mil wire ; and has resistance , „ 1 J )

400 ohnu^ and self-induction 7*09

quads.

C 3
SiKMEMs' Relay.

HiGGiNs's Electromagnets.

• The electromagnets used in the

automatic type-printing telegraph

instruments of the Exchange Tele-

graph Co. furnish another example

of special design for rapid ¥rork.

Mr. Higgins states* that cores

which are short in proportion to

their diameter are more raf^d than

long slender cores; also tiiat pro-

jecting ends and attached pole-

pieces are abandoned because they letard action* and that

metal checks or bobbins also retard nthe magnetism. The
cores of these electromagnets (Fig. 98), are made from a very

pure kind of charcoal-iron manufactured in Switzerland,

One-third of their diameter is bored out from the bottom to

within a short distance of the poles. They are then slit

lengthways and annealed out of contact with the air. Flat

armatures are used.

Some information about the special electromagnet used

in d'Arlincourt's relay, is to be found in Chapter IX. p. 505.

• Journal «/Soeidty «/ TeUsrtt^ EnpneerM, voL vi^ p. it^ 1877.

I
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Short Cor£s virsus Long Cores.

In considering tbe fomis that are best for rapid action, it

ought to be mentioned that the eflfects of hysteresb in

retarding changes in the magnetization of iron cores are

much more noticeable in the case of nearly-closed magnetic

Fia 9&

COBU OP ElCBAMOS TSLsotAni Co^t» BucnoNAOHm

circuits than in short pieces. Electromagnets with iron

armatures in contact across their poles will retain, after the

current has been cut off, a very large part of their magnetism,

even if the cores be of the softest of iron. But so soon as

the armature is wrenched off the magnetism disappeani An
air-gap in a magnetic circuit ahrasrs tends to liasten demag-

netizing. A magnetic circuit composed of a long ur-path

and a short iron-path demagnetizes itself much more rapidly

than one composed of a short air-path and a long iron-path.

In long pieces of iron the mutual action of the various parts

tends to keep in them any magnetization that they may
possess ; hence they arc less readily demagnetized. In short

pieces, where these mutual actions are feeble or almost

absent, the magnetization is less stable, and disappears

almost instantly on the cessation of the magnetizing force.

Short bits and small spheres of iron have no "magnetic

memofy.** Hence the cause of the commonly received

opuiion amongst telegraph engineers that for rapid work
electromagnets must have short cores. As we have seen, the
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only reason for employing long coies is to aflbfd the leqnisite

length for winding the wire which is necessary for canying

the needful circulation of current to force the magnetism

across the air-gaps. I( for the sake of rapidity of action,

length has to be sacrificed, then tiie coils must be heaped up
more thickly on the short cores. The electromagnets in

American patterns of telegraphic apparatus usually have

shorter cores, and a relatively greater thickness of winding

upon them* than those of European patterns.

Rapid Electromagnets for use in Chronographs.

Thou^ the electromagnets designed for tel^raphic

instruments, and particularly for relays, must be rapid in

their actioii, yet those required for actuating the reoocding

styluses of chronographs must be still moie rapid. When
chronographs are used for such experimental work as

measuring the speed of projectiles or the velocity of a sound

wave in the mr, the usual mode of effecting the record b that

an electric current should be automatically interrupted by

the motion which is to be recorded, thereby releasing the

armature of an electromagnet in the circuit A spring or

other device draws back the armature and causes a stylus

attached to it to make a record upon a moving surface

usually a piece of paper coiled over a uniformly rotating

drum. There are several causes of delay between the act of

breaking the current and the completion of the record by the

stylus. Firstly, the electromagnet, and the circuit in which

it is interposed will have a definite time-constant, so that

the current takes time to fall Secondly, the magnetism may
be retarded behind the current if the core or bobbins are so

arranged that eddy-currents can occur, or if the iron ptfta

constitute a very nearly closed magnetic circuit Thirdly,

the inertia of the moving parts may be considerable^ cauang

the actual motion to be retarded even after the magnetism

has disappeai%d. The total lapse oftime between the rupture

of the circuit and the formation of the record, is called the

Diyiu
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latency of the apparatus. The Rev. F. J. Smith, of Oxford;

who has given this name, has succeeded in constructing

styluses having a latency of less than 0*0003 of a second.

To diminish the time-constant of the circuit; the electro-

magnet must be made small, and with as little copper wire as

possible ; preferably placed only on the polar ends of the

coresi as in Hughes's form (Fig. 83, p. 187). There ought also

to be a considerable additional Inductionless resistance In the

drcuit The Iron ought to be laminated^ and divided across -

at the 3roke. The moving parts should be as light and

compact as possible^ and the controlling springs of sudi form

as to act with rapidity.

The production of such electromagnets has been studied

by Hipp,* Schneebeli.t Marcel Deprcz,^ Mercadier,§ F. J.

Smith,
li
and others. It will sufHce to describe two of the -

forms found best by M. Deprez, and that devised by Mr.

Smith for use in his laboratory at Oxford.

Fig. 99 gives in its natural size one of the forms used by

Deprez. There two electromagnets £» each with a straight

core built of thin laminae. The armature b losenge-shaped,

pivoted ; limited in its movement by the stop I J, and

governed by a spring B the stiffness of which Is controlled

by alever F. Thestylus b at C D ; and there is a damjung*

screw M by whkh it can be fixed to-a support By limiting

tbe motion of the armature to 2 mm. the latency can be
reduced to 0*00016 sec. on opening the circuit; or 0*00048

sec on closing it.

The second form used by Deprez is a polarised apparatus

containing a powerful permanent magnet, (Fig. 100) set with

its limbs upwards, and furnished at the top with two adjust-

able pole-pieces B D, B D. Between the limbs is a single flat

* iKtOMmiiimiermtmfinAmim GestOKUft im Smt, 1851, ^ 113; and
885, p. 19a

t Bulletin d* la S^ciHi da Seiemca natmreUa de NemcMttl^ JtaMkt 1874, and
FeU. 1876.

f nu., w , p. 404, 1881.

I i^L Mag^ May 1890^ p. 377; and Aag. 1890^ . . .

mmmmmm
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coil £ with a laminated core. Above the top of thi% and
magnetized by it; is a little annature of soft iron oi

Fio. 99* FiOb 100.

FOLASIZIO SLECTKOMAOIIBr
FOR DVKII,*t CnuNio-
GRATU.

section, pivoted on a

knife-edge on the end of

the core, and governed,

as the armature of the

preceding form, by a
spring controlled by a
lever F. The apparatus

is used in a similar way
to Hughes's electromagnet (Fig. 83, p^ 187); that is to say,

the armature is placed in contact with one of the two pole-

piecesi and the spring is adjusted so that its force is almost

sufficient to detach the armature When the current is sent

around the central core in the proper direction the annature

is released, and flies over. An electric current produced by
closing the circuit for only sec. suffices to work the

£l.SCTftOMA«»Kr OF DSPREl'S CURONO-
oaAFH. No. I, Fmx Son.
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apparatus; but according to Deprez about O'OOI sec. is

occupied in the detaching of the armature.

The form of electromagnet used by the Rev. F. J. Smith

is depicted in Fig. lOi, full size. The yoke consists of a small

rectangular block, 18 millimetres long, and 22 square milli-

metres in section. The cores are thin cylinders^ I * 5 millimetre

in diameter, aod 9*5 millimetres long, well annealed at a low

temperature^ and not subsequently touched with hammer or

file. The armature A is a triangular tube of veiy thin iron,

attached to the aluminium lever L. The contact edge of the

•

Fia Ml.

»!
:tt 1

ill:.!
it".

SLMTtOHAOMBr OT SMITH'S CmoiiooftAra;

arroatute is rounded, and the ends of the cores are turned

truly hemispherical. After the cores are fitted into the yoke
the whole is annealed in a gas furnace. The two coils are

joined in parallel with one another. Mr. Smith finds that for

the same ampcrc-tums of excitation the length of the cores

greatly affects the latency. In these electromagnets the

latency is 0*0003 ^ ^ second.

Rate op Gain or Loss op Magnbtisu.

When the exciting battery is turned on, time is required,

as we have seen, for the current to rise to its full strength, and

the magnetism consequently takes time to rise : this it do^
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Fig. 102.

gradually at firsts then more rapidly, then again moie slowly

as the maximun value is approached So also^ an electro-

magnet, particularly if massive and of such a form as neariy

to constitute a closed circuity takes time to lose its magnetism

when the current is turned off. If the circuit of a large

electromagnet is suddenly broken, a long thin spark follows

the parting ends of the wires, and may last several seconds.

In some cases, after the circuit has

been parted and the spark has

been broken, the magnet still goes

on losing its magnetism, and its

inductive action may charge the

surrounding coil so that it can

emit sparks and give shocks to a

person touching it

The rate at idudi an electro-

magnet loses its magnetism is by
no means uniform» the curves of

loss of magnetism presenting fea-

tures like those shown in Fig. 102

;

the rate of loss being greatest at first. Massive electro-

magnets, such as are used in dynamo-machines, may take

some minutes in the operation of losing their magnetism.

HUNDREDTHS
A SECOND

CURVi or Loss or
Maombtisii*

*
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CHAPTER VIII.

COIL-AND-FLUNGER.

The apparatus wherein an iron core is attracted into a
tubular coilt or soUmnd^ I take the liberty of naming^ for the

sake of brevity, as the coU-ani^bmgtr, Now, from quite

eaiiy times, from 1822 at any rate^ it was known that a coil

woidd attract a piece of iron into it^ and that this action

resembles somewhat the action of a piston going into a .

cylinder; resembled it, I mean to say^ in possessing an

extended range of action.

A simple experiment will render the matter obvious. A
tubular coil, or solenoid, A, mounted on a stand, is placed

upon a table, its terminals being connected in circuit with a

suitable voltaic battery B. A simple spring-key, or switch, S,

is provided, wherewith to complete the circuit at will The
iron core C can be introduced as a plunger into the aperture

of the hollow coil. If one end of the plunger is introduced

into the mouth of the coil, and the switch is then pressed so

as to turn on the current, the plunger is at once drawn into

the coil, and settles down with its ends protruding equally

through the coil, as shown in Fig. 103. In this position it is

in stable equilibrium. If it is fofcn>ly pulled out, at either

end, and then let go^ it is instantly sucked back to this

position by an invisible pulL In fact, to a penon handling

it, it feels as though in attempting to draw it out he were

pulling against an internal spring. From its peculiar action it

b sometimes termed a sucking eUcirmnagnet

The Ubc of such a device as the coil-and-plunger was

patented in this country in 1846 under the name of "a new

electromagnet" Electromagnetic engines, or motors, were
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made on this plan by Page, and afterwards by othen^ and it

became generally known as a distinct device. But even now*

if you inquire into the literature of the text-books to knoir

what are the peculiar properties of the ooil-and-plungier

arrangement^ you will find that the books give you next to no
information. They are content to deal with the thing in very

general terms by saying : Here is a sort of sucking magnet

;

the core ts attracted in. Some books go so for as to tell you
that the pull is greatest when the core is about half way in, a

FtG. 10^

ExptuMniT wrra CoiUAiiD-Fi.inioia.

statement which is true in one particular case, but false in a

great many others. Another book tells you that the pull is

greatest at a point one centimetre below the centre of the

coil, for plungers of all different lengths—which is qdte
untrae. Another book tells you that a wide coil pulls lest

powerfully than a narrow onc^ a statement which Is true Ibr

some cases and not for others. The books also givejron some
approximate rulea^ which, however, are very little to the point

The reason why this ought to receive much more careful

consideration is because in this mechanism of coil-and-plunger
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Fia io|.

we have a real meaiifl^ not only of equalizing^, but also of

vastly extendii^ the range of the pull of the electromagnet

Let us take a very simple mode of oontrasttng the range of

action of the ordinary electro-

magnet with the range of action

of the coit-and-plunger.

Fig. 104 represents a tubular

coil, about 9 inches long, set up

vertically, the iron plunger being

a rod of the same length, clamped

to a loop, whereby it hangs on

the hook of an ordinary spring

balance. With this simple means

it is easy to measure the pull ex-

erted by the coil on the plunger

in different positions. If the

pluriger is first held at a con-

siderable height above the coil,

and gradually lowered, it is found

that the pull begins to be per-

ceptible when the lower end of

the plunger is yet a little dis-

tance above the mouth of the

coil ; and the pull increases as

it enters. The pull (in this parti-

cular instance, where the plunger

is of equal length with the coil)

goes on increasing as the plunger

descends, and becomes a maxl-

rnum when the plunger is just a

little more than half way immersed ;
and, from that point

onward, thou|^ it is still pulled, the pull becomes less and

lesi^ untn, when the ends of the plunger just coincide with

the cods of the coil, the pull ceases. In this bistanoe^ then,

the pull, though unequally distributed, extends over a range

somewhat exceeding the total length of the qrllnder.

Here are some numbers which are gwen in a paper

VisTicu. CoiwitD-Pi.imosi.
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written by the late Mr. Robert Hunt in 1856, and read before

the Institution of Civil Engineers, with that eminent engineer,

Robert Stephenson, in the chair. Mr. Hunt discussed the

various types of motors, and spoke of this question of the

range of action. He named some experiments of his own in

which the following was the range of action. There was a
horse-shoe electromagnet which at distance zero—that is,

when its armature was in contact—pulled with a pull of

220 lb. ; when the distance was made only of an inch

(4 mib), the pull fell to 90; and when the distance was
increased to 20 mils(^|f of an inch), the pull fell to only 56 ttk

The difference from 220 to 36 was within a range of^ of an
inch. He contrasts this with the results given by anodier

chanism, not quite the simple

coil-and-plunger, but avariety Fio. wf.

of electromagnet brought out

about the year 1845 by a

Dane living in Liverpool,

named Hjorth, wherein a sort

of hollow truncated cone of

iron (Fig. 105), with coils

wound upon it — a hollow

electromagnet, in fact— was

caused to act on another elec-

tromagnet^ one being caused

to plunge into the other.

Now we have no information

what the puU was at dis-

tance zero with this curious

arrangement of Hjdrth's, bu^
at a distance of I indi the

pull (with a very much larger

apparatus than Hunt's) was

160 lb., the pull at 3 inches

was 88 lb., at 5 inches 72 lb. Here, then, we have a range

action going not over of an inch, but over $ inches, and

falling not from 220 to 36, but from 160 to 72, obviously a
R 2

HjBaTIl'S ELECTROMAGMmC
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much more equable kind of range. At the Institutioil df

Civil Engineers on that occasion, a number of the most

celebrated men, Joule, Cowper, Sir William Thomson, Mr.

Justice Grove, and Professor Tyndall, discussed these matters

—discussed them up and down—from the point of view of

range of action, and from the point of view of the fact that

there was no means of working them at that time except by

the consumption of zinc in a primary battery ; and they all

came to the conclusion that electric motors would never pay.

Robert Stephenson summed up the debate at the end in the

following words :—'* In closing the discussion," he remarked,
^ there could be no doubt from what had been said that the

apfilication of voltaic electrici^, in whatever shape it might

be developed, was entirely out of the question commerciaUy

speaking. Wthout; however, considering the subject in that

point of view, the mechanical applications seemed to involve

almost insuperable difficulties. The power exhibited by
clectromagnetism, though very great, extended through so

small a space as to be practically useless. A powerful magnet

might he compared, for the sake of illustration, to a stcam-eiigine

'with an enormous piston^ but with an exceedingly short stroke i

SUcJi an arrangement was well known to be very undesirable**

Well, from the discussion in 1856—when this question of

the length of range was so distinctly set forth—down to the

present time, there have been a large number of attempts to

ascertain exactly how to design a long-range electromagnet,

and those who have succeeded have, as a general rule^ not

been the theorists ; rather they have been men compiled by
force of circumstances to arrive at their result by some kuid

of—shall we call it—" designhig cye^" by having a sort of

intuitive perception of what was wanted, and going about it

in some roug^ and ready way of their owa Indeed, I am
afraid had they tried to get much light from calculations

based on orthodox notions respecting the surface distribution

of magnetism and all that kind of thing, they would not have

been much helped. There is our old friend, the law of inverse

squares^ which would of course turn up the first thing, and
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they would be told that it would be impossible to have a

magnet that pulled equally through any range, because the

pull was certain to vary inversely according to the square of

the distance. But then neither this coil nor the plunger can

be regarded as a point ; and you know that the lawof inveise

squares is therefore inapplicable;

Now we want to arrive at a true law. We want to know
exactly what the law of action of the coil-and-plunger is. It *

is not a veiy difficult thing to work out^ provided you get *

hold of the right ideas. We must begin with a simple case^

that of a diort coil oonristing of but one turn, acting on a
single point-pole. From this we may proceed to consider the

effect on a point-pole of a long tube of coil. Then we may
go on to a more complex case of the tube coil acting on a

very long iron core
;
and, last of all, from the very long iron

core we may pass to the case of a short core.
j

You all know how a long tube of coil such as this will act '

on an iron core. Let us make an experiment with it I turn
|

on the current so that it circulates around the coil akx^ the

tube, and when I hold in front of the aperture of the tube

this rod of soft iron» it is sucked into tfaeooiL When I pull
j

it out a little way it runs bad^ as with a spring. The current

happens to be a strong one^-about 25 amperes; there ate

about 700 turns of wire on the cdL The rod is about i inch
j

in diameter and 20 inches long. So great is the pull that I

cannot pull it entirely out The pull was very small when
the rod was outside, but as soon as it gets in it is pulled

actively, runs in, and settles down with the ends equally
\

protruding. The tubular coil I have been using is about
j

14 inches long ; but now let us consider a shorter coiL Here '

is one only half-an-inch from one end to the other, but I •

have one somewhat stilT shorter, so short that the length, '

parallel to the axis, is very small compared with the diameter

of the aperture within. The wire on it consists of but one
shigle turn. Taking such a coil, treating It to only one single

ring^ with the current going once round, hi what way does it

act on a magnet that is placed on the axis?
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Calculation of Effect of Coil on Plunger.

First of ally take the case of a very long; permanently

magnetized steel magnet, so loi^ Indeed, that any action on

the more distant pole is so feeble that it may be disregarded

altogether, and only one pole^ say the north pole. Is near the

coil In what way will that single turn of coil act on that

single pole ? Tl^ Is the rule, that the pull does not vary

inversely as the square of the distance;
Fio. iG*.

i^Q,. 2^ 2Siy power at all of the distance

measured straight along the axis, but

inversely as the cube of the slant dis-

tance. Let the point O in Fig. 106 repre-

sent the centre of the ring, its radius

being ^. The line O P is the axis of the

CwLW -PtoiMT^wu
and the distance from O to P we

ON Azn^ will call x. The slant distance from P
to the ring we call a. Then the pull

on the axis towards the centre of this coil varies inversely

as the cube of a. That law can be plotted out in a curve

for the sake of observing the variations of pull at various

points along the axis. Allow me to draw your attention to

Fia 107.

••2t

la)

Action along Axis or Singli Con.

Fig. 107, which represents a section or edge view of the coil.

At various distances, right and left of the coil, are plotted out

vertically the corresponding force, the calculations being made
for a current of 10 amperes, circulating once around a ring of

1 cm. radius. The force with which such a current acts on a
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magnetic pole of unit strength placed at the central point b
6' 28 d/nes. If the pde is moved away down the axis, the

pull is diminished. At a distance away equal in length to

the ladius it has fallen to 3*22 dynes. At a distance equal

to twice the radius, or one diameter^ it b only 0*56 dynea^

less than one-tenth of what it was at the centre. At two*

diameters it has fallen to O' 17 dynes, or less than 3 per cent.

;

and the force at three diameters is only about 2 per cent of

that at the centre.

If, then, \vc could take a very long magnet, we may utterly

neglect the action on the distant pole. If I had a long steel

magnet with the south pole 5 or 6 feet away, and the north

pole at a point three diameters (i. c. 6 cm. in this case) distant

from the mouth of the coil, then the pull of the current in one

spiral on the north pole three diameters away would be prac-

tically negligible ; it would be less than 2 per cent of what the

pull would be of that single coil when the pole was pushed right

up into it But now, in the case of the tubular coil, consisting

of at least a whole layer of turns of wire^ the action of all of

the turns has to be considered If the nearest of the tarns of

wire is at a distance equal to three diameter^ all the other turns

of wire will be at greater distances^ and, therefore^ ifwe may
neglect such small quantities as 2 percent ofthe whole amount^

we may neglect their action also^ for it will be still smaller hi

amount Now, for the purpose of arriving at the action of a

whole tube of coil, I will adopt a method of plotting devised by

Mr. Sayers. Suppose we had a whole tube coiled with copper

wire from end to end, its action would be practically the same

as though the copper wire were gathered together in small

numbers at distant intervals. If, for example, I count the

number of turns in a centimetre length of the actual tubular

coil which I used in my first experiment, I find there are four.

Now if, instead of having four wires distributed over t8e cen-

timetre, I had one stout wire in the middle of that space to

carry four times the current, the general effect would be the

same. This diagram (Fig. 108) is calculated out on the sup-

position that the eflfect will be not greatly different if the
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wires were aggregated in that way, and it is easier to calculate.

If, beginning at the end of the tube marked A, we take the

wires over the first centimetre of length and aggregate them,

we can draw a curve, marked i, for the effect of that lot of

wires. For the next lot, we could draw a similar curve, but

instead of drawing it on the horizontal line we vrill add the

several heights of the second curve on to those of the first,

and that gives the curve marked 2 ; for the third part, add

the ordinates of another shnilar curve^^d so gradually build

up a final curve for the total action of this tubular ccnl on a
unit pole at diflerent points along the axis. This resultant

curve begins about 2} diameters away from the end, rises

Action of Tutouka Con,*

gently, and then suddenly, and then turns over and becomes

neariy flat with a long level back. It does not rise any more
after a point about 2! diameters along from A ; the curve at

that point becomes practically flat, or does not vaiy more
than about i per cent, however long the tube may be. For
example, in a tubular coil i inch in diameter and 20 inches

long, there will be a uniform magnetic field for about 1 5 inches

along the middle of the coil. In a tubular coil 3 cm. in diameter

and 40 cm. long, there will be a uniform magnetic field for

about 32 cm. along the middle of the coil. The meaning of

this is that the value of the magnetic forces down the axis of

that coil begins outside the mouth of the tube, increases, rises

to a certain maximum amount a little within the mouth of
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the tube, and after that is perfectly constant nearly all the

way along the tube, and then falls off symmetrically as you
get to the other end. The ordinales drawn to the curve

represent the forces at corresponding pdnts along the axis of

the tube^ and may be taken to represent not stmply the

magnetizing forces but the pull on a magnetic pole at the end
of an indefinitely long, thin steel magnet of fixed strength.

The rule for calculatingthe intensity of the magnetic force

at any point on the axis of the loi^ tubular coil within this

region where the force is unifomii Is

IT X the ampere-turns per cm. of lengdu

And, as the total magnetizmg power of a tubular coH b pro*

portional not only to the Intensity of the magnetic force at

any point, but also to the length, the integral magnetizing

effect on a piece of iron that is inserted into the coil may be

taken as practically equal to x the total number of

ampere-turns in that portion of the tubular coil whidi sur-

rounds the iron. If the Iron protrudes as much as tiiree

diameters at both ends, the total magnetizing force is simply

Now tiut case Is of course not die one we are usually

dealing with. We cannot procure steel magnets with unalter*

able poles of fixed strength. Even the hardest steel magnet,

magnetized so as to give us a pernnanent pole near or at the end

of it—quite close up to the end of it when you put it into a

magnetizing coil—becomes by that fact further magnetized.

Its pole becomes strengthened as it is drawn in, so that the

case of an unalterable pole is not one which can actually be

realized. One does not usually work with steel ; one works

with soft iron plungers which are not magnetized at all when
at a distance away, but become magnetized In the act of being

placed at the mouth of the coil, and which become more
highly magnetized the further they go la They tend^ Indeed*

to settle down with the ends protruding equally, for that is
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the position where they most neatly complete the magnetic

circuit; where, therefore, they are most completely and

hi^y magnetized. Accordingly, we have this fact to deal

witfay that whatever may be the magnetlzii^ forces all along

a tttbe^ the magnetism of the entering core will increase as it

goes on. We must therefore have recourse to the following

procedure. We will construct a curve in which we will plot,

not simply the magnetizing forces of the spiral at different

points, but the product of the magnetizing forces into the

magnetism of the core which itself increases as the core moves

in. The curve with a flat top to it corresponds to an ideal

case of a single pole of constant strength. We wish to pass

from this to a curve which shall represent a real case, with

an iron core. Let us still suppose that we are using a very

long core, one so long that when the front pole has entered

the coil the other end is still a long way ofL With an iron

core of course it depends on the size and quality of the iron

as to how much magnetism you get for a given amount of

magnetizing power. When the core has entered up to a.

certain point, you have the magnetizing forces up to that point

acting on it ; it acquires a certain amount of magnetism, so

that the pull will necessarily go on increasing and increasing,

although the intensity of Uie magnetic force from point to

point along the axis of the coil remains the same, until

within about two diameters from the far end Although the

magnetic force inside the long spiral remains the same,

because the magnetism of the core is increasing, the pull goes

on increasing and increasing (if the iron docs not get satu-

rated) at an almost uniform rate all the way up, until the

piece of iron has been poked pretty nearly through to the

distant end. In Fig. 109, a tubular coil, B A, is represented.

Suppose a long iron core is placed on the axis to the right,

and that its end is gradually brought up towards & When
it arrives at X, the pull becomes sensible, and increases, at the

• first rapidily as the core enters the mouth of the tube, then

gently as the core travels along, attaining a maximum, C,

at about the further end, A, of the tube. When it approaches
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to the other end. A, It comes to the fegioo where the

magnetizing force falls ofC but the magnetism is still going

on increasing, because something is still being added to tiie

total magnetizing power, and these two effects nearly balance

one another, so that the pull arrives at the maximum. This

is the highest point, C, on the curve ; the greatest pull occur-

ing just as the end of the iron core arrives at the bottom or

far end of the tubular coil, from which point there is a very-

rapid falling off. The question of rapidity of descent from

that point depends only on how long the core If the core

is a veiy long one^ so that its other pole is still veiy far away,

Fia 109,

DiAORAM or FOtCS AND WORK OP COIL-AND-PlUNOUU
•

yoa have a long, slow descent going on over some three

diameters, and gradually vanishing. If, however, the other

pole is coming up within measurable distance of then the

curve will come down more rapidly to a definite point; X
To take a dmple case where the iron core is twice as long as

the coil, its curve wiU descend in pretty nearly a straight line

down to a point such that the ends of the iron rod stand out
equally from the ends of the tube.

Precisely similar effects will occur in all other cases where
the plunger is considerably longer than (at least twice as long

as) the coil surrounding it If you take a different case,

however, you will get another effect Take the case of a
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plunger of the same length as the coil, then this is what

necessarily happens. At first the effects are much the same ;

but as soon as the core has entered about half, or a little more

than half its length, you begin to have the action of the other

pde that is left protruding outside tending to pull the

plunger back ; and although the magnetismg force goes on
increasing tlie farther the plunger enters, the repulsion exerted

by the coil on the other pole ofthe plunger keeps increasiqg

still faster as this end nears the mouth of the coiL Inthatcase

themaximum will occur at a point a little further tban halfway
along the coil, and from that point the curve will descend and

go to zero at A ; that is to say, there will be no pull when
both ends of the plunger coincide with the two ends of the

coil. If you take a plunger that is a little shorter than the coil,

then you find that the attraction comes down to zero at an

earlier period stilL The maximum pull occurs earlier, and so

does the reduction of the pull to zero ; there being no action at

all upon the short core when it lies wholly within that region

of the tube within which the iatensi^ of the magpietic force is

uniform. Tbat is to say» for any portion of this tube oorre>

spending to tlieflat top of the curve of F^. 108, if the plunger

of inm is so short as to lie whol^ within that r^oo, then

there is no action upon it ; it is not pulled either way. Now
these things can be not only predicted fay the help of such a
law as that, but verified by experiment. There is a set of

tubular coils which is used at the Finsbury Technical College

for the purpose of verifying these laws. One of the coils is

about o inches long, one about half that length, another just

a quarter. They are all made alike in this way, that they

have exactly the same weight of copper wire, cut from the

same hank, upon them. There are, of course, more turns on

the long one than on the shorter, because with the shorter

ones each turn requires on the average a larger amount of

wire^ and therefore the same weight of wire will not make
the same number of windings. We use that very simple ap»

paratus^ a Salter's balance^ to measure the pull emrled down
to different distances on cores ofvarious lengtiia. Wefindtbat
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in eveiy case the puU increases and becomes a maximum^
then diminishes We will now make the experiment^ taking

first a long plunger, rouf^y about twice as long as the

ooiL The pull increases as the plunger goes down, and the

maximum pull occurs just when the lower end gets to die

bottom; beyond that tiie pull is less. Using the same
plunger with these shorter coils, one finds the same thing;

in fact more marked, for we have now a core which is more
than twice the length of the coil. So we find, taking in all

these cases, that the maximum pull occurs, not when the

plunger is half way in, as the books say, but when the bottom

end of it is just beginning to come out through the bottom of

the coil that we are using. If, however, we take a shorter

plunger, the result is different Here is one just the same
length as the coil. With this one the maximum pull does

occur when the core is about half way in ; the maximum puU
is just about at the middle. Again, with a veiy short core

—

here is one about one-sixth of the length of the coll—the

maximum pull occurs as it is going into the mouth of tfie coil;

and when both ends have gone in so far that it gets into the

region of equable magnetic field there is no more pull on one

end than on the other ; one end is trying to move with a cer-

tain force down the tube, and the other end is trying to move
with exactly equal force up the tube, and the two balance one

another. If we carry that to a still more extreme case, and

employ a little round ball of iron to explore down the tube,

you will find this curious result, that the only place where

any pull occurs on the ball is just as it is going in at the

mouth. For about half-an-inch in the neck of the coil there

is a pull ; but there is no pull down the interior ol the tube

at all, and there is no measurable pull outside.

Now these actions of the coil on the core are capable of

being viewed from another standpotot Every engineer

knows that the work done by a force has to be measured by
multiplying together the force and the distance through which

its point of application moves forward. Here we have a vaiy*

ing force acting over a certain range. We ought, therefore^
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to take the amount of the force at each point, and multiply

that by the adjacent little bit of range, averaging the force

over that range, and then take the next value of force With

the next little bit of range, and so consider in small portions

the work done along the whole length of travel If we call

the length of travel the element of length must be called dx.

Multiply that by/, the force. The force multiplied by the

dement of length gives us the work, d w, done in that short

range. Now the whole work over the whole travel is made
up of the sum of such elements all added together; that Is to

say» we have to take all the various values of/, multiply each
by Its own short range dx^ and the sum of all those^ writing

J
for the sum, would be equal to the sum of all the work

;

that b to say, the whole work done In putting the thing

together wiU be written i*^

Now what I want you to think about is this : here, say, is a

coil, and there is a distant core. Though there is a current in

the coil, it is so far away from the core that practically there

is no action
;
bring them nearer and nearer together ;

pre-

sently they begin to act on one another, there is a pull, which

increases as the core enters, then comes to a maximum, then

dies away as the end of the core begins to protrude at the

cither side. There is no further pull at all when the two ends

stand out equally.

Now thm has been a certain total amount of work done

by this apparatus. Every engineer knows that if we can

ascertain the force at every point along the line of travel, the

work done in that travel is readily expressed by the area of

the force-curve. Think of the curve XCXj, in Fig. 109,

p. 251, the ordinates of which represent the forces. The whole

area underneath this curve represents the work done by the

system, and therefore represents equally the work you would

have to do upon it in pulling the system apart. The area
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under the curve represents the total work done in atlrictiiig

in the iron plunger, with a pull distributed over the range X Xi.

Now I want you to compare that with the case of an

electromagnet, where, instead of having this distributed pull,

you have a much stronger pull over a much shorter range, I

have endeavoured to contrast the two in the other curves

drawn in Fig. 109. Suppose we have our coil, and suppose

the core, instead of being made of one rod such as this, were

made in two parts, so that they could be put together with a
screw in the middle^ or fastened tog^her In any other

mechanical way«

Now first treat thb rod as a sin|^ plunger, screw the two
parts together, and begin with the operation of allowing it lo

enter into the coil, the work done will be the area under the

curve which we have already considered Let as divide the

iron core into two. First of all put in one end of it ; it will

be attracted up in a precisely similar fashion, only, being a

shorter bar, the maximum would be a little displaced. Let it

be drawn in up to half-way only ; we have now a tube half

filled with iron, and in doing so we shall have had a certain

amount of work done by the apparatus. As the piece of iron

is shorter, the force-curve, which ascends from X to Yi, will lie

little lower than the curve X C Xi ; but the area under that

lower curve* which stops half way, will be the work done by
the attraction of this half cor& Now go to the other end and
put in the other half of the iron, ^ou now have not only the
attraction of the tube, but that of the piece whidi is already

in place, acting like an electromagnet Banning with m
gentle attraction, it soon runs up, and draws the force-curve

to a tremendously steep peak, becoming a very great foioe

when the distance asunder is very small

We have therefore in this case a totally different curve

made up of two parts, a part for the putting in of the first

half of the core, and a steeper part for the second ; but the

net result is, we have the same quantity of Iron magnetized in

exactly the same manner by the same quantity of electric

current running round the same amount of copper wire—that
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b to say, tlie total amount of work dooe in these two cases is

necessarily equal Whether you allow the entire plunger to

come in by a gentle pull over a long ranges or whether yo^

put the core in in two pieces one part with a gentle pull,

and the other with a sudden spring up at the end—the total

work mut". be the same ; that is to say, the total area under

our two new curves must the same as the area under the old

curve. The advantage, then, of this coil-and-plunger method

of employing iron and copper is, not that it gets any more

work out of the same expenditure of energy, but that it dis-

tributes the pull over a considerable range. It does not,

however, equalise it altogether over the range of travel

Horse-shoe Plungers,

In 1846 Guillemm suggested the use of a double plunger

consisting of a horse-shoe shaped core, the two limbs of which

were sucked up into two tubular ooils^ Devices of this kind

are found in several arc lamps.

EXFERDfBNTAL DATA OOMCBRMING COIL-AND-PLUNGEIL

A number of experimental researches have been made

from time to time to elucidate the working of the coil-and-

plunger. Hankel, in 1850, examined the relation between

the pull in a given portion of the plunger and the exciting

power. He found that, so long as the iron core was so thick

and the exciting power so small that magnetisation of the

iron never approached saturation, the pull was proportional to

the square of the current, and was also proportional to the

square of the number of turns of wire. Puttuig these two
facts together we get the nile^which is true only for an

unsaturated core in a given position—that the pull is propor-

tional to the square of the ampere^tuma.

This might have been expected, for the magnetism of the

iron core will, under the assumptions made above, be propor-

tional to the ampcrc-turns, and the intensity of the magnetic
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field in which it is placed being also proportional to the

ami>cre-tums, the pull, which is the product of the magnetism

and ofthe intensity of the field, ought tf> be proportUMial to

the square of the ampere-tums.

Dub^ who examined cores of difTeient thicknesses^ found

the attraction to vary as tiie square root of the diameter of

the core. His own experiments show that this is inexact;

and that the force is quite as nearly proportional to the

diameter as to its square root There is again reason for tlilsL

The magnetic circuit consists largely of air-paths by which

the magnetic lines flow from one end to the other. As the

main part of the magnetic reluctance of the circuit is that of

the air, anything which reduces the air reluctance increases

the magnetization, and, consequently, the pulL Now, in this

case, the reluctance of the air-paths is mainly governed by the

surface exposed by the end portions of the iron core. In-

creasing these diminishes the reluctance, and increases the

magnetization by a corresponding amount
Von Waltenhofen, in 1870, compared the attraction

exerted fay two equal (short) tubular coils on two hon cofei^

one ofwUch was a solid cylindrical rod, and the other a tube

of equal length and weight, and found the tube to be moie
powerfully attracted. Doubtless; the effect of the Inaeaaed

surface in diminishing the reluctance of the magnetic circuit

explains the cause of the observation.

Von Feilitzsch compared the action of a tubular coil upon

a plunger of soft iron with that exerted by the same coil

upon a core of hard and magnetized steel of equal dimensions.

The plungers (Fig. i lo) were each lO'i cm. long; the coil

being 29*5 cm. in length, and 4*2 in diameter. The current,

however, which was applied in the experiment with the steel

.magnet as plunger, was much greater than that used in the

case of the soft iron core, which nevertheless gave the mofe
powerful pull. The steel magnet showed a maximum attrac-

tion when it had plunged to a depth of 5 cm., whilst the irao

core had its maximum at a depth of 7 cm., doubtless becanai

its own magnetisatipn went on increasing more than did that

8
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of the steel core. As the uniform field Kq;ioo began at a

depth of about 8 cm., and the cores weie io*i cm* in lengthy

one would expect the attracting force to come to zero when

Fia iia

VoM Fitunscu't ExruLiMENT o.n Pluncees or Ikon and Stbsl.

the cores had plunged in to a depth of about i8 cm. As a

matter of fact, the zero point was reached a little earlier. It
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will be noticed that the pull at the maximum was a little

greater in the case of the iron plunger.

The most careful researches of late years are those made
by Dr. Theodore Bru^er, in 1886. One of his researches, in

which a cylindrical iron plunger was used, is represented by

two of the curves in Fig. 1 1 1. He used two coils, one 3J cm,

long, the other 7 cm. long* These are indicated in the

bottom left-hand corner. The exciting current was a little

over 8 amperes. The cylindrical plunger was 39 cm. long.

The plunger is supposed, in the diagram, to enter on the left,

and the number of grammes of pull is plotted out opposite

the positioii of the entering end of the plunger. As the two
corves show by their steep peaks, the maximum pnU ooam
just when the end of the plunger begins to emeige through

s a
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the* coil.; and the pull comes down to zero when the ends of

the core protrude equally. In this figure t}ie dotted curves

relate to the use of the longer of the two coils. The height

of the peak, with the coil of double length, Is nearly four times

as greatt theie being double ampere-turns of excitation* In

some other experiments* which are plotted in Fig. 112, the

«ame core was used with a tubular coil 13 cdl long. Using

Fia* Its.

QRM , I

Baugs&'i ExPEUMSNTi^ utiMc CcuuutTi OF Vauoui Stunctbs. .

currents of various strengths, 1*5 ampere, 3, 4*8, 6, or 8

amperes, the pull is of course different, but broadly you get

the same effect, that the maximum pull occurs just where the

pole be|^ to eome out at the far end of the tubular coiL
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Thm aie slight Terences ; with the smallest amouiit of
\

current the maximum is exactly over the end ofthe tobe^ but

with currents rather larger, the maximum pdnt comes m little

farther back. When the core gets well saturated, the force-

curve docs not go on rising so far ; it begins to turn over at

an earlier stage, and the maximum place is necessarily

displaced a little way back from the end of the tube. That
was also observed by Von Waitenhofen when using the steel

magnet

Effect of using Coned Plunger&

But now, if instead of employing a cylindrical core you
employ one that b pointed* you find this completely alters the

position of the maximum puU, for now the point is insuffictent

to carry the whole of the magnetic lines which are formed in

the iron rod. They do not come out at the point, but fiher

through, so to speak, along the sides of the core; The region

where the magnetic lines come up through the iron hito the
air is no longer a definite * pole at or near the end of the

rod, but is distributed over a considerable surface ; conse-

quently when the point begins to poke its nose out, you still

have a larger portion of iron up the tube, and the pull, instead

of coming to a maximum at that position, is distributed over

a wider range.

I am now making the experiment roughly with my spring

balance and a conical plunger, and I think you will be able to
notice a marked difference between this case and that of the

cylindrical plunger. The pull increases as the plunger enter%

but the maximum is not so well defined with a pointed cof<e

as it is with one that is fiat-ended. This essential diflRBrenoe

between coned plungers and cyllndiical ones was discovered

by an engineer of the name of Kiisik, idio applied his dts-

covery in the mechanism of the Filsen arc lamps. Cooed
plungers were also examined by Bruger. In Fig. 1 12 are given

the curves that correspond to the use of a coned iron core, as

well as those corresponding to the use of the cylindrical iron

rod. You will notice that, as compared with the cylindrical
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plimger^ the coned core never gave so big a pull, and the

maximum oocuned not as the tip emeiged, but when it got a
very considerable way out on the other side; So it is with

botii the shorter and the longer coiL The dotted curves

in Fig. 1 1 2 represent the behaviour of a coned plunger. With

the longer coil represented, and with various currents, the

maximum pull occurred when the tip had come a considerable

way out ; and the position of the maximum pull, instead of

being brought nearer to the entering end with a high mag-

netizing current, was actually caused to occur farther down

;

the range of action became extended with large currents as

compared with small ones. Bruger also investigated the case

of cores of very irregular shapes, resembling, for example,

the shank of a screw-driver, and found a very curious and

irregular force-curve. There is a good deal more yet to be

done, I fancy, in examining this question of distributing the

puU on an attracted core by altering the shape of it ; but

Bruger has shown us the way, and we ou^t not to 6nd
veiy much difficulty in following him. .

Solid and Hollow Plungers.

It is often supposed that hollow plungers are as good as

solid cores. The reason is that when one is dealing with

weak magnetizing forces, which do not nearly saturate the

iron core, the greater part of the magnetizing force is spent

in driving the magnetic lines through the return paths through

the air (compare p. 179), and consequently the pull on the

core depends much more on the reluctance offered in the air

part of the magnetic circuit than on that of the iron part

Henoe^ for weak magnetizing forces^ hoUow plungers act just

as well as solid ones of the same external diameter and
length. But for strong magnetising forces this IS no longer

so^ because the tubular core becomes practically saturated at

an earlier stage than the solid one* In Fig. 113 the behaviour

of a tubular core is contrasted with that of a solid core (No. 3)

of the same external diameter. In the same figure b given
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Fio. ii>

Houxnr vmm Soud Coua«

a curve for solid core (No. i) of smaller size, but slightly

greater weight than the tubular one. With small magnetizing

forces this core is less strongly

magnetized than the tubular

one, but with large magnetizing

forces it is more strongly mag-
netised

Othkr Modes of Extending
Range of Action.

Another way of altering the

distribution of the pull is to

alter the distribution of the wire

on the ooiL Instead of having

a coned core use a coned coil,

tlie winding being lieape4 up
thicker at one end than at the other. Such a coil, wound in

steps of increasing thickness has been used for some years

GaJfTe^ in his arc lamp; it has also been patented in

Germany by Leupold. M. Tr^ has made the suggestkm to

employ an iron wire coil, so as to utilise the magnetism of the

iron that is carrying the current Tr^ve declares that such

coils for an equal current possess four times the pulling power.

I doubt whether that is so ; but even if it were, we must

remember that to drive any given current through an iron wire

instead of a copper wire of the same bulk, implies that we
must force the current through six times the resistance

;
and,

therefore, we shall have to employ six times the horse-power

to drive the same current through the iron wire coil, so that

there is really no gain. Again, a suggestion has been made
to hidose in an iron jacket the coil employed in this way«

Iron-dad solenoids have been employed from time to time^

but they do not increase the range of action ; what they do
is to tend to prevent the fallmg off of the internal pull at the

r^ion within the mouth of the ooiL It equalises the internal

pull at the expense of all external actkm. An iron-clad
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Fid 114.

solenoid has practicallyno attraction at all on anyUifng outside

of it, not even on an iron core placed at a distance of half a
diameter of the aperture ; it is only when the core is inside the

tube that the attraction begins^ and the magnetizing power Is

practically uniform from end to end. In 1889 I wished to

make use of this property for

some experiments on the action

of magnetism on light, and for

that purpose I had built, by
Messrs. Patcrson and Cooper,

this powerful coil, which is pro-

vided with a tubular iron jacket

outside, and with a thick iron

disk perforated by a central hole

covering each end* The mag*
netic ciicult around the exterior

of the coil is practically com-
pleted with soft iron. With
this coil, one may take it^ there is

an absolutely uniform magnetic field fi^om one end oftiie tube
to the other; not falling off at the ends as it would do if the
magnetic droiit had simply an air return. The whole of the
ampere-turns of exciting power are employed in magnetizing
the central space, in which therefore the actions are very
powerful and uniform. The coil and its uses were described
in the autiior's lecture, at the Royal Institution, on « Optical
Torque," in 1889.

1

Uow-ctAP Coil.

Modifications op the Coi^and-Plunger.

In one variety of the coil-and-plunger mechanism a second
coil is wound on the plunger. In such a case the magnetism
of the core is partly due to the current in tiie coil around it;

partiy due to tiie current in tiie outer colL It wiU tend to
move into such a position as wtU make its magnetization a
maximum. Hjtfrtii used tills modification, and tiib same
thing has been employed in several arc lamps. There U a
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Fio. 115.

scries of drawings upon this wall depicting the mechanism

of about a dozen different forms of arc lamp, all made by
Messrs. Patcrson and Cooper. In one of these there is a
plunger with a coil on it drawn

into a tubular coil, the current

flowing successively through both

coils. In another there are two

sqnrate coils in separate drcuits,

one of thin wire and one of thick*

one bemg connected in series with

the aiC| and one in shunt

U

DlFF£R£NTIAL COILrAND-

Plunger.

There is a drawing here, Fig.

115, showing the arrangement,

which was originally introduced

by Siemens, wherein a plunger is

drawn at one end into the coil that

is in the main circuit, and at the

other end into a coil that is in

shunt Here, obviously the mag-

netism of the plunger will depend

upon the currents flowing around

bothortliecoils.and«9lbedif.

ferent accorduig to irfiether tlie

currents both drculate in the same sense around the iron cora^

or not It is also obvious that where one core plunges itsr

opposite ends into two coils, the magnetization will depend

on both coils, and the resultant pull will not be simply the

difference between the pull of the two coils acting each sepa-

rately. Fig. 1 1 5 shows also another modification of the same

arrangement, designed to give greater independence of action

to the two coils ; for in this case the magnetization of either

plunger is practically dependent only upon the current in its

own coiL The two plungers are connected mechanically hf
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a rod of brass or other non-magfnetic metal This latter

disposition is usually adopted in preference to the former in

all cases where alternating currents are used ; for with such

currents a magnetic-plunger extending from one coil to the

other would act like the core of an induction coil, causing the

current in one coil to set up induction currents in the other

ooiL In all cases where alternating currents are used, the

oofcs must be laminated, a split tube being the usual form

adopted*
~

There are other modes ofsecuring dilTerentialactioiv For

example^ in some forms of the Filsen arc lamp the (coned)

Fia ti6. Fia 117.

Curve of Forces in Mechanism Differential Plungbks op thr
or PnjiM Ate Lrmf. Brockib-Pbll Arc Lamt.

iron plungers are connected together by an overhead cord

passing over a pulley. In these lamps the coned cotes are so

shaped, and hung upon a cord of such a length, as to secure

that the curve connecting pull and travel (Fig: 116) shall be
flymmetrical on the two sides of the position of maximum
pulL

Yvg, X 17 depicts a fourth kind of differentia] arrangement,

used in the Brodde-Fell and other arc lamps, in which there

tfre two separate plungers attached to the two ends of a see-

.;aw lever. In this case the two magnetizing actions arc

separate. A is one core, entering into the bobbin £|, wound
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with thick wire to cany the main current ; while B enters the

bobbin Efl, which b wound with fine wire and connected as •
shunt

In a fifth kind of differential arrangement there is but one
plunger and one tubular bobbin, upon which are wound the

two coils, diflfcrentially, so that the action on the plunger is

simply due to the difference between the

amperc-tums circulating in the' two separate Fic 118.

wires. This is illustrated by the mechanism

of Menges' arc lamp depicted in Fig. 118.

Coil and Coil-Plunger,

When one abandons iron altogether, and

merdjr uses two tubuhur ooila^ one of wide

diameter, and another of narrower diameter

capable of entering into the former, and passes

electric currents through both of them, if the

currents are circulating in the same fashion

through both of them, they will be drawn

toward one another. This arrangement has

also been used in arc lamps. If the currents

circulate in opposite senses in the two coils,

then they will tend to push one another apart

In either case the mutual force, in any given

position of the coils, will be proportional to

the product of their respective ampere-turns.

Sectioned Coil.

MlNOIS' Aac
Sictioiud Coils, witk P&uigign-^Aa im-

portant suggestion was made by Fagc^ about

1850^ when he designed a form of ooil«and^

plunger having a travel of indefinitely long range. The
coiled tube, instead of consbting merely of one coil excited

simultaneously throughout its whole length by the current,

was constructed in a number of separate sections or short
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tubes, associated together end to end, and furnished with

means for turning on the electric current into any of the

sections separately. Suppose an iron core to be just entering

into any section, the current b turned on in that section, and

as the end of the core passes through it, the current is then

turned on in the section next ahead. In this way an attrac-

tion may be kept up along a tube of indefinite length. Page

constructed an electric motor on this plan, which was later

revived by Du Mooed, and again by Marod Deprez in his

electric '"hammer." (Fig. 20Q, p. 36a) .

Action of Magnetic Field on Small Iron Sphere.

In dealing with the action of tubular coils upon iron cores,

I showed how, when a very short core is placed in a uniform

magnetic field, it is not drawn in either direction. The most

extreme case is where a small sphere of soft iron is employed.

Such a sphere, if placed in even the most powerful magnetic

field, does not tend to move in any direction if the field is

truly uniform. If the field is not uniform, then the iron

sphere always tends to move from the place where the field is

weak to a place where the field is stronger. A ball of bismuth

or one of copper, tends,on the contraiy, to move from a place

. where the field is strong to a place where the field is weaker.

This IS the explanation of the actions called " diamagnetiq**

which were at one time erroneously attributed to a supposed

diamagnetic polarity opposite in kind to the ordinary magnetic

polarity. A simple way of stating the facts is to say that a
small sphere of iron tends to move up the slope of a magnetic

field with a force proportional to that slope ; whilst (in air) a

sphere of bismuth or of copper tends, with a feeble force, to

move down that slope. Any small piece of soft iron—a short

cylinder, for example—shows the same kind of behaviour as

a small sphere. In some of Ayrton and Perry's coiled-ribbon

amperemeters and voltmeters, and in some of Sir William

Thomson's current-mcters» this principle is applied.
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k «

. Long Range Electromagnets. Intbrmbdutb
Forms.

The coil-and-plungcr apparatus considered in the pre-

ceding chapter does not, for a given weight of copper and

iroQ, exert at any part of the extended range of motion a
foite so great as can be obtained over a vciy short range

when the fixed-core forms of electromagnet are used. Many
inventors have therefore sov^ht to devise electromagnets

having a range of motion of their armature longer dian diat'

of the ordinaiy bar or horse-shoe form* but without sacrifidng

altogether the powerful pull afforded by the actkm of die

fixed iron core. For certain purposes it b desirable to eon*

struct an electromagnet which, while having the powerful pull

of the electromagnet, should have over its limited range of

action a more equable pull, resembling in this respect the

equalizing of range of the coil-and-plunger. Amongst the

various suggestions for long-range electromagnets, the fore-

most place must be given to those forms which occupy an

intermediate place betvreen the coil-and-jdungcr and the

forms with fixed core;

Stopp£d-Coil Electromagnets.

One form of electromagnets in this class consists of a
plunger working into a tubular'~coil in which a short fixed

core is inserted, closing the tube up to a certain distance.

Bonelli*s form of electromagnet, depicted in Fig. 30, p. 5S>

comes under this category. The force with which the

movable part of the core is sucked into the coil is somewhat

greater, owing to the concentrating effect of the fixed part,

than would be the case with an open coil ; and when the

movable part has so entered, it is drawn in by a pull increas-

ing greatly as the gap in the magnetic circuit closes up. The
reader should refer back to a passage earlier in this Chapter^

pi 355, beariiig on this matter.

Another example is afforded by the plunger dectio*
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magnet employed in the Brush arc lamps. A couple of

tubular coils receive each an iron plunger, connected together

by a yoke; whilst above, the magnetic circuit is partially

completed by the sheet of iron which forms part of the

inclosing box. You have here, also, the advantage of a fairly

complete magnetic circuit, together with a comparatively
long travel of the plunger and coiL It is a fair compromise

Fio. 119. , ^ Fig. 12a

Elxctkomagnet op Brush Arc Lamf. Plunger Electromagnet of
Stevens and Hardy.

between the two ways of working. The pull is not, however,

in any of these forms, equal all along the whole range of

travel ; it increases as the magnetic circuit becomes more
complete.

Fig. 120 represents a peculiar form of electromagnet com-
bining some of the features of the iron-clad electromagnet

with those of the movable plunger. It has a limited range

of action, but is of great power over that range, owing to its

excellent magnetic circuit It was invented, in 1870, by
Stevens and Hardy, for use in an electric motor for running
sewing machines. A very similar form is used in Weston*s
arc lamp.
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lit Rankin Kenned/s arc lamp^ the mechanism of which

is shown in Fig. 121, a similar form of electromagnet b used.

Here^ however, the action of this electromagnet M» which is

in the main circuit of the lamp^ and is required to pull.with

Fig. isi.

MBcaAMnM or Kbiiiisdy*S Abc Lamp.

considerable power and certainty in order to strike the arc, is

partly balanced against the action of a shunt-wound coil S»

which acts upon a second plunger Fa connected by cord and
pulley with the plunger Pj of the main-circuit electromagnet

The action therefore becomes a differential one fiom the

moment when the arc has been struck

A form of plunger electromagnet invented by Holroyd
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Smith in 18/7, resembles Figl 120 inverted ; the oral bdng
surrounded fay an iron jacket, whilst a plunger> ftimished at

the top with an iron disk, descends down the central tube to

Fi& » Fia i93i

Houum SmTH't

ROLOFf^ BUKnOMiUmiT.

meet the iron at the bottom. It is shown
in Fig; 122. .A closely similar form is em«
ployed in Hmmis and Cunie'a form of
railway ^^nal electromagnet

Another intermediate form is due to

RoloQ who made his electromagnets with

iron cores not standing out» but sunk
below the level of the ends of the coils

(Fig. 123), whilst the armature was fur-

nished with little extensions that passed

down into these projecting tubular ends of the coils. Some
arc lamps have magnets of precisely that form, with a short

plunger entering a tubular coil, and met half-way down by a
short fixed core inside the tube.

Fig. 124 represents a form of tubular ironclad electromagnet

that deserves a little more attention, being the one used by
Messrs. Ayrton and Perry in 18S2 ; a coil has an iron jacket

round it^ and also an annular iron disk across the top^ and an
annular iron disk across the bottom, there being also a short

internal tube of iron extending a little way down from the

top, almost meeting another short internal tube of iron coming

up from the bottom. The magnetic effect of the inclosed

copper coil is concentrated within an extremely short space
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between the ends of the internal tubes, where there is a

wonderfully strong uniform field. The range of action you

out alter just as yott please in the oonstnictioii, by shortening

Fig. 12^

AvmioM AMD Pu&y's Tubolak Ibor-clad ELicnoiiAONcr.

or lengthening the internal tubes. An iron rod inserted

below is drawn with great power and equality of pull over the

range from one end to the other of these internal tulm

Fm. 135.

GAisn*s Loira-iAiioi Auiatom;

The reader should contrast with the last two devices^ and
with 133, the suggestion of Gaiser» 125, for

T
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greater range of action from an ordinary electromagnet with

cylindrical cores. The bobbin is made short so as not to

cover the protruding end of the core. The armature consists

pf a strip of sheet iron bent to surround the poles.

Other devices for extending the range, and for equalizing

the pull of electromagnets, fall within the scope of the next

chapter, which is devoted to the topic of electromagnetic

fnechanfeiin.
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CHAPTER IX.

ELECTROMAGNETIC MECHANISIL

In many ways the dectromagnet lends itself to mechanical

adaptations and purposes of such a special kind that its nse

opens out a new department in the general sdenoe ofmecfaan-

ism. In this new department there is great need of some
dassificatidn ofa systematic land. It is halfa oentuiy since

Willis, at Cambridge, reduced to something like a s)fstem the

subject of mechanism in generaL The work which he began

has now for twenty years been reduced to a well-nigh perfect

system, by Reuleaux, in his great treatise on the Kinematics of

Machinery. As yet it has not been found possible to reduce

to systems of electro-kinematic pairs, all forms of electro-

magnetic mechanism. Nevertheless some sort of classifica-

tion, however crude, will be helpful. It will, therefore, be

convenient to preface this chapter by a simple categorical

enumeration of all the various kinds of electromagnetic me-
chanism that are known.

Enumeration of Electromagnetic Mechanisms.

L Eteetromagfuts—
A. Fixed coil and core

;
moving armature.

1. Short compact magnetic circuit, for traction in

contact

2. Elongated circuit and heavier coil, for attraction

at distance

3. Special forms: Ironclad, club-footed, laminated^

consequent, multipolar, &c
B. Fixed tubular coil and moving plunger*

I. Plunger longer than coiL

T 3
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3. Plunger shorter than coil

3. Special forms of plunger
;
coned, laminated, &c.

4. Coil constructed in sections for successive action.

C Intermediate forms
;
stopped coil, &c

D. Fixed tubular coil and movable coU.

IL EUUrmMgntU vritk Opposing Fmrm^
1. Counterpoise wds^ta.

2. Coonteipoise spcinga

3. Counterpoise magnets.

\\\, Equalizersfor Electromagnets'^

1. Electrical equalizers.

2. Set-up springs.

3. Rocking levers.

4. Linkage movements. - -
-

5. Cam equalizers with shaped polar (aces.

IV* BUdnrnt^gnsHc Cams, Devices depending on tiielatenl

approadi of a shaped polar suifaoe.

V. Electromagnetic Lwkages, Devices depending upon the

mutual interaction of two or more separate electro-

magnets.

VL Apparatus depending on Electromagnetic R^ulsim^
1. Mutual repulsion of parallel cores.

2. Elongation ofjointed or tubular coresk

VIL PoUtrized EUUrmMgnetic Devices—
I. Electromagnet with parallel polarized armatnie.

3. £lectromagnet with transversed polariaed armac

tm.
3. Coil with polarised plunger.

4. Polarised electromagnet with counterpoise spring

(Hughesfs magnet).

5. Fixed permanent magnet with movable coiL

VIII. Electromagnetic Vibrators^

A. Non-polarized.

1. Break-circuit

2. Short-circuit

3. Differentially-wound.

.1
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& Polarbed.
*

I* Single>acting.

2. Moving part polarized

3. Fixed part polarized.

IX. Rotatory Electromagnetic Devias—
1. Coil fixed, needle moving. •

2. Magnet fixed, coil moving;

3. Coil fixed, coil moving.

4. Electromagnet with obliquely pivoted armattire.

5. Wire rotating round magnet pole

6. Copper disk rotating between magnet pole.

7. Pole rotating round conducting wire.

S. Magnet rotating on itself when carrying current

91 Curved tubular coil and 8-shaped plunger,

la Oblique approach of armature.

a. Wheatstonc*s cam armature.

b, Froment's armature constrained around centre.

X EUctromagrutic Adhereru*^
1. Magnetic friction gear.

2. Magnetic brakes for vehicles.

3. Magnetic dutches

XL AUirnaU<itrrmUDwim^
1. Copper conductors repelled from pole.

2. Shading of pole by copper screen.

3. Virtual rotation of magnetic field by two currents
at angle in difTerent phases.

4. Virtual travelling of magnetic pole due to choking
action of coils.

I. Electromagnets in General. Guiding
Principle.

In all these most varied forms of mechanism there is one
leading principle which will be found of great assistance,

namely, that a magnet always tends so to act as though it

tried to diminish the length of its magnetic circuit so as to
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make the flux of magnetic lines through the exciting coils

a maximum. The magnetic dicuit tries to grow more com-

pact This is the reverse of that which holds good with

an dectric current The electric circuit always tries to

enlarge itself, so as to enclose as much space as possible, but

the magnetic circuit always tries to make itself as compact

as possible. Armatures are drawn in as near as can be, to

close up the magnetic circuit. Iron plungers are, for the

same reason, drawn into their exciting coils.

In the catalogue given above, Section I. is a brief

enumeration of the preceding chapters of this book. The

remaining sections demand some notice in detail

n. Counterpoise Devices.

If an armature placed below the pole of an electromagnet,

find at a little distance away, is not constrained by any other

opposing forces than that of its own weight, it is evident that

there must be one particular strength of electric current which

will just suffice to magnetize the electromagnet sufficiently to

overcome the downward pull of gravity, and raise the arma-

ture ; but when once the armature has begun to rise, its mere
approach betters the magnetic circuitand increases the upward

attraction, so that it will be pulled right up to the pole; A
strong current will perform no more in this case than one

that is Just strong enough to start the action. If, however,

such an armature be controlled, not by the mere force of

gravity, but by a spring so designed that, as the armature

moves nearer to the poles, the opposing force of the spring

shall be greatly increased, then a weak current will only

produce a small motion, and a stronger current a larger

motion, and there will be a determinate position of the

armature corresponding to all different strengths of currents

within the working limits of the apparatus. It is clear, then,

that a properly designed spring, or combination of springs^

may be used to regulate, the movements of the armature in
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more or less strict proportion '1

back as 1838, Edward Davy, in

proposed the use of a counter-

poise spring to control the

movements of the armature

(F^. 126). It has several

times been suggested that

the attractioa of an electro-

magnet for its armatuie may
be oounterpotsed by apply*

ing a permanent magnet of

steel on the oppo^ ^de of

the armature in place of a

spring. It must be obvious,

however, that this arrange-

ment is open (and to a

stronger degree) to the same

criticism as that passed on

the use of counterpoise

weights^ that on sudi a

device a strong current will

perform no more than one

that is but just strong enough

to start the action.

the electric current So far

le of his telegraphic patents^

. Fio. ia&
*

B. XUvi^ ICoDs 09 CoMTtoumo
AuUTOii BY A SrauMw

III. Equauzers.

Various means which have been suggested for extending

the range of motion, or of modifying its amount at different

parts of the range, so as to equalize the very unequable puIL

There are several such devices, some electrical, others purely

mechanical, others electro-mechanical. First, there is a

purely electrical method. Andr^ proposed that as soon as

the armature has begun to move nearer, and comes to the

place where it is attracted more strongly, it is automatically

to make a contact, which will shunt off part of the current

and make the magnetism less powerful Burnett proposed
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another means ; a number of separate electromagnets acting

on one armature, but as the latter approached these electro- '

magnets were one after the other cut out of the circuit The
advantages of this method are veiy hypothetical.

The attraction of an electromagnet increases so greatly

as the armature approaches toward contact^ that many purely

medianical devices have been suggested to equalize the

motion, by bringing to bear opposing forces under such con*

ditions as to exercise great power when the armature is at

small (fistanoes» and weak power when it is more remote^

Set-up springs may be arranged to accomplish this function.

A device of this kind. Fig. 127, consisting of a single steel

Fra. taSi

ROBIKT HOUOIM'S EQOAUZia.

spring with a number of set-screws behind it at different dis-

tances, to stiffen it as it approached, was indeed suggested by
Callaud, a French engineer.

Another method is to employ, as the famous conjurer

Robert Houdin did, a rocking lever. Fig. 128 depicts one of

Robert Houdin's equalizers, or reparHienrs. The pull of the

electromagnet on the armature acts on a curved lever which
works against a second one ; the point of application of force

betiveen the one and the other altering with their positioii.
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When the armature is far away from the pole^ the leverage of

the first lever on the second is comparatively small This

employmeot of the rocking lever ^vas adopted from Houdia
by Dttboscq^ and put into the Duboscq afc lamp^ wherein tlie

regulating mechanism at the bottom of the lamp contains a
rocking lever. In this pattern (Fig. 129) one lever, which
is curved, plays agunat another, .A, which is strait A

similar mechanism is used ibr equalizh^ the actibo in tiie

Serrin are lamp^ where one of tlie springs that holds up the

jointed parallelogram frame is applied at the end of a
rocking lever to equalize the pull of the regulating electro-

magnet. It is clear that by properly shaping the curve of

one or both of the levers, the pull of the magnet can be re-

distributed in any desired proportions over a range of motion

which may be of the same extension as the original motion

from end to end, or greater, or less, as may be required. Da
Moncel first showed how to calculate such curves the leven

of Robert Houdin having been of empirical form.

Mechanical linkages may be employed to attain, more or

less perfectly, the same end. Here^ Fig. ijc^ is a mechanical

method of equalizing devised by Froment, and used by
Roux. You know the Stanhope lever, the object of which is

to transfonn a weak force along a considerable range into a
powerful foree of short range. Here we use use it back^

FMU lS9i
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wardsb The annatofc itsdC which ts attfacted wKh a
powerful force ofshort rangie^ is attached to the lower end of

FiioiiBin*t BovAun wmi SrAimovi Lcvn.

the Stanhope lever, and the arm attached to the

lever will deliver a distributed force over quite

of the

different

Another device, due to Froment, con^ts in mounting the

armature upon a sort of parallel motion whidi permits it to

approach obliquely. The motion of attraction toward the

poles is thus converted into a lateral stroke of more ex-

tended and more equable power. In the Serrin arc lamp a

motion of lateral approach is used, for the armature of the
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electromagnet is not allowed to travel straight towards the

poles of the magnet, but b pulled up obUqudy past it.

In the preceding device the magnetic dfcuit is improved

by the approach of the armature toward tiie poles ; and Uie

constraint Imposed by the linkage upon the motion of the

Fia 131. ^w. 131.

Fromemt's Equalizer Depenoino ' Usa or Shaped Pouui
ow Obuqub AmuMcii. Exraitioii.

armature compels this improvement of the circuit to take

place more gradually than if the motion of approach were

direct. The same end may be attained in various ways. It

is possible, for example, by the device of shaping away
the polar surfaces, or by adding pole-pieces of appropriate

shape, to cause the approach of the armature to exert a veiy

slight betterment of the magnetic circuit. One of sudi

devices is depicted in Fig. 132, and consists in pivoting the

armature to one pole of an electromagnet, the other pole of

which is provided with a curved pole-piece. By vaiyhig the

contour of the latter, any desired change may be made In the

distribution of the pull at various points ii the trmvd. In

thfo particular instance^ as the armature, moves nearer, as a
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whole, it Ihcreases Its distance from the curved pole-pieo&

An electromagnet resembling thb is used ia Messrs. Paterson

and Cooper's Plioenix arc lamp.

There is another device for oblique approach, made by
Froment In a V-shaped gap In the drcuit of the magnet a
sort of iron wedge is put in, which is nol attracted squarely

to either face^ but comes in laterally between guides

All these devices may be looked upon as being the mag-
netic equivalents of well-known mechanical devices based on
the principle of the wedge and the cam.

Another device for equalizing the pull was used by
Wheatstone in his step-by-step telegraph in 1839. A hole is

pierced in the armature, and

the end of the core is formed

into a projecting cone, which

passes through the aperature

of the armature^ thereby se*

curing a more equable force

and a longer rai^ The
same device^ which is illus-

trated m F^. 133, has re-

appeared in recent years in

the form of electromagnet

used in the Thomson-
Houston arc lamp, and in

the automatic regulator of the same firm. A very similar

plan was used by Hjorth in 1854, for one of his electric

motors, the armature being of the form of a conical iron cup

fitting over the conical pole.

IV. Electromagnetic Cams.

It was remarked above that the devices depending on tlie

lateral approach of an armature to a shaped polar surface

presented an analogy to the mechanism of the amm^ which is

itself a variety of the inclined plane, Aa inverted sort of

Fia 133.

UsB OP Pierced Armaturb AMD
CONSD POLS*PUtCC
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electromagnetic cam (due originally to Wheatstonc) is

frequently used in small electromagnetic motors. One of such

forms is depicted in Fig. 1 34,

in which it will be seen that Fic. 134.

an electromagnet, pivoted

so as to revolve on its own
middle, is surrounded by an

iron ring, through which the

magnetic lines can stream

back from the north to the

south pole. The inner face

of this ring is cut away in an

oblique manner. Applying

our principle that there is a

tendency of the configuration

so to alter as to complete the Oblique Approach betwekn

magnetic circuit as much as Electeomagnet and Mass or lEoif.

possible, it is evident that

the electromagnet will turn until the gaps are reduced to a

minimum.

If at this point the current is cut off, the electromagnet

will be carried on over the dead points, and may be again

switched (automatically) into circuit, to be again attracted

forward, and so forth. There is also an analogy between this

piece of mechanism and that of the windmill, the oblique sails

of which, acting as inclined planes, are driven round trans-

versely to the direction of the force of the wind.

All electromagnetic devices foe distributing the pull of an

electromagnet, whether they consist in shaping the pole-

pieces or the armatures, or whether they consist in constraining

or pivoting the armatures or the electromagnet in the modes

previously suggested, may be considered magnetically as

either cams, wedges, or inclined planes.
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V. £lbctroicagnbtic Linkages.

In the same way as a linkage it made by uniting together

dilTerent mechanical organs, such as levers, cranks, and the

like, by means of connecting rods and connecting pins, so

combinations of two or more electromagnets may be con-

sidered as constituting an electromagnetic linkage. In some
cases the electromagnets or their armatures may be actually

united together by connecting rods ; in other cases the con-

nexion may be effected merely by mutual attraction across a

gajv or simultaneous attractioo of

a common armature.

The simplest of such cases is

aflbrded by the example shown in

^^L• I35> where two electromagnets

are hinged togetlier at one end,

and attract or repel one anotlier at

HmoBo elect&omagmkts. tfadr Other endS| according to tiie

directions of the currents flowing

in their respective coils. A device of this kind was used by
RapiefT about 1879.

Another very characteristic piece of electromagnetic

linkage is found in the combined use of two electromagnets

at right angles to one another. This device is excellent for

producing a locking mechanism to be opened or shut at will,

and is actually applied in certain forms of electromagnetic

locks. It is also used in the automatic railway block system

of Tyer, and in that of Professors Asrrton and Peny.* An
example taken from Count Du Moncel's t apparatus for

registering by the aid of electridQr tlie notes played on tlie

keyboard of an ofgan or pianoforte will suffice. The electro-

magnetic system Is required to arrest the movement of a
rotating axle^ or to permit it to resume rotation, and each of

* See an exoelkni illnitnUcd article in Ltmiirt Ekttrifuit voL li,

P- MS. >««4.

t IHi MoBcd. £*Mti dm AjflkaHtm it fEkrtneiti^ voL IL, p. tgs, aad
vol iilfp. It7(cditkaaf iSsT). Sec alw Z« ZauNi^ iUorllr^M^ iiL, p. 339^
l88i«
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these actions is to be accomplished by a single electfic

impulse. In Fig. 136, R represents a disk on the

rotating shaft, provided with a projecting tooth. This is

arrested by a projection on the armature M of an electro-

magnet A A. When a current is sent to this electromagnet

it lifts its armature, releasing the rotating shaft, and at the

same time locking the armature M out of the way, a catch

being provided at the end of it which latches into a notch in

the armature N of a second electromagnet B B. When it is

desired to arrest the rotatioii» a current must be sent to this

IMTSUjOCKIMG fiLICTItOMACMlTS. PLUNCUl COR£ MADE IH
SlTAKATS JOIim.

second electromagnel; whidi thereupon attracts N and un-

latches M» so stopping the' rotating dkk.

'

Yet another variety of the combined use of two electro-

magnets is afforded by the mechanism of the writing tel^

graphs of E. A. Cowper and of Robertson. In Cowper's form

the two electromagnets have separate armatures mechanically

linked together. In Robertson's form they both act on the

same armature, which moves in a diagonal direction accord-

ing to the ratio of the two forces which act upon it at right

angles to one another.

Another species of electromagnetic linkage is aflforded by
a device of M. Pellin, designed to give a long range of motion.

A plunger core is made up of a number of short cylindrical
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pieces of iron, linked together in series, with the object that

when they are strongly magnetized by the surrounding coil,

they shall attract one another, and so draw up the lowest

joint with a strong, but extended pull. The notion, which is

capable of extension in various ways, is ingenious^ but the

expected advantage probably illuaoiy.

VI. Repulsion Apparatus.

As we have seen abovc^ the device shown in F^. 155 >nay

be used either for attraction or repulsion ; but there are some
forms of mechanism capable of producing repulsion oiily;

For example: In an apparatus due to MaOcoff and De
Kabathf two cores of iron, not quite parallel, pivoted at tiie

RjtPULSION BETWEEN TWO ELECTKOMAGNETIC MECHANISM
Parallel Cores. Working by Repulsion.

bottom, pass up through a tubular ooiL When both are

magnetised, Instead of attracting one another, they open

out; they tend to set themselves along the magnetic lines

through that tube. The cores being wide open at the bottom

tend to open also at the top.

In 1850 a little device was patented by Brown and

Williams, consisting, as shown in Fig. 139, of an electro-

magnet which repelled part of itself. The coil is simply

wound on a hollow tube, and inside the coil a little piece of

iron, bent as the segment of a cylinder to fit in, going from
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one end to the other. Another little iron piece, also shaped

as the segment of a tube, is pivoted in the axis of the

coiL When these are magnetized, one tends to move away

from the other, they being both of the same polarity. Of
late there have been many amperemeters and voltmeters

made on this plan of piodudng repulsion between the

parallel cores.

Another example <^ etoctromagnetic repulsion is afforded

by the apparatus depicted in Fi|^ 14a It is an electromagnet,

the core ofwhich is an iron tube about 2 inches long. There

is nothing very unusual about it ; it will stick on, as you see,

to pieces of iron when the current is turned on. It clearly is

an ordinary electromagnet in that respect Now suppose I

take a little round rod of iron, about an inch long, and put it

into the end of the tube, what will happen when I turn on

my current? In this apparatus as it stands, the magnetic

circuit consists of a short length of iron, and then all the rest

is air. The magnetic circuit will try to complete itself, not by
shortening the iron, but by lengtluHuig it ; by pushing the

piece of iron out so as to afford more surface for leakage.

That is exactly what happens ; for, as you see^ when I turn

on the current the little piece of iron shoots out and drops

down. It becomes a sort of magnetic pop-gun. This is an
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experiment which has been twice discoveiecL I found it first

described by Count Du Moncd, in the pages of La Lumih^e

MUcirigue, under the name of the pistolei ^ectrmnagiMqtie

;

and Mr. Shelford Bidwell invented it independently. He
gave an account of it to the Phjrsicat Society in 1885, but

presumably the reporter missed it, as there is no record in the

Society's ' Proceedings.*

Mr, Shelford Bidwell has also devised another model,

illustrating the same principle

(Fig. 141). This consists of two

strips of thin springy sheet iron

joined at the ends, but bowed
outwards. If this is placed

inside a magnetizing coil, it

elongates itself when the current

Is turned on. I( on the con-

trary, 3rou plac6 within the coil

two separate flat strips tied

together at their middle, they tend to open out at their ends

when the magnetizing power is applied, for by opening out

they can best help the magnetic Unei to find return paths

through the air.

VII. Polarized Electromagnbtic Devices.

We must now turn our attention to one class of electro-

magnetic mechanism which ought to be carefully distinguished

from the rest It is tliat class in which. In addition to the
ordinary electromagnet, a permanent magnet Is employed
Such an arrangement Is generally referred to as a pclariud
nuckofdsm* The objects for which the permanent magnet Is

introduced Into tlie mechanism a|^>ear to be in different cases

quite diflerent I am not sure whether tills Is clearly recog-

nised, or whether a dear distinction has ever been drawn
between three enturely separate purposes in the use of a per-

manent magnet in combination with an electromagnet The
first purpose is to secure unidircctionality of motion; the

Fig. 141.

Macnstic Elongation of
DovBLB Coas OP IlON.
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. second is tolncmse the rapidity of action and of sensitivenesa

to small currents ; the third to augment the mechanicalacdoo
of the current

(<z.) Uniditcctumality of Motion.—In an ordinary electro-

magnet it does not matter which way the current circulates

;

no matter whether the pole is north or south, the armature is

pulled, and on reversing the current the armature is also

pulled. There is a rather curious old experiment which

Sturgeon and Heniy showed, that If you have an electro-

magnet with a big weight hanging on it^ and you suddenly

reverse the current you reverse the magnetism, but it still

holds the weight up ; it does not drop. It has not time to

drop before the magnet is charged up again with magnetic

lines the other way on. Whichever way the m^paetism

traverses the ordinary soft iron electromagnet^ the annatnre

is pulled* But if the armature is itsdf a permanent magnet
of steel, it will be pulled when the poles are of one sort, and
pushed when the poles are reversed—that is to say, by
employing a polarized armature, you can secure unidirection-

ality of motion in correspondence with the current.

Again, a reference to Fig. 20, p. 47, will show that in

a mechanism containing a fixed permanent magnet and a

movable conductor carrying a current, the direction of the

motion will depend on the direction in which the current

flows. If the current is reversed, the direction of the motion

will reverse. Now, this is quite different from the action of

the ordinary electromagnet of soft iron, for in that case the

core pulls at the armature in the same directioiv no matter

which way the current is flowing around Its coils. To
distinguish between the two cases^ it b usual to refer to

those devices in which a permanent magnet comes into

use as polarised mechanisms, whilst the ordinary electro-

magnets are non-polarized. The single-acting mechanism

is thus made into a double - acting mechanism, a point

the possible advantage of which cveiy engineer will at once

grasp.

One immediate application of this fact for telegraphic

U 2
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purposes is that of diplex telegraphy. You can send two
messages at the same time and in the same direction to two
different sets of instniments, one set having ordinary electro-

magnets, with a spring behind the armature of soft iron,

which will act simply independently of the direction of the

current depending only on its strength and duration; and
another set having electromagnets inth polarized armatures^

which will be affected, not by the strength of the current^ but

tyy the direction of it Accordingly, two completely different

sets of messages may be sent through that line in the same
direction at the same time;

Another mode of constructing a polarized device is to

attach the cores of the electromagnet to a steel magnet,

which imparts to them an initial magnetization. Such
initially-magnetized electromagnets were used by Brett in

1848, and by Hjorth in 1850. A patent for a similar device

was applied for in 1870 by Sir William Thomson, and refused

by the Patent Office. In 1871, S. A. Varlcy patented an

electromagnet having a core of steel wires united at their

ends.

It was suggested above that when a polarized armature is

applied to an electromagnet it will be either attracted or

repelled, according to the direction of the current This is, of

course^ on the suppoation that the armature is placed in a
position parallel to the line joming tiie poles of the electro-

magnet But the polarized armature may instead be placed

in a transverse position between the poles.

Sturgeon was himself the inventor also of a polarized

mechanism intended to be used as an electromagnetic tele-

graph. It is shown in Fig. 142, and consists simply of a

permanently magnetized steel compass needle placed with

one pole between the poles of a soft iron horsc-shoe electro-

magnet. If the current is sent round the spiral coil from N to

S, the left-hand pole will become a north pole, and the right-

hand pole a south pole, with the result that the north pole of

the compass needle will turn to the right On reversing the

sense of the current, the needle will of course tiim to the left.
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It b strange that this invention, which Sturgeon gave to

th« world unpatented, in 1836^ was never brought into

commercial use as a telegraph at a time when tel^iaphs were

almost a monopoly in the

hands of a few interested ^
Wheatstone, in fact,

patented in 1845 the use of

a needle permanently mag-

netixed to be attracted one

way or the other between

the poles of an electro-

magnet. Sturgeon had de-

scribed the very same de-

vice in the Annals of Elec-

tricity in 1840. Gloesner

claims to have invented

the substitution of per-

manent magnets for mere

armatures in 1843* In

using polarised apparatus

it is of course necessary to

work, not with a rimple

current that is turned off

and on, but with reversed

currents. Siding a current one way will make the naoving

part move in one direction ; reversing the current makes it go
over to the other side.

According to Du Moncel,* when a soft iron electromag^net

acts on a permanent magnet placed parallel to the line

joining the poles to serve as a polarized armature, the force

with which the armature is repelled when the current is sent

in one direction around the coils is not equal to the force with

which it is attracted when the current is sent in the reverse

direction. The repelling force is alwaya^ for equal distances^

Polarized Mechanism or
STUKOEON'S ELECTEOMAOMSne

* Im iMmUn BktlHfmet voL ii. |k 109.
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Pia. 143.

Uss than the attractive force. This is^ of course^ due to the

greater magnetic flux in the latter case;

In one class of electric bells—those intended to woric

with alternating electric currents—polarized mechanisms are

employed. In one such form (depicted in I^. 143) the two
soft iron cores which constitute the electromagnet are polar*

ized by being attadied to a bent steel magnet permanently

magnetized. If the bent end of

this magnet be its south pole,

then the upper extremities of

both the cores will become north

poles. These will both attract

the ends of the pivoted soft iron

armature, which will remain tilted

indifferently in either position.

But when a current is sent around

the coib in the usual manner,

circulating in opposite senses in

the two coils, it wOl strengthen

the flux ofmagnetic lines through

one of Ae coresy and weaken that

through the other. Consequently

reversing the current will cause

the pivoted armature to reverse

its position. With these bells no

battery is used ; but there is a

little alternate-current dynamo,

worked by a crank. The alternate currents cause the pivoted

armature in the bell to oscillate to right and left alternately,

and so throw the little hammer to and fro between the two
bdliL

Another form of polarized bell mechanism, due to

M. Abdanlc; is shown in Fig. 144. Here a horse-shoe steel

magnet is used to provide Initial magnetism, and the alter-

nate currents are caused to impart an alternating magnetism

to a short core of iron which lies within the coil between the

limbs of the horse-shoe.

MiCHANisM or Polarized
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Fio. 144.

AnoOier eacample of a polarized device is alToided by Uie

use of a plunger of steel permanently magnetized with a

tubular coiL It is drawn in or pushed out according to the

direction of the exciting current A
polarized mechanism resembling,

though on a larger scale, that of a

Siemens* relay, is employed in one

of Hipp's forms of electric dock

to drive the escapement

(^.) Rapidity and Sensitiventss

0/ ActiaH,-^¥ot relay work polar-

ized relays are often employed,

and have been for many jrears.

The Post Office pattern ofstandard

relay, a steel magnet to give mag-

netism permanently to a little

tongue or armature which moves

between the poles of an electro-

magnet that does the work of re-

ceiving the signals. In this particu-

lar case the tongue of the polarized

relay works between two stops,

and the range of motion is made
AtPAini*f Folabbsd

very small in order that the

apparatus may respond to very small currents. At first si^
it is not very apparent why putting a permanent magnet into

a thing should make it any more sensitive. Why should per-

manent magnetism secure rapidity of working? Without

knowing anythhig more^ inventors will tell you tiiat tiie pre*

sence of a permanent magnet increasesthe rapidity with which

it will work. You might suppose that permanent magnetism

is something to be avoided in the cores of your working

electromagnets, otherwise the armatures would remain stuck

to the poles when once they had been attracted up Residual

magnetism would, indeed, hinder the working unless you have

so arranged matters that it shall be actually helpful to you.

Now for many years it was supposed that permanent mag-
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nctism in the electromagnet was anjrthing but a source of help.

It was supposed to be an unmitigated nuisance, to be got rid

of by all available means, until, in 1855, Hughes showed us

how very advantageous it was to have permanent magnetism

in the cores of the electromagnet Hughes's form of electro-

magnet, to which allusion has already been made on p. 186,

is depicted in Fig. 145.

A compound permanent magnet of horse-shoe shape is

provided with coils on its pole pieces, and there is a short

Fia 145.

HuGHKs's Electkomagnkt.

armature on the top attached to a pivoted lever and a coun-

teracting spring. The function of this arrangement is as

follows :—That spring is so set as to tend to detach the

armature, but the permanent magnet has just enough mag-

netism to hold the armature on. You can, by screwing up a

little screw behind the spring, adjust these two contending

forces, so that they are in the nicest possible balance ; the

armature held on by the magnetism, and the spring just not

able to pull it off. If, now, when these two actions are so
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nearly babnced you send an dectric cnrrent round the ooil%

if the electric current goes one way round it just weakens the

magnetism enough for the spring to gain the victory, and up
goes the armature. This apparatus then acts by letting the

armature off when the balance is upset by the electric current

;

and it is capable of responding to extremely small currents.

Of course, the armature has to be put on again mechanically,

and in Hughes's type-writing telegraph instruments it is put

on mechanically between each signal and the next following

one. The arrangement constitutes a distinctive piece of
electromagnetic mechanism.

Devices such as this, by means ofwhich very small electric •

currents are enabled to perform a considerable mechanical

action, may be termed electromagnetic iriggin.

(a) AngmaUing Ifgekankal Action of Current—The third

purpose of a permanent magnet to secure a greater mediaitol

action of the varying current is closely bound up wi& the

preceding purpose of securing sensitiveness of action. It is

for this purpose that it is used in telephone receivers; it

increases the mechanical action of the current, and therefore

makes the receiver more sensitive. For a long time this was

not at all clear to me ; indeed I made experiments to see how
far it was due to any variation in the magnetic permeability of

iron at different stages of magnetization, for I found that this

had something to do with it» but I was quite sure it was not

alL Frof. George Forbes gave me the clue to the true explai-

nadon ; it lies in the law of traction with which you are now
familiar, that the pull between a magnet and its armature b
proportional to the square of the number of magnetic lines

that come into action. Ifwe take N, the number ofmagnedc

lines that are acting through a given area» then to the square

of that the pull will be proportional If we have a certain

number of lines, N, coming permanently to the armature, the

pull is proportional to N*. Suppose the magnetism now to

be altered—say made a little more ; and the increment be '

called </N ; so that the whole number is' now N + <^N. The
pull will now be proportional to the square of that quantity.
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It is evident that the motion will be proportional to the differ-

ence between the fonner pull and the latter pull. So we will

write out the square of N + ^ N, and the square of N, and take

the difiefenoft

Incretsed pdlt proportional to N* -f a N •M 4* |

Initial palUprapoitiooil to N* 1

Saibtnclings dlffieraiceii

We may neglect the last term, as it is small compared

with the other. So we have, finally, that the change of puU is

proportional to 3 N.i/N. The alteration of pull between the

initial magnetisni and the initial magnetism with the additional

magnetism we have given to it, turns out to be proportional,

not simply to the change of magnetism, but also to the initial

number, N, that goes through it to begin with. The more

powerful the pull to begin with, the greater is the change of

pull when you produce a small change in the number of

magnetic lines. That is why you have this greater sensitive-

ness of action when using Hughes's electromagnets, and

greater mechanical effect as the result of applying permanent

magnetism to the electromagnets of telephone receivers.

Moving Coil in Fermatunt Magtutic FieUL—The most

Baim's Movinc^oil Michanism.

striking example of the use of a permanent magnet in increas-

ing the action of a weak electric current is^ however, furnished

by yet another medianism. A coil traversed by an electric
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current experienoes mechanical forces if it lies in a magnetic

field ; the force being proportional to the intensity of thefield.

Hence, byr making the magnetic field very intense, by apply-

ing powerful magnetsi the cifects of extremely minutecunenti

may be shown. Sturgeon, in 1835, devised a thcrmogalvano-

meter on this principle, suspending the circuit containing the

thermo-electric junctions in the field of a powerful steel

magnet Bain* employed this device (Fig. 146) in some of

his telegraphic inventions in 184 1. Of this principle also the

mechanism of Sir W. Thomson's siphon recorder is a well-

known example. Also those galvanometers which have for
|

their essential part a movable coil suspended between the

poles of a permanent magnet, of which the earliest example

is that of Robertson (see Encyclopadia Britannica, ed. viiL

1855X and of which Maxwell's suggestion, afterwards real-

ised by d'Arsonval, is a modem instance. Siemens has

constructed a relay on a similar

plan. The radio -micrometer of

Mr. Vernon Boys is on the same

principle.

A distinctive mechanism having

moving coils was suggested by

Doubrava for use in arc lamps.

Upon a special iron framework

(Fig. 147) are placed two fixed

coils A, A, which are so connected

to the circuit that they tend to pro-

duce consequent north poles N N
at the middle of the central bar,

and other consequent south poles

SS at the middles of the outer

bar& Between the centre bar and

the outer bars there will therefore

be strong magnetic fields. Two
other coils, B, B, are arranged to slide up and down tbe two

* Finlaison : An account of some remarkable applications oC Uw Electlic Flaid

to the luefttl arts, by Alcxaodor Bain. London, i84>
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outer bars. When currents are sent through them they are

oiged by forces which act at right angles to the flow of the

cttnent and at right angles to the magnetic lines, and there*

fore tend to drive them up or down according to the sense in

which the currents are circulating in tiiem.

Amongst polarized mechanisms must be specially men-
tioned the ordinaiy receiving apparatus of Uie telephone.

This^ in the form given to it by Graham Bell, consists of a
Hughes's electromagnet, (that is to say, of a permanent

magnet of steel, having at its end a soft iron pole-piece sur-

rounded by a coil) with a thin circular disk of iroa as a

Fia ujL Tuk t49b

BPAaioinrAL*8 TKLsraoinc Adu's Telefhomic
lUCUYU. RXCEITUL

vibrating armature. In Bell's original form the permanent

magnet was of horse-shoe shape, both poles being presented

to the iron plate. The more common form witli one central

pole is later, and though more portable^ less efficient Two
recent modifications are worthy of mention. In that of

d'Arsonval the permanent magnet is curved so that an

annular pole-piece may be applied around the central pole.

In Adef^s form a mass of iron b placed opposite tiie poles

on the atkir side of the thin iron disk The effect of the

presence of this iron mass Is to cause the disk to be more
powerfully attracted by the magnet Its presence betters the

magnetic circuit as a whole, and probably coaccntiates the
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slope of the magnetic field opposite the ends of the two polar

extensions.

VIIL Electromagnetic Vibrators.

These form a class of mechanisms of such importance that

they are separately considered in Chapter p.

IX. Rotatory Elbctromagnbtic Devices.

Theie are many devices for producing a motion of rotatkm

by means of an electromagnet In some of these devices m
pivoted portion is turned aside through an angle of greater or

less amount ; in some others a motion ofcontinous rolatioQ is

produced. The deflexion of a compass-needle by the passage

over or under It, which was the discovery of Oersted in 1819,

is the most elementary example of the first of these actions.

The simple early electromagnetic motors of Ritchie and others,

of which more will be said in Chapter XII., are examples of,

the second class of actions.

Of mere pivoted mechanisms not intended to generate a

continuous rotation, there arc many varieties, there is little

resemblance between some of these forms ; but they all agree

in usmg the principle that there is a tendency to produce such

a motion as will render the magnetic circuit better, or will

increase its magnetism. Amongst these are several which

have incidentally been already described, including die apK

paratus of Wheatstone^ Fig. 134, pi 285, and that of Bab, F%.

146, p. 298.

In an instrument (an amperemeter) devised by Mr.

Evershed, a small piece of iron, C, pivoted upon an axis, is

attracted round, parallel to itself, into a position between the

curved checks of two other pieces of iron, A and B (Fig.

150), all being inclosed within a tubular coil of copper wire.

Another way of carrying out the same idea is shown in

F.ig. 151, where a curiously wrought central piece of iron, R,

having two wedge-shaped tongues, b placed between the
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poles P and Q of an electromagnet This central piece

tends so to turn as to bring into the direct line between the

poles the greatest possible thickness of iron.

Pig. 15a

4Ht^' •-nnnr^HiTTT-ii- HtfH ti*4ftt

MicuAiiisM or Evbesubd's Ampkiehktmls.

One of the latest devices for procuring a rotatory move-

ment electro-magnctically is depicted in Fig. 152. Here

there are two magnetizing coils, each with an aperture

tfaioiigh its middle. The iron cores are both coned, and

Fia FiCk ist>

SlUPID IMN AlMATOIB MTWIMI COETID PLVMOU CoU
Folu of SLacraoMAONiT. and Tubulab. Coiu.

joined together so as to constitute portions of the rim of a

wheel. They tend to plunge deeper and deeper into their

respective coils. This design is of course intended to take

advantage of the peculiar property of coned plungeis noticed

00 pi 261.
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Besides the devices which I have already mentioned there

are several for producing movement about or upon an axis.

Some of these are designed for telegraphic purposes. For
example, in Fig. 153 is depicted the method adopted by
Siemens for^ yearn ago» for pivoting an armature^ AA»

SimsNS* Foul OF Pnrorso Aimatou.

between the two pole-pieces, P P, attached to the end of
the core, C C, of a horse-shoe electromagnet The par-

ticular form chosen leaves very narrow gaps in the magnetic

circuit which, therefore requires little current to magnetize i^

FiaiS4*

WaTS&HOUSB'S FOKM of PlVOTBO A&MATU&X.

making the arrangement very sen^tive Compare with tUa a
device due to* Waterhouse^ of New Yoric^ shown In Fig. 154,

who pivots one of the two cylindrical ooies of the dectro-

magnet, furnished with a projecting tongue^ A. The other
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core, B, is provided with a large tongue, D, of brass or other

non-magnetic metal, to support the lower pivot If A is

originally turned outwards, the tendency of the magnetizing

current will be to turn it back into parallelism with the

support D.

All the devices which have just been mentioned are noa-

polarixed ; but many have also been devised in which either

the moving part or the fixed part is itself independently

mi^etized. Many of the now abandoned early fonns of tele-

graphic relays afford examples of pivoted polariied mechan-

ism. In Varley's relay, for example, two small horse-shoe

steel magnets were pivoted to oscillate through a small angle, .

so as to bring one or otherof their respective poles towards the

poles of an intermediately placed straight. electromagnet

But, to take full advantage of the sensitiveness afforded (see

p. 297, above) by auxiliary magnets, these must be large and

powerful Therefore it is obviously inadvisable to make the

magnet itself a moving part in a relay ; othenvise it cannot

respond rapidly to signals. In modem relays the moving

part is light and is merely polarized (i. e. magnetized in a

fixed direction) by auxiliary permanent magnets which are

themselves statiooaiy.

Some other examples of rotatory mechanisms will be

found in Chapter XII^ on Electric Motors^

X. Magnetic Shunts.

Amongst electromagnetic devices a very distinctive one

consists in the employment of a magnetic shunt, that is to

say, of a mass or piece of iron which forms an alternative

path for the magnetic lines of the circuit. An example is

afforded by the adjustable iron keeper sometimes supplied to

small medical magneto-electric machines for reducing their

power. When this iron keeper is placed across the poles of

the steel magnet it provides a path of easy permeance for

the magnetic Itne^ and shunts them away from their other

path through the coie of the rotating armature. A form of
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telephonic receiver containing a magnetic shunt is depicted in

Fig. 155, wherein d\s the ordinary thin iron diaphragm, and
S N a permanent magnet of steel. Between the poles of the

latter is placed a short core of soft iron surrounded by the

coil. Some of the magnet's lines will pass through the iron

disk, others through the core. If the current circulates around
this core in such a way as to increase the magnetic flux

through it, it will diminish that part of the flux which goes
through the disk. If a current circulates in the opposite way
it will drive out part of the flux of lines fiom the ooie, and
increase those that go through the disk. This form was in-

dependently devised by M. Carpentiery and by the author.

Fig. 15$.

Telephonic Receiver with
Maometic Shumt.

o'Aeumcouet's Relay.

A magnetic shunt occurs in a peculiar and sensitive form

of relay known as d'Arlincourt's» the general constructioo of

which is shown in Fig. 156. The coils are wound on two

cores not connected together by a yoke at their lower or idle

ends A and B. Above, they receive two projecting pole-

pieces a and 3, between which lies the polarized tongue T,

working between two non-magnetic stops P and Q. An iron

screw, inserted in a hole in the pole-piece serves to adjust

the action of the instrument. Beyond these two pole-pieces

the cores are crossed by a yoke Y of iron, which consequently

acts as a magnetic shunt When a magnetizing current passes

through the coils in the direction shown by the arrows, mag-
X
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netic lines are created which pass upward through the limb A,

and downward through B, some of these magnetic lines flowing

across between a and and others going up through the

shunt Y. The distribution of the magnetic flux is illustrated

in Fig. 157. If the tongue T is polarized by being attached

to the south pole of the polarizing magnet, it will be attracted

toward the contact-stop P, when the current is turned on as

described, for the pole-piece a will be a north pole, and h a

south pole.

Now the tongue might be furnished with a spring, tending

to keep it in the central position, which would bring it away
from the contact-stop P so soon as the current was cut off.

Fig. 157. Fio. 158.

Macnktic Circuit of
Magnetic Circuit or d'Arlincourt's Relay, aptek
d'Aruncourt*s Relay. Current is cut off.

yet its return when the current is cut off would take time.

It was found by d'Arlincourt that the tongue of the relay

acted more promptly when the shunt Y was present than

when it was absent The reasons hitherto given by tele-

graphists in explanation of the cause of this increased sensi-

tiveness have not been altogether satisfactory.* The real

* See a P^P^ ^ Mr. Brouch, Jmm. Sec. TeUg. Enginttrs^ yoL iy., p. 418,

1875.
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reason is as follows:—^The more nearly the circtut of an
electromagnetic apparatus is closed in form, the less readily

does it lose its magnetism. It has been pointed out in

Chapter III^ en the Properties of Iron, that a gap in the

magnetic circuit hastens demagnetization. (Compare ppL 108

and 25a) Now, there being no yoke bdow A and ^ and
the shunt Y beii^ away from the coil% it will be the last part

to retain its nu^etism ; and as the ma^etic lines in the

lower part die out, there comes a moment when, as repre-

sented in Fig. 158, the flux from a to Ms reversed. At this

instant the tongue will be thrown across in the other direction

from P to Q.

XL Electromagnetic Adherence.

Forty years ago it was proposed to employ the electro-

magnet for producing an adherence between the driving-

wheels of engines and the

iron rails on which they run.

Experiments made by M.
Nicktts at the time^ on the

Chemin de fer de Lyon, were

not encouraging, owing to the

very imperfect means then

applied for magnetizing the

wheels. Subsequently a better

form of magnet was found.

The appropriate form for this

purpose is the circular elec-

tromagnet of Weber (Fig. 30^

p. 55); and the proposal of

M. Nickl^s was to construct

the driving-wheels with

grooves in the periphefy,as

shown in Fig 159. In this

case one of the rims becomes a north pole and the odier a
south pole, the magnetic circuit being completed just at Ae
one part where contact occurs with the nlL

X 2

BLScraoMACMBTic Adhsaskcs or
Whxil to Rail
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Another mode of employing dectromagnetic adherence in

the transmission of motion is represented in F^. i6a Motion

Is here transmitted between two wheels wiUiout teeth by a
purely magnetic gearing. The riins of both wheels beii^ of

110% they will become strongly adherent when an electric

current Is made to circulate in a surroundhig cdl of copper.

Another important service which the electromagnet can

tender is in sorting or separating pieces of iron from noil*

magnetic materials. The earliest form * of electromagnetic

s^faraior or sorUr is that of Arthur Wall, to whom a patent

was granted in 1847. This was followed, in 1854, by the

trietuit or ^electric sorting machine" of M. C A. B. Chenot;

in which were emplojred electromagnets mounted on a rotating

• It m.iy be noted that a patent was granted in 1792 to William FuIIarton

for ftcparaling iron ore by the appUauion of magnetic attiactioai obvkmsly faj

Ma of nemaaeDl maonalL

MiCSUi* IfAAiisnc FSlCnON-OIAl.
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disk to which the pulverized iron ore was brought : the portions

which adhered were dropped at some distance from the non-

magnetic material Since that date many forms of magnetic

separator have been devised. They aie used, for example, ia

the porcelain industry, for preventiiig particles of iron from

getting into the white china day, and similarly in the white-

lead indnstiy. In engineering shops th^ are fineqaently cnt-

IfAflMRlC SiMaASOS.

ployed to separate iron filings from brass or copper filings^

The manufacturers of artificial guano, who grind up in their

disintegrators all manner of refuse, chiefly dried cows* dung;

employ them for catching nails and nuts and other scraps of

iron, which otherwise would ruin the grinding surfaces. One
form ofseparator, constructed for this latter serviceby the Brush

Electrical Engineering Company^ is depicted in Fig. 161, This

separator consists of a revolving iron dnim, in the perijpheiy
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. of which are cut several grooves to receive the magnetizing

ooOs. The apparatus therefore resembles Weber's electro-

magnet (Fig. 32, p. 57) in its general design. The drum is

revolved within a bed-plate by steam power; and the dry

refuse is shot over it; any iron scraps being carried over by

the drum in the opposite direction, and removed mechanically

at the other side. The current is^ of course, introduced

through sliding connexions. In some forms of separator the

device is adopted of cutting off or shunting the electromagnets

during a portion of their rotation, so as to cause the adherent

matter to drop off. Many other forms of separator have been

used for sorting scrap iron from non-magnetic matter, and for

separating iron ore from gangue.

Amongst other pieces of mechanism depending on mag-
netic adherence is the dtttrgtmagfuHc clutch^ which for some

purposes is destined to supersede the iriction-clutdies and
daw-dutches at present in vogue. Many 3rears agoM. Achard

sought to employ electromagnets * for this service : but in the

particular arrangements adopted t the form of electromagnet

was not the most advantageous. A modem and thoroughly

practical form of electromagnetic clutch is that depicted in

Fig. 162 ; it is constructed by the Brush Electrical Engji-

neering Company, under the patents of Wynne and Raworth.

The electromagnet here used is of the ironclad type, but

made very wide and flat in form, being, in fact, a loose iron

pulley with an unusually solid body, in the face of which a

deep and broad rim has been turned to receive the coils of

insulated copper wire. Opposite this^ acting as the armature^

is a stout disk of iron, A, firmly keyed upon the shall. The
dectric current is conveyed in and out of the coils by means
of two metal brushes, B B, shown on the right, which press

s^ainst two gun-metal collars, C C, embedded in insulating

fibre, and which are connected respectively to the two ends

of the coil. When it is desired to throw the clutch into

gear all that is needful is to turn on the current, when the

• Sec Du MonceTt Expose da AppUcationx (edilloB iSST^ L, fk Jia
t SeeSpedficfttkmof FftUat,Mo.l66Scf ISSS*
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dectfomagnet-pullcy at oooe grips the iran disk with a gi^
that may easily be made as much as 100 Ilx per square

inch of surface of oontact; and the pulley forthwith turn
solidly on the shaft. As the switch for turning on and off

the electric current may be placed in any convenient positions

either near or far away, it b obvious that tiiis clutch pccsentt

many advantages over the mechanical clutches—whether

friction-dutches or daw-dutches— that need some kind of
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striking gear to be alBxed to tiiem. For clutdies in Inaooes*

^le positions on a line of shafting this device is indeed

superior to anything ever previously imagined.

A closely kindred invention is Willans* electromagnetic

coupling gear^ for replacing the mechanical flexible couplings

frequently employed for transmitting power from an engine

to a dynamo fixed on the same bed-plate. The coupling con-

sists of a cunous variety of ironclad electromagnet^ made in

two halves^ having as polar portions an inner and an outer set

of synmietrical projections which, though not touching^ and
admitting of play, attract one another strongly and transmit

a powerful tangential driinng thrust

Fid. 16s.

Fouif Ain» T^mm^ BucraoiiAoiime Railwat BiAUi

EUOrmoigmtk Rmiwi^ Braka were first suggested by
Amberger, hi 1850*, and they have been at various times

brought into notice by Achardf and others. The most recent

form of electromagnetic brake is that depicted in Fig. 165.

• See Specification of Patent, No. 13269 of 185a

t For detailed notices of the inventions of Acbacd and oUtexSi see articles ia

La Lumiire £iatrigtu, vols. viii. and ix^ JS8>
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It is the joint invention of Prot Geofge Fofbes and Mr*

L A. Timmis. The itondad electromagnet closely resemhles

that described on p. 53, Fig. 27. The cofe C, is a ring of

wrought iron, bolted securely to the axle-box by bolts passing

through the holes K, and constructed with a deep groove to

contain the coils. The armature A A, is another ring of iron

bolted to the carriage wheel As in this case there will be

much wear of the surfaces in contact, a.renewable pair of iron

washers in two parts, aie interposed to aenre as pole>

pieces. If every wheel of every carriage of a train were

Fia 164.

COLOMBBT'S MECHAMUM.

provided with such a brake, these could be simultaneously

thrown into action by merely turning on the electric current

to the whole of them at once. The tangential drag given by
the brake is found to be proportional to the current supplied

to the coiL

Two other pieces of mechanism dependent on electio-

magnetic adherence remain to be described In the fint of

these (Fig. 164), which is due to M. Colombet,a mechanically

rotating shall of iron is caused to raise a curved iron anii»

when desired, by sending a current of electricity into an

exciting coil surrounding the iron shaft The shaft then
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adheres magnetically to the curved arm, and maintains a rolling

contact while it raises the arm.

The last instance of magnetic adherence to be mentioned

b the magnetic clutch used in the arc lamp of Giilcher, in

which an electromagnet, balanced on trunnions, sticks itself to

an iron rod which forms the upper carbon-holder, and then

raises the latter by tilting upon its bearingSi

XI. ALT£RNATB-CURRSNT DBVICB&

These arc fully described in Chapter XL, p. 331.

Mechanisms used in Electric Bells and Indicators.

Before concluding this chapter it will be appropriate to

refer to several varieties of electromagnetic mecfaanisoi which

are used In electric bells^* and in the indicators or annun-

Mactumai or WAonna'i Bucruc

dators for bellSi Many of these furnish striking Inst

of the universal guiding principle that there is always a ten-

* Fof other bell mechanisms tee other pftrts of this book at Ibllows:^

CMlMiy riiiHili. bdl, Fif. 170, p. 319} Short-drcnit bdl, Fif. 171, p. 322

1

M Ibr ahmnlt currents. Fig. 143, p. 394 1 Abdiakli iHwintxiiiMt btll^

F|gii44»pbS9Si DiiBnBlkllgr*«OMid bcU^ pb 371.
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dency of the configuration of the system to change In such

a way as shall better the magnetic circuit and increase the

flux of magnetic ItneSi

An excellent example is afTorded by the design of an
dectric bell (Fig. 165) in the physical cabinet of the Finsbmy
Technical College^ constructed by Wagener^ of Wiesbaden.

The electromagnet of this bell is a horse-shoe placed boii*

xontally. From each of the polar ends of the cores tiiere

protrudes an upward-curving brass peg, P. Upon these two
pegs is hung the armature A, which has two countersunk

holes pierced in it It rests against the upper edges of the

pole-ends, and so in one sense completes the magnetic drcuit,

but is held up by a spiral spring S» so that between it and
the polar surfaces there is a narrow angular gapi If it moves
so as to dose this gap by tilting upon the two peg* it thereby

betters the magnetic circuit ; and in this nuumer b set into

vibration. Its great sensitiveness may be attributed to the

way in which the initial position adopted aids the excitation

of the magnetisnrL

Fig 166 illustrates a kindred case. A flat armature of iron

is pivoted between the poles of an electromagnet which are

cut away to receive it ; but» when the magnet is not exdted

the armature falls into an oblique position, and exposes a
dgnal-dlsk which is carried on an upright support on tiie

Fia 168.

MiCHAMUM OF DftAW-Or iMOICATOa.
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armature (not shown in the cut) behind an aperture in the

indicator boaid. When the current is sent around the.coils of

the electromagnet it draws up the armature^ and moves the

disk back into shadow.

Thorpe's semaphore indicator (Fig. 167) con^sts of a
single centra] core surrounded by a coil, while a little strip of

iron coming round from behind serves to complete the circuit

all save a small gap. Over the gap stands that which is to

be attracted, a flat disk of iron, which, when it is attracted,

Jia 167. Pro. t68L

TuoftPX*f Semapeo&s Indicatok. Mosslit's Imdicaxos.

unlatches another disk of brass, which forthwith falls down.

It b an extremely effective vciy sensitive^ and very inexpen«

sive form of annunciator.

Moseley's indicator (Fig. x68) consists of a stopped coil

with an iron tubular plunger, pudied out by an interiorsprii^

When it is drawn in it withdraws acatch, and permits asignal-

piece to dnpb
In a common form of polarised mechanism for kidicators

a curved permanent magnet of steel, N S, is pivoted (as in

Fig. 169) over the pole C, of a short, straight electromagnet,

which projects horizontally from a back-board. The pivoted

magnet bears a red signal disk D, upon a vertical support

- -
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On sending a current in one direction the magnet is tiuom
to one side ; and, on reversing the current; it is thrown over to
the other side. Hence this mechanism allows of an electrical

replacement, without compelling the attendant to walk up to

the indicator board. Polarised apparatus for indicators has
this advantage, that it admits of electrical as distinguished

from mechanical replacement In an indicator movement by

Fio. 169. Fiai69«.

« ' TUfOIAR EUCnOMAGNIT FAOM
YmMKom UiDiGAToa MofBmm; Gun^ Iiuhcasob.

Messrs. Gent, of Leicester, a tripolar electromagnet is used^

having one coil on the central pok. .The rising of tiie

armature permits a trip-lever to fall,and indicate the reccptioo

of asignaL

There are many other indicator movements in ose^ some
with trip levers to be unlatched by the action of an electro-

magnet, others with pendulums to be set vibrating \ but the

above examples will suffice*
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CHAPTER X.

ELECTROMAGNETIC VIBRATORS AND PENDULUMS.

Much uae is made of mechanisms in which a vibratory

motion is maintained electromagnetically. The armature of

an electromagnet is caused to approach and recede alternately,

with a vibratory motion, the current being automatically cut

off from, and restored to, the coils of the electromagnet by a

self-acting break. Such vibratory apparatus is to be found In

every electric trembling bell, in the breaks of induction-eoHs^

in electrically-maintained tuning-forks^ in the transmitters of

harmonic tdegraphs ; also in the slower movements of some
obsolete fonns of oscillating electric motors^ and hi those of

the electromagnetically-driven pendulums of certain forms of

electric clock.

The electromagnetic vibrator has gone through various

phases of development. Its earliest form appeared in 1824,

in the vibrating electric wire invented by James Marsh, of

Woolwich, the chemist It consisted of a wire suspended at

the top by a flexible metallic joint, dipping at its lower end

into a shallow mercuiy-cup^ and placed between the poles of

a powerful horse-shoe magnet When a current of sufficient

strength was sent along it, it was driven laterally across the

magnetic field, and in so moving it broke contact and fell

back, bebg thereupon again impelled. This primitive appa*

ratus was followed by Dr. Roget's dancing spiral (which was
at one time used as the interrupter for induction-coils), and

later by devices of sou ndcr mechanical construction. Amongst
these were the oscillating lever movements of Dal Negro*

and of Professor Henry ; f the hammer of Wagner^ also

•Ann, Lomi. yinut, April tt34.

t Silliman*s yournnl^ Tol. xx., p. 340^ Joly |SjK

i Amm,f xlvi, p. 107, 1839^
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known as NeefTs hammer ;* and the vibratiiqr intemiptor of
Froment,t sometimes called Froadent's " bnzier." This was
followed by the invention of the present fonn of tremblii^

electric bell,about 1850^by John Mirand ; and about the same
time of other forms, by Siemens and Halske^and by Lippens.

Fig. 170, depicts the mechanism of tiie ordinary dectric

trembling bell. In this apparatus, so soon as the electric

Fia 19a

MiciiANiflM or Oeoinary Elictuc Teimblimo Bux.

circuit is completed, the electromagnet E attracts its armature

A, and draws it from its position of rest The contact spring

S behind it still maintains contact while the armature moves
forward for a short distance, but as the armature increases Its

dbplacement, a breach of continui^ occurs (with a spark)

between the spring and the contact-pin P, so aittliig off the

current From this instant themagnetlsm begins to disappear

* Pogg. Ahh., xlvi., pb 104. 1847*

t C^mpki Rmim^ uhr^ p. 428, 1847 ; alw Nt Da^pun's IHMitfhysi^
ToL iiL, pb SI.
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and the pull diminishes
;
nevertheless, the armature having

attained a certain speed, continues by virtue of its kinetic

energy to be carried forward, until, arrested by the bending of

its spring support, which at once begins to drive it backwards.

Again it gets up speed, the contact spring strikes against the

pin, establishing anew the circuit ; but the armature does

not at oooe stop^ its inertia carries It on, and, moreover,

time is required for the electromagnet to attain its full attract-

ing power. Before it has done so, the armature has come
momentarily to rest and has begun again to move towards the

electromagnet It is evident that in this cycle of operations

an important part is played by the mechanical inertia of the

moving part ; and a not less important one is played by the

electric inertia of the circuit If the current were instan-

taneously responsive to the opening and closing of the contact

—if the latency of the electromagnet were of zero duration

—

then the armature would not on the whole be more attracted

during its forward than during its backward osdUatioo.

It must not be forgotten that in the operation of die

electric bell, as in that of every dectromagnetic motor,whether

rotatory or oscillating in its movement, the mechanical motion

is always accompanied by the induction of counter electromo*

tive forces in the circuit The reader who docs not already

know this should consult some treatise dealing with dynamo-
electric machinery as to the theory of electric motors. During

the movement of approach of the armature towards the polar

ends of the cores it is bettering the magnetic circuit, and con-

sequently is tending to increase the magnetic flux in the iron

parts ; this sets up a counter electromotive force which dimi-

nishes fhe current If the motion were so rapid, and tUs
counter electromotive force so great as at this instant entire^

to dam back the current, and if at the same instant the contact

at the spring were broken, there would be no spark. Again,

as the armature flies back it tends to set up electromotive

forces which help the current to magnetize the core ; so that

probably the magnetizing current is greatest at or shortly

after the instant when the armature has swung back to its
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most distant point. In the case of the trembling bell the

precise phases of these variations are of no great importance,

but it is othcnvisc in the case of such harmonic vibrators as

electromagnetically-driven tuning-forks. No vibrating organ

will execute a truly harmonic motion unless the impulses are

properly timed. In the ideal case of simple harmonic modon,
the forces tending to restitution of the initial portion are pro-

portional at every instant to the displacement; but owing to

friction such movements die out, unless sustained by com*
pensating forces of some kind. Now it is obvious that the

frictional forces called into play by the motion of the system

are greatest when the velocity is greatest—namely, when the

vibrating system is passing through its position of zero dis-

placement. If at this instant a small impulse is given, the

diminution of amplitude due to friction may be compensated.

If, however, the impulse is imparted at any other part of the

oscillation, the impulse will produce also another effect, namely
it will affect tiie time of vibration, causing an aoceleratkxi of
phase.

In clocks and other devices witii pendulums, the pendulum
will not beat isochronously unless the discontinuous im-

pulses arc imparted precisely at the instant when the moving

part is passing through its zero or median position. We
shall consider this matter again in connexion with tuning-

forks.

In another disposition, sometimes adopted for the sake of

avoiding the spark which occurs at break of contact, the cur-

rent in the magnet coils^ instead of being interrupted by the

i^proach of the armature^ is short circuited The contact-

pillar Is in this case placed on the other side of the armature^

so that contact is made during its approach towards the poles

of the electromagnet. Some constructors save the use of a

contact-pillar by making one of the poles of the electromagnet

serve this function. As soon as the electromagnet is thus

short circuited its magnetism disappears, and the armature,

after coming to rest at the end of its movement of approach

flies back. No spark occurs at the moment when the contact

Y
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spring parts from the contact-pillar, as at that instant there is

no demagnetizing set up. Short-circuit bells, therefore, need

not to be provided with infusible contact-pieces of platinum.

They will alsowork if two or more of them are joined in series

whidi is not the case with the ordinary belliL

A still more perfect mode of arranging tiie circuits of an

electric bdl is to use a differential winding (see Chape XIV).

Fia 171.
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Short Circuit Bell Mechanism.

iNDUCnON-COIL VIBRATOR&

In the break-mechanism used for ordinary induction coils

a similar vibrator is used, with the addition of a device for

stifTcning the spring of the vibrating part at will, so as to

change the rate of the vibrations. This break, depicted in

Fig. 172, consists of a spring S, upon which is mounted a short

cylinder of iron H, called the hammer* which has a platiniim
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pin P at the back of it, pressing against a second platinum
pin borne upon a clamped screw at the top of the upright
contact-pillar U. A second screw, with a head E of ebonite,
passes through an ivory collar In the upright support U, and
serves to tighten the spring. When the spring presses the
contact pins together only weakly, the break of current occurs
at a time when the core has but feeble magnetic stiengtli.
By screwing back the conUct pin and tightening the spring;

Fia 172.

Vibrating Break op Induction Coil.

so that a greater pull is required to break contact, the break
docs not occur until the core is more highly magnetized^
thereby generating more powerful inductive effects.

Induction coil breaks of several different patterns have been
devised. The extra-slow break of AL Foucaul^* and the
extra-rapid break of Mr. Spottiswood^t ^ both worthy of
study.

In Spottiswoode's break (Fig. 173) the vibrating spring C
consists of a stout rod of steel rigidly clamped in a heavy

* Recudl det Travanx identifiqtiet de L.
t />vr. Hty* St€^ xxiU., p. 455.

Y 2
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mass of brass B, and maintained in vibration by the action

of a special electromagnet I L The amplitude of vibration is

vciy small—about '03 cm.—and the frequency about 2,500

per seoood Across the electromagnet stands a strong bridge

upon two pillars D ; and throi^h this bridge passes a finely-

cut platinum-^ipped contact screw provided at its upper

Fi& 173.

SfomiwooDtfS 1Urn> Briak.

end with a long lever arm K so as to give fine adjustment,

and with a steadying-arm G.

M. Marcel Deprez has described * a vibrating break for

induction coils which he considers to have special advantage.

. Electromagnetic Tuning-forks.

Lissajous seems to have been the first to use an electro-

magnet to maintain tuning-forks in vibration, employing as a

break a wire dipping into mercury. Such forks have also

been used by Regnault,! von Helmholtz^ and others. In

* iM iMwdhn EUthlftu, fit, 3«5.

t Regnault, KJlatien <tcs Exfhriemea,

X Sec von Hrlmholtz's Smmtiontpf Tnu [,T^tmpJinimitm% |>p» 129^ 176,

and 604 (EUis't Edilioo).
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1872 Mercadier* replaced the mercurial contacts by an elastic

stylus. His instrument was termed by him eUcirodu^tum,

One form of this apparatus^ as modified by Lacour, is shown
in Fig. 174, having a horse-shoe electromagnet, the prongs of

which lie between the pole-pieces N S of the dectromagnet,

carrying two coils M M. The fork being of steel becomes a
permanent magnet, having poles s, ». Upon its prongs are

Fta 174.

LAflOOK*S APMtATUS.

supported two heavy masses^ whidi can be slid to any of tlie

marks engraven on the prongs, thus tuning the Ibtk to

different notes. The current enters the fork through the

block B, and passes out through the contact spring c. Some-
times a single electromagnetic bobbin is placed between the

prongs of the fork, instead of the external electromagnet

With all such apparatus it is absolutely essential to con-

sider the phase of movement at which the sustaining impulse

is given. Lord Rayleigh, whose authority in acoustical

matters is beyond dispute, has treated t the question with

great clearness in a discussion of an early form of electro-

magnetic tuning-fork, having one bobbin between the

prongs, and effecting the periodic interruption means of a
U-shaped rider, carried by the lower prong, and dipping into

• ComptiS Rendus, 1873 ;
Journal Je Phytipit, iSjJ* tt., 35O; Md

Ammales IWgrapkiqua^ July and August, 1874.

t Rajldgh, The9iy ifSound (1877), yoL L, p. $9.
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mercury cups. The following paragraphs arc taken from

Lord Rayleigh's work on Sound
" The modus operandi of this kind of self-acting instrument is

often imperfectly apprehended. If the force acting on the fork

depended only on its position—on whether the circuit were open

or closed—the work done in passing through any position would

be undone on the return, so that after a complete period there

would be nothing outstanding by which the effect of the frictional

forces could be compensated. Any explanation which does not take

account of the retardation of the current is wholly beside the mark.

The causes of the retardation are two : irregular contact, and self-

induction. When the point of the rider first touches the mercury,

the electric contact is imperfect, probably on account of adhering

air. On the other hand, on leaving the mercury the contact is

prolonged by the adhesion of the liquid in the cup to the amalga-

mated wire. On both accounts the current is retarded behind what

would correspond to the mere position of the fork. But, even if

the resistance of the circuit depended only on the position of the

fork, the current would still be retarded by its self-induction.*

" From whatever cause arising, the effect of the retardation is

that more work is gained by the fork during the retreat of the rider

fiom the mercuyy than b loot during its entrance, and thus a balance

remains to be set off against finctum*"

''Any desired retardation might be obtained, in de&ult of other

means, by attaching the rider, not to the prong itself, but to the

further end of a light, straight spring carried by the prong and set

into forced vibration by the motion of its point of attachment"
" The deviation of a tuning-fork interruptor from its natural pitch

is practicany very small, but the UkX that such a deviation is

posable is at first «ght rather surprismg. The explanatioa (in the

case ofa small retardation of current) is, that during that half of

the motion in which the prongs are the most separated, the electro*

magnet acts in aid of tiie proper recovering power due to ijgidi^,

and so naturally raises the pitch. Whatever the rdation of phases

may be, the force of the magnet may be divided into two parts,

respectively proportional to the velod^ and diqdacement (or

acceleration). To the first exclusively is due the sustaining power
of the force, and to the second the ahtiition of pitch.*

In order to procure such a correspondence between im-

pulaes and phases of displacement as will secure true
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isochronism in the vibrations of forks, several devices have

been suggested. The author of this work* proposed to use .

two forks in unison, each controlling the circuit of the other's I

electromagnet Other suggestions have been made by ProC

J. Viriamu Jones»t and by Mr. Gregoiy4

Electric Pendulums.

Electrically-driven pendulums are subject to tiw same
condition as tuning-forks^ namely, that to cause tiiem to keep
true time, the sustaining impulses must be given only when
the moving portion is passing through the position of zero dis-

placement Many inventors have essayed to construct clocks,

driven not by gravity or by a spring, but by electric power, the

pendulum receiving its impulses periodically from an electric

battery, and itself driving the hands by a ratchet wheel and
pawls. In some of these devised by Wheatstone^ and In

some otheis by Bain, the bob of the pendulum was periodi-

cally attracted electromagnetically. In others by Robert

Houdin, by Froment, by Ddtouche^ and other Inventon^ some
other organ is periodically attracted by an electromagnet,

and its motion is mechanically imparted to the pendulum.

In one modem form due to Hipp, a pendulum having below '
•

its bob an iron armature, executes ten or twelve free motions,

during which time its amplitude is being diminished by
friction. When the arc of swing has diminished down to a

|

certain point, contact is made to an electromagnet which

gives a sudden impulse to the iron armature^ and sends tiie !

pendulum flying over a wider arc. The peculiar mechanism

for doing this—a device of Foucault's^—consists In a small

trailing tongue, hinged on the bottom of the pendulum,

which passes lightly over a spring beneath it when the arc of

swing is long, but catches upon the spring, and presses it

down when the arc of swing is less than a certain amount;

* Fkil Mag., Aug. |8S6^ p. 216.

t Proc. PhysutdBm^ ^ s88, 189a

{ A, 1889.
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For further details of these devices the reader is referred to

treatises on electric docks.*

Harmonic Telegraph Transmitters.

In the harmonic telegraphs of Varley, Lacour, Elisha

Gray, Langdon-Davies^ and others* vibratoiy devices are used

forcreating the intermittent or alternating currentSb Two only

of these need here be described.

EUska Grt^s Transmiiter.—^In this apparatus a tuned bar

or reed of steel is placed between two separate electro-

magnets, being alternately attracted by them. Fig 175 shows

Fto. 175.

EusBA Gray's VuiAioa.

the disposition of the apparatus; the line drcuit being

marked in firm lines, and the local circuit for producing the

vibration in dotted lines. Close to the root of the vibrating

• The most recent of these sue :—Ftrarger's V£.leetrkiti et sa Appluations

a h Okmnadtritt Mi, 1886; Merltagft Dk Ekktriukin Ukren, Brunswick.

11841 PiedM Dk ZtUldart^kim. ViciiM, 1889s abtf Da Moncdli
dts AtpUcations de VEttctricitf^ vd. iL| and XaidiVAr Skktrmajnttiickt
TdiigrmfJkt Bramwick, i888»
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bar L are fastened two springs which make contacts against

two stops, b and b\ The electromagnet on the right e has

many turns of fine wire (about 30 ohms in all in its resistance),

while that on the left d is wound with fewer turns of thicker

wire (three or four ohms tn resistance^ If the same current

is passed through both theses that with mote numerous wind*

ings (on the right) will exercise the more powerful attractioti.

This occurs as soon as the depression of the key at M com-
pletes the local circuit at e. But when the bar is attracted to
the right, it makes contact against the stop ^, which has the

efTcct of short-circuiting the electromagnet e. This electro-

magnet being cut out ceases to pull, and at the same instant

a larger current flows through the other electromagnet

attracting the tuned bar L to the left It therefore takes up
a rapid vibration, and imparts correspondingly rapid inter*

mittent currents from the line-battery P to the line tfaroiigh

the stop v.

LangdoH'Dmntis Rat^Gcvemor,—^Mr. Langdon-Davies

has devised a system of harmonic telegraphy in oonnexioo

with a peculiar induction-device of his invention known as the

PJionopore. By using rapidly oscillating currents correspond-

ing to different musical notes, broken up into dots and dashes,

he is able to transmit two, three, or more separate telegraphic

messages in the same wire at the same time. But to do this

without a hitch it is necessary that the vibrating portions of
the transmitting as well as those of the receiving instnmients

shall execute extremdy pure vibrations. Ordinary tunings

fork intemiptors, such as those above described, are not good
enough for this purpose. The snarling sounds that they emit

prove that their vibrations are continually changing their rate^

and are not independent of the electromagnetic forces acting

upon them. This is a consequence of the impulses not being

given precisely at the proper phase of the motion. To
remedy this defect Mr. Langdon-Davies made £omc hundreds

of experimental devices with reeds, tuning-forks, and stretched

ribbons of steel as intemiptors. His final form of transmitter

is called the rate^govemor. It is depicted in Fig. 1761 The
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tuned reed A beats against a liglit spring V, which makes

contact during precisely one half of the reed's periodic move-

men^ bdng Itmited 1^ a set screw S from following the

Lahooon Davms* IUts-Coviuiob.

motion of the reed. C is the magnetized core which attracts

the reed when the key K is depressed. The three chief

positions of the reed are shown, somewhat exaggerated^ on
the right of the cut
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CHAPTER XI,

ALTERNAT£<:URR£NT ELECTROMAGNETS.

All electromagnets intended for use with alternating cuirents

must be provided with laminated cores in order to prevent

the circulation within the mass of the iron of induced eddy-
currents. Further, all frames, formers, or metallic bobbins,

which otherwise would constitute closed metallic circuits

around the cores, must be so divided or separated by non-

conducting material, otheiwise eddy currents will be induced

in these alsa

Modes of Lamination.

There are several modes in which lamination may be
carried out ; but they must all conform to the rule that the

;

iron shall be divided in directions at right-angles to that in

which the eddy-currents would be set up. As the tendency

is for these to circulate parallel to the coils that surround the

cores, that is to say, transversely to the length, it follows that
|

all lamination must be longitudinal to the cores.

For the cores of straight electromagnets a common mode !

of construction is to take annealed iron wires^ of i to 2 mm.
in diameter, in sufficient numbers to make up cores of the

desired size; Such wires should be separately varnished, and !

then secured together in bundles by lightly binding them '

with thread or tape, which is afterward served with vandshi

Metallic binding wires should not be used.

For larger electromagnets, and for those of horse-shoc

pattern, thin sheets of iron are preferred. Two modes of con-

structing laminated cores from iron sheets arc shown in Fig. 177.
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In the first of these, a number of square-cornered U-shaped

stampings are assembled together in sufficient numbers. In the

second, the iron sheets are bent over a mould, one outside

the other. In either case the separate layers of iron should

be protected from' metallic contact by the Interposttton of

layers of varnished paper, or even of thin mica, though the

may bepassed through the stampings, but such bolts should be
Insulatnl from contact by a surrounding tube of vulcanized

fibre or of ebonite^ and by washers of fibre or ebonite placed

underneath the heads and nuts of the bolts. In cases where
paper well varnished with shellac varnish has been interposed,

it is well to consolidate the whole core into one substantial

mass by serving the whole with varnish after putting it

together ; and then heat it in a stove to a temperature

sufficient to soften the shellac, the core being then compressed

until it is cold.

The cores that are to be used as plungers in coil-and-

plunger mechanisms must also be laminated if th^ are to be
used with alternate currentSi

PROrEKTIES OF ALTERNATE-CURRENT ELECTROMAGNETS.

In recent years much attention has been given to the

properties of alternate-current electromagnets. These are very

singular, and differ from anything to be observed when using

electromagnets excited by means of direct currents flowing

steadily in one direction. An ordinary electromagnet excited

Lamwatsd Irom Coin.

Fio. 177.

latter Is too costly for common use.

Some constructors dmply japan or

enamel the iron to prevent con-

tact. It is important that the

edges of the stampings should be

trimmed from any burr which

would produce contacts from

lamina to lamina. To secure the

parts mechanically together, bolts
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by a steady current does not attract any of the ordinary non-

magnetic metalSy such as copper, silver, or brassy neither does

it repel them save to a very minute degree, requiring special

apparatus to make the delicate effects visible. The so-called

diamagnetic repulsion of the metals, due to their being less

permeable than the surrounding medium, air» is so minute an
eflect that it does not call for any further consideration* But.

as Mrill be shown, cases arise in which an alternate-current

electromagnet repels a mass of copper with an active and

powerful repulsion, arising from a mutual action between the

electromagnet and the currents which it sets up in the neigh-

bouring piece of metal

Here an important consideration presents itself in coot

sidering the phases of electric currents. Two parallel currents

attract one another (or rather the conducting wires in which

they flow attract one another), provided the currents in them
are both flowing towards the same direction ; and repd one

' another if the currents are flowing in opposite directions In

the case of alternating currents which flow first in one direction

along a wire, then in the other, current succeeding current

with enormous rapidity, it will be evident that two alternating

currents flowing in two parallel wires will not attract one

another unless their alternations keep step with one another.

If they are exactly in step there will be attraction. If they

are exactly out of step there will be repulsion. If they are

in some intermediate state of phase-relatioii, something mudk
more complex may happen, which we must consider.

It is usual to study alternating currentsby the aid of wave-

diagrams (such as Fig. 178), in which time is plotted out

horizontally and current vertically. Suppose we wbh to

represent a current which makes 100 periods of alternation

a second, and at its strongest is 10 amperes. The upper

line shows the variations of the current, which, starting

at time = o, has strength = but which then increases

and attains its maximum of 10 amperes at time marked i

(the I four-hundredth of a second). At 2 four-hundredtbs

of a second it has died away to sero^ and is going to revene.
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At 3 four-hundredths of a second it has attained its reversed

(or n^ative) maximum ; and at 4 four-hundredths of a second

it has once more come back to zero^ and is ready to start

again. It has thus made one complete cycle ofchanges in one
one-hundredth of a second. Its mean strength during the

time will have been 7*07 amperes. Now consider the lower

they will attract with a force that also goes to a maximuoL
In the next quarter period, from i to 2^ th^ are still both

flowing the positive way, and both falling in strength ; so

they will still both attract, but the attraction is falling to

zero. In the next quarter period, from 2 to 3, both currents

have reversed, but they are still in step with one another ; so

that they are still attracting with an attraction that becomes

a maximum at 3. In the last quarter, from 3 to 4, they are

still in step, but both diminishing to zero, and they still

attract ; but the attraction diminishes and becomes also zero

at the end of the complete period. So we see that when two
alternate currents are in step there is an attraction between

them ; but that attraction goes through periodic changes in

amount, behig twice at a maximum and twice falling to zero

within each complete period. If the current were made to

alternate very slowly—say 3 or 4 times a second only,—one

might see the two parallel wires vibrating toward one another

6 or 8 times per second. But when the alternations come as

* For the purpmes of alternating currents the mean value is not the arith-

metical mean but the square root of the mean square. The wire will be htuted

foi example hj this current that cwciHatct from <f 10 amperes to — 10 amperes
and b•c]^ M it wodd be by ft ilcaidj cwicBl of 7*07 aapevab

Two Watii m Stmuui Phase.

Fia 178.

curve of Fig. 178, It repre-

sents a precisely similar current

in the same phase ; one that

keeps step with the current

already considered. In the first

four-hundredth of a second

—the first quarter period —
both currents are flowing the

same way and rising to their

maximum. In that quarter

/
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rapidly as 100 times a second (as usual when such currents

are used in electric lighting) the maxima of attraction come
so rapidly—200 times per second—that the wires have not

time to vibrate, and are. simply urged toward one another.

Consider now Fig. 179, which represents the variatioiis of

two alternate currents which are in exactly opposite phasea

precisely out of step. By similar reasoning to that which we
have just gone through, it will be evident that in each quarter

period there will now be repulsion between the wires, for the

currents start ofT in opposite directions, and after reversing at

the same instant, are still in opposite directions. In this case

Pio. 179. FUx. iSob

Two AltuiiATB Cutasm Two ALntNAim CoutniTi
IM Onotm Pbasu. in QnADKATUts.

there will be two maxima of repulsion in each complete

period

Now let us take the case represented by Fig. 180, in which

the currentshave a difference ofphase of one quarter ofa period,

one current coming to its maximum just when the other is at

txxo^vcAviuvirseu Currents in this particular relationofphase

are sometimes spoken of as " in quadrature " widi one another.

In the first quarter period^ from o to I, the first current is

positive, and rising to a masdmum ; but the second current

has in the same time been flowing in the opposite or negative

sense, and is dying down from a negative maximum to zero.

During this first quarter period then there will have been a
repulsion, and this repulsion will have been zero when the

first current was zero, and will be zero again when the second

current is zero ; so that it will have a maximum at some
intermediate time^ or at about the middle of the first quarter
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period. In the second quarter period there will be an

attraction^ because from i to 2 both currents are positive^

and this attraction will also be at its maximum at the

middle of the quarter period. In the third quarter period,

from 2 to 3, since the first current has now reversed,

there will be repulsion as there was in the first quarter

of a period ; and in the fourth quarter period, 3 to there

will again be attraction, as in the second quarter period. So

then, in each complete cycle there will be alternately, repulsion,

attraction, repulsion, attraction, and if the two currents are

exactly in quadrature the attractions and repulsions will be of

precisely equal duration and of equal amount The net result

is that the wires in this case are neither attracted nor repelled

as a whole.

But now» if the currents are partly out of step^ and not in

exact quadrature, what will happen? In that case the dura-

tions of the two attractions and of the two repulsions of each

period will not be equal. If the currents differ in phase by
less than a quarter period (or are more nearly in step), the

attractions will be greater in amount and duration than the

repulsions, and there ivill be on tlie whole an attraction. If the

currents differ in phase by more than a quarter of a period,

the repulsions will prevail, and there will be on the whole a

These things are the key to the peculiar actions produced

by alternate current electromagnets.

Let us first consider the action of an alternate current

electroms^et in inducing eddy currents in a copper ring

hung opposite its pole as in Fig. 181.

Suppose the coil of the electromagnet to be traversed by
a current in such a direction that the current is coming over

the top and down the front, and to be increasing in strength.

This current tends to make the end of the core nearest the

ring a north pole, N, which will also be increasing in strength

and sending its magnetic lines out into space in increasing

numbers. This increase of the magnetic flux through the

copper ring tends to ihduce or set up an opposing electro*
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motive force in the ring, in the direction shown by the arrow

;

and, of course^ this electromotive force in turn tends to set up
an eddy-current in the same direction around the ring. Now
such induced electromotive forces are, as is well known, pro-

portional to the rate of change of the magnetism ; and the

€kang^ of magnetism goes on at the greatest rate^ not when
the magnetism itself is at its maximum, positive or negative^

but when it is at its zero^ just reversing in sign. Hence it

follows that as the magnetism of the core goes through

cycles of alternations the induced electromotive force in

the ring will go through cycles of alternations which

are in quadrature with those of the electromagnet If

then, we assume that the cycles of magnetization keep step

Fia \%u

AcnoK or Altbkiiats Cmtuirr ELicntoiuoMCT on Coma Rma

exactly with those of the exciting current ; and if we further

were to assume^ what h not true, that the eddj^cnrrents

produced in the ring keep step exactiy with tiie electromothre

forces set up in it by the dectroms^et, it would follow that

the eddy-current induced in the ring would be in quadrature

with the exciting current in the magnet (as Fig. i8o),

and in that case the ring would, on the whole, be neither

attracted nor repelled. But as a matter of fact, the ring of

copper possesses a tivte-constaut (see p. 222) of its own. To
start or stop a current in such a ring requires time. All eddy-

currents lag behind the electromotive forces which produce

them. Hence the currents in the ring will not be in quadm*
z
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ture with the chang^es of magnetism of the electromagnet; the

difference of phase will be more than a quarter of a period,

consequently M# ring will b€ nftlUd on the whole

Elihu Thomson's Experiments.
•

A most striking series of experiments have been con-

ducted with alternate current electromagnets, by Professor

Elihtt Thomson,* of Lyiin, Massachusetts. Elihu Thomson's

attention was first drawn to the matter by an experiment on

an electroms^net excited by a constant current ; which is here

described in his own words.

"la 1884, while preparing for the International Electrical £x-

hibidon at Philadelphia, we had occasion to construct a large electro-

magnet, die cores of which ware about 6 inches in diameter and

about 20 inches long. They were made of bundles of iron rod about

1^ inch in diameter. AVhen complete, the magnet was energized

by a anient fiom a continuous-current dynamo, and it exhibited the

innal powerful magnetic effects. It was found that a disk of sheet

copper of about jV ^^^^h in thickness and 10 inches in diameter, if

dropped flat against a pole of the* electromagnet would settle down

softly upon it, being retarded by the development of currents in the

disk due to its movement in a strong magnetic field, and which

currents were of opposite direction to those in the coils of the magnet.

In fact it was impossible to strike the magnet pole a sharp blow

with the disk, even when the attempt was made by holding one

edge of the disk in the hand and bringing it down forcibly towards

the magnet. In attempting to raise the disk quickly off the pole, a

similar but opposite action of resistance to movement took place,

showing the development of currents in the same direction as those

in the coils of the magnet, and which currents, of course, would

cause attraction as a result The experiment could be tried in

another way. Holding a sheet of copper just over the magnet pole

(see Fig. 182), the current in the magnet coils was cut off by shunting

them. There was felt an attraction of the disk, or a dip towards the

• See " Novel Phenomena of Alternating Currents,*' by Elihu ThomiOB, te

Electrical World, May 1887, p. 258 ; or 7 he Electriciafi, May 16, 1890, p. 3$ tt ttf,,

in a scries of articles by Prof. J. A. Fleming, to whom the Mtbor'i UuAks art

due for pcrminkm to icpcodvct Figti iSi to 187.
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pole. The current was then put on by opening the shunting

switch, and a repulsive action or lift of the disk was felt The actions

just described are what would be expected in such a case, for when

attraction took place currents had been induced in the disk in the same

direction as those in the magnet coils beneath it, and when repulsion

took place the induced current in the disk was of opposite character

or direction to that in the coils. Now let us imagine the current in

Effect on Sheet of Copper of Turning ELFxrrROMACNCT On or Opp.

the magnet coils to be not only cut off, but reversed back and forth.

For the reasons just given, we find that the disk is attracted and

repelled alternately. The disk might, of course, be replaced by a

ring of copper or other good conductor, or by a bare or insulated

wire, or by a series of disks, rings, or coils, superposed, and the results

would be the same."

So far there was no indication that the action of an alter-

nating current would be to set up repulsions which were more

powerful, on the whole, than the intervening attractions ; for

the preceding experiments had given no hint of any retarding

effects or lag in the induced eddy currents. These were soon

made evident when an alternating current was applied. The
following striking experiments were amongst those shown by
Elihu Thomson.

If a stout copper ring is held in the hand (as in Fig. 183)

Fig. 182.

z 2
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over the pole of a powefful alternate current electromagnet

tibe eddy-currents set up in it produce two effects. In the

fifst place they warm It so rapidly that, afUr afiw seeands

only, it becomes unbearably hot ; in the second place they

cause it to be violently repelled, so that force is required to

hold it down, and if let go, it flies up into the air as though

shot up by an Invisible spring.

If such a copper ring be attached by thin threads to pins

driven into the tables it may be held floating in the air above

the pole of the electromagnet, in the manner shown in

Fig. 184, like the golden aureoles pictured as floating above

the heads of saints. Of course, these effects entirely vanish

if the ring is cut across at any point, preventing the eddy-

current from circulating. If a copper disk is hung level from

the beam of a balance over the pole of such an electromagnet

and carefully counterpoised before the current is turned on,

then when the alternating current is turned on it is seen to

fifle« lepelled by reason of the eddy-currents in it ; but a disk

slit from centre to edg^ is scarcely repelled at alL Other

Fia 183.

Riniuioii OP A Coma Rmo.
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movements are possible, some of them of the most varied

description. A stout copper tube or mantle placed over the

upper half of an alternate current electromagnet, like that in

Fig. 183, is pushed away with a steady push, resembling^ but

Fig. 184.

CoppuL Ring tstiuuisd to Tabu, floating above thx Altxkmats
CuEaiMT BLacnoMAOim;

invefselyi the manner in which a coil with oootinuous currents

acts on an iron plunger with a steady pulL The actioQ io

this alternate current case may
be modified by shaping conically

cither the electromagnet or the

external copper mantle..

If a stout ring of copper is

placed over a coil of insulated

copper wire through which the

alternating current is passing;

the former vnll be repelled from

the latter; but more powerfully

if there be a laminated iron ooce

in the coiL I( as hn F^. 185, the ring does not lie con-

centrically over the coil, it will be pushed laterally away with

mutual lateral force, as indicated by the arrows, as well as

repelled axially. Fig. 186 illustrates a very similar effect

Lateral Repulsion op
Coma XuiOi
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dbsmed when a stout copper ring or disk^ or, better still, a

pile of thin rings stamped out of sheet copper, is held over

one pole of a laterally-placed bar electromagnet exdted by
an alternating current The eddy currents in the copper ring

tend to drive it from a place where the alternating magnetic

field is strongest to a place where it is weaker, namely, over

the middle zone of the electromagnet

Fio. i8& Fia 187.

DnrLACEMENT or CorPER R1N0 Defi.kxion of Pivoted Ring
TOWARDS Neutral Zonk or by Alternate Current

ELBCTROMAGNST. ELICTROMAGMni.

Again, if a copper ring or pile of copper washers Is

ph^oted over the pole of an alternate current nu^net as in

Fig. 187, it is deflected from the parallel position to one at

right angles. In other words it tends to move so as to reduce

the eddy-currents in it to a minimum. This is really only

another variety of the old principle that the confijjuration of

any electromagnetic system tends to change in such a way as

will increase the number of magnetic lines. In all these cases

the eddy-currents tend to demagnetize—to oppose the change

of magnetic field to which they are themselves due. Hence
there is a tendency to such a chai^ as shall produce the

least induction of eddx<urrentt.
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Professor Elihu Thomson has laid down four principles
'

which govern the effects when two or more closed coodnctocB

are acted on in the same alternating fidd* or when masses of
iron are placed in the field

" (i.) If two or more dosed circuits are similarly affected indue*

tively by an alternating magnetic field, they will attract one aiiodier»

and tend to move into parallelism.

" (ii.) Iron or steel masses placed in an alternating 6eld give ite
to shifting magnetism or lines of force moving laterally, and maj,
therefore, act to move closed drcoits in the path of such shiltiiiig

lines.

" (iii.) Closed circuits in alternating magnetic fields, or fields of
varying intensity, give rise to shifting magnetism, or lines of force

moving laterally to their own direction, and may, theiefoce^ act to

move other closed circuits in the path of such lines.

" (iv.) Iron or steel masses may, when placed in an alternating

magnetic field, interact with other masses, or with closed electric

circuits, so as to produce movement of such masses or circuits

relatively, or give rise to tendencies to so move, the efiects depend-

ing on continual adaptations of shifling magaetism and retained

magnetism rdativdj."

One consequence of these interactions is a curious effect

Icnown as magnetic screening. If a sheet of copper is intro-

duced into the magnetic field between the pole of an alter-

nate current electromagnet and a copper ring (such as in

Fig. 181), so as to intercept part of the magnetic linear thea

eddy-currents will be induced in the copper sheet as weQ as

in the ring^ and these currents will be more or lest paralld

to one another ; will, tiierefore, oppose one anoCher''s actidtifc

Eadi will tend to stop the currents in the other. They will

also attract one another. The consequence is that the

presence of the interposed sheet damps down the currents in

the ring
;
acting as if it shaded off" the action of the electro-

magnet Two copper rings under similar conditions are

attracted together, and both are repelled from the electro-

magnet*

By means of such "shadfatg** a modoo of rotatkm cube
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Fio. 188.

Rotation produced by Suadimo
half tub poli.

produced, as shown in Fig. 188. A copper disk, pivoted on
a centre, is held over the pole of the alternating mag-

net The edge of another

disk or sheet of copper is

then slid in under the first

disk^ so as to cover up about

half the pole. The pivoted

disk at once begins to rotate,

the direction of movement
being from the unshaded

toward the shaded portion.

This is readily explained by
reference to the tendency

of the system to re-adjust

itself in such a way as to

minimize the eddy-currents.

The portion of the rotating disk in which the eddy-currents

are is continually attracting itself up to, and trying to hide

itself behind, that part of the

interposed sheet in which the

parallel eddy-currcnts are circu-

lating. A number of very extra-

ordinaiyexperiments ofa similar

sort have been devised by Elihu

Thomsoa In one of these a
hollow copper globes partly Im-

mersed in water in a glass

finger-bowl, rotates violently

when held over the partly shaded

pole of the alternating magnet
Another curious disposition is

illustrated in Fig. 189, where a

dissymmetrical arrangement of

the magnetic field with respect

to a copper conductor causes It

to rotate The conductor In this

*case b a cylindrical rim fastened to a laminated Iron wheel

;

Flo. 189b

Rotation due to Dissym*
MiTft.iCAL Induction of
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and the pole is furnished with a wedge-shaped iron pole-

piece. The rotation occurs just as if a blast issued from the

sharpened end of the electromagnet

There is yet another way of causing an alternating magnet

to produce rotation of a conductor. This is by surrounding

part of the electromagnet core—usually some horn or pro-

jection of it—^with a closed coil or ring of copper, in which

eddy-cunents are induced, and which thus retards the alterna-

tions of magnetic polarity in the projecting part A aeries of
such rings placed upon a protruding pole will have die

remarkable result of virtually making the magnetic polarity

travel continually from the root to the tip of the protruding

part The reader is referred to the chapter on Motors for

some further references to this subject

Impeding Effect of Electromagnets. Maxwell's
Rule.

It was pointed out in Chapter VII., when dealiqg with

magnets for quick action, that the electromagnet itselfimpedes

the variations of an electric current the magnetbm in it

acting with a spedes of inertia towards the current in the coiL

This action, which is sometimes described as a result of the

self-induction which occurs in consequence of the separate

coils of the winding acting inductively on one another, occurs

still more markedly in the case of alternating currents. The
alternating electromotive force applied to the circuit by the

dynamo, tends to set the current oscillating to and fro in

the circuit ata high rate of frequency. If the dicuit consisted

simply of a plahi resistance—a long thin wire witliout aiiy

coils hi it, merely doubled back on itself—the current in it

would simply depend on the (alternating) volts applied to

it, and on the ohms of resistance which it offered. But if

there arc in it coils or electromagnets—anything possessing

self-induction—anything which can act with electromagnetic

inertia, then the current will be affected, damped down to

some lesser strength than would otherwise be the case. This
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inertia-action which for short we may call the inductance

^

produces two effects on the waves of alternate current, it

diminishes them in amplitude or strength, and it retards them

in phase. And, as a matter of fact, the inductance is found

to depend on the frequency of the alternations as well as on
the self-induction of the circuit The amount of self-induction

of a circuit or of any part of % is usually expressed in terms

of a certain unit of self-induction called the quadf ot Aemy.

The oo-efBdents of self-induction of electromagnets can be
measured and specified. For example, on p. 232, it Is stated

that the co-efficient of self-induction of a standard relay of

the British Postal Telegraphs (" C " pattern) is 26*4 quads.

The usual symbol for a co-efficient of self-induction is L,

meaning L quads. In order to find the inductance offered by

any electromagnet of which the quads are known, when
placed in the circuit in which the alternating electromotive

forces go through m periods in a second, all that is needful to

do is to multiply n and L together, and then multiply the

product by a V. Or in symbols

Inductance a 2 v i» I*

Supposing that in this way we know the inductance in a

circuit, and supposing that we also know the number of ohms
of resistance R in that circuit, it remains to calculate the

impedance which these two causes conspire to produce. It is

not sufficient merely to add them together. To calculate the

impedance,! the joint effect of resistance and inductance^ we
have to take the square root of the sum of their squares^ of

Impedance«^ R* + 4vis*L*.

* TUt b short for quadrant^ the ideal unit being called lo because when
compftring coefficients of self-induction with fundamental units, the length to

which this unit must be compared is lo* centimetres or the length of a quadrant

of the earth's circumference. Another name for the qtttul^ suggested by Professors

Ayitoa tad Ptny, is tht mmAm. Tbcj hsvt devised sa inihiiimii tin

srrohmetcr—for measttrinf co-cffdc«ts of sdf*iBdicttoa. Sot pi 416^

t Some writat csll the imftiwmi the Mffmrtut rMtmtt^ or wfrimtrttbintt
of UMdrarit.
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Having thus ascertained the impedance of the circuit, we
are ready to calculate the strength of the currents. But here

we must remember that Ohm*s law, which is the rule for

calculating strengths of steady currentSi will not help us uatfl

we have modified it to suit the case; The rule as modiBed is

known as MaxuMs ruU^ (or it was first given by Cleilc^

Maxwell in 18^. It may, for present purposes^ be stated as

follows

Maximum current = Maximum ele^tomiotive Ibice .

impedance
or as follows

Meant current - Mean* dectixmiotive force

Impedance.

Neither of these two statements of the law is oomplete;

because neither of them tells us anything about the retarding

effect of the inductance, causing the maxima of the currents

to lag behind the maxima of the impressed electromotive

force. If we compare a complete period or cycle of alterna-

tions to the revolution of a point around a circle, we may
express the amount of retardation of phase in terms of an
angular retardation. The Greek letter ^ is commonly used

for the angle of lag. The value of ^ is always such that its

cosine is the ratio of the resistance to the impedance; So that

one might re>write Maxwell's rule as follows :

—

Mean current - mean electromotive force ^ ^
resistance

This tells us that the mean current is alwiy less tiian

what it would be (by Ohm's law) if the electromotive foroe

were a steady instead of an alternating one ;
always, that i%

if there is any inductance at all to cause a lag. If the induct-

ance is very great compared with the resistance, the imped-

ance will practically be made up of inductance alone^ and

* The wofd mmm in tbcae cmw, woaX be takai, as explaised on p. 334* to
rifnUy the aqnare root of the mean square of the values, not dicir arithmetical «r
geometrical mcaik The above Ibniuite aanuM the altcmaikoi to fulkm a 1

fanctkMb
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the lag will be such that cosine ^ is veiy nearly s o ; or in

other words, the current will depend in no way on the re-

sistance of the circuit but only on the inductance, and the

retardation of phase will be 90% or one-quarter of the whole

period*

A well*Iamlnated electromagnet^ because of its great self-

inductioii, ofiers therefore an enormous impedance to a rapidly

alternating current, and such electromagnets are now ftO"

quently used as choking coils in (alternating) electric light

circuits to damp down the currents. They do this better

than- a wire of high resistance would do, because self-

induction does not waste energy as resistance does.

Electromagnets for Heating Purfosbs.

The alternate rapid reversals of the magnetism in the

magnetic field of an electromagnet when excited fay alternat-

ing electric current^ sets up eddy-currents in eveiy piece of

. Fia 1901

,

Rankin Kennedy's Electromagnet for Heating Purf<»ii.

undivided metal within range. All frames, bobbin tubes,

bobbin ends» and the like, must be most carefully slit, other-
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wise they will overheat If a domestic flat-iron is placed on
the top of the poles of a properly laminated electromagnet,

supplied with alternating currents, the flat-iron is speedily

heated up by the eddy-currents that are generated intemaUy
within tt.

Seizing upon this property, Mr. Rankin Kennedy pfo-

poses to construct special forms of electromagnet on purpose

to act as heating apparatus, ingenkmsly combining m it the

transformer piindple of getting large cnrrents at a low pres*

sure by tnmsforming them down from small currents supplied

at high pressure. His electromagnet for heating smoothing

irons, copper kettles, tea-urns, &c, is of a tripolar form, built

up of stampings of annealed sheet iron, the exciting coil being

wound round the central limb, which is broader and shorter

than the two outer limbs. Upon the top of this central limb

is set the smoothing iron. Suppose the exciting coil to con-

sist of 200 turns, and to be traversed by a current of 20

(alternating) amperes. This is 4000 ampere-turns of current

;

and by the principle of transformation, as the piece of metal

which Is actmg as the secondary ooQ counts but as one turn,

there will be a current of 4000 amperes^ which wiO rapidly

warm h;
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CHAPTER XII.

ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTORS.

From about the year 1830, it became evident to those who
were working with the electromagnet that, by suitably com-

bining electromagnets and armatures^ motive-power might be

generated at the expense of the energy ofelectric currents sup-

plied from a battery. Faraday's apparatus for the rotation of a

magnet around a copper wire carrying an electric current had,

indeed, preceded this date ; likewise the rotating star-wheel

of Barlow and the rotating disk of Sturgeon. Amongst those

who now poposed the construction of electromagnetic motors

were Henry,* Dal Negro.f and Ritchie.^ The motors of

Henry and of Dal Negro were of the oscillatory type, the

moving part being caused to vibrate to and fro alternately*

Ritchie's motor was of the rotatory type, being a true progenitor

of the modem machine, with iixed field-maget and revolving

armature; Fig. 191 illustrates a form of Ritchie's motor as

constructed by Daniel Davis, jun., of Boston, U.S., from

whose book this cut is copied The fidd-magnet is an

inverted horse-shoe of steel about 9 inches high. Between

its poles is the revolving armature, a copper coil wound on an

iron core, the ends of the coil being attached to two contact

pieces of silver mounted on the shaft, to serve as a commuta-
tor. This apparatus is described on page 212 of Davis's

Magnetism (edition of 1852) as a "revolving electromagnet,"

and described as a motor ; but on page 268 the same appa-

* SiiHtnam^s youmatt jou p. 340^ itji | tte abo Hcny, Stimlijk 9Mlbtgt
(1886), vol. L p. 54-

t Ann. R. Lamb, l ena., April 1834; sec also La Lttmiirg EUctrifm^ is.

p. 40, i88>

X FML ThMWi, 318 is] iSjii
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Fi& 191*

ratus is again figured with a human hand turning the spindle

mechanically, whilst the apparatus acts as a generator of

currents, the remark being appended that " any of the electro-

magnetic instruments in which motion is produced by the

mutual action between a galvanic current and a steel magnet

may be made to afToid a

magneto-electric current by

pfodudng ' tbe modon me-

chanically." This idea of the ^
reversibility of function of

motion and generator was still

more explicitly stated by

Walenn in i860. Ritchie's

motor was followed in 1834

by that of Jacobi. In this

engine the field-magnet was a

multipolar combination con-

sisting of two crowns of poles

between which a complex

armature revolved. This motor

was designed for propelling the

boat with which Jacobi navi-

gated the river Neva in 1838.

The current which traversed

the rotating magnets was regu-

larly reversed at the moment
of passing between the poles of

the fixed magnets,by means of

a multiple commutator consisting of four brass toothed wheels,

having pieces of ivory or wood let in between the teeth.

Two early American inventors of motors deserve more

than passing mention, viz, Davenport and Page. Daven-

port's • motor to some extent anticipated the more complete

designs of Froment Page,t who for nearly twenty years

t SUSmmf* ytmrmd^ nxOL* itjSi and [a] «. 344 and 473, iSjO; and aL

t6b list*

RiTCHu's Motor.
(Fran DaviA Mtiimdiim^
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continued to work at the subject, created a distinctive type

of electromagnetic engine, based on the plan of using a coil-

Fic 193.

jACOBl'S MOTOK.

and-plunger mechanism instead of an ordinary electromagnet

with fixed core. One form of his motor with a double beam

Fic 193.

Pace's DounLC>BEAM Encini.

is given in Fig. 193, which is copied from Davis's Magnetism.

In one of Page's experiments he used a spiral coil i foot

uigitized by Googl
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Fro. 194.

in diameter, and was able to raise an iron core weighing

300 lb. through a travel of 10 inches. In another experi-

ment an iron core weighing 532 lb., with an attached load

of 508 lb, in total nearly half a ton, was raised through

10 inches. He was able to apply his motora to real work»

such as driving a turning lathe. But the cost of deriving

electric power from primary batteries prevented these engines

from commg into commercial use. Other inventors produced

other forms of machine. In England, Wheatstone^* whose

device for'procuring rotation by oblique approach has already

been noticed (p. 285 above), was pai^

ticularly active in devising forms of

motors ; and Hjdrth.t who worked

at Tipton, and later at Liverpool,

produced machines, both motors and

generators (see p. 243 above)^ for

which a gold medal was awarded

him at the Great Exhibition of 1851.

In Holland, EUas produced a motor

in which both field-magnet and

armature consisted ofelectromagnets

in the form of rings wound to have

several consequent poles. In France,

Fromentt led the way with numerous

forms, the best known of which were

based on the plan of affixing upon

the periphery of a rotating wheel a

number of iron bars, as in Fig. 194, to be attracted laterally

toward the poles of an electromagnet the current in which

was automatically cut off just when the approaching anna^

ture had come neariy to the position of least distance.

Such motors, some with multiple dectromagneta^ were used

by Froment for many years for driving dividing-engines and

other light machinery, in his instrument factory in Parii.

• Set Specification of Patent 9022 of 1841.

t St* Specification of Patent 12,295 ^ ^>9^ ^ l^S4*

I Vlmnkia, bouuL, Dec 1834; wt^^SmlMlMmUn EUctri^iu, \%. 194, 1883.

2 A

FKOMnn't ICoToa.
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Another French instrument maker, Bourbouze, constructed

motors such as that represented in Fig. 195, from the designs

of Breton. This motor followed the plan invented by Page,

but with some modifications. A stopped coil with half-long

plunger (see p. 269^ above)^ replaced the simple coil and

Fig. 195.

BouaBoimfs Mdrot.

plunger, and the commutator, constructed to imitate the slide-

valve of a steam-engine, was operated by an eccentric on the

crank-shaft.

Another French motor, which gained a prize at the Paris

Exposition of 1856^ was designed by Roux. In this motor

(Fig. 196) was applied the equalizer of Froment (Fig. 131,

Pig. 19&

Rovx't MoTOft.

p. 283), and the electromagnets were ironclad, a sheet of iron

being folded around the outside of the coil.

In 1864 Pacinotti * produced the first machine with a true

* Hmtm CiwmU^t xix. 37!^ it6$.

%
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ring-armature, the forerunner of the modern machines. This

ring form was independently reinvented in 1870 by Gramme,*

but with the modification of winding the copper wire over the

whole periphery of the ring. Since that date the subject of

motor design has become simply a part of the subject of the

design of dynamo-electric machines in genetaL For, stiange

to say, the great advance in the design and constnictioii of

electric motors came about at thehands of inventocswho weie

not trying to invent a motor at all, but who, in perfecting the

dynamo madiine for producing electric light, found them-

selves in possession of a far better electric motor than any

that had been specially designed as such-

Modern electromagnetic motors may be classified under

two heads— those intended to work when supplied with con-

tinuous currents, and those intended to work when supplied

with alternate currents. In each case the machine maybe
described as consisting of two parts—a iidd-magnet and an
armature—the distinction between the two parts beii^ that

in the part called fidd-magnet the magnetism wmains oon-

stant (or nearly constant), whilst in the part called armature

the magnetism b being continually reversed during the

running of tbe machines

In oondnuous current machines the field-magnet usually

consists of a single stationary massive electromagnet of simple

form, between the poles of which the armature revolves ; the

latter being usually a complex electromagnet built up
symmetrically around the shaft, with a core of laminated iron

(usually in the form of a ring or a drum) covered with a
peculiarly wound system of insulated ooppd* conductors

through which the current circulates in a manner governed by
a special commutator. F^. 197 illustrates a modem form of

electromagnetic motor with a drum armature placed between

the poles of a field-magnet having a double magnetic ctrcnit.

This is a compact and powerful form; others of kindred

design are made by scores of engineering firmsL

* CM^ibM^, ludiLp^ t7S> and SpedficmtiM of FWcatNa itft
of 187a

2 A Z
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For use with alteroating currents a dilTereiit type of

structure is adopted. The field-magnet of alternate current

machines is usually multipolar, a common form resembling

Fia i97«

Immisch's Motor.

that sketched in Fig. 198, consisting of two opposing crowns

of poles of alternate and opposite polarity, set upon two
stout frames. In the gap between these two crowns of

poles rotates the armature, which, in this class of machines,

usually contains no core of iron, but consists simply of a set

Fia 198.

r»LO*MAGIIKr or ALTBK]IATI*CUaAIIIT MACBim.

of copper coils, equal in number to the number of peripheral

poles (eight in this case), wound alternately in right-handed

and kit-handed spirals. Alternate current motors of this

type possess two important peculiarities—(1) that they are not

self«starting, but require to be raised in some auxiliary way
to their proper speed ; and (2) that when so started they run
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whatever their load, in absolute synchronism with the alterna-

tions of the current, and therefore with the rotation of the

dynamo which provides the current at the generating station.

An important improvement has been introduced by Mr.

Mordey, who substitutes for the complex field-magnet with

coils wound separately around each projecting pole, a much
simpler design, Fig. 199, having only one coil. Th« multiple

Fic 199.

Field-magnet of Mordey's Alternate-current Machine.

magnetic field is procured by placing on the ends of the

cylindrical core two massive pole-pieces furnished with pro-

jecting horns which nearly meet In this particular machine

the field-magnet revolves, and the armature coils are held in a

stationary frame.

A very neat alternate-current mechanism for driving

electric clocks, devised by Grau-Wagner,* has a polarized

rotating armature with obliquely-shaped polar faces.

Other alternate-current motors have lately been devised

• Zcitschriftfur EUkt) otechnik^ voL iv» p. I.
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by Ferraris, Tesia, Elihu Thomson, and others, based upon the

mutual actions of coils in which alternating currents in

different phases are circulating. To describe them in detail

would go beyond the limits of this work. The reader is

referred to the author's book on * Dynamo-Electric Machinery

'

for fuller account of electric motors and of the theory of the

electrical transmission and utilisation of power.

uiyiiizca by Google
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CHAPTER Xill.

ELECTROMAGNETIC MACHINE TOOLS, AND MISCEL-
LAN£OUS APPLICATIONS OF £L£CTR014AGN£TSb

Many years have elapsed since Froment employed his

dectromagnettc motors to drive various light tools^ watch*

makers' lathe% dividing engines and die likc^ in hb oMmr In

Paris. From this down to the present time but little has

been done to develop the special capabilities of the electric

motor as a machine tooL True there are many workshops

and factories in those towns where the public supply of dec-

tricity is now an accomplished fact, particularly in the United

States, where electric motors are employed in lieu of steam-

engines to drive shafting and machinery. In all this there is

no particular adaptation to special ends of the qualities by

which an electric motor is distinguished from other prime

movers.

The very hi|^ ^)eed and lightness which may be given to

the moving parts of an electric motor mark it out for special

purposes. For a good many years electromagnetic motors

have been employed for running dentists' drUIs; If. Trouv^

in Paris^ has been prominent in devising appHcatiotts of this

kind ; and in the United States electro-dental appliances have

become widely spread. Small automatic hammers that can

be held steadily in the hand, and deliver a multitude of

minute blows, are found useful for inserting stopping into

hollow teeth. Some account of this application of the

electromagnet to dentistry will be found in the Jury Reports

of the Electrical Exhibition held at Philadelphia in 1884.

Another mode of using electromagnetic power for tools

consists in employing a movable core or plunger in a tubular
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holes in the iron plates for tnsertiog hooks or chains. An
electrically driven motor to work the drill was amongst the

deiraces si^gested.

In recent years various new forms of machine tools have

been brought out by Mr. F. J. Rowan» of Glasgow. These

are chiefly riveters and drillers intended for use in building

iron ships. The body of the riveter is constituted by an

electromagnet A A (Fig. 201), which can be applied to any

part of the surface of the ship where a rivet is to be driven,

and thus temporarily adhere. An electromagnetic motor M,
driven by the current, is connected by gearing G to a snail-

shaped cam C, which lifts the hammer H. The amount of

fofce with which the hammer falls upon the rivet depends

upon the coiled spring behind the hammer head ; and the

power of this spring can be adjusted by hand by means of

the screw spindles R and spur-gearing W. The "bolster"

or "holder-up" of the rivet is also constituted by an electro-

magnet whidi can be made to adhere on to the kon plates at

tlie other side. Electromagnetic drillers are made to attadi

themselves on to the work in the same way by a holding-up

electromagnet, and is also operated by an electromagnetic

motor. Mr. Rowan has also constructed tools for caulking

and chipping ; the tool, electromagnetically operated, being

set upon a frame to serve as a guide bar, which frame is itself

attached to the ship by holding-up electromagnets.*

In February 1891, a paper on electromagnetic mining

tools was read by Mr. LI. B. Atkinson before the Institution

of Civil Engineers^ in which are described several electro-

magnetic drills and ooal-cutlenL

* Fof fuithcr infonnatioo respecting Mr. Rowan's electromagnetic took IW
iHr. ituL MttkmmutSugbmn^ August 2nd, 1S87 ; and Tmm, InA Snghmn
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CHAPTER XIV.

MODES OF PREVENTING SPARKING.

Every one is familiar with the fact that on opening the

circuit of an ordinary electromagnet a bright spark is seen.

Such .sparks fuse and corrode away the contact surfaces of
the k^ and switches employed ; and in the case of
vibratory apparatus^ cause a rapid deterioratioa of die contact-

pieces.

The means taken in past time to prevent such deteriora-

tion are of several kinds. The contact surfaces were made of
metallic salver ; and later, platinum being found superior in

its power of resisting fusion and oxidation, was substituted,

and has become—in spite of its high price—of general

application. Also, in order to keep the contacts bright, it

was found advisable to arrange the moving parts so that a
rubbing-contact, rather than a mere pressing one, should be
made. Lastly, snap-switches have been used ; that is to say;

switches arranged with mechanical devices so that on opening

the circuit the movii^ part springs suddenly back Imn
contact, with a rapid motion, thus breaking down the 9pmrk

which otherwise would follow and bum the contact smteea

Causes op Sparks.

It is necessary, however, to study the phenomena of the

spark a little more closely. The spark is never seen at make
of contact ; only at break. It is small and faint in plain

circuits with no coils or electromagnets in them ; but briglit

and sharp in circuits in which tiiere are coils or electro*

magnets. As these sparks are able to leap over air-gaps of
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Fia'

coH wound w stdum. If a current is introduced at any
point in such a coil, it flows both ways through the coil from

that point, and produces a consequent pole (see p. 55 above) at

that point Toward such a polar point in the tubular coil the

end of the internal iron core is urged. Consequently, if the

point at which the current is introduced into the coil is being

continually shifted by sliding the contact to the circuit along

the turns of the coil by a special commutator, the core can be

drawn along the coil to any

point as may be desired. On
this plan, Page and Du Moncel
constructed motors^ and in 1880

M. Marod Deprex revived the

method and produced an electro-

magnetic hammer,* defected in

Fig. 20a The coil AB consbts

of 80 sections or separate coils,

all connected together into one

long coil, and with a branch wire

connecting the junction of the

end of each section and the

beginning of the next down to

one segment of the commutator

F G. Upon this commutator

press two springs C E, C D,

fixed to a handle H L The
distance to whidi tiie core is

drawn depends on the position

to which the handle is moved.

The iron core weighs 23 kilo-

grammes, and to its weight can

be added an actual force of 70
kilogrammes when a current of 43 amperes is passed through

15 of the sections.

In 1882 there were exhibited at the Electrical Exhibition

at the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, some electromagnetic

> Im iMmUn EkUrigue^ ix. 44, 188^

MAICBL DtfMS^ BtlCTKOllAO"
NsncHAMiiii.
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appliances for use in the salvage of ships. These were the

invention ofMr. Latimer Clark. One of them consisted in an
electromagnet to be used by a diver going down to repair a
submerged iron vessel, or prepare her for being raised. This
electromagnet was to be let down to any required depUi at
the side of the vessel, being connected by flexible cables to a

Fia aoi*

RowAM's EucnoMAOMsnc Rnrsmu *

suitable electric source, and the diver descending with it was
provided with a switch, by means of which he might at any

moment excite the electromagnet and cause it to attach itself

to the iron hull. It thus provided him with a seat or with

a fixed point from which to begin operations^ such as drilling

Digitized by Google
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a very visible length—say from ^ to inch,—it is evident

that they are impelled by electromotive forces much greater

than those of the ordinary batteries. An electromotive force

of 100 volts even, will not of itself cause, a spark to strike*

across a gap yj^ inch in width. The electromotive force that

sets up the sparks is one due to self-induction between the

various convolutions of the copper coil, which at the moment
M'hen the magnetism b ^ymg away, act on one another as

the primaiy and secondary wires of an induction coil da
The more rapid the rate at whieh the magnetism is decreasing,

the greater the self-induced electromotive force. The magni-

tude of the electromotive force is also attested by the shocks

which are often felt by experimenters if their hands toiidi

the two parts of the circuit between which the spark-gap

occurs.

It was the fashion at one time to speak of the current

thus self-induced, as an "extra-current"; and it was usual

to say that on making a circuit there was a momentary extra-

current which ran in a direction opposing the main current,

and prevented it rising instantly to its full valu^ and that

at break of circuit there was another momentary extra-

cnrrent wliich flowed in the same direction as the dying

current^ and manifested itself as a spaik

It has been explained in Chapter VII^ pi 222^ how every

circuit possesses a ''time-constant,'* which is, indeed* tiie

ratb of its coefficient of self-induction to its resistance; It

is to this same self-induction that the extra-current spark at

break is due. But the time-constant at break of circuit is

always less than the time-constant at make, because, though

the coefficient of self-induction may be a constant, there is a
great increase in resistance in the path of the spark. No
one knows how much is the resistance along a spark jj^ inch

long. Indeed it is doubtful whether such a spark can be said

to offer a definite resistance to the flow of electricity aloi^

it It partakes somewhat of the nature of the arc or electric

flame ; and no doubt its resistance bcreases as it islengthened,

though probably not in any rational proportioa
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An instructive way of considering the matter is to le*

member that when the circuit is first closed some of the

energy flowing from the battery has to be employed in

building up the magnetic field
;

or, in other words, in thrust-

ing into the core the magnetic lines. This energy, which

remains in the system as long as the field is maintained^ as

long therefore as the current is kept flowing, will disappear or

run down as soon as the current is turned off. The extrm-

curmU sfark sem at tr§ak is ikt visidU mode tm vMek tko

omrgy of iko nuignoHsm speads itself The amount of heal

developed in this spark may be taken as a memre of the

energy accumulated in the system during the variable period

when the current, at make, was rising to its final strength.

The quantity of electricity so accumulated and subsequently

restored is equal in amount to that which would be conveyed

by the current if flowing at its steady value for a time equal

to the time constant. If £ be the volts applied to the circuit

by the battery, R the ohms of resistance of the circuit, and L
the quads of self-induction, then the quantity Q of soulomks

of electricity virtually stored in the system is

^ E L EL

And, as this quantity was virtually stored under an dectro-

motive force E, while the quantity grew from zeio to the

work done in the operation by the battery, and stared as
potential energy, b^-

If on opening the circuit we can imagine the resistance to be
abruptly increased by the interposition of a gap to a much
higher value R«, the time constant will be diminished to the

corresponding value and consequently as the potential

energy stored up wOl run down with a greater electromoCtve

force E| such that

* R% "* R*'
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Now it is quite conceivable that the resistance introduced

by the gap may be hundreds of times greater tlian that of

the original circuit ; hence the electromotive force that forces

the spark across the gap may be hundreds of times greater

than that of the batteiy.

It must be obvious from the forqpoing consideratioiis that

the most powerful electromagnets^ will—<ifl0im faribus~^9idt

up the strongest sparks ; for the coefficient of self-induction

is proportional to the flux of magnetic lines in the core and

to the number of coils which surround it. Nevertheless, there

are one or two other matters that may afTcct the spark. If

beside the copper wire coil there is any other metal circuit

surrounding the core, or if the core itself is solid (not lami-

natedX then there will, at the moment when the magnetism is

disappearing, be generated in such circuit or solid core,

induction cunents, as well as those in the wire coil ; and these

eddy-currents will tend to keep up the magnetism, and thus

by making it die out more slowly will prevent the induced

electromotive force from rising so high. Such damping
dfcuits therefore lessen the spark at break. Another way of

stating the same facts is to say that if there is mutual in-

duction the self-induction will be thereby virtually lessened.

The presence of metal masses in which eddy-currents can be

set up by mutual induction, has the effect of distributing

the electromotive forces due to sclf-induction, diminishing

them in amplitude, and extending the time over which they

last

The abrupt opening of a circuit in which there is an

electromagnet, thus throws into play a sudden electromotive

force of high amount» and gives rise to sudden osdllations of

current, and sets up sudden tensions in the insulating coatings,

which may even pierce them and injure them permanently.

Biggins observed* that such sudden dischai^es are not regu-

lated by the usual laws of steady currents, and instead of

passing through a spiral conductor of 2 inches of No. 30 or

Na 24 B.VV.G. copper wire, will go preferably by a more

I
»
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direct foutcmade up oT two thidcncsses of lacquer and an air

space, though it ofTers perhaps a resistance of some miilioos

of m^ohms.

Mechanical Devices for Suppressing Sparks

Some of these have already been alluded to; but it will

be convenient to classify the various methods.

(«) Snap Switch.—A rapid-break switch which parts the

separated ends of the circuit to a really wide gap before the

self-induced dectromotive force of the discharge has had time

to rise to its maximum, causes the electromotive force tospend

itself in some other way. It produces a momentary hi^
charge on the end of the wirCp whidi then surges backward

and forward (unless it pierces through insulatioo to aone
other path) in the wire and dies away.

{b) Break under Liquid,—If the break in the circuit is

caused to occur under water or alcohol, the spark is much
diminished, or even suppressed, but the conditions are awk-

wark to carry out If oil or other hydrocarbon is used, the

contact points become clogged with carbonized matter.

(^) Wiping out Spark,—The author has suggested that a
moving break should cany bdiind ttapad of asbestos^ renew-

able from time to time, to wipe out the spariL

(d) Blowing out Spark—An air' blast delivered just at

the right instant will blow out the spark. This is done at the

commutator of the Thomson-Houston dynamo.

{e) Break in Magnetic Field.—If the break takes place at

a part of the circuit that lies in a magnetic field, the spark is

blown out laterally with extraordinary suddenness. If the

circuit of an ordinary (laige) electromagnet be broken close

over its pole, or in a narrow gap between pole and armature,

the snap of the sfMurk will resound like a pistol-shot The
magnetism under tfcese circumstance falls more rapkUy, and *

the extra-electromotive force is much h^iher.
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Electrical Devices for Suppressing Sparks.*

(A) Shunting Break with a Resistance.—If across that

part of the circuit where the gap is to be made there is

attached as a shunt a wire of considerable resistance (not

coiled), the extra current due to the self-induction of the

dicuit will find here a path through which it can flow without

having to leap the air-space as a spark: This device was first

introduced Dering in 1854* who proposed to use a resist-

ance about forty times as great as that of the electromagnet

coils in the drcuit The same was revived by Dujardin in

1864. A coiled wire is no use for this purpose, as it offers

self-induction, and the discharge refuses to go around its con-

volutions. A very thin wire of platinum is better, or even a

streak of a plumbago pencil on a rough surface. A drop of

water between two platinum wires joined to cither part of the

circuit will also answer the purpose. The author, in 1880^

proposed a special form of switch in which there is a high

resistance wire across the break, this wire being subsequently

itself parted after the passage of the disdiarge^ by a furtha

movement of the switch handle^ The theory of the high-

resistance shunt is very simple. Let the electromagnet have

a resistance of r ohms* and let Ubit current in it be i amperes.

Suppose it to be laid down that the potential at the terminals

of the break must never rise to more than E volts. Then
dividing E by i we find the value R of a resistance, such

that if the current were to continue full strength, the value E
would be just attained. But the interposition of this resistance

will itself cut down the current, which simply dies down with*

out q)arking. As an example, we may take a case where

f «B o'o$ ampere, and 300 volts is pfescribed as the limit for

£• Then R the high resistance to be used as shunt must

be equal to or not greater than 300-9-0*05 » 6000 ohms.

TUs is 60 times as great as the resistance of the coils.

(B) Sktmting with a CMirmr.—Two cases arise here;

* On this topic, see Vucby, Amttala Ti^gnt/Atfua, 188S, p. 29a
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A oondenser of suitable capacity may be placed as a shimt

—

(I) across the breaks or (ii.) across the terminals of die

electromagnet itself.

If the condenser used is of proper capacity, then it may,
when placed as shunt to the electromagnet, entirely counter-

balance, so far as the rest of the circuit is concerned, the

impeding action of the self-induction of the coil; it does not

prevent the retarding action in the coil itself. Ifthe condenser
is placed across that part of the drcuit where break is to
occur it has no eflfect on the current at make, because it is

itself at that instant short-drcuited ; but when the circuit is

broken it lowers the striking distance* because any mcsease of
capacity of the terminal parts lowers the potentials at those
parts. If the capacity is not great enough in proportion to the
self-induction ofthe circuit it does not entirely obviate the sparlc

If it is as great as, or greater than, the value C = 4 L -f-

then there will be no spark, and the discharge from the electro-

magnet will simply oscillate along the wire circuit into and
out of the condenser, and die away. A third way of using a
condenser is to connect it as a shunt to a plain resistance

inserted in the circuit or across the break. The first tosi^Qgest

the combined use of condenser and high-resistance slinnC;

appears to have been von HelmholtSi^

(C) Skmnting with a VaUamOer or LiquidRgtutamoi—It

has been suggested by d*Arsonval that the extra current

might be provided with a path which, though impassable to

the ordinary electromotive force of the circuit, should be
readily passable by the higher electromotive force of self-

induction. A set of small voltameter cells joined as a shunt

across the break, may, if sufficient in number, entirely obstruct

the ordinary current For example, if the working battery is

10 voltSi then a set of six small cells with leaden plalet ia

them (capable of polarising, like accumulators, to 2 volts eadi)

will be permeable only to electromotive forces exceeding

12 VOltSi

(D) Mutual Induetim Prottetort^-^tn 1867, Mr. C. F,

* See Appendix VIII. of vod Helmholu's Semjotmu^ T§me,

9 »
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Varley proposed Ihe use of a copper shea& surround*

ing the core, to lessen the effect of self-induction. The action

of such a closed circuit surrounding the core has been ex-

plained at the beginning of this chapter. The suggestion was

revived in 1878 by Brush, in the construction of the field

magnets of his dynamo machine.

A further development of the same idea came about in

1870, at the hands of Messrs. Paine and Frost, who laid a

layer of metal foil between each of the successive layers of

wire. This mode of using a mutual-induction has also been

adopted by Dr. Aron, of Berlin, since 1887. It has the

disadvantage of increasing the liability to break down of

insulatioa

(E) Skart-eiraiit Working,—In this method of working

the circuit is never opened, but a path of veiy low resistance

is provided as a shunt to the coils of the electromagnet When
a switch in this path is closed, the current takes the path of

low resistance and no longer circulates around the electro-

magnet To excite the electromagnet the switch must be

Shoet-ciecuit woEKiKo. therefore there will be no

break. And there will be no spaik at mak^ because only
after the circuit has been thus made does the magnetism of

the core die out The method is not perfect unless the shunt

path is relatively of negligibly small resistance and induct-

ance. Neither does it obviate sparks due to self-induction in

other parts of the circuit. It is excellently adapted for use

with electromagnets to be used in the circuits of arc lamps,

or in other constant-current circuits.

(F) Differgtitial Winding.-^lii this method the electfo-

magnet is provided with two separate coils, either wound in

opened. This is the inverse

of the ordinary case, and
when the switch is opened

there will be no magnetism in

the core to set up a dischaige

In its disappearance^ and

spark due to this cause at the
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opposite directions or else so connected up that the current

will drculate in opposite directions around the core, and with

an equal number of convolutions in each coil. There are

several ways of doing this, but of these the best is to wind the

coil throughout with two separate well-insulated wires laid

side by side. One of these two windings b connected straight

into the circuity and the second b connected as a shunt to the

first; Imt with a switch inserted. When this switch is open

the current circulates round

one cchI only, and mag-
netizes the core. When
the switch is closed the

current divides, half flow-

ing through one coil, half

through the other, and
exactly nentralizing one an*

other's magnetizing power.

This method of operating has all the advantages of the short*

drcuit method, but reqmres a greater weight of copper. But
it is even more perfect, as it eliminates the spaik doe to
self-induction in other'parts of the circuit It has been used

with great success in electric bells by Messrs, Jolin, of

Bristol.

(G) Multiple Wire Method.—For the purpose of the

transmitting electromagnets used in his system of harmonic

telegraphy (the Phonopore)

Fia

v..

DimUESITtAL WlMDUCa
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ICOLTtrLB Wtat WmomoL

Mr. C. Landon Davies has

used adevioe called mulHpk
wim The iwbbin iswound
with a number (from four

to twenty) of separate

layers of fine wire, a sepa-

rate wire being taken for

each layer, and all are wound in the same direction, not

turning back at the end of each layer as in ordinary wind-

ings. After the bobbin is thus filled all the wires arc

joined up in parallel, so as to act electrically as a single

2 B 2
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wire of greater cross-section. In this case the time-constants

or the separate circuits are different, because^ owing to the

fact that these coils are of different diameters, the coellicient

of self-induction of the outer layers is rather less, and their

resistance, because of the larger site, rather greater than

those of the inner layers. The result is that instead of the

extra currents running out all at the same time, it runs out

at different times for these separate coils. The total electro-

motive force of self-induction never rises so high, and it is

unable to jump a large air-gap, or give the same bright spark

as the ordinary electromagnet.would give.

I

The Comparison of Various Methods

The author had five bobbins constructed, all of the same

size, to fit to the same core, and wound in five separate modes

with about the same weight of copper on each, in order to

compare the sparks produced. The first was wound in

ordinary way ; the second with a copper sheath around the

core ; the third with interposed layers of foil ; the fourth differ-

entially wound ; and the fifth with multiple wire in 15 layenL

The differential iK^ding gives absolutely no spark at all ; and

second in merit conies Na 5, with the multiple-wire winding.

Third in merit comes the coil with intervening layers of foil.

The fourth is that with copper sheath. Worst of all, the

electromagnet with ordinary winding.

Compensating the Self-induction in the
Circuit.

The self-induction of an electromagnet can be entirdy

compensated, so far as the rest of the circuit is concerned, by
the jobt employment, as in ¥tg. 205, of a condenser and a
resistance. If the coefficient of self-induction of the electro-

magnet be called L and its resistance Ri. and the capacity of

the condenser C and the resistance with which it is shunted
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Ri then the retarding effect of the electromagnet will be

precisely compensated* if the condition is fulfilled that

C Ri Rs « L.

Fio. SOS.

c
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CHAPTER XV.

THE ELECTROMAGNET IN SURGERY.

For many years past ophthalmic surgeons have used both

steel magnets and electromagnets. Indeed, the use of the

loadstone has been known for two centuries^* for the purpose

of extracting from the eyeball chips of iron which have by
accident lodged therein, as frequently happens in engineering

workshops to fitters and metal turners. Later, in 1745, Dr.

Milnes, in his "Observations of Medicine and Surgery,"

describes how he applied a loadstone to remove a piece of iron

from the iris. Probably this was not strictly the case, as he

says "immediately it jumped out" It is more likely that he

meant that the fragment of iron was embedded in the cornea

in front of the iris. According to Hirschbcrg,t Dr. Meyer, of

Mtnden, was, in 1842, the first to use a magnet in extracting

fragments of metal from the actual interior of the eyebalL

In the middle of this centuiy cases of successful removal

were recorded by Critchettt Dixon, Whiter Cooper, and
others. There seems to have been little advance until 1874,

when Dr. McKeown, of Belfast, recorded in the British M^^iol
Jmirnal several successful cases treated by means of a per-

manent steel magnet tapered at each end to facilitate its

introduction. In 1880, Grucning, of New York, employed

a permanent steel magnet composed of a number of " cylin-

ders " (sic), united at each end and fitted at one extremity

with a needle-shaped pole.

* Fftbridot HSMbbu, Opnm thinmlimimm H fmrmHtmm, Pnakibrt 164S.

Of dlte iBiv work I have not seen a copy.

t Hinchberg. Z><*r EUktroma:^t$et im dtr iiatkitmitt Lci|idc, 1885.

X TXfZMMf, April iS54tP>35&>
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The first use of the electromagnet in this connection is

accredited to Hirschberg, of Berlin, in 1877,

In this country, Snell,* of Sheffield, has been the chief

advocate of its use, and in his hands splendid results have

been obtained. In the British Medical JomrHol for 1881 he
describes his instrament and records the results of several

operations. His experiments have steadily progressed since

then» and in a' recent number of the same journalhe brings op
the number ofhis recorded cases to 77.

The thing needed forthis special service is an electromagnet

which can be fitted with polar appliances of various elongated

forms which can be introduced into the wound in the eyeball

to a suflficicnt distance to enable the particle of iron to be

attracted and withdrawn. It is necessary at the same time

that the electromagnet should not be too heavy to be conve-

niently held in the hand of the operating surgeon, and that it

should be capable of being excited with current from a batteiy

of moderate size, such as an oculist might be expected to be
able to manage and maintain without having to call in a
skilled electrician at every occasion of its use. It is obvious

that, odier things being equal, a magnet of considerable pro-

jective power is desirable ; hence one with a long core, or with

an iron expansion at the posterior end of its core, is preferable

to a short one. Possibly in some cases the placing of a mass

of iron behind the patient's head during the operation might

aid the electromagnet to project its magnetic field to the

desired depth. Various forms of magnets have been devised

by various experimenters.

Snell's instrument, which may be quoted as the typical

form commonly used by ophthalmic suigeons in this country,

consists of a soft iron core surrounded by a coil of insulated

copper wire enclosed in an ebonite case. At the one extremity

arc the terminals for the battery connections, and at the other

the soft iron core is tapped to receive the variously shaped

and sized needle poles. He recommends the use of a single

quart bichromate cell to generate the current

* Sndl, Tki Skrtnmiput mmd Ut £m/i/ymmt im 0/JUMmk SSnrguj^

London^ Chuidiill aad Co, 1883.
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Hirschberg's instrument consists of a hollow cylindrical

core with two curved pointed poles of different thickness for

external and internal use.

Bradford, of Boston, devised an instrument almost identi-

cal with Snell's, and simultaneously with the latter. It 1%

however, a much heavier and more powerful agent

McHardy, of King's College Hospital, used a veiy similar

instrument, but of much reduced size and weight

The latest form b that brought out by Tatham Thompson,
of CardifTy and is a further modification of SnelFs instrument,

but for the same weight and bulk, additional power is claimed,

as the magnetic circuit is perfected by means of a collar of

iron continuous with the core projecting forwards over the

insulated coil towards the manipulative pole-piece.

SpiaAL Elictromaoiist fos Extracting Chin of Iron raoM tmb
EVSBAU.

The core is tapped at its extremity to receive the differ-

ently shaped poles or an intermediate polar extension where

deeper probing is required. The battery used with this con-

sists of one or more quart bichromate *'dip" cells. . This

instrument is shown in the illustratioQ in its actual size, and its

weight is only about five ounces.

The most frequent use of the instrument is in removing

fragments of steel or iron from the surface or embedded in
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the coats of the eye, and by its use much disturbance and
laceration of the delicate structures is avoided, which the older

methods of cutting out or withdrawing by means of foioept,

spuds^ or curettes, too often involved Its most valued pro-

perties are^ however, best demonstrated where it is used for

the removal of fore^n bodies which have penetrated tiie

walls of the eye. It is not too much to say that in many
cases it has been the only possible means of preserving sight*

In the first place, it is of diagnostic value, for where a

fragment, for instance, has perforated the cornea or anterior

transparent part of the eye, it can often be proved whether it

is steel or iron, by observing whether it is acted on by the

close approach of the instrument. If no movement is observed,

and no peculiar sensation of dragging pain felt by the patient

on the approach of the magnet» it may be due either to its

not being a magnetizable metal or to its being gripped by the

tissues, or encysted with inflammatoiy material thrown out

by its irritating presence If in this case a very lightly

suspended needle be magnetized and held dose to the eye, it

may sometimes be found to dip towards the foreign body.

If it should chance to be a steel fragment, this effect is greatly

increased by holding the electromagnet close to the eye for

a time, so as to magnetize the offending particle.

Further still, the instrument is at times of immense use in

moving the fragment from one part of the eye where it is

inaccessible, and dropping it in a more favourable position for

subsequent removal. For instance^ suppose the fragment of

steel or iron has penetrated the cornea and lodged in the

ciystalline lens, it has happened in several cases that by
applying the electromagnet to the cornea, the metal has been

attracted forward through the lens substance^ across the

aqueous humour contained in the outer chamber of the eye,

and then dropped by opening the circuit on to the floor of the

outer chamber; then a small opening being made at the

* In «Miiioii to fefieffaioci pvevioasly given, toe Mdlineer, WtwikiUtH^
ExiratHmm dSrr Buder tfOulmritg^dim K&mk (ln«i|*. DiHCrt.), Bue^

\
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most dependent part, the pole of the instrument introduced

there^ and the fragment readily removed.

In at least one recorded case a sharp-pointed fragmient^

which had penetrated deep into the lens^ has been seen to

.

force its way forward through the lens substance and lens

capsule^ through the iris» and actually be drawn through the

cornea, and so removed completely without involving any
Cutting operation whatever.

It is, however, in those cases where the foreign body has

penetrated the posterior or vitreous chamber of the eye that

the wonderful results obtained by the electromagnet are best

seen. Where only the outer chamber or the lens is the seat

of the mischief, other means may possibly succeed ; but

when a fragment has penetrated the vitreous chamber, we
require an instrument not to go blindly searching round, dis-

tufbing the delicate structures and risking the escape of the

semi-fluid contents* but one which will attract to itself the

offending particle, and this is where the instrument which we
are considering reaches its highest addevements.

Many successful cases have been recorded by Sndl,

Hirschberg, Lloyd Owen, McHardy, and others, of fragments

of steel thus removed from eyes which otherwise must have

inevitably been lost

The most serious and desperate cases of all are where the

metal has actually traversed the inner chamber of the eye

and become embedded in the delicate retina and choroid

lining the posterior wall. So far as can be ascertained, only

three successful cases of removal from this position have been

recorded. The first by Galeaowski in i8S2» where a fragment

of iron had passed through cornea, iris^ and lens» and was
lodged in the retina. Its position was noted by means of the

ophthalmoscopei an instrument employed by ophthalmolo-

gist for examining the interior of the eye. An incision was
made in the sclerotic or white coat of the eye over the situa-

tion, and the fragment removed by means of the electro-

magnet. The second, recorded by Hirschberg in 1888. The
third, by Tatham Thompson, of Cardiff, in 189a Some
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detailed account of this will well illustrate the method of tiie

procedure.

The parent was a blacksmith employed at one of tibe

South Wales collieries^ and on December 8th» whilst * stamp-

ing*' a new pickp" was struck on the left esre by a fragment

of the new tool The fragment struck him on the sclerotic
*

or " white of the eye/* about a quarter of an inch from the

margin of the cornea. He felt little pain at the time, but two
days later dull pain supervened, and considerable irritation

and dimness of vision^ not only in the injured, but in the

. sound tyt.

He was sent to the Cardiff Infirmary on December loth.

When examined there^ a small wound was found at the poiat

where the fragment had entered on the inner side^ and 00
ophthalmoscopic examination, the piece of steel could be seen

embedded in the retina at the upper and outer part. The
track which it had made in traversing the vitreous chamber
could also be distinguished by slight opacities in the humour.

The uninjured eye showed distinct signs of sympathetic

irritation. The next day the patient was put under the

influence of ether, the wound of entrance slightly enlarged to

allow the introduction of the pole of the electromagnet This

was passed across the vitreous chamber in as nearly as could

be calculated the direction originally tsdcen by the firagment.

On withdrawing the first time nothing resulted, but at the

second attempt the piece of steel came readily through the

wound "in tow" of the pole. Only a very small bead of
vitreous humour escaped, and the eye was dressed antisep*

tically and bandaged. At the end of twenty-four hours he
could count fingers at four feet distance, was quite free

from pain and dread of light, and the dimness of the other

eye had largely disappeared. The wound healed in three

days, and the sight steadily improved, till on December 30th

he could read moderately sized print Examined by means
of the ophthalmoscope, the scar formed in the retina at the

point where the fragment had lodged could be distinctly

made out, as well as some patches of haemonhage» caused
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either by tnjufy from impact of the fragment or by injury of

retinal vessels at the time of its removal*

On Januaiy 13th, 1891, he could read small print; his

central vision, in fact, was as good as ever, but his f field of •

vision" was limited slightly below—^the limitation corre-

sponding to the portion of retina injured by the foreign body.

The electromagnet has been used also to some extent in

general surgery for the removal of needles from the soft

tissues of the body or limbs.
,
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CHAPTER XVL

PERMANENT ICAGNETS.

Retention of magnedsm, as exhibited by loadstooe and by
hard steel, was the fact which fifst diew the attentkm of man-

' kind to magnetic phenomena. In Chapter Ilf^ on the

Properties of Iron and Steel, some precise data about the

retentive properties of various samples arc given. For the

purpose of comparing together various brands of steel to

ascertain which is the best for the manufacture of permajieat

mpgnets, two things should be known : (i) the remanemg
(see p. 98)^ or residual value of B after the appUcatkMi of a
powerful magnetising force ; and (2) the eontivefora (see pi

98), or amount of negative magnetizing forces H,which would
be needed to reduce the remanent magnetization tozera The
force thus required to deprive any specimen of its remanent

magnetization may be taken as a measure of the tendency of

the steel of this particular quality to retain permanent mag-

netism. Hence, for the present purpose, it is more important

that the specimen possess great coercive force. In the

specimen of annealed steel examined by Ewing (see pc 99]^

the remanence was 10,500, and the coercive foice 24.

The following table exhibits the remanence and coercive

force of a number of specimens of sted and iron, togellier

with some information as to the degree to which the magneti*

zation was temporarily pushed in order to leave the respective

residua. The figures are taken from the researches of Ewbg
and Hopkinson.

In Ewing's experiments the specimens employed were

either wires of great length in proportion to their diameter, or

rings.
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In Hopkinson's experiments thin rods were employed in

the apparatus described on p. 73 ; the presence of the soft

iron yoke having the effect of making the specimen act as if

it were practically of indefinitely great length in proportion to

its thickness.

IfAxmoM Valuu or Pikmahbiit Maomktizatioii.

Observer and MatcriaL
Residua) Re»idaal

1. B.

3U 3*947 40

369 4.638 47

557 7,001 7«4
671 8.435 86

765 9,626 28

83a 10,458 107

687
•

8.643 88

542 6,818 70

541 6,800 69

747 9,600 98

1003 12,600 129

120 1.519 «S*S

•43 5 7 3
114*3 «.435 14 6

109*6 >5'3

93*4 1. 174 la

iS6*6

iio'S 14-s

t,96«

106* t tfSSS ij-6

JOl'S ^» 16

104*6 •31S «3*4

13s* 1 t,66o 16*9

66

1
3** 4,000 41

{ to to 10

l|398 5,000 5«

1
6|O0O 61
to 10

1 $S« 7,000

Weber, common steel magnet

on Waltenhofen, tungsten steel, glass-hard ..

Sdmeebelit scwing-needles, 3*5 to 6*6 cm. long,(

0*00 cm. thick \\

knitting-needles, I9'8 to 31 cm. lof

0*^3 too* 175 cn. tludc.. ..

Hopkinsoo, tongsten sted, oil-hardened

„ „ very hard „

£wiiig, steel wire, gla&s-hard .. •• ••

pianoforte wira^ glass-hard

Perry, Jowitt's steel «• •• ••

Piceoe, Wall's sted

Aahforth's steel

Sanndenoo*! sted ••

Jowitfssted

Vidto'sttMl

Ciewe** rivet atod"

n •*ipffa«itoci''

Clemandot ited (cotycesied and tempered)

ii (oompmaed bst nntempcfcd)

llardudited

AJknid ited (aaeiaiiy-hardcned)

,9 (water^baidcBed) .. .•

M

W

t»

tl

»•

M
Gny, magnet tted, g1aN>lMrd

Ererahed, WaU'a and JowiU't stcds (mean) ..

Brown, magnet ated, g1a»lmrd
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In the foregoing table are given some of the values of

maximum magnetization retained by actual steel magnets

magnetized by usual process, and of the " specific magnetiza-

tion," <r, or magnetic moment per gramme.

It is important to note^ with respect to the above table,

that there is a wide diflference in the relative dimensions of the

samples used by different observers. As was pointed out on

pi 94, the ratio of length to diameter makes a great difference

to the temporary magnetization of a specimen, and in the

case of permanent magnetizetion of aspecimen the differences

are even more marked. In Schneebelfs experiments the

length used was from lOO to 800 diameters ; in Ewing's about

200
;
Hopkinson's results were with practically endless bars

;

Perry employed a horse-shoe form, closed with an armature of

soft iron
;
Gray* used square bars, about 60 diameters long

;

Brownf used cylinders from 33 to 37 diameters ; whilst Preece^

used short square bars 10 centimetres in length and i centi-

metre in the side. The results given by Preece are the means

of several samples of each sort, not the actual best obtained

with each. For example, the mean residual B for Marchal's

steel is given as 2540; but the best magnet of this sort showed

2835.

The numbers given in the first column of figures of the

last table are the values of the residual magnetic moment per

centimetre cubeoi the substance (in C. G. S. measure), and are

obtained from the residual B by dividing 4 tt. Many Conti- ,

nental writers on this subject prefer to give the values in terms

of the magnetic movicnt pergrmnme : a quantity which is also

called the specific tnagnctization of the material If the density

of the specimen is known, the specific magnetization 0- can be

calculated from the residual I by dividing by the density.

For example^ taking Gra/s figure of 9804 for the residual B,

dividing by 4w gives residual I, and dividing by 7*8 (which

we assume as the density of the steel) gives 100 for the specific

magnetizatioa In all the preceding table the only samples

• Pfi,!. Afaj:., Dec 1885. t Phil. Afag^ hUy itt?.

X The EUctrUioH^ xxv. p. 547, Sept. 19, 1890.
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showing values over 100 for the specific magnetizatkm are

those obtained by Schnecbeli and by Perry. Preecc's results

for short magnets of ID diameters show specific magnetizations

var>'ing from 2 (Crewe " rivet steel ") to 26 (Marchal steel).

Ewing found, using enormous magnetizing forces which

imshed the temporary value of B for Lowmoor and Swedish

iron to over 30^000 (see S3), that the residual values of B
were only 515 and 500 respectively, whilst cast iron showed

only 40a This means residual I of 40^ 33, and 30 re^)ectively,

and specific magnetization of between 6 and 5 only. Du Bofa^

also using abnormally strong fields, found the residual specific

magnetization for dectrolytically deposited nickd lO*^ and
for electrolytic iron from 70 to 106I

Relitiom op Permanent Magnetism to Chemical
Composition.

Few of the experimenters quoted above have given the

chemical composition of the materials employed. Hopkinson's

results* are of exceptional value, being accompanied by care-

ful analjfses of the tungsten steel, which gave the best results

and had the following respective compositions :

—

CAiviru Sttd:^

Iron 97*893

Carboo 0*687

MMiginew o*oai

Sulpbw o*0M
Silicon 0*134

Phosphonu 0*043

Chromiom I'I9S

Inm - 9$'37l

CuiMII O'SII

Mai^aneie • •• 0*635

Silicon 0*021

Phosphonu 0*018

t^WB**" 3*444

* /%t/. rrams^ 1886, pt. iL p. 455.

2 C

\
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INFLUSNCB OF TElfP^ GRAIN, AND FORBf.

In the preparation of permanent magnets temper is almost

as important a consideration as the chemical composition of

the material. Most makers have their own favourite method

of hardening and tempering,* and few can or will give exact

particulars. Neither is it possible to give a universal rule as

to the best process to follow ; for the process which is best

for one brand of sted is different from that which is best for

another brand Mofeover, as will be seen, the temper which

is best for short magnets is quite different from that which is

. best for iSM|f magnets and horse-shoe forms. There is^

however, no doubt that it is eminently desirable to secure a
fine, even uniform grain, since any lack of homogeneity tends

to reduce the quality of the magnet An unskilful smith in

forging a ms^net will spoil its structure by working it too

much and unequally. It is commonly supposed that the

harder a piece of steel is, the greater retentive power will it

exhibit But under this term two separate qualities must be

distinguished. Some steels will show, after magnetization, a
large residual magnetization, which, however, decays as weeks

and months pass away. Some other qualities of steel will

exhibit a lesser lemanenc^ but will conserve much longer

what they have thus retained The question of constant of

lelention will be separately considered hereafter.

There are two waysof hardenii^ steel One is by suddenly
cooling it from a bright red heat ; the other is by subjecting

it to enormous pressure by hydraulic machinery whilst it

slowly cools down. In the former method, which is the usual

one, the outer crust cools suddenly, whilst the inner portion

is still plastic, and probably compresses it by natural contrac-

tion. In the latter method the hardening, though less

extreme, !s more uniform throughout It is also possible to

haiden wires by mere longitudinal traction, as is well-known

;

* Tempering dott not aam the praem«riHudflBiBt^ lhoii|^cinicH«iil«i
Wncrtmrt coaftitt thdr amiing by using the term in thU crroMOM MSMb
Temperiog meant Um proceu of letting the sted down to ft aoftcr Malt bf ft

pactial re-heatinf nteeqieBUj to the hariWnii^
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but this is not used in the manufacture of magnets. If thin

rods of steel arc heated to a brilliant redness, or even almost

to whiteness, and then suddenly plunged into water, oil, or

best of all mercury, they become intensly hard and brittle, and,

indeed, are frequently split in the process. This state is known
hsgtass'hard. If the glass-hard steel is then re-heated to near

a very dull red heat for a short tiinc^ it softens somewhat; and
acquires m pale yellowish tint on the surface; this temper

being technically known as stranKokmr. If it is still further

let down by continuing the re-heating it becomes hbu in tint

;

this temper being used for sted springs, steel pcns» and other

purposes lequiring flexibility. If the re4ieat!ng is carried

still further the steel becomes soft, being annealed by the

continued exposure to a dull red heat Now, if it were true

that the hardest magnets were best, it is clear that none ought

to be tempered down, but all should be left glass-hard ; which

is not found in practice to be by any means the best course.

The specification of the degree of hardness by tint is

eactremely vague. Happily it has been found that sted

possesses another and more measurable quality whidi exists

in almost exact proportion to the hardness of the specimen ;

namely, its electric resistances Bams/ who examined tiiit

foct; and Frommef have shown that this relation is very close,

and Strouhal and Bams} have used this property to spedfy the

hardness of various bars subjected to magnetization. As an

example they gfivc the following^ values for a sample of steel :

—

Specific KMuUACBU^Waobau

GlasS'hArd •. m ' 4s-r

28-9

«•$

«$-9

• MM ^MMfak^vii. 1879,11.411. r VKA,.^it|9^pbSS*»
X nU^ n. 1883. !». PS-

2 C 2

s
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In all comparisons between hardness and retentiveness,

account must be taken of the form of the magnet ;
for, as

already mentioned, short magnets and long magnets possess

different properties. In almost all the experiments made on

this matter the steel rods or wires used have been of square or

circular section, usually the latter. Consequently, the most

convenient way of describing the form of a straight magnet is

to state how many times its length isgreater than its diameter.

In some of Ewing's experiments on soft iron (see 86)^ rods

were used var3ring in length from 50 to 200 diameters; and

the results (embodied in Fig. 44) showed that even though

the temporary magnetfxatfon was forced up to about the same
degree for all, yet the longer rods showed a greater remanence

than the short ones. It will be convenient to use the symbol

S for the ratio of length to diameter.

Some important researches were made by Cheesman * on

the effect of hardening by stretching on magnets of different .

dimensions. Using an English " silver-steel " wire (of Messrs.

Cook) 1*28 millims. in diameter and 90 millims. long (Le.

Y « 70) magnetized by contact with a laige electromagnet»

he found the result of hardening by stretching to decrms^

the amount of permanent magnetism which the magnet
would reoeiveii The magnetizing was repeated after eadi

Stretching WeSfht SpecUk

SImI toft**

Haider 30

60

70

75

78* I

77*3

70-8

63-

7

55-6

Stin harder

Stfll harder

(Wire broke)

• ClinfiwM, Mr dm Sm/mss dor mtrkmmmkm HMimtf^mmgHdiHhm
Eigtiuek^fUn 4a SMtf und da Eiseru; Inangii-diai l88^ Utfd^ See elw
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In another series of experiments the length was varied.

»•$ i6-4 18-0

40-4 48-0

586 te-4

From these and numerous other experiments Chccsman con-
cluded that for short magnets hardening the steel increased

the retcntiveness ; whilst for long magnets hardening decreased

it. He fixed upon 41 diameters as the critical value of h for

this kindof sted.

Hessfs. Stiouhal and Banis made a much moce' aeaidiiiig

investigation of the matter, including the question of temper-

ing. They used various sorts of iron and sted; but the results

now quoted relate to magnets made of * silver-steel " wire of
Messrs. Cook of Sheffield, of diameter 1*48 mm., and

^^density 7*7. Of this steel five magnets were prepared, vary-

ing from 10 to 50 diameters in length. These were first

made glass-hard by sudden cooling in water and then mag-
netized. They were then subjected to the following pro-

cesses, their magnetism after being re-magnetized in a coil

supplied with current of 30 amperes from a dynamo^ bein^

observed (by a magnetometer) irom time to time. Heated

(«) in steam at 106" C for one hour, two^ threes four hours

;

(^) in anilin vapour at 1 1
5* for twenty minutei^ one hour, two^

four, six hours; {c) in melting' tin at 240**; {d) in osdting

lead at 330"* C.
;

{e) in melting dnc at 430* (this latter tem-

perature is a dull red heat)
; (f) to red heat so as to reduce

the steel to complete softness, the magnet being laid in lime

in a piece of gas-tubing, and thereafter slowly cooled down.

The results, which are of highest importance, are given In the

following Table.

This Table is but one of a laige number, all tending to the

same general result The figures given under the a^umn of

\
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" Hardness" aie the specific electric resistances, in microhms.

It is interesting toobs^e howvdth short magnets the specific

magnetization decreases, then shows a tendency to increase,

then decreases again, as the softening proceeds. Another

point is that in every case heating in steam slightly reduces

the magnetization that a magnet will retain ; but that after

some five or six hours a practically constant value is

attainff^i

9 9
1

"*

I MasMl

•9 •

IBnOMi

• - _
4» 5 49 •

Gkn-haid 43-8 24-8 41*0 47*2 508 52*5

1 honr in steam • • at looP 386 233 39.

2

45*2 487 50-4

3 >» tt tv • • It >t 36 s 23-4 38-6 445 477 49-3

6 i» »» »» • • •* >• 35*1 23'

3

38-6 44*3 47*4 49*1

»t »» t» • • »» »» 34-3 233 38-3 44"2 47"4 489
2o min. aailin vapour 185** 29*0 21 'O 38-9 46-0 50-3 523

I bow „ „ *• •> 275 21*3 40-2 48-1 529 551

3 M •» •» • » t» II 25*6 21-6 42-7 52*2 577 6o'2

7 >• M •t n 11 24*2 21-8 4S-5 56-9 63 5 66-8

'3 »» »» i» »• It It 22*9 20*9 46*2 597 68-

1

71-8

lo min. molten tin II 240*° 22'2 20*4 48-7 6i-o 70-2 74*3

I n t» M lead 19*0 19*0 46-7 68'o 83-7 90-0

Ihoor,, „ sine ..430° l6'2 14-4 40' I 72-6 93-9 103-9

Annealed 149 4*3 10*2 187 |29-8 42-4

A very large number of observations with wire of the

same sorts were made by these experimenters, with practically

identical results. They endeavoured to fix (on the galvanic

scale) the actual hardness and magnetic value of their steel

when tempered to the tints recognized by workmen.

These results agree with those obtained by Ruths^* who
found, using another sort of steel, that for short magnets
(fi » 20) the specific magnetisation fell from glass-hanl $1 to

* Rvthi, CMer dm AiaptdUmut wi<ker Eueneylinder und varuhitd^cr harUr
SiMmrim: DortnMnd, 1876),
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28*4 when tempered blue ; whilst for long magnets (3 = 70)

the specific magnetization which was 68*7 for the glass-hard
'

state increased to 92 when tempered bluCi !

• Mvto Spvnfk yncviilTnltn

10

45-7 23 s 376 43*6 46-5 48-3

26-3 21-4 40*2 49"4 53*8 565
30*5 19*3 45-8 67-0 80*4 87 -3

15-9 4*3 It 'a JO'S 31'8 4»-6

The researches summarized above, important as they are,

do not, however, answer the question what state of temper

produces a magnetization of the greatest constancy in amount.

This precious quality, to which Scorcsby* gave the name
** fixidity/' cannot even be pre-determined by an inspection of

the values of the coercive force, such as are given in the Table

on p. 382, because these are themselves subject to change with

time. Scoresby suggested a method by examining thechange

of magnetism whichwas brought about by placing the magnet

gently down upon the similar poles of another and more
powerful one. He took as the measure of the goodness of a

magnet (for the purpose of compass needles, &c.) the product

of its original strength into its reduced strength after such

treatment By this treatment Scoresby (whose magnets were

6 inches long, 0*5 inch broad, and from 0*5 to 0*0625 inch

thickX found the percentage of reduction to be least in cast

steel when hard, aiid to be less when tempered Uue throii^

out than when tempered at the extremities only. Katert found

that for compass needles of thin steel, it was of advantage to

temper down soft the middles of the needles, leaving the ends

only hard.

In relation to the question of temper and chemical compo*

* Seoiaibr, MtigiHdkti Itmi&ffiAmtt voL i. 3S*

t Bikfliin Lednie 7Wmii;X li"*
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sition many important facts have recently been discovered.

It appears that iron is capable of existing in two distinct or

allotropic states, just as carbon can ^dst either as soft

plumbago or hard diamond. In one of these two states iron is

hard, in the other soft. Further, the mode in which thecarbon
exists in soft steel differs from the mode in which it exists in

hard steel According to Sir F. Abel • in soft cold-rollcd

steel the carbon exists in the form of a carbide of iron having
chemical composition FcaC. This is distributed in pearly

masses throughout the steel, and can be detected in the
microscope. When such steel is heated to bright redness and
quickly cooled it becomes very hard, and now it is found that

the carbon has apparently dissolved through the qiaffff and is

no loi^;er visible in flakes When temperod b>* leheating at
temperatures between aoo* and 400* C, the carbide again

slowly separates int6 flakes within the mass, the degree of
separation depending on the temperature^ the duration of its

application, and the mechanical treatment during such

reheating. Chemoff, in 1868 showed that steel is not har-

dened by sudden cooling unless it is heated to a certain well-

marked degree of temperature, about 650° C. Gore, in 1869^
discovered that when a brightly red-hot iron wire is allow^
to cool there arrives a moment when it suddenly elongates^

after which it goes on contracting as it cools. Pro£ Barrett

further discovered that as the wire cods down to a certain

d^ree it suddenlyglows more brightly. To thisphenomenon
he gave the name of rtcaUsetnu, Further, Tait has shown
that there is a certain high temperature at which iron under-

goes a curious and sudden change in its thermo-electric

properties. Still more recently, Osmond, studying the cooling

of hot specimens of iron and steel, has observed that there are

two points in the temperature scale at which heat is evolved
during cooling.

During rapid cooling, the carbon passes from the state in

which it is combined with the iron, into a state in which it is

dissolved in the iron ; and during slow cooling this dissolved

* ^«r. imiL AM. Emijknm^ Jtm* 1883.
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carbon can re-enter into combination with tiie iron and retom
to the state of softness. According to Osmond, the second

point of temperature at which heat b evolved, and at wliich

the fall of temperature is momentarily arrested, corresponds to

Barrett's recalescence, and he holds that when during cooling

this temperature is reached, the carbon leaves its state of

solution and combines with the iron, thereby evolving heat

and causing the momentary glow on the surface. But even

with pure iron, one point of arrest in the fall of temperature .

occurs. Here there is no carbon ; the phenomenon is due to
something in the iron itself. Osmond accounts for this in the
following way. At a brilliant red heat the atoms of the iroo

are so grouped in molecules that the iron is virtually kard^
but there is a second grouping possible, which when assumed
renders the iron soft. Osmond calls the first or hard sort,

iron, and the second or soft sort, a iron. If the iron is pure it

will pass from the a to the /9 state when cooled, whether

quickly or slowly. But if carbon is present a certain per-

centage of all the molecules are maintained in the /3 state,

with the result that the steel is hard. According to Osmondp
this molecular change occurs at the higher of the two pauses

in the cooling ; the second pause indicating the point at ndiich

the carbon changes from the dissolved or hardening carbon to
the combmed state. The higher pause is at about 770**, Uie

lower at about 650^ Consequently, if hetween these tme tem^

perattires steel is suddenly cooled, the iron part ought to be
soft but the carbon part uncombined with it This is found to

be the case, as on dissolving out the free iron no carbide of
iron is found. Further, by mechanical working at tempera-

tures below a dull redness, the a iron may be gradually

converted into the /9 or hard iron, as indeed occurs when iroii

is rolled, hammered, or drawn. Now, these changes are

obviously connected with the magnetic properties of the

material, and researches have been made by Tomlinson, Hop*
kinson, Roberts-Austen, and others upon the possible connec^

tion. It would seem that at temperatures above that of the

lower of tlic two pauses, iron is not magnetisablc, and that

\
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only below the lower of the two can it receive or retain any

magnetism. In any case the temperature of rccalescence

appears to correspond with the critical temperature for mag-

netization. If this were true it would follow that the $ (or

hard) iron cannot itself be magnetized. One fact supporting

this view is that the addition of a small percentage of man-

ganese to iron produces a so-called manganese steel, which is

not only intensely hard, but is also non-magnetizable. Seven

per cent of manganese suffices to prevent the iron pas^g
from the state to the a states

Methods op MAONEnziNa

The ancient methods of magnetizing, including " single

touch," double touch," divided touch," " circular touch," in

all their varieties, may be dismissed as obsolete. The only

methods needing attention are those based upon the use of

electric currents. Arago discovered this way in 1820, and

magnetized steel needles by inserting them within a spiral

coil connected with a voltaic batteiy. £lias» of Haarlem, in

1844 proposed a useful variation of this process.' Instead of

winding the wire in a long tubular spiral, he coiled it in a
compact ring of many layers, which could be slipped loosdy

over the piece of steel wludi was to be magnetized, and then

moved along it from end to end, so as to bring every part

successively into an intense magnetic field. In 1846 Bottger

suggested a modification for special application to horse-shoe

magnets, consisting of two coils oppositely wound, to be slipped

over the two polar ends simultaneously. Sinsteden used, for

magnetizing horse-shoe forms, a powerful two-pole electro-

magnet, against the polar ends of which the steel horse-shoe

was placed, and while thua^ m sUu^ stroked the horse-shoe in

the direction from bend to poles^ with an armature of iron

resting across the two limbs. Van der Willigen, in his

remarkable treatise* on the Haarlem magnets forged by Van
* Van dcr Willigen, Smr U MagniHvm* dcs Atmantt arUJiddU. (Archives da

llia£e Tcykr, Iltadei^ voL hr. 1S7S.)
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Wetteren, describes the method used for these famous magnets.

The steel horse-shoe is placed with its poles against the pole-

pieces of a Ruhmkorff's electromagnet (like Fig. 28, p. 54),

and the current from ten or twenty Bunsen cells is then turned

on and off three or four times. The current being cut off) the

horse-shoe is then raised into a vertical pQsitiofi» and the

keeper is slid across its poles before these are removed from

contact with the electromagnet The magnet b then in a
super-saturated states holding 00 to its keeper with a pull

about 30 per cent greater than the permanent pull whidi

it will exhibit For laiger magnets Van der Willigen made a
simultaneous use ofthe RuhmkoHTelectromagnet, as described,

and of an Elias's ring, which he slid to and fro from one end
to the other of the horse-shoe from 20 to 100 time% whilst the

electromagnet was also in action.

For small bar magnets and compass needles it suffices to

draw them over the poles of a large electromagnet, each

extremity of the piece of steel being finally touched against

thepoleofopposite kind, and pulled off normally. For straight

bars of considerable size Van der Willigen used the same
electromagnet, adjusting the distances between thepdar faces

to correspond to the bar to be magnetized, and then applied

the same process as for horse-shoes^ but of course without

applying a keeper.

One i»ocess» known as Hofler's method, consists in stroldnif

the steel horse-shoe from the poles to the bend with an iron

rod laid across the limbs whilst it is in contact with the poles

of another, previously magnetized, horse-shoe. Van der

Willigen, who examined this method, found it faulty, and even

harmful. It set up inequalities in the distribution of the

magnetism, and diminished the effective power of magnets
previously magnetized as described above.

Another process, which has been suggested at various

times as an improvement on the ordinary processes^ is to
subject the magnet to powerful magnetizing forces during the

act of hardenmg. Robinson placed the sled bars red hot
against the poles of a strong magnet, and in this position

\
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applied cold water to the bar. Holtz says that thick steel bars

so magnetized during sudden cooling are twice as powerful as

those magnetized in the cold ; and that thin bars are three

times as powerful. Aim6 and Hamaim have also advocated

this method, which, however, does not seem to have any leal

advantages.

Moser* made a comparative trial of various methods as

applied to a paiallelopipedal steel rod weighing 12 ounces.

He measured the degree of magnetization by the method of

oscillations, observing the rime required for one complete

swing. From the duration of the oscillation the relative

strengths are to be calculated. The results of eight methods,

each bttter than the preceding, are given below.

These experiments leave no doubt as to the superionty of

the modem method over the ancient oncSi

• Tune of One
Swing*

Relative
Strength.

I. Knight's method of '* Avided-gtroke,** using two

pcnnanent magnets; 20 strokes on one side of aa*i3 I

14-87 3*21

3. Same, repeated with masses of iron laid under each

}
14-63 3*29

4. Same, repeated while bar placed on top of a reversed

} ""IS 3*33

5. MichcU's method of "double-stroke," using two

}
li'lj 3'95

10*19 4*71

7. Acpinus* method of '* circular stroke," using same

} S-7S 6«39

8. With an electromagnet : rod laid on two iron pole

pieces on the poles of the electromagnet, and

while here stroked with steel horse-shoe ; the

1

8© 7 '6a

current of the electromagnet then turned off, and

• Dove's RtftrtfiriMm itr JPkytik^ vol. ii. p. 141, 183S.
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Ewihg employed a large electromagnet in his research on

the magnetization of iron in very strong magnetic fields.

Between the poles of this magnet he placed the specimen to

be magnetized ; and this consisted of a cylinder turned down
thin at its girth so that it presented a narrow neck between

two conical portions. In this way an enormous number of

magnetic lines could be concentrated through the narrow
'* isthmus." It was in this way that Ewing found the residual

value of I to be about $00 Ibr wrought iroa

It by no means follows that the magnet which shows the

greatest amount of permanent magnetism, will be the most

constant in its retention of the same. Magnets lose their

magnetism from many causes^ such as accidental shocks,

contacts with other magnets or pieces of iron, changes of

temperature^ slow annealing of the steel, and tiie like. The
relation of tiiese influences to fhe quality and temper of the

steel, and to tiie dimensions of the magnet are not very well

known, but such information exists.

Gray,* using glass-hard magnets, found the percentage of

loss of magnetism due to a small demagnetizing force (that

of unit field) to vary widely for magnets of different lengths.

A bar lo diameters long lost 0'8 per cent ; one 20 diameters

long lost o ' 6 per cent ; 40 diameters longo* 5 percent ; whilst

one 100 diameters long lost about 0*44 per cent

Bosanquet,t using a considerablenumberof magneta^ made
(on February Stfa, 1885) from the best cast steel, as hard as

th^ could be made^ found the ioUowing fall In magnetic

moments s—*

Constancy op Maonbts.

FAnuuy iS

March 1$
AprUS

llfl

It.

11,119

• PkiL Mag^ xz. p. 484, 1885. t xix. p. 57, 1885.
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Lamont* made an investigation lasting eleven years, as to

the constancy of the magnets used in the observatory at

Munich for the daily magnetic measurements. These magnets

had already been repeatedly alternately immersed in warm
and cold water, but had not attained by this process a state of

constancy, as the following figures show. The losses are given

in decimal parts of the whole magnetic moment :

—

«««*

O'OOOO O'OOOO

0*0003 O'OOOI

0*0003 O'OOOS

O"ooo8 0*0005

0*0014 0*0007

0*0033 O'OOII

Jtily o'oosS 0*0016

August •• 0*0033 0'0023

0*0038 0*0033

0*0017 0*0013

0*0009 0*0007

0*00^ 0*0001

The total deciease in various yean» also in terms of the

whole magnetic moment as unity, was as follows :

—

i«47 o"o»74

1848 0-0169

i<49 - .. O-OI09

1850 0*0091

1851 0*0113

1853 0*0079

1853 0*0099

1854 0*0103

1855 o*oq8i

1856 0*0079

1857 0*0071

1838 0*0063

According to Barusf mean atmospheric temperature^ acting

00 freshly quenched steel for a period of ymn^ produces a

diminution of hardness^ with consequent loss of permanent

magnetism, about equal to that which would be caused \ff

tiie action of a temperature of 100" C acting for a similar

period of hours.

* Lamoot's Handbuek da AfagntHsmut (1867), pw 410.
^

t PkiL Mag., Nov. 1888, p. 403.
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Some persons have sought to explain the slow decay of

magnetism by leference to chemical changes of the surface;

due to oxidation, moisture, etc, and have proposed to prevent

such decay by gildings silverings or lacquerii^ the surface of
the magnet Such remedies are entirely inefiectual, and tihe

supposition on which they are based is erroneoua.

Cheesman Observed the percentage loss of magnetism

caused by percussion, the magnets being allowed to fall from

a height, with the following results

Bnwd and Temper.

mechaaically hardened .. 3'0 44

M ft tl 30 57

Stedrod, aechaniadly Hardened .. S'O 5»

»t t» ft •• seven times, do. 81

Iron wir^ mecbanicallj hardened .. 2'0 84

M t» M three times, do. 95

soft •••••••• •• 2'0 S3

ft (f •• •• 99

s*o 97

Stcd wkc^ glaaa^uud .. .. m 6

3*0 4

W. Brown,* using magnets made from silver-steel, all 20
centimetres long, endeavoured to find a relation between t&e

temper of the magnets and the percentage loss of magnetism

due to percussion after the magnets had been laid aside for

various periods of time. His results are embodied in the

following table, from which it will be seen that the glass-hard

temper appears to be the most constant in this respect It is

less certainly shown that long magnets are more constant diaa

short ones

* /^AIV.,ndii.i».a93, 1887*
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Diameter
nito.

•

Specific

Magnctitatioo.
0

LoM per ceat. doc to percuuioa after lyinc
•sUelor

I hour. »o hours. 44 hours. I month. sawBihs.

Glass*hard 33 41 1-98 2'0 I-9S

—

I '04 08
«t *t SO 45 2-96 3"2 1-48 I'O O'O

YeUow .. 33 44 603 61 4-8 5'4 6-2

»» 50 46 40 3*5 3-76 2-6 40
Blae.. .« 33 54 11*8 IO-8 971 11 S 7'S

99 •• $0 71 8 a 8 a 8' 18 7'S 8-7

Strouhal and Bartu^ who have made so many researches

upon the physical properties of steel, have examined the

question of magnetic constancy In relation to form, temper,

and exposure to fluctuations of temperature. They found

that a glass-hard magnet 1x9 diameters long lost 30 per cent

of its magnetism when heated for six hours in steam at 100** C.

;

but the same magnet, when remagnctized and again heated in

steam, now only lost 5 •
3 per cent The loss of magnetism

on the first heating was found to vary in magnets of different

lengths.

A iMgnet of 1 19 diameters' length lost 30 per cent.

n *o8 „ 28

M 35 M M 49
w 14 tr o ^ »

In every case after protracted heating in steam a condition

was attained in which neither the specific magnetization nor

the specific resistance (i. e., the hardness as measured elec-

trically) showed any appreciable further change. These

investigators came to the conclusion that magnets so treated

possess a special fixidity, and resist not only changes of tem-

perature but mechanical shock better than magnets prepared

in any other way. As an example^ they took a short magnet^

2*5 centimetres Ioog;o'4 centimetres wide, and 0*3 centi-

metres thick This was boiled ui water for 4 hours^ then

magnetised and kepttwo hours longer in steam. Its magnetic

moment was then observed, after which it was laid on a wooden
log and violently beaten 50 times, both lengthways and side-
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ways, with another mass of wood. It then showed a diminu-

tion of only
;
and, after a repetition of the beating, only

showed a loss of about In another experiment a tubular

sted magnet was made glass-hard, magnetised, and heated for

30 hours in steam ; remagnetised. and heated for 10 hom
in steam. This magnet, when allowed to &11 ten timea^on its

ends, firom a hdght of i *5 metres^ diowed a permanent dimi-

nution of only magnetism. It is accordingly

recommended that all magnets for use in magnetic observations

should be prepared as follows :

—

MaketJie magnets glass-hard^

thm place in steam at 100° for 20 or 30 hour5^ or longer far
very massive magnets. Then magnetize as fully as fessible,

and then heat again for five {or more) hemrs in sUam, Such
magnets will then be as constant as they can be made

In quite another way Mr. G. Hoddiam* has sought to

obtam magnets of constant power for use in his electrical

meters. A number of bar-magnets of tungsten sled are fitted

into cast-iron pole pieces which nearly meet, so constituting a
nearly-closed circuit. After these are fitted on, a magnetizing

current is sent round the bar magnets to saturate them as fully

as can be done. They are then median ically hammered, and

a weak demagnetizing current is sent through the coils,

reducing the magnetism by about 10 per cent Then for

many months the magnet will show no tendency whatever

to lose ; indeed, it may slightly gain.

Effects of Tempsratuu

Beddes the effects of tempering and annealing produced .

on steel, heat produces various effects on magnetbm.

The effects on temporary magnetization of iron and steel

have been noted in Chapter III., p. 93 ; but it remains to

mention some points respecting permanent magnetism.

Faradayt found a steel magnet to lose its permanent

magnetism at a temperature a little lower than the boiling

point of almond oil, and from that point onward it behaved

t Ex^erimemlet Rmmxka, K. saa
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simply like soft iron until raised to orange redness, when all

magnetic properties disappeared. A fragment of lodestone

kept its magnetism till just below a dull red heat

Trowbridgie^* using a severe fieeslng mixture of carbonic

add snow dissolved in ether, capable of cooling to about

* 140* Cy found the effect of extreme cold to diminish the

magnetism of a sted magnet by 60 per cent

Wiedemanntcame to the condualon that ifthetemperature

of a magnet is repeatedly altered and brought back again to

its initial point, the magnetism gradually attains a constant

state, after which any increase of temperature will, in very

hard steel bars, cause an increase, and in soft steel bars a

decrease, of magnetism. A decrease of temperature produces

opposite results. The phenomenon is, however, somewhat com-

plex. On heating a magnet and again cooling it the magnetism

lost during heating is only partially regained during cooling; so

that at eveiy repetition of the heating there is some loss until

the steady state has been attained. But the phenomena are

dependent on the prior magnetic hlstoiy of the bar, and this

may render the (acts complicated. I( for example^ a bar has
beat magnetized and kit for a long ttme^ or subjected to

medmnical shodca^ so that its magnetism may be regarded as

well engrained into it, and it has then been recently subjected

to some partial demagnetizing force, which has not acted for

any long time, then such a bar may, on being heated and
cooled, actually regain more magnetism during cooling than

it lost during heating. It acts as though it possessed two
independent magnetizations superposed on one another, ^nd
having different temperature coeffidents.

For ordinaiy steel magnets it may be taken as true that

the ordinaiy atmosphericchanges oftemperature produce slight

alteration^ of atemporary nature only. The formula for tem-
perature corrections used at the Kew Observatoiy was deter-

mined 1»y Whipple as follows >^

• SiUimsM*t JmrMcl, i8Si. f Figgg, Antu, dii, 563, t8s8«
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where the mean values of q and qi are respectively 0'CXX)i6i

and o *000CO048. Christie found for tbe coefficientq o *ooioi 5,

Hansteen O'coo/SS, Riess and Moser, for ooiii{ttss-needles

2 to 3 inches long, from 0*000324 to 0*000432. Cancani

found that of ^lindrical sted magnets SO milUmetics long to

be as follows ^-diameter i moL,0*000312 ; 2mm^ 0*000380 ;

3 moL, 0*000539; 4 mnLy 0*000645; 5 mm.» 0*000869^

The tempeiature coefficient of ma^ets tempered bine was
nearly 50 per cent greater than that of those tempered straw

tint Ewing found the magnetic moment of a steel bar to

fall off about i8j per cent on heating from 10° to loo**, but

this was entirely recovered on cooling. Gaugain * also made
many observations on the effects of heat on magnetism*

Use of Lamikated Magnbt&

Knl^t appieais to have been the first to employ com-
pound magnets made of bundles of steel plates separate^

magnctiied. Since then many odier experimentem have
adopted this constnictioa, notably Coulomb and Scoiesby.

The advantage of this construction Is that in the methods

adopted for hardening steel by sudden quenching, the

hardening does not really penetrate far below the surface,

and consequently the interior softer part of the bar adds

nothing to the permanent magnetbm, and may even weaken

it so far as its external manifestation is concerned. Coulomb
employed magnets made up of three laminx, the central

one projecting a little beyond the othersi their ends being

embedded in a solt>iron pole>pieoe. Scofesfay,t who made
many researches on compound magnets, showed tiuit it was
advantageous to separate the laminae to a short distance

apart Some of his magnets, prepared from busk steel, are

preserved in the Museum at Whitby. He showed that such

compound magnets may be made much more powerful than

any single bar» of weight equal to the combination, can be

t Scoietbf^ MfgmUntItnul^tiimtt voL i. p|k 9t-ji^

2 D 2
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made ; but that the absolute gain of power in the combined

maaa^ due to each additional lamina, diminishes progressively.

For example^ hi a set of 30 plates^ the last 26 did not add

to the first four more magnetic power than the fiist 6 had
* possessed alone. This is due to the tendency to mutual

demagnetization ; for in a powerful set the weaker plates

not only add nothing, but have their polarity actually reversed

by the more powerful ones. It is this state of things which is

partially remedied by preventing the actual contact of the

plates. Scoresby found that for compound horse-shoe mag-

nets the best temper was not glass-hard. He found it better

to temper the hard steel plates by boiling them in linseed oil

at 50s'' F. (m 263'' C> In this way he raised the lifting

power of a 5-pIate Stubs* steel horse-shoe, weighing 2*91 Ih.,

from 13-14 Ih. to 25-26 IK And another 15-plate magnet

weighing 8 lb., whidi, when glass-hard, would only cany
26 lb., when thus tempered carried 45-50 lb.

Jamin,* who has gone over the same ground, has added

little to the very complete investigations of Scoresby. Some
makers of compound magnets arrange the tiers of plates in

the form of steps at the extremities ; the central plates being

made longer than those on either side. There is no great

gain in this arrangement^ which is supposed to prevent the

central plates from being reversed In polarity by those outside.

It probably has the advantage of concentrating the magnetic

lines and so adding to the lifting power. (See Law of

Traction, p. 131). Van der Willigen considered one millimetre

a sudicient amount of projection for the central plate.

Traction, or Lifting Power op Magnet&

Bernoulli's law that the tractive power of similar magnets

was in proportion to the |th root of their weight, or in other

words to the square of the cube root of their weight, was

explafawd on p. 125, and shown to mean simply that for equal

* C9mpta Kettdus, luvi. 1873, and in innomenble p>pcn in the same JowbU
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magnetic saturation the tractive power was simply propor-

tional to the polar area. If P stands for the greatest load

which the magnet will cany^ and W for its own wdgh^ then

BetnonUi's rule if

wheie a is a constant depending on the units chosen, on the

quality of steel, and on Its degree of magnetiiation. If P and
W are expressed in Idlognunmes, then, aocofdtng to the data

of tlie best makers^ for horse-shoe magnets^ will be between
18 and 24, or say on die average la TUs means that ifwe
consider a magnet weighing i kilogramme, it will carry a load

of 20 kilogrammes, or twenty times its own weight. On this

reckoning a magnet weighing 10 kilogrammes should cany
92*8 kilogrammes, or 9^ times its own weight; whilst a
magnet weighing O'l kilogramme should cany 4*31 kilo-

grammes, or 43 times its own weight If

P and W are given in British poundsi the

value of the coefficient for the best sort of

horse-shoe magnets (coiresponding with m
» ao for kilogramme units) will be 35'i»

or approximately 25. That is to say a
really good steel horse^shoe magnetwe^^
ing I lb. should carry a load of 25 IK

For example, one of Van Wetteren's mag-

nets, examined by Van der Willigen (mag-

net "B"), weighed 1*074 Ib^ and carried,

as the mean of seven observations^ a load

of 26*004 ib.

The Haarlem magnets have been so

justly celebrated for their admirableqnalities

that some notice of them seems to be
called for. Logeman, who was continually

wbtteew.
advised by M. Elias^ was the first to estab- llAomrdactHlifail.

lish a name for the magnets made in

Haarlem. By him Van Wetteren, a most accomplished

master-smith, had been employed. Later, when Funckler
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succeeded to Logeman's business, both Van Wettcren and

Funckler continued to produce magnets on Elias's plan,

until in 1874 M. Van der Willigen superseded that method

of magnetization by the method described above (page 395),

and applied it to the magnets forged by Van Wetteren.

Of the special kind of steel employed, and of the mode of

hardening and tempering' adopted, nothing precise is stated

in the otherwise valuable memoir of Van der Willigen*

00 the subject In this memoir a detailed account is

given of about 50 magnets, and of the loads which Ui^
carried after being magnetized, in various ways and at

various timesL Most of these magnets were of the form

shown in Fig. 207. The contact surface of the keeper Is

slightly rounded The figure b exactly one quarter the

natural sise of the magnet A in the following list

Mark on MagncC Weight of Magnet,
in kilos.

Average Load carried,

to kilos.

Value of Coefl^cicot

A 0495 13-30

B 0487 11-78 1903

E 0-889 19'Oa ao-S7

3057 I -013 31*71 21*53

3053 1521 2790 31-17

3054 I '918 3a*53 11-07

C s*i69 3S'47 ai'io

The magnet "A** was 0*66 oentims. tldele; its keeper 0*3

centims. thick ; the polar ends were 2*57 centims. apart, and

each of them was 2 * 68 centims. wide. The extreme height

from the outer side of the bend to the middle point between

the poles was 17 centims. The area of the polar face was

1*769 sq. centims. The greatest width between the limbs

below the bend was 3 '6$ centims. The magnets "A," "B,**

" E," and * C," were from one bar of steeU The magnet
'*3053" was one shown in the Exhibition of Scientific

* Sw k lUflrimn dd AfaMBli artflkkk. Afth» dm iNA
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Appaiatus at Soufh Kennngtoa ia 1876^ whilst "3054"
was sent to the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia hi tiie

same year. When returned from the States in May 1877 tt

was remagnetized, and carried 31 '44 kilogrammeSL

So far as the author is aware, no British manufacturers

have equalled the Haarlem makers
;
certainly none has sur-

passed them. Scoresby* mentions a nine-plate compound
horse-shoe in his possession, weighing 22 lb., which would
carry from 66 to 88 lb. By Bernoulli's formula, a i lb. magnet,

proportionately magnetized, would carry from 8*4 to 11*3 lb.

—less than half the load which a i Ibi Haarlem magnet will

cany. Scoresby also mentions a seven-plate steel horse-shoe^

made liy Dr. Sdhmidt, the property of the Royal Institntldii,

whicfap though we^^ihig 16 IK, would only cany 28 Ibi Had
this been a Haadem magnet it would have carried at least

1501k
Van der WilUgen gave another formula foe the tfadive

force of the Haarlem magnets^ namely,

where P is the tractive force in kOpgramme^ S die area of

one polar surface (in square oentim.), K the perimeter of

one polar extremity, / the actual mean length of the horse-

shoe, L the "reduced" length (Lc., the length between the

points of maximum free magnetism observed on the flanks

of the .magnet when keeper is in place), all the last being given

in centimetres. B is a coefficient which varies between O'/
and I ' 2, and has a mean value of 0-891.

The tractive power of bar magnets is, of course, much less

than that of horse-shoes of equal weight, since the keeper Is

never so hig^y magnetized when applied to one pde; Van
der Willigen states that for Van Wetteren's bar magnets thtt

load carried by one pole is Just a quarter of the load iriiidii a
horse-shoe (of weight equal to that of the bar) would cany.

This means that BemoullTs coefficienta (forldl<^gramme units)
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must be taken at about 5 for Haarlem bar magnets. Thle

corresponding number for pound units will be 6|w Has any

British maker yet produced a steel bar, magnet we^^iing one

pound which will carry 6^ pounds on one pole ?

Conservation of Magnets,

All experience shows that magnets forming a closed or

nearly closed circuit are less liable to changes in strength than

others^ hence the provision of keepers to horse-shoe magneta^

and the common arrangement of bar magnets in pairs or

"magazinesL**

Changes of temperature and mechanical shodcs are liable^

as we have seen, to affect magnets.

Sudden slamming on of the keeper is liable to deteriorate

the magnetism ; it should always be put on gently
;
preferably

it should be slid on across the limbs near the bend and then

drawn downward toward the poles.

Sudden detaching oi the armature is, on the other hand, of

advantage to a horse-shoe magnet—though there is a popular

superstition to the contrary. The electric eddy-currents

induced in the polar masses on the sudden removal of the

keeper dreulate in a direction tending to augment the

magnetism. It is possible to improve the power of a horse*

shoe magnet several per cent by gently sliding on the keeper

as mentioned above^ and then suddenly detaching it anumber
of times in succession. On the other hand, it is easy to

deteriorate the magnetic quality by several per cent by
suddenly slamming the keeper on and then gently sliding it

off at the bend for a number of times.

Bar magnets that are to be used in magnetic measurements

ought never to be allowed to touch against one another or

.agatnstany other magnet or piece of iron* •

Unipolar Magnbt&

It is impossible to make magnets having but one pole each,

but it is easy to attain to a result which is virtually the same.
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Let one pole, say the south pole, of a nttgnet be miiiged to
lie in the axis of rotation, the magnet being balanced by a
counterpoise c It will then act as though it possessed a north

pole only. The counterpoise may be conveniently made of a
piece of leaden tube fitted with a cork,

which can be slid along a brass wire

Two forms of unipolar magnets are

shown in Fig. aoS.

Astatic Arrangbmbnts.

By suitable arrangements a sus-

pended magnetic needk^ which natii-

rally would turn and point under the

diiecting eflect of the eardt's nag*
netism, may be so disposed that it exhibits no sudi teodencyv

being freed, for the time beingp from the oontiol of tlie

earth's magnetic force. Such an arrangement Is described as
an astaik arrangement There are several varieties of such.

(l) Use of Compensating

Magnet.—A bar magnet parallel

to the needle, broadside on,

placed eastwards or westwards,

as in Fig. 209, or end on, and

placed northwards or south-

wards, may be used to com-

pensate the earth's field. If the

magnet is iar away it will not

act strongly enoi^ A poliit

P may be found such that if the

magnet is brought any nearer

the needle will completely turn

round. When the compensating

magnet is at this point a veiy

small displacement will produce a great effect on the positioci

of the needle. It is better to compensate with a large magnet
at some distance than with a small magnet dose to the needle.

Flo. ao9.

N
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(2) Screeningby Iron SlulL—Anothermethod is to screen by
surrounding the needle by an iron shell of adequate thickness.

(3) Pivoting in Dip-line,—Arago pivoted a compass-

needle so that the axis of rotation was parallel to the line of

dip. In this case there is no component of force acting on the

needle in the plane in which it is free to move ; it is therefore

Tio. aio. Fia ati«

ASTATICALLY BALANCED MAOKST. LUAILUF'S SiDULOSOOPI.

(4) Astatic Balancing,—A bent magnet, as tn Fig. 210^

may be balanced so as to become astatic, if its poles have

equal moments around the axis of saspenskMU This fona is

vety sensitive^ and eanly amoged.

FML SIS.

NOBIU'S Pauu VsaTxcAL Astatic Pais.

(5) Lebaillif's Pair.—A pair of needles, of equal lengtli

and weight, and equally magnetized, may be made into an

astatic pair by mounting them end to enc^ as shown in Figi

211. iiy adjiastii^ the poles to have gieater or less ieveiagie^
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1

an excesshrdy delicate apparatus is obtained. It was with

sudi an apparatm^ tenned by him a sidtrosccpe^ that Lebaillif

discovered the so-called diamagnetic repulsion of antimony.

(5) NMCs Pain^Tht commonest mode of anang^ mn
astatic pair is that deleted in 212^ where tiro needlesare

mounted together in reversed positions. This does no^ how-
ever, give absolute astatism («) unless tiie needles have exactly

equal magnetic moments, (d) unless the needles are absolutely

parallel. Neither condition is usually fulfilled. To secure

parallelism it is better to hang the lower needle from the ends
of the upper one with two small slings of aluminium foil or
wire, rather than by the usual rigid central support

(7) Vertical Pair,— Yet another way of arranging an
astatic pair, devised by the author la 1886^ is shown in

F^. 213. Like Fig. 210, it has the advantage over tiie

combinations of Nobiii and I^ehaillit that the degree of
perfection of its astatism is not affected by tiie unequal decay

of magnetism in the two needles. There are several other

possible astatic combinatbiis, but none tibat are in use in

instniments.

" •»

I
I
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\
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APPENDIX A.

William Sturgeon.

WixxtAii Bmaaon was bom tn 1785, at Wliittiiigljaiii» in Lancashire,

about two mSes from Kiikbj Lonsdale. His fiidier was an idle

shoemaker, who selected hu family whilst poachnig fish and reaiing

gamecodo. Yom^ Stuigeon was apprenticed to tibe trade of shoe-

maker, under a master who starved and Stt-nsed him. In 1808, to

escape Ae position of degiadation in which he found himselt be
enlisted at the age of nineteen into the Westmordand Militia. Two
years later he enlisted as a private soldier into'the snd Battalion of

die Rojal Aitilleiy, thus gainings thou^ amidst the uncongenial at-

moephereof the barracks,Ae leisure in which to pursue an absoibing

passion for reading and for making chemical and physical experiments.

It was during his connexion with the artiOefy (as he himself infonned

the late Dr. Let£^*) that bis attention was drawn to electrical sub-

jects, through the occurrence of a terrific thunderstorm which

occurred while he was stationed in Newfoundland. He determined

to study natural science, but finding himself unable to understand

books on these subjects, he set himself, under all the disadvantageous

dicumstances sunonnding the Ufe of a private soldier, to acquire a
knowledge of reading, writing, and grammar. A seigeant in the

artillery lent him books, which, when he came off guard at night,

he used to take from his knapsack to study. He thus devoted, as we
learn from a memoir of him by Dr. J. P. Joulc,t a considerable time

to mathematics, and to both dead and modem languages, optics, and

natural philosophy in various branches. He had, during his ap-

prenticeship, acquired proficiency in sundry mechanical arts, being

an adept at cleaning watches and clocks ; and to these he now added

those of a lithographic draughtsman, whilst still keeping up his old

trade of shoemaking. He quitted the Royal Artillery in 1820, and

for a time resumed his old avocation in Lancashire, but returned

* S«e olntaary notice in the Manchtster Examinerand TSm^jf Dec 14, 185a

t Memoirt 9f tki UUrmy and FkiUtopldfl Stekfy ^ Mnukattr^ vol xiv.
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shordy to Wodwidit whm he leaiiM at 8» AitiDeiy Ilace. Hoe,
dnriiig his'ldsiire time, he tnned hb attention to the conilmction of

sdentific apparatus, purdiaaed an old bthe and tan|^ hiniidf

tnnimg. His earliMt eflbrts at oonitnictiQg identiiic appaiatna were

devoted to dectrid^, and he showed a peHect painon for diemkil
and electrical experimcnta. He was an intiniate aatociate of James

Maisht die chemiit, and was bnxi|^ into fieifaent oontact with

Bailowy Christie^ and Gvegoiy, iriio all inteiested diemsdves in hb
wotfc* Owing to dieir inlhience he waa appomted lectoier on

Experimental Philosophy to die Hon. East India Company's Militaiy

Academy at Addiscombe, an appointment which he hdd till his

removal to Manchester in 1838. His first original contribution to

science was the production of a modified form of Amp^'s rotating

cylinders, described in the J^hilosophM iUigmm tat 1833. Thia

was followed in the next year by four papers on thermo-electricity.

In 1825 he presented to the Society of Arts the set of improved

apparatus for electromagnetic experiments, including his first soft-iron

electromagnet (see pages 2 and 3). He was at this time forty-two

years of age. It is an interesting coincidence that in the volume of

the Transactions of the Society of Arts for 1825 the plate of figures

in which Sturgeon's electromagnet is depicted was engraved by

Cornelius Varley, himself an electrician, and father of the celebrated

Cromwell F. Varley. According to Dr. Joule, Sturgeon appears to

have discovered the soft-iron electromagnet, and to have constructed

it both in the straight and horse-shoe shape as early as 1823, though

he did not publish it until 1825. In 1826 he was busied with the

difficulties arising in the firing of gunpowder by electric discharges,

and in the means for overcoming them. In 1830 he published an

incomplete pamphlet, entitled " Experimental Researches in Electro-

Magnetism, Galvanism, dealing chiefly with voltaic piles and
cells. In this work he describes for the first time the now well-

known process of amalgamating the rinc plates of a battery with a

film of mercury. A year or two later he began to experiment on the

phenomena of magnetism <^ rotation discovered by Arago, and had

come to the oondnsion that the effects were probably owing to a

distuihance of the electric fluid by magnetic action, *<a kind of

reaction to that which takes place in eiectromagnetim,* when the

publication of Farada/s brilliant researdi on magnelo-dectrie indno'

tion, hi 1831, forestalled the complete expUuation of which he was in

seaich. In 183a he ooostmcted an electromagnetic rotaiy enghic^

the first contrivance, aocordmi to Dr. Joide, by means of which any
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considerable mechanical force was developed by the electric current;

He had in 1823 produced the revolving Sturgeon's disk," a modifi-

cation of the pendulum of Marsh and the star-wheel of Barlow. In

1836 he communicated a paper to the Royal Society, containing

inter alia descriptions of a magneto-electric machine, having a

longiludinally-wound armature and a commutator consisting of half-

disks of metal ; also of a second form of magneto-electric generator,

in which the revolving armature is provided with an iron core. In

describing his commutator Sturgeon expressed the opinion that the

magneto-electric machine as thus improved would ultimately entirely

supersede the use of the voltaic battery.

For some reason this memoir was not admitted to the PhilO'

sophical Transactions^ and was returned to him, after its reading, by

the Royal Society. He afterwards printed it in full, without altera-

tion, in hit volume of Scientific Researches^ poUithed by subscription

ill 1850. In 1837 he produced bit dectromagnetic coU-macbiiie for

giving shocks, employing a buidle of tfain iron wives as the ooie of

the fine^wire coiL In Ae lame year he eKsmlaed die csase of the

fieqoent fkictoie of Leyden jars by electrical explonons^ and dis-

covered an effectual way of preventing this spedes of accident, by
adopting the simple device of connecting the lod whidi supports Uie

ban to the npper edge of the inner coating by cross-strips of metaL

So effectual did he find this contrivance^ that dming twelve jeaia of
active experimenting with heavy charges and discharges he did not

break a single jar of his batteiy. In 1838 he discovered the unequal

heating effects found at the two poles of the voltaic arc In an investi-

gation of the magnetic characters of alloys, which he communicated

to the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, he showed

that though nickel and iron are both separately magnetiCi their alloys

with other metals are frequently destitute of this property. An alloy

of iron and zinc was found non-magnetic

The subject of atmospheric electricity was one to which

Sturgeon devoted a great deal of attention, from the commence-
ment of his scientific career to within a short period of his decease.

Not satisfied with the ordinary apparatus in use at the electrical

observatories, he elevated exploring kites into the atmosphere, and

in all seasons and weathers, and even in some instances at consider-

able risk to his life, did he pursue this important branch of meteoro-

logy. The results of more than five hundred kite observations, in one

of which he was nearly killed, established the important fact, that the

atmosphere is in serene weather uniformly positive with regard to the
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end), and that tihe bii^ we aiceiid» the moie positife does it

become; so that if the strata in which the kitei are hnmened are at

altitudes oone^NHidiiig to the series, 1, a, 3« 4» 5> idattve slates

of positive dectridty woidd be oonveniendj represented by those

numbeis. Wtdi SirWm. Snow Harris, Sturgeon had an active dispute

on the snbject of lightning-conductors for ships. He uiged that these

should not follow the mast down into the bold, but psss over the

sides outside the shrouds, the vessel being more or less enclosed in a
network of conductors. In the course of this discussion Sturgeon

stoutly maintained that the so-called lateral effects of hghtning

flashes in neighbouring bodies were not due, as Harris maintained,

to imperfect neutralisation in the discharge, but to the actual genenip

tion of induction-currents ; a view now amply accepted-

In 1838, Sturgeon quitted Woohvich for Manchester, whither he

had been called to act as Superintendent of the Royal Victoria

Gallery of Practical Science, an institution intended, like its ill-fated

predecessors in London—the Adelaide Gallery, and the Royal Poljr-

technic Institution—as a centre for the dissemination of popular

science. Unfortunately this institution was too greatly in advance of
its time to prove financially successful, and it came, after about four

years, to an end. Sturgeon endeavoured bravely to establish another

institution of a similar character, but met with little support Thence*

forward he had to depend for his Ihrdihood on the precarious re-

nmneration of an itinerant scientific lectoier. In tfus pioiession he
attamed, indeed, to oonsiderable reputatioii, as his ezporitiena woe
dear and accniale, and his experimental Hhistiations vnifbnnlf

snooessftd. He was, however, sorely constisined in his resoaoes,

havtag no fixed appointment It was during these jeais tiiat his

literary activity was greatest In the year 1836^ he haid ftffiWiihBil

a new monthly periodical, the Amuit rf BkOHd^f the fiist jomnal
realfy devoted to electrical subjects* This msgaaine Stugtem cob>

ducted irith immense industry and great tJtSMty throu^ ten octavo

volumes; a large ptopottion of the articles being fipom his own pen.

To tins journal Joule contribnted various papers; and dioqi^ die

lack of support compdled its discontinusnoe in 1843, it rcmsms n
valuable work of reference^ Amongst other woihs whidi Stuifeon

published were : ^A Course of Twdve Elementary Lectures on Gal-

vanism ; " " Lectures on Electricity, delivered in the Royal Victoria

Gallery in 1841-42 "A Familiar Ejcplanation of the Theory and

Practice of Electro-gplding and Electro^alvering*" He also brought

out in lacsimile a reprint of a fiunous and rare old woric, Bariowe'a
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^ ICagnelkall Adnerdieiiieiita.'' Only a few wedn bcfoie his death

he compleled in one huge handsome qnaito volume % icfnint of his

own original oontributions to science^ under the title of*' Scientific

ReseaiGhe&* This volume was pnhfished bjr subscription and was

lUustnted bjr a number of finely cngmved plates.

Stuigeon had married, soon after entering the Royal Artillery, a
widow named Hutton, who kept a shoe shop in Woolwich. They
had three children, who all died in infancy. In v%%% he was married

again to Mary Bromley, of Shrewsbury, who survived him. Their

one daughter also died an infant ; and they adopted as their daughter

Ellen Coates, a niece of Sturgeon's, who died in 1884,

In the years from 1845 to 1850, Sturgeon, who was now over sixty

years of age, felt keenly the pinch of poverty. After many exertions,

Dr. Lee, first Bishop of Manchester, and Dr. Binney, F.R.S., Presi-

dent of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, succeeded

in obtaining for him, from Lord John Russell's Government, a grant

of 200/. to relieve the straits into which he had been brought, and an

annuity of 50/. per annum, which pension, however, he only enjoyed

for about eighteen months. He died on Sunday, December 4th,

1850, at Prestwich, near Manchester, and was buried in the graveyard

of Prestwich Church. Over his remains stands a stone with the

following inscription :

—

WUXUM STURGEON,

The ELicntciAif,

Bom 1783, died 1850, aged 67.

UARY STIJRGEONt

Died Odfliber snd, 1867, aged 77.

ElXBN, wife of Luke Bnerkjt

Died JoMuj 19^ 1884, ofed 51*

In the church of Kirkby Lonsdale, from which the birth-place of

Sturgeon is distant about two miles, there is a marble tablet which

bears the following inscription:^

" In memory of William Sturgeon, who was born at \Vhjttington, A D. 1783,

and bnikd at Ffcstwich^ I«ancashiccb 00 the 8U1 digr of December 1850. He
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wu the m of paicBls te iMunUe fiie^ and aencd at a private in tfw Rofal
Artillery for ncArly twenty years. After completinf; his tcna of aerte^ ha aae*

ccssfully devoted himself to the study of the physical sciences, with powenoF
orij:^inality and industry rarely equalled. Besides contributing nameroas works to

the scientific literature of his country, he was the discoverer of the soft iioo elcctro-

aiagnet, the amalgaanied dae btUtery, the «laelio-macnetk cafl rr***^—

.

waA
the fedprocating magnetic electrical machine—lavcntiaaB of the hi^Ml aalM^
and which along with many others he freely gave to the workL His mudo wfll

be pcq)ctiiatcd aa kM^ ai the tdeooe he rhrriihrd mnrinan to caiaL**

Of his personal appearance and qtuditics Dr. Joule, in the nodoe

previously referred to, thus speaks :

—

Mr. Sturgeon was of a tall and well built frame of body ; his

forehead was high, and his features were strongly marked. His

address was animated, and his conversation, as it generally is when
the mind is stored with knowledge, pleasing and instructive.

** In friendship he was warm and steady, in domestic life affec-

tionate and exemplary. He had a noble mind and a generous

heart. ... He was a dose and sagacious reasoner, and an un-

sparing exposerofenoc He detested quaelMy and ftbe pietensionp

sought diligently fbr tnitlit ind loved it fcr its own nke.*

A portiait oCStrngeon, a fine oO-pamting, wfaidi was fonnerij iB

the possessum of hit adopted daughter, Ite Briedcj» it bdieved

still to ezitt Aooofding to those wlio hicve teea thi% tfie only

known porttatt of thit distiogqithed nan, it fidlj bean out the

description giveii by Dr. Joele.

A tmnmaiy by Dr. Joide of Stmgeon^ acienti6c daimt, in tfie

Ibim ofa letter to Dr. Aogot Smitht wat interted tagr die latter in Us
mfdk, "A Centenaiy of Science in MancbcHtr.* It fidy doaet ibit

recoid ofStoigeon't liie and wofk&

** My DiAR Su,^

''I have sifted Mr. Stiiigeon't daimt to tbe ntmost I have

eumined all die periodicals likely to throw on the histoiy of

dectromagnetism, and find that Mr. Sttugeon is^ without donbt, the

.

originator of the dectroniagnet, at weO as the andior of the tmpro^
electromagnetic machine. The dectromagnet described bjr Mr*

Sturgeon m the * Transactions of the Sodeij of Arts for tSas' it the

first piece of apparatus to which the name ooidd widi propriety be

applied. Ango, and Amp^ and Davy, had already, it is trne^

magnetised steel needles by passing cniients of ekctoidly aloqg

spirals surrounding them, but it does not appear that they obtemd

\
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the phenomena with iron needles, nor that they had any knowledge

of the suddenness with which the polarity of soft wrought iron might

be reversed by a change in the direction of the current It appears,

therefore, quite clear that to Mr. Sturgeon belongs the merit of pro-

ducing the first electromagnet constructed of soft iron, as well as of

that ofascertaining its peculiar and most remarkable properties. Hence
it was that M. Jacobi, of St Petersburg, claimed for Mr. Sturgeon,

in conjunction with Professor Oersted, the discovery of the electro-

magnetic engine. Mr. Sturgeon's claims wth regard to the magneto-

electrical machine appear to me to be equally well established. He
was the first who devised and executed an apparatus for throwing

the opposing currents into one direction, thus accomplishing for this

machine exactly what Watt accomplished for the steam engine.

Besides this, he is beyond dispute the author of the systems of solid

brass disks and insulators, going by the name of * commutator ' on

the continent, and *unitress' in America, an apparatus now univer-

sally employed in every magneto-dectiical machinei Mr. Sturgeon

was without doubt the constructor of die first votaiy dectronagnetk

engine.

^ The use of amalgamated sine plates in the voltaic batterjr was
originated by Mn Sturgeon. It is an improvement of such value

that it has been nniversalljr adc^ed ever smce^ althou|^ all other

anangements of equal date have been supeiseded.

'*Bfr. Sturgeon's discoveries in the theimo-electriciqr and mag-

netism ofhomogeneous bodies are veiy important, and have placed his

name lugher than that of any other philosopher who^ after Seebeck»

hat cnltivBted Aermo^lectrici^.

"The above is only a very imperfect abstract of a small part of

Mr. Sturgeon's discoveries and improvements in niagnetism» eleo>

tridty, and the kindred sciences. Though not himself the author of

eirtensive generalisations, he has been signally useful in preparing the

wi^ for them, and in carrying them out practically ; and I know not

of one individual who, under equal or even less disadvantages, has

contributed so eminently to the advancement of these highly interesting

and useful sciences

(Signed) '< Jambs P. Joule."
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APPENDIX a

Elbctric and Maonbtic Unitb.

Trb prindpol nniti employed by practical dectridans, Uy inteiw

national agieement, aie :

—

• The ampere^ or unit of current (formerly called ihe weber).

The volt^ or nnit of electromotive-fofoe.

The ohm^ or unit of dectric resistance;

These three practical units are based upon certain abstract ttnitaj,

derived by mathematical reasoning and experimentally proven laws^

from the three fundamental units :

—

The centimetre^ as unit of length.

T^t grammty as unit of masi.

The secondy as unit of time.

The system of "absolute" units derived from these is often de-

nominated the " C.G.S." system of units* to distinguish it from other

systems based on other fundamental units.

Every system of measurement is based upon some exf)eriraental

fact or law. We can only measure an electric current by the effects

it produces. An electric current can (i) cause a deposition of

metals from their chemical solutions
; (2) heat the wire that it flows

through; (3) attract (or repel) a i)arallel neighbouring current;

(4) accumulate as an electric charge that can repel (or attract) a
neighbouring charge of electricity

; (5) produce in its neighbourhood

a magnetic field, that is to say, can exert a force upon the pole of a
magnet placed near it, as, for example, in galvanometers. Now
any one of these effects mighi kaoi kern chosen as a basis for

a system of units of measurement, and all of them have been pro-

posed by one authority or another. As a matter of fiict, the fifth of

them is made the basis in the system now adopted by intematloiial

agreement; and it is the bek because^ firstly, it connects the

dectrical units with the magnetic oneiy.sjid, seooodlyr it is dosdy
connected with the mechaniail units, enablu^ the mechankal values

of the electrical quantities to be readily calculated.

* The reader who may de&irc fuller infomuuion about the C. G. S. iyUaa of

aniti b nkmd to Piofcsior Evoclt't iMtt mmd FfygiemI CMsUnti.

2 B 2
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Taking then the experimental fact that an electric current flowing

in a wire, can exert a force upon the pole of a magnet placed near it,

we have next to define the conditions with the utmost precision. It

is found by experiment that the force which is exerted upon the

magnct-pole by the current, depends on several other things beside

the suength of the current : the force is proportional {fderisparihus)

(i) to the length of the condncting wire, (2) to the inverse square of

the distance between an element of the wire and the pole, (3) to the

strength ofthe magnet-pok. To be very precise, then, we ought to

take (i) a wire one unit in length, (2) bent into an arc of unit radius

80 that each element of the wire is at unit distance from the pole,

(3) and take a magnetic pole of one unit strength. If these things

were done^ and there was made to flow thioagh the wire a anient to

strong that it acted on the pole with one nnit offoroe^ then a cnnent
of such a strength mig|it be taken as a standard of comparison ; for

a current that was twice as strong would exert two units of force on
the pole^ and so forth. But in order to be exactwe have yet tbdefine

what is meant by *'one unit of force" and "amagnet^pole of one

unit of strength." Here ag^tn we have to go to experimental (acts,

and choose such as will best suit for the purpose of making a con-

ristent system of units.

A force must be measured by one of its effects, such for example

as these : that it can (i) raise a given mass against the downward

pull of the earth; (2) elongate a spring; (3) impart motion to a

given mass, or in other words accelerate it The first of these, which

would seem the most natural to select, is rejected lx?cause the down-

ward pull of the earth is different at different j^laces, the second

because it would require awkward definitions of the elastic properties

of springs. So the third is chosen; and to make the definition

precise, it must be remembered that experiment proves that the

velocity of motion which a force imparts to a mass is proportional

(i) to the force, (2) to the time during which it is applied, (3)
inversely, to the mass acted upon. If, therefore, one could get such

a force that, if it lasted one second and was made to act on one

gramme, it imparted to that mass a velocity of one centimetre per

second, then such a force ought to be called the unit of force. This

unit has received the name of '* one dyn^** It may be remarked that

the downward pull of the earth on a mass of one gramme is sufficient

to give it at the end of one second a velocity of about 32 feet per

second, or, more exactly, 981 centimetres per second (in the latitude

of London) ; hence it is clear that the pull of the earth on one
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gramme (what is commonly called the gramme's weight) is equal (at

London) to 981 dynes. The pull of the earth on a pound (commonly
called the pound's weight) is 444,97 1 dynes (at Ix>ndon). (A pound
at the Pole would weigh 445,879, and at the Equator only 443,61

1

dynes). One dyne is a pull equal to 0*0157, or about of the

weight of a grain (at London). Now, as to the unit strength of the

magnet pole or unit of magnetism : a magnet pole can (i) lift a piece

of iron
; (2) repel (or attract) another magnet pole at a distance.

The first of these two effects is rejected as a basis for a definition of

a unit because the load that a magnet pole will lift does not depend

only on the amount of magnetism at the pole, but on the shape and

quality of the piece of iron lifted For precise definition of the

second effect upon which the definition is based, it must be remem-

bered thai experiment has shown that die repulsion of one magnet

,

pole hj another is propoftkMial (i) to the product of die strengths of

the two poles, (2) inversely to the aqoaie of die distance between

them. 1% therefoie, we diooae two sunihr and equal poks of just

such a strength dial when placed at miit distance apart thej

repel each other widi imit lbioe» dien such poles will possess dial

amount of magnetism dial oqghl to he called die unit quantity of

magnetism.

We may now retrace oar steps and build np systematically die

units of die CG.SL qrstem.

Theaksabtie mitrffim(** dyne ") is that force which, if it acts on
one gramme for one second, g^vcs lo it a vdodty of one centimetre

per second.

Tkt tadtofmagnetism^ or mmt magntipUe is one of such a strength

that when placed at a distance of one centimetre (in air) finom a
similar pole of equal strength it repeb it with a force of one dyne;

TJk absoiuie unit of current is one of such a Strength that whenone
centimetre length of its circuit is bent into an arc of one centimetre

ladius, the current in it exerts a force of one dyne on a unit magnet

pole placed at the centre.

llie last definition is difllicult to realise in practice, and a complete

drcfe of one centimetre radius is more easy to work with than an arc

one centimetre long only. If the radius be more than one centimetre

and there be more than one turn of wire, as in most tangent galvano-

meters, then a formula is necessary. Writingr for the number of centi-

metres of the radius, the length of circumference will he equal to 2 r r.

Then writing S for the number of turns of wire in the coil, and 1 for

the strength in absolute units of the cunent, the formula connecting

\
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these with the force (in dynes) exerted bjr the canent on « nnit pole

at die centre is

whence *

^

In the case of the tangent galvanometer, the force, instead of being

measured directly, is ascertained indirectly, by knowing the vnlue (at

the place of observation) of the horizontal component of the magnetic
field due to the earth's magnetism, commonly represented by
symbol H, and measuring the tangent of the deflexion produced on a
magnetic needle hung at the centre when the coil lies parallel to the

magnetic meridian. In this case/ = H x tan £ ; whence

s H tan 8.
r

«

From this it follows that if S, r, H, and the tangent of deflexion

are known, the strength of tiie cnrrent / will be reckoned by making
the follownig calculation :

—

I s —- tan &.twS

(The value of H may be taken as ©• iS at London, and of the
following values at other places :—Glasgow o« 17, Boston o' ry, Mon-
treal o- 147, Niagara o* 167, Halifax, N.a, 0*159, New Yofk, Cleve-
land, and Chicago, 0-184, Philadelphia 0*194, Washington 0*20,
Berlin 0*178, Paris 0188, Rome 0*24, San Fiandsco 0*255, New
Orleans 0*82, Mexico 0*31, Bombay 0*33.)

Now, the current that is so strong as to fulfil the above definition

is far stronger than anything used in telegraphic work, being about
as great in quantity as the current in an arc-light circuit Accord-
ingly the practical unit of current is fixed at one-tenth part of the
absolute unit, and it is called ''one ampere:' It follows that the
above equation, when t is to be given in amperes, must be altered to

svS

It follows that a simple Uingcnt galvanometer to read as an ampere-
meter can be made as follows Take a piece of insulated copper
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wire, of a gauge not less than Na 10 B.W.G., or saji than duee miUi-

meties in diameter, and of this wire wind five turns only, so as to have

a mean radius exactly as below ; then such a coil will, when traversed

by I ampere, deflect the needle exactly to 45^ that is to the angle

whose natural tangent is » i, and the natural tangents of the de-

flexions will therefore read amperes directly. The radius has to be

inversely proportional to the intensity of the horizontal component

of the earth's magnetic force at the place where the amperemeter is

to be used. For use at London, where H is o* 18, the radius of the

coils must be 17*45 centimetres, or 6i inches. Other values are

stated below.

HoriMotal Compooent
ofMl—tic liwiMiiy.

•i47 S-4I

•IS9 19-7$ 7*76

Glasgow ud BoitoB •. •170 18*50 rsB
•ITS 17*65 6*95

New Yoik, Clevdaad, and

lyoy 6*7a

•188 16*76 6-6o

•154 16-19 637
15*70 e*i8

•25s ia*38 4«S
•980 ti'sa

•330 9Sa 3*75

It may further be noted that the current of one ampere strength

will cause the deposition in i hour of 1*174 grammes, or i8*xi6

grains of copper in a copper electrolytic cell. It will in i hour

deposit 4*024 grammes, or 60 52 grains, of silver in a silver cell.

The other electrical units also require definition. The elcctro-

inotive-forcf of a battery, or of a dynamo, is only another name for the

power which it possesses to drive electricity through a circuit

(Formerly the electromotive-force of a battery was called its *' in-

tensity," as a distinction from the "quantity" of current it would

furnish). It is also sometimes called the electric " pressure.** As a

basis for a unit of electromotive- force any one of the following ex-
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perimental Cuts might have been sdected. The electromotive-foioe

is propoftiona], (i) to the oment that it sets vp in a diatit of given

lesistance; (a) to the quantity of dectndly tiiat it win foice as a

chaige into a oondenserofgiven capacity ; (3) to the number of lines

of magnetic tbice cut per second by a conductor moving in a
magnetic field The first of these would do if the unit of resistance

were given, but it is more convenient to make this fiict the basis of

definition of that unit rather than of the unit of electromotive-force

;

the second is useful for defining the unit of capacity ; the third is

selected for defining the unit of electromotive-force, and is extremely

appropriate for the purpose^ as it is the very principle of the dynamo
machine. Clearly, that electromotive-force ouj^t to be reckoned as

of unit value which is produced by the motion of a conductor cutting

across one line of magnetic force in one second. But this involves

the preliminary definition of the unit line of magnetic force. This is

as follows. The so-called magnetic lines of force represent by their

direction, the direction of the resultant magnetic force in the space

through which they pass: the space traversed by magnetic forces,

and lines of force being called a magnetic "field.** To make the

number of magnetic lines represent nurncrically^ as well as in mere

direction, the intensity of the magnetic forces, the following device is

adopted Remembering that experiment shows that the pull (or

push) which a magnetic pole experiences when placed in a magnetic

field is proportional to the intensity of that field, let there be drawn

as many lines to the square centimetre as there are dynes of force

exerted on the unit pole. For example, if at any point it was found

that the magnetic pull on a unit pole was 40 djTies, then at that place

we should draw, or imagine to be drawn, 40 magnetic lines all packed

within one square centimetre of sectional area. As the earth's hori-

zontal component at London is only o* 18 (dynes on the unit pole)

it follows that there would be only 18 lines passing through an area

of 100 square centimetres set up vertically east and west Returning

to the definition of electromotive-force, we see that if the moving

conductor cuts one magnetic line in one second, the electromotive-

force engendered will be of unit value in this absolute CG.S.
systen of measoiement But such a unit would be ridiculously

small—fiur too small for practical use. Measured m such units the

electromotive-force of a single Daniell's cell would be represented

by the enonnous number of 110,000,000, and a LatimerClaik

standard cell by 143,400,000 units. Hence practical electricians

adopt, as their woiking unit, an dectromotive-foice one hundred
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million times as great as the absolute CG.S. unit; and they call

the practical unit " one volt^ Hence the definition of " one volt " is

that electromotive-force which would be generated by a conductor

cutting across a hundred million (lo') magnetic lines per second.

The electromotive-force of a Daniell's cell is about i * i volts ; that

of Clark's standard cell 1*434 volts. The appropriate iostiumeot

for measuring volts is called a voli-mdar.

We come then to the unit of electrical raistance. It is fimnd by

experiment that the current which is produced in a circuit by apply-

ing a given electromotive-force depends on the resistance offered by

the circuit to the flow of electricity, the current being less as the

resistance is greater, in accordance with the famous law discovered

by Dr. Ohm.
Ohm's law in fact states that the cnnent is directly proportioiul

to Ae dectromotive-force that is exerted in, and it inversely pio-

portioQai to die mittince of, the circuit If Ibe tymbol E fbndt
for the number of mitlB of dectromotive-foice, and R for themmber
of nnits of lesisunoe ofdie cirenit, and / for tbe cnnent diat ien]t%

then Ohm's law wiQ be written:—

or, the resulting current can be calculated by dividing the number of

units of electromotive-force by the number of units of resistance.

Anotherway of writing Ohm's law, which is useful when it is desired

to cakmlate die electrorootive-force that will drive any prescribed

cnnent thraq^ a given resistance is

£ sRfc

Now suppose we had an electromotive-force equal to one abso-

lute CG.S. unit, and we required to produce by its means a current

of unit strength as previously defined in the abiolnte system, it would

be requisite to adjust the resistance of die drcdt tondefintle valne;

and that value would be extremely small, odienrise soch a minute

electromotive-force could not maintain so large a current Never-

theless this very minute resistance would be rightly taken as die vnit

in the abaohite CG.SL system* lor dien OhmTilaw would be nnmeri-

caUj fulfilled as,

one unit of electromotive force

one unit of resistance
one unit of cnnent
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But as there aie already practical units of electromotive-force and of

carrent, so there is required a practical unit of resistance to corres-

pond. And reflection will show that the practical unit must be a
thousand million times as great as the absolute unit For tbeii»

again. Ohm's law will be fulfilled as
*

one hundred million C.G.S. units of clectromotivc-force

one thousand milium CCSb units of resisuaoe

B one-tenth CG.Si unit of currenL

The name of ''one Msi " is given to this practical mit of resist-

ance; and many researches have been made to detennine its

working value. The British Association Committee produced

standard wire coils^ which were long accepted as being exact okm$^

bnt they are now Imown to be all slij^tly too low in resistance. In

i88a the International Congress fixed upon the valuerf ike ^km as

htSangantiUmuiiftidioikai^aiolitMtnf merewyone square mils'

mttre m eross-sedumi mii io6 tenHwutres Img (measured at the

freexing-point of water). Aoooiding to Lord Rayleigh's most care-

fid measurements, the true ohm ought to be, not 106, but 106*3

centimetres long. It is the intention of the Board of Trade to adopt

in Great Britain this more exact value, and make it the legal definitioii

of the ohm.

The resistances of wires and circuits are measured in practice by
comparing them with certain standard " resistance coils," sets of
which are often employed arranged in ''resistance boxes;" the parti-

cular instruments employed in making the comparison being of two

kinds, namely, the differential galvanometers and the Wheatstone's

bridge. For further infonnation the reader must refer to the text-

books on electric testing.

A rough and ready idea of the resistance called "one ohm,"

may be obtained by remembering that a mile of ordinary iron

telegraph line offers from 1 3.^ to 20 ohms resistance.

One other unit is required by electricians, namely, a unit of

power^ in which to express the quantity of work per second done in

any electrical system.

To measure the work done by a current in a wire, or in a lamp,

or other thing supplied with electric power, we must nieasure both

the amperes of current that are running through it, and the volts of

cleclromotive-force that are actually applied at that part of the

circuit, and having found the two numbers wc must multiply them
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together. For just as engineers express power mechanically as the
number of "foot-pounds" expended in a given time, so the electri-

cian expresseSi electric power as the number of "volt-amperes.**

The more convenient name of *'one wotf* is given to die unit of
electnc powen* Caknhtioo shows that one "watt* or ** voh-ampeie **

is equal to one seven-hundied^md-forly-sixth part of a horse-powei;

As an eiample of calcuUtion of electric power, the Ibllowiqs

may be taken. It was required lo asoertam the power expended in
maintaining a certain are Uunp. The voltmeter showed an dectrie

pressure of 57 volts between the terminab of the lamp^ and die

amperemeter showed a current of 10*5 amperes nmning diroqgli it

The product is 598*5 wattn Dividing bjr 746 to bring to horse-

power, we get o*8ov or ei^t-tenths of a hone-power. The name
MiewaU is given to 1000 watts. One hilowatt is sl^tfy more than

horse'-poweb

As an example it may be mentioned that die power required to

excite the great electromagnet mentioned on p. 31 as capable of

sustaining a load of 46 tons, is 2500 watts, or about 3^ horse-power.

The unit of self-induction, called by various names, secohm^ quadot

qmiroHi^ and henry^ is a derived unit of modern origin. Whenever a

current is vaiying in strength, it will, if carried round a coil, set up

magnetic lines which as they alter in number act inductively on the

convolutions ofthe conductor, and set up induced electromotive forces

which tend to oppose the change in value of the current The symbol

used for a coefficient of self-induction is usually L, and bears the mean^

ingthat if unit current were suddenly turned off or on in the circuit in

question, the resulting amount of cutting of magnetic lines by the

convolutions of the circuit would have the value L. The practical

unit to correspond with volt, ohm, &c, is taken as lo* C.G.S.

units, or one ohm-second ; or a coil will be said to have as the value

of its coefficient one sccohm (or quadrant^ or hairy) if when unit

current is turned on in it, the cutting of its own magnetic lines

which results, is as much as if lo* magnetic lines had been each cut
^/

once by a single convolution. If the rate of change of current at
j

any thne be expressed as^ , then die resnltiAg seUnndoced dectro* Ij

motive-force opposing the change will be :

—

For a given fonn and vdhime of coil^ the coefBdcnt of self»
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induction is proportional to the iquaie oC the number of convola-

dons. The presence of an iron core vastly increases the self-induc-

tive effects, but renders the coefficient of self-induction a variable

quantity, because of the variations in the permeability of the core.

For further details the reader is referred to treatises on the theory of

etoctrid^.

APPENDIX C
APPENDIX TO CHAPTERS IV. & V.

Calculation op Excitation, Leakage, Etc.

N a whole number of magnetic lines (C.G.S. definition of mag-

netie linei being i line per sq. centiro., to represent intensity

of a magnetic fidd, rach Ant there is i dyne on unit

magnetic pole) that pa» throagh the magnetic drcoit.

Alio ciOod the wttigntHifbistm

B a the nmnber of magnetic Imcs per' aqoaie oentinelie in die

iron ; alio called the induttiom^ or the internal magnetif*-

tioBb

Bm B the nnmber of magnetic fines per aqure inch In the iioii.

H B the magnetic fovoe or intensitj of the magnetic fields in termi

of the nnaiber of magnetic lines to the square centimetre

that there would be in air.

H„ a the magnetic force, in terms of the nnmber of magnetie

fines that there would be to the square mch, in aii;

fk B the pawmbility of the iron, &c.; Uiat is its magnetie oondn^
tivilj or multiplying power kit magnetic lines.

A = area of CRMS section, in square centimeties.

A" = area of cross section, in square inches.

/ = length, in centimetres.

t = length, in inches,

S = number of spirals or turns in the magnetixing coiL

I = elcclric current, expressed in amperes,

V = coefficient of allowance for leakage
; being the ratio of the

whole magnetic flux to that part of it which is usefully

applied. (It is always greater than unity.)
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Relations of Uniis,

I inch = 2*54 centimetres ;

I centimetre = 0*3937 inch.

X square inch = 6 • 45 square centimetres

;

. I square centimetre = 0*1550 square inch.

I cubic inch = 16*39 cubic centimetres;

X cubic centimeUe = 0*0610 cubic inch.

To calculate tJu value of ^ or of B„ from the Tractioru

If P denote the pull, and A the area over which it is exerted, the

following foxxnuls (dehved iiom Maxwell's law, see p. 118) may be
used:

—

B . /Pkflos
^ A sq. cm.

B =1,316
P lbs.

or
As4^ ilk'

Reference to p. 122 will show that it is not expedient to attempt

to employ tractive forces exceeding 150 lb. per square inch in

magnets whose cores are of soft wrought iron, or exceeding 28 Ih,

per square inch in cast iron. Dividing the given load that is to be
sustained by the electromagnet by one or other of these numbers,

gives the corresponding requisite sectional area of wrought or cast

iron respectively.

lb cakulaU the Pemuability from B orfrom

This can only be satisfactorily done by referring to a numerical

Table (such as Table III. or IV., p. 76), or to graphic curves, such as

Fig. 39 or 40, in which are set down the result of measurements made

on actual samples of iron of the quality that is to be used The values

of fi for the two specimens of iron to which Table IV. refers may be

afproximalciy calculated as follows :

—

17,000 «• B
For annealed wm^iht iron, ^ «

;

^ . 7»ooo - B
For grey cast irao, |i « •=—;

•

3 ^
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These formulai must not be used for the wrought iron for

tractions that arc less than 28 lb. per square inch, nor for cast iron

for tractions less than z\ lb. per square inch.

To eakulatt ike Totai Magnetic Flux which a tort ofghen tttHoiuU

It has been shown that it is not expedient to posh tfie magnetixa-

tion of wrought iron bejrond. xootooo lines to the square inch^ nor
that of cast iron beyond 4a,ooa These are the highest values that

ought to be assumed in designiqg dcctromagnets. The total

magnetic flux is calculated by multiplying the figure thus fltnmmfd by
the number of square inches of sectional area^

7h oaimioie the MtiputiMmg Pmot repiitik to font afjhm tmnAer
MagnetklMtts through a d^aoMo^putkRebieia^

, Multiply the number which represents the mai;netic reluctance by
the total number of magnetic lines that are to be forced through it

The product wiU be the amount of magneto-motive force. If the

magnetic reluctance has been expressed on the basis of centimetre

measurements, the magneto-motive force, calcubted as above, will

need to be divided by 1*257 ^i.e.,by to give the number of

ampere4ums of requisite magnetizing power. If, however, the

magnetic reluctance has been expressed in the units explained bdow,
based upon inch measures, the magnetising power, calculated by the
rule given above^ will already be expressed directly in ampere>
turns.

To Calculatb thb MAOMtnc Riluctamcb or an Iron Core.

{a) If dimensions are ^vcn in cfn/inu/rt-s.—Ma^neUc rclu< tnnce

being ilircctly proporlional to Icngih, and inversely jtroportional to

sectional area and to permeability, the following is the formula;

Magnetic rductanoe « :

An'

but the value of |k cannot be inserted until one knows how great B
is going to be ; when reference to Table IIL gives #u

(d) If^mammt wreghm in M«l«r.—In this case we can apply

a numerical co-efficient, which takes into account the change of
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uniu (2 -

54), and also, at tlie same time, indtidet the opendoB of

.

^viding the magneto-motive force by of v (s i * 257) to lednoe

it to ampere-tnmib So the lule becomes

r
Magnetic reluctance =-vi— X o'3i32,A |ft

Example—Find the magnetic reluctance from end to end of a

bar of wrought-iron 10 inches long, with a cross-section of 4 s^juare

inches, on the supposition that the magnetic flux through it uiU
amount to 440,000.

To Calculate the Total Magnetic Reluctance of a
Magnetic Circuit.

This u done hf calculating the magnetic iductances of the

separate part% and adding them together. Account mu^ hoflpcver,

be taken of leakage; for when the flux divides, part going fdbattmgtk

an armature, part through a leakage path, the law of shunts comes In,

and the nett reluctance of the joint paths is the redpiocal of the sum
of their reciprocals. In the simplest case the magnetic drcoit

consists of 3 parts (i) armature, (2) air in the s gaps, (3) core of the

magnet These three reluctances may be scparatd/ written, as m,

the Table below.

If the iron used in armature and core is of the same quality, and
magnetized up to the same degree of saturation, /ij and fi^ wiU be
alike. For the air-gaps = i, and therefore is not written iru

If there were no leakage, the total reluctance would simply be
the sum of these three terms. But when there is leakage, the total

reluctance is reduced*

ForOmUnctrt
For Inch Mcatasc.

«

a. The Gaps ..

J. Magnet Core

A
Aim

r,
a X o'jijaA

fl

1

A-;*
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To Calcitlatb thb Ampsrb-turns op Magnetizing Power
• RBQUISITE TO FORCE THE DESIRED MAGNETIC FlIIX THROUGH
THB KBLUCTANCES OF THB MaGNBHC CuCUIT.

(fl) If dimensions are given in centimdres the rule is .

—

Ampere-turns = the magnetic flux, multiplied by the magnetic

reluctance of the circuit, divided by of ir (= i 'as;).-

Or, in detail, the three separate amounts of ampere-turns required

for three principal magnetic reluctances are explained as foUowg :

—

Ampere^ma reqniied to drive N Unesl «. m w A ^ 4f
through iron ot arnuiture ..f

" ^ Aiih
* lo*

Ampere-turns required to drive N lines 1 _ u ^ i^i .

through the two gaps . . . . f
~ lo

*

Ampere-turns required to drive v\\\ _ m h , 4f
lines through the iron of magnet corej Aa^"^ lo

*

And, adding up :—

•
ToUl«np«e.t«nuxe,ui«d - ^^N {A. + +

Ampere-tums s magnetic flux multiplied bjr the magnetic ieliio>

tance of the ciicuit Or, in detail:—

Ampeie-tums required to drive N Imesl _ m ^ ^

i

v
duouji^ iron of armature ..| A",/*!

Ampefe4ufnaiequiredtodriveNlmes\ _ ^ ^ ar,

tfaroughtwogapi f A?^
^®

Ampere-tumsrequiredtodriver N lines\ _^Uy ^

i

vft««i««
through iron core of magnet .. j

-'"^^ 3"3«5

And, adding up :—

Total ampere-turns reqmred « o*3t3aN{ ~- -f-^^ -f 1-

It will be noted that here r, the coeffident of allowance for leak-

age« has been introduced. This has to be calculated as shown later.

In the meantime it may be pointed out that, in designing dectro-

magffcts f<v any case where v is approximately known beforebaady

Digitized by Gopgle
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die calcniation may be mnpKficd by taking tibe wflinnal area of tfie

magnet coie greater than dat of the aixnataiem the«amept^^
For example^ if it were known that Ihe waste Imes that ledc wcve
gcnng to be equal in number to tliose that aic usefiiDy empleyed in

the annatnre (here 9 s a), die iron of the cores mig^ be made of

double the section of that of the annatuie. In thia caae ^ will

approximately equal fi^

To Calculate the Coefficent or Allowance for
Leakage, v.

V 8 total magnetic flux generated in magnet core useful

magnetic flux through armature. The respective useful and waale

magnetic fluxes are proportional to the permeances along thcirrespec*

tive paths. JPammmgf or magnetic conductance, is die reciprocal of

the rHnetmuf^ or magnetic resistance; Call useful permeance through

armature and gaps sr, and the waste permeance in the stray field

sr; then

m •

wmay be estimated by the Table XIV. given on p. 177, or other

leakage rules, but should be divided by 2, as the average difference of

magnetic potential over die leakage surface is only about half that at

the ends of the poles.

RvLBS fOR EaniiATDio ICagmbtic TiBSKaflfc

(I. to III. adapted from Professor Forbes' Rules.) J^^x c

Fn^, /. FerwumiuUtmtm two paraM armt fmmg mm mmAtt. ^

Let areas be At*andAa" square inches^ and distance iq«it<inclie% ^
then:

—

Permeance » 3* 193 x k (J^i* + At*) -s-i".

Prop» II, JPemuamt ieimem iwc igiml tufftumt retUmffitar mrms

lying in one/Amk—Aasundng lines of flow to be semiciicles, and tlial

distairtf di and between their nearest andftithest edges respeo-

tivdy are given, also €f their widdi along die paiallci «d|ge:—

Permeance a s*s74 X 41^' X >^w^
a F

\
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Prop, III, Permeana behoem two equalp&nttd rettangiUttr anas

lying in oneplaiu aitmeSdame4i^L—^A»iiiiie liM of leakage to

be qmdnnts joined hf stmiglit finee.

Prop, IV* Pamuana bdwitn iwa tqttal anas at r^hi an^ f» one

another.

Permeance (if air angle is 90*) a double the respective valae

calculated by II. or III.

Permeance (if air angle is 270°) 3 | times the respective value

calculated by II.

If meesares are givea ia oentnnetiei these inlet beoone the

lblhyiH]ig>—

Prop, y, Permeame between two parallel ^Unden tmlffinile

lenith.

The formula for the reluctmcc is given on p. 175 above: the

permeance is the reciprocal of it« Calculations are »implifitd by
reference to Table XIV., p>. 177.

Permeance = 3*374 X a" X log^ I + -i-A-p-LZJ

t t(A,+AJ-8-if;
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Bruger's researches 259
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etc., etc. With 10 plates, crown 8vo^ doth, 7/. hd.

The Artillery of the Future and the New Powders*
By J. A. LoKG&iDOi^ Mem. lort. CB. Svo^ doth, 51;
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Gas Works : their Arrangement, Constmction, Plant,
and Machinery. Bj F. Colyer, M. InsU C.E. IVUh ^i/fidmg^laia^

The Miniicipal and Sanitary Engineer s Handbook,
By II. Percy Boulnqis, Mem. Inst C.E., borough Engineer, Ports-

monfh. WUhmmunmiihulrmliutt. Seeond editkm, demj 8««^ dolh.

CONTSMTS:
Tha Appdntnenk and DutMt of iIm Tgwa SMrr««ar--l

Staam BioUins—Road Metal kbA Bicakiiic—'Pkehcdrvnm

Poweiv—Artiianj' and Labourcrv Dwelling*—Public Coaveniencet—SeavcBiiing, iadurfint
Street Cleansiiig—Walerins and the Rcmoxini; of Snow— PUnting Stieet Tree*—^>epo^it of
Platii^Danecrotis Buildinc^— If oardings—ObNtructions—Improving Street Lines—CcUar
Openings—Public Pleasure Grounds—Cemclcries— Murtnaries—CaitTe .->nH Ordinary Maxketa
>-PuV)lic Slaughter-houses, etc—Giving numerous Funas of Notice*, Spedfiralions aad
General Informatiun upon these and oilier su^jads af giaal iMpoitaMa ta Maaidpal BaiP>
nccrs und others engaged in Sanitary Work.

Metrical Tables* By Sir G. Lf. Molesworth,
M.I.CE. 3ttMb doth, I/, hd, .

Contents.
General—Linear MeaMirea—Square Mcasnica—Cubic Measures—MeaMtfca of Capacily^'

Waiglai raailiiiMliiaia Th—eawl—*

Elements of Construction for Electro-Magiuts, By
Count Til Du Moncel, Mem. de rin$titat de France. Translated from
tlw FkcMk C J. Whaeiow. Crawa Svo^ dolb, 4^

A Treatise on the Use of Beltingfor the Transmis-
tion of Fontr, By J. H. Coopee. Second edition, Ultutraltd^ Svo,
doth, lit,

A Pocket-Book of Useful Fonnulce and Memoranda
for CivilandMeehaniealEuginm's, By SirGu 1lforo U Molsswoktu.
Man. Inrt. CJB. WUk tmmirmt OhuirmlSnu, 744 pp. Twenty wcom
•ditioii, Jimo^ ma, Cr«

Synopsis op Contents t

Surveying, levelling, dC—Strength and Weight of Materials—Earthwork. Bikiwadu
llaSMry, Arches, etc.—'WUtl^ Columns, Ileamt, and Trusses—Flooring, RooAng. and Rast
Trawrt Girders, Bridget, etc.—Railways and Rloads—Hydraulic Formulc—Canals, Sevens
WaMrwoffki, Dadu—rrrigatioii and BKakwaten—Ga^ Vcatllation, and Warmiac-Heat.
Ueht. Colour, aad Saaad-Giavity : Cwiia% Faraai, aad Pawm-Mahwk^TaadTar
Wbeela. SliarHnf, ale.—W««kthop Rcdpaa—Saadrp MacMuaiii Aalaidl V
tba Stmm Engine—Water^iower, \Vatcr«kadi, Turbfaws, etc.-Wlad and Windmills-*
Steam Navigation, Ship Building, Tonaa^ etc.—Gunnerr, Projectiles, etc—Weigbta,
Measures, and Money—Trigonometry, Conic Sections, and Curves—Telegraphy—Menaar^
tion—Tables of Areas and Circumference, and Arcs of Circle*—Lotarilbw^ Sqaaif aad
Cuba Roots, Power".—Reciprocals, etc.— Useful Numbers—Dii
las Algehntic Signs—Telegraphic CoastructioB aad Focmola.
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Hints on Architedural Draughtsmanship. By G..W.
TUXFORD Hallatt. Fcap. 8vo, doth, u. W.

Sponi Tables and Memoranda for Engineers;
selected and arranged by T. T. Hurst, C.E., Author of 'Architectural

Surveyors' Handbook,' ' Ilurst's Tredgold's Car]>entry,' etc. Eleventh
edition, 64010, roan, gilt edges, ix. ; or in cloth case, \s. bd.

This work is printed in a pcari type, and u so small, measuring only sf in. by i| in. by
I in. thick, that it may be easUy earned in the waistcoat pockeL

" It is certainly an extremely rare thine for a reriewer to be called upon to notice a vo1um«
measuring but si m. by if in., yet the^e dimensions faithfully represent the sixe of the h.indT
little book before us. The volume—which contains 118 printed pages, besides a few blaaK
pages for memoranda—is, in fact, a true pocket-book, adapted for being carried in the waist*

coat pocket, and containing a far greater amount and variety of information than most peopU
would imagine could be compressed into so small a space. .... The little volume has l>eea

compiled with considerable care and judgment, and we can cordially recommend it to our
readen as a useful little pocket companion."

—

Engituerittg,

A Practical Treatise on Natural and Artificial
Concrete^ its Varieties and Constntetive Adaptations. By Henry Rkid,
Author of the ' Science and Art of the Manufacture of Portland Cement'
New Edition, with 59 woodcuts and ^ plates^

8vo, cloth, 15/.

Notes on Concrete and Works in Concrete; especially
written to assist those engaged upon Public Works. ByJohn Newman,
Assoc Mem. Inst. C.E., crown 8vo, cloth, 4/. 6</.

Electricity as a Motive Power. By Count Th. Du
MoNCKL, Membre dc I'lnstilut de France, and Frank Geraldy, Ingi-

nienr des Pontset Chauss^es. Translated and Edited, with Additions, oy
C. J. Wharton, Assoc Soc TeL Eng. and Elec With 113 engravings
and diagrams^ crown 8vo, cloth, 7/. 6a.

Treatise oft Valve-Gears, with special consideration
of the Link-Motions of Locomotive Engines. By Dr. Gustav Zeuner,
Professor of Applied Mechanics at the Confederated Polytechnikum of
Zurich. Translated from the Fourth German Edition, by Professor J. F.
Klein, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. Illustrated, 8vo, doth, I2J. Sd.

The French - Polisher s Manual, By a French-
Polisher; containing Timber Staining, Washing, Matching, Improving,
Painting, Imitations, Directions for Staining, Sizing, Embodying,
Smoothing, Spirit Varnishing, French- Polishing, Directions for Re-
polishing. Third edition, royal 32mo, sewed, (hL,

Hops, their Cultivation, Commerce, and Uses in
various Countries. By P. L. SiMMONDS. Crown 8vo, doth, 4/. (>d.

The Principles of Graphic Statics. By George
Sydenham Clarke, Major Royal Engineers. With iia ilUutrations.

Second edition, 4to, cloth, \^s. 6d,
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Dynamo Tenders Hand-Book. By F. B Badt, late
1st LifuL Royal PnissiaaAxUlkfj. With foiUmUn/mmi. Third editioa.

iSmo, cloth, 4j, 6d,

Practical Geanuiry, PerspecHtfe^ and Engineering
Draxvine; a Course of Descriptive Geometry adapted to the Require-

ments of the Engineering Draughtsman, including the determination of

cast dndowt aadlsoiiictrie Profectioo, each chapter being followed by
comerous examples ; to which are added rules fur Shading, Shade-lining,

etc, together with practical instroctions as to the Lining, Cokmhni^
Printing, and geoenf beatiaeiit of Engineerii^ Drawings wi& a cbapltf
on drawing Instruments. By George S. ClauU^ CapC SJL Sccoad
edition, wUA ai/Uta, a vols., clotb« los, 6d,

Tki EUmmis of Graphic StaHa. By Professor
KaKL Von Ott, translated from the German by G. S. CUiRKI, Capt
R.E.t Instructor in Mechanical Drawing Royal ladiM Engjnccring
Gdlege. With 93 illustrations^ crown %r% doth, 5/.

A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture and Distri^
button of Coal Gas. By William Richaroi, Dcaity 410^ with HMMriNW
wod tttgrcanngs and 29 plates^ cloth, z%s.

Synopsis of Contents:

latroducHoo— HUtory of Gas Lighting— QiemUtry of Gu MamiCKture, by ticwk
Thompson, Esq., M.R.C.S.—CoaL with Analyses hy J. Patenoo, Lewk Tbompsoo, and
G. R. Hi^lop, Evqrs.—Retoiti, Iron and Clay—Retort Setting—Hydraulic Main--Cao>
denscrs— Exn.iiisjcrs— \Va%her» and Scrubbers— Purifier*— Purification— History of Gas
Holder— Tanks, Brick and Stone, Composite, Concrete, Ca&t-iron, Compound Annular
Wrought-iron— Specifications— Gas Holders— Station Meter— Governor— DLsiribution—
Mains—Gas Mathematics, or Formulx for the Distribution of Gas, by Lewis Tbompson. Esq^.—
Services—Consumers' Meters— Rcj:i.l.uors—Rumcrk—Fitlinj;*— Photometer—CarburizatioB
of Gas—Air Gas and Water Gas—Composition of Coal Gas, by Lewis Thowpto^Ka^—
Aaalyses of Gas—Influence of Atmospheric Pressure and Temperature M Om^wmUmI
Products—Appendix—OetcrijpCioo of Retort Setti^g^ Buiklingt. ct&, etc

Th$ Nm Formula for Mean Velocity of Dischargo
^ Rivers and Canals. By W. R. KuTTER. Translated from articles ia

the *CuUur-Ing;iiuettr,' bj JLowis O'A. Jackson, Assoc last CJL
tfo, doth, ia«.

The Practical Millwright and' Engineers Ready
Reckoner; or Tables for finding the diameter and power of cog^wheett,

^uneter, weight, and power of shaA% Hiemctff aadfStrength «fMtl^ «le»

THOMAi DuuxN. Fovrth editioii, Ijsm^ dotl^ y»

Tim Describing the Chief Methods of _^IinUlg,
DrcMliiffend Smelting it abroad \ villi Notes won Amiilc,

I, Men

I

I

Wolfram. By Aktuub. G. Charleton, Mem.
Mining £agineer«. iViiA/itta, 8t«h c^o^ ^ S

Digitized byGoogle
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Practiced Electrical Notes and Definitions for tko
MM ^ Bt^ttring Students attd FraeHeal Mm. By W. PERmXH
Maycock, Assoc. M. Inst. E.E., Instructor in Electrical Enjnnecring at
the Pitlake Institute, Croydon, together with the Rales and Regulations
to be observed in Electrical Instdttliott Waiu Seoond ediliiOB. Rofol
331110^ roan, gplt edges, 41. (A,

The DraughtsmafCs Handbook of Plan and Map
Drawing; including instructions for the prepantfoB of Eaginecriag^
Architectural, and Mechanical Drawings. IVith numerous illustrations

in tkt text, and 33 plata (15 printed in colours), Bj G. G. AUDKi^
F.G,S^ Anoe. liHt. C.B. 4iObCioa^9ft

CoMmms
Th« Dimwiac OfBct and Its Fnrddilagv—Gcoraetfkal lVot!ii»i Ihn, Doti, aad tbdr

Combiaatioas—Coloon, Shadins, Letterias, Bordering, and Kocth rnin traht rioltif
~OvU En^neen' and Suneyon' Plans—Map Drvxir;;—Mechanical nd AmMMSmI
Drawing—Copying and Redudng Trigooomcthcal Fonnuije, etc. etc.

TheBoiler-nuikef^sandIron Ship-builders Companion^
comprising a senes of original and carefullj calculated tables, of the
Utmost utility to persons interested in the iron trades. By Tames Fodbn,
nthor of 'Meckanical Tables' eU^ SeoaiidedilioBiemed,w£eldftMlho-
<wiM, cnnm 8vo^ doth, $«.

Rock Blasting: a Practical Treatise on the means
employed in Blasting Rocks for Industrial Purposes. By G. G. Andk£,
F.G.S., Amoc. Imt CB. WiA 56 ilbutrwimmmi u/ltk$^ tvo^ clolh»

iat,6d.

Experimental Science: Elementary, Practical, and
Experimental Physics. By Geo. M. Hopkins, lUustraUd kgf 67a
engravings. In one large voL, Svo^ doth,

A Treatise on Ropemaking eu prcutised in public and
private Rofe-yardst with a Description of the Manufacture, Rules, Tables

of Weighu, etc, adapted to the Trade, Shipping, Mining, Railways,

Builders, etc By R. Chapman, formerly foreman to Messrs. Haddart
and Co., Limehouse, and late Master Ropemsker to HJL Dctkgui^
Deptford. Second edition, i2mo, cloth, ys.

Laxtons Builders* and Contractors Tables ; for the
use of Engineers, Architects, Surveyors, Builders, Land Agents, sad
others. Bricklayer, containing aa Ubles, with nearly 30^000 ciTcnhtlBM^
4l0b doCh. Cl>

Laxtons Builders and Contractors Tables, Ex-
cavator, Earth, Land, Water, and Gas, cootaining 53 tables, with MU|y

•4,000 cakdatioaa. 410^ clolh» 5ft
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Egyptian Irrigation, By W. Willcocks, M.I.C.E.,
Indian Public Works Department, Inspector of Irrigation, Egypt With
Introduction by Lieut-Col. J. C. Koss, R.E., Inspector-General of
Irrigation. With numerous liihograpks and wood engravings^ royal 8vo,

doth, iL its.

Screw Cutting Tablesfor Engineers and Machinists^
giving the values of the different trains of Wheels required to produce
Screws of any pitch, calculated by Lord Lindsay, M.P., r.R.S., F.K.A.S.,

etc Cloth, obloog, 2s,

Screw Cutting Tables, for the use of Mechanical
Engineers, showing the proper arrangement of Wheels for cutting the
Threads of Screws of any required pitch, with a Table for making the
Universal Gas-pipe Threads and Taps. By W. A. Martin, Engineer.
Second edition, oblong, doth, I/., or tewed, hd,

A Treatise on a Practical Method ofDesigning Slide-
Vahe Gears by Simfi/r Geometrical Construction^ based upon the principles

enunciated in Euclid's Elements, and comprising the various forms of
Plain Slide-Valve and Expansion Gearing ; together with Stephenson's,
Gooch's, and Allan's Link-Motions, as applied either to reversing or to

variable expansion combinations. By Edward J. Cowling Welch,
Memb. Inst Mechanical Engineers. Crown 8vo, uoth, 6f.

Cleaning and Scouring : a Manual for Dyers, Laun-
dresses, and for Domestic Use. By S. Christopher. i8mo, sewed, 6d,

A Glossary of Terms used in Coal Mining. By
WiLUAM ^ruKELEY Gresley, Assoc Mem. Inst C.E., F.G.S., Member
of the North of England Institute of Mining Engineers. Illustrated with
numerous woodcuts and diagrams, crown Svo, doth, 5/.

A Pochet-Book for Boiler Makers and Steam Users,
comprising a variety of useful information for Employer and Workman,
Government Inspectors, Board of Trade Surveyors, Engineers in charge
of Works and Slips, Foremen of Manufactories, and the general Steam*
using Public. By Maurice John Sexton. Second edition, royal
33mo, roan, gilt edges,

Electrolysis: a Practical Treatise on Nickeling,
Coppering, Gilding, Silvering, the Refining of Metals, and the treatment
of Ores by menns of Electricity. By HirroLYTE Fontaine, translated

from the French by J. A. Berly, C.E., Assoc. S.T.E. With engravings,
Svo, doth, 91;
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Barloivs Tables of Squares^ Cubes
^
Square Raots,

CuU R0^^ Rtc^«cmU ^ mU ImUgtr Nmmier* m# t» i<vooa Poet Svo^

A Prtuliccd TreaHu on the . Steam Engine, cofs^
taining Plans and Arrangements of Details for Fixed Steam En^ne^
with Essays on the Principles involved in Design and Constntctiim. By

, Arthur Rigg, Engineer, Member of the Soaelf «f Engioecn and ci
the Royal Institution of Great Britain. Demy 4to, cofumsfy ilhustraled

with woodcuts and ^fUUes, in oa« Volomc^ bjdf*bound morocco^ 2L zs,%

ordicRpcrtdito,d«ii.ss«>

Tlllt woclc b not. In any »en»e, an clemenury treatli^ «r UlMqr af tfM Mna ca^ac, ba|
!• iMfsdad !• dataib* example* of Fixed Steam Eagiacs witMot catering iato UM «'

'

"
\ af ItOMBltfaa or marine practice. To this tnd uluetratioes will be civca of the 1

^ ^ Hoiieoaul, VartiaaL Baaat_Pu«r -

Allaa.Compouod.aaiailwfiMhrKagiDe»,^tha«a»a«iaaBt flfifc
TImBritain md Amarica. TIm uvb lalatiac ta the actioa and precaatiow to ha

in the eaaatnictioa of the vatioas dctaila. wuA as Cvlindcn, Ptstowt, Ptooo-ta^ Coaacctiat-
ladt. Cross-heads Modoa-Modca, Eccentrics. Simple, Expansion. Balanced, aud EcuSibriuia
SB^valvei, and Valre-gearing wiU be minutely dealt with. In this connection will be found
acttdas upon the Velocity of Reciprocating Parts and the Mode of Ap^Jying the Indicator,

Heat Ma^^^pMsioB of^St^m Coventor^ M^^«^a^^U^k^Aa^wttcx'»
^^^^Jj^^g^^^

correct*

A Practical Treatise on the Science of Land and
Engifuering Surveying, L/velling, Eitimating Quantities^ ftc, with R
general description of the several Instruments reqoired for Sunreying^

. LeTdltng, Plotting, etc By H. S. Msrrstt. Foutli «ditmi, wtiirf
by O. W. UsiLL. Assoc Mem. Inst. CBt 4I fkOtt^ wiik lihlft tfiiM
and takla^ rojrRl Svo^ doth, ixt, 6dL

pRiNctPAi. CoMnm t

Part I. Introduction and the Principles of Geometry. Part e. Land Survcyfaif : eaH»
nrising General Observations—The Ctuun—OflWu Survcyine by the Chain only—S«ir>«yiaC
IHhr Graaad—To Survey aa Estate or Parish by the Chaia aalf-Sanravwg with ik*
Thaaaallia Ulatag aad Taera gMftayiiM Railroad Surreili^ with* Divkioa aai
Laying out af Laa^-Obaacaailiiasa>»Rdaww»jPlMa T^%pa<aMiq^ jiit» l<gaM«|f»
Simple and Coaraavad I^vaUap^Hw I^mmI BMb^AMMBNHll^f VIlA Md SmiMm*
Levelling with a ThaodoUte—C i idlHi Woedaa Qarvaa—Ta Lay aae a Raflway Curve
Seitins out Widths. Put 4- CalcalMlag Qaaatities geaerally fbr Eatfanatee—Ortringe aad
Embankments—Tunnels— llrick work—Ironwork—Tiraber Measuring. Part 5. Desmpboa
and Uic of Initrumenti in Surveying and Plotting—The Improved Dorapy LeveJ—Troufhtoo'e
Level— The Prismatic Compass — Pro;»jrTion.tl Corr.p.iss— Hoi Sextant—Vcmici — P*nt»-

graph—Merrett's Improved Quadrant— Iinproxed Comf ut.itioa Scale—The DiAgon^l ScaJe—

»

Straight Edge and Sector. Part 6. Lotfuri'hmi of N irnbers — Lo^arithrruc Sines and

fcr8aiSag^*"'Scai«a^a^fcrwtoM
and Co>Siae*—Tables for £aith«asht

Meclianical Graphics, A Second Course of Me?
dMudad DfRwiiif. WMh Preftet by Pidl Pbrrt, BlSc, F.RA
Arranged for use in Technical and Science and Art Institutes, S<b«olt

. . RBd Collq^en by CsoRGS ilALUOAY., Whitworth Scholmi; tvo^

B4

\
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Tlu Assayers Manual: an Abridged Treatise on
the Docimastic Examination of Ores and Furnace and other Artificial

Products. By Bruno Kerl. Translated by W. T. Branmt. With 65

Dynamo - Electric Machinery : a Text - Book for
Students of EIectro*Tecluiologjr« By Silvamus P. Thompson, B.A^
D.Sc, M.S.T.E. [N^ ediiioH in thtprut,

Tfu PracHce o/Ha$id Turning in Wood^ Itfory^ SkM^
ete.^ with Instructions for Turning such Work in Metal as maybe required

in the Practice of Turning in Wood. Ivoiy, etc. ; also an Appendix on
OfiMiiienttl Ttening. (A bodk far begjbiiien.) Bf FKANCit Campui.
TUffd cditioB^ hhM wtod tKigtniitgtf crown Svo^ donf 6i*

COWTEWTi »

On Lathes—Turning Tools—Turning Wood—Drilling—Screw Cutting—Mi<.cenaneou*
Apparatus and Processes—Turning Particular Forma—•St«iniug-—Poltthing—Spinning Mct«te

Treatise on IVatchwork, Past and Present. By the
RcY. H. L. NELTiiROPP, M.A., F.S.A. With 32 illustrations, crown

Contents :

Definitiom of Word* and Terms used in Watchwork—Tods—Time—Hittorical Suit*
Mfjf—On Calculations of the Numbers for WhecU and Hnions ; their Proportional ^tea,
Trailift, etc.—Of Dial NVheeU, or Motion Work—Length of Time of Going without Winding
up
—

^The Verge —The Horizontal—The Dui^cx—The Lever—The ChtaaonctCf^Rcpeatii
Watches—Keyle»» Watdwa—Th* Ftadulum, or Spiral Sprim--Cnw|waatlo» Jaw^iagwatcnes—Keyi(»» watchci - Alia rtaduium, or :^|iifai sprun—cowMaianoM jw
Pivot Hole*—Clerkuiwdi Falladaa •fiht IVade—laeapadty ofWoHwai Hcwr i»
•adUaaaWatdkoK.

Algebra Self-Taught, By W. P. Higgs, M.A.,
D.Sc» LUIX, Aaioe. voatL ZX^ Aathorcf 'A Handbook of tlio Diftr^
ential Calcafan»' etc Second edUiont ciomi 8vOk dodi, s».M

Symbols and the Signs of Operation—Tf^e Equation and the Unknown Quantity-
Positive and Negative Ouantities— Muhiplicatiun— ln\olution—Exponents—Negative Expo*
ncnt»— Roots, and the bse of Exponents at Logarithms—Logarithms—^Tables of Logarithau
and Proportionate Parts— Transformation of System of Logarithms— Common uses of
Common Logarithms—Compound Multiplication and the binomial Theorem—Dirision,
Ffacsioas. and Ratio—Cootiaiued Ptoportioa—Tka S«n«« and th« Suauaalioaof tka T

'

Spons Dictionary of Engineering, Civil, Mechanical,
Military, and Naval; with technical terms in French, German, Italian,

nd Spundi, 3100 pp., and tifrfy 8000 engravings^ in super*ro]ral 8yo^
in 8 divisions, 5/. &r. Complete in 3 vols., cloth, 5/. 5/. Bond in n
superior nanneri half*norocco^ top c<l^ gilt* 3 vols.* 6^ ilfc
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NcUs in MuhoMkal EngUMering. Compfled prin-
cipally for the use of the Students attending the Classes on this subject mt

the of LoadoD CoU^. By Henry Adams. Menu last M .ML,

lltoft. usu CE.* Mem. Soc of Engiueen. Cioini tvofe cMK ti^<^

Came a$td Boai BmUmgs a complete Manual fir
Aroateun, cotttftlnnig plain and conpr- i: i ve directions for the con-

ftruction of Canoes, Rowinj^ nnd SrtilmL: I^oat^, and Hunting Crnft.

Br W. P. Stephens. ^i'tiA nu$turcus uiustrauom and 24 piaUs ^

Proeadings ofthiNatiemal Cmfertna ofBhtiridtms^
I%ilkdt(fXk, October Sdi to I3d^ tSSf. iSoMb HtrtK

Dynamo - Electriafyt its Generation, Application,
Transmission, Storn^?, nnd Measurement ^G.B»PunOTT« IPM
545 tUiutraiions. Jivo, doth, U.

DomisUc EUclricUyfor Atnatmrs, Translated from
Ow Ftaadi of B. RcNnTAUBR» Bdiler of "UBbebkiM,'* bj C J.

dodi, 6«.

I Pr ;>.iii (ion cf thn Klccinc Current— f. Elcclric Bclh—3. Automatic Alarm«— 4 Dotnesttc
Telephones—5. Ekctric Clocks—4. Electric Ligbten—^. Doatertic tlectric Li

WrinkksinEUcimLighting. BvVinceiitStif]
1 fllWfft^rtbiyr iBtaMb do^ ifcMl

I. TTie Flcclr'c Current and it<; producttOTi by C^K-rnir.\l i^ir.ni^. — j. Pn>^.;cllL'n of ETectrlc

Corrcou by__MffchanH:al meant—3. Dytujoo-lLkctnc Math100—4. ^iiJscUic

Foundations and Foundation Walls for all classes of

Manualfor Gas Engineering SindeniSn By D» Lbs.
iSflM^ doib> t*

182
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Telephones, their' Cmstniction and Management,
By F. C. Allsop. Crown 8vo^ doth, 5«.

Hydraulic Machinery^ PdU and Present, A Lecture
ddhrcved to Ibe London and Subobia lUilway OfBdsV AMOchtion.
ByH. AiMlli» MeiB.lBitC]L FMingphUk Sf«H lewcd, u;

Twenty Years with tJu Indicator, By Thomas Pray,
Jun., C.E., M.E^ Member of the AniericaB Socui^.of Civil Ea^aecit.
a vols., rojal Svo^ cloth, ixr. 6^

• • ....

Annual Statistical Report of the Secretary to the
Maitbert 0/tkt Jmmmd Stal As$0tiaiim m tkt Bmt tmdFmrHpi Irm
,^SUiiImdMtirteiimtS89, Imed Jane tS^Qi 9vQbtm^S<^

. • ^ • • . . .

Bad Drams^ andHaw ta Tesi iiem ; with Notes on
flie Ventilation of Sewers, Drains, aiiJ Sanitazy Fittings, and the Origin
and Transmission of Zymotic Disease. By R. Hauus Rui^t* Crown
8TOkcloth,3fc6A»i • i.» •

Well ShMng, The modern practice of* Sinking
and Boril^ wola, with geological considerations and examples of Wells.

By Ernest Spon, Assoc Mem. InsL C.E., Mem. Soc. Eng., and of the

Franklin Inst., etc Second edition, revised and enlarged. Crown 8vo,
* doth, KM,^ .

.
•

The VoltaU AccnmuUiiar: an ElementSMy. Treatise.
By I&MILE Reynier. Translated hf J. A. BIU.T,' AlM)ClnitB.B.
H^k 6a UIustratiM*, 8vo, doth, 9*.

Ten Years Experience in Works of hitcrmiitent
Downward Filtration. By J. Bailey Dxnton, Mem. Inst. CJ£.
Second cfition, with additional Royal Sro^ doth, St.

• • • •

Land Surveying on th$ MerieSan and PerpemBeular
^vftni.' William Pbhmam, CE.' tv«^ dMk, M

Th€ Etedrmagnet and Eheiramagn/elu Meekanim.
9y SkLVAMUt p. TkOMPaoH,* t)t,Sc, F.lt.S. SfOb doth, 151;
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IncandescmU Wiring Hamd'Book. By F. B. Badt,
late 1st T.??ut Royal Prnssiaa AitiDcij* WUk 41 UbutmUmt mi
5 iaiUt, iSmo^ doth, 4/. 6^;

A Pocket-book for Pharmacists^ Mcdicat Prac-
tUitntrSf Students, ete.^ etc. {Bnhsh^ ColojiUI, a^d Amfrtean). By
Thomas BatUT, Assoc. R. Coll. of Science, Consultin^^ Cheoi^
Analyst, and Assayer, Author of a 'Pocket-book for Chemists,* 'The
Assav aad Aaalytis of Iron aod Steel, Iran Ores, and Foei,' etc, etc

Roytt 3aaiOb boudib gflt cd^ob 6ft

TTti Pirenians Guide; a Haadbook on tlie Care of
BoOen. By TmiotiOOk fSrmini^n T* L StocMwhifc TkMHlated ttvm
the third oJiiion, and revised KASL F» DtARUVIOIIy SeOOSd
edition. Fcap. Svo^ dotb, ax.

A Treatise on Modem Steam Engines and BoUers^
including Land LocomotiTe, and Marine Enj^ines and Boilen, for the

BSC of Students. By FftSO&iuCK Colykr, M. Inst C.E^ Menu Inst M.£a
imjS/faiK 4to^ck^ tSji.6A

COMTKNTS t

1. IntroductTon 2. Original Ensinei—3. Boilers—4. IIi;;h ?re«ur« Beam Fn^me*—5.
Conitsh Be.'im Knrioei^-^ Horirontal Engines—7. Oseflbtinj; h rsgines—8. VLrtic.il Hi^h-
Frauttn Eoeinev—9. Syadal £iigiaet--xa Portula £ng

Steam Engine MiUiagenmit ; a Treatise on the
Working and Management of Steam BoOcn^ Bjf F. COLYtft, IC* Imt,

Tcxi'Dook 0/ Tajining, embracing the Preparation
ofaDUadt^rLeillMi; By Hamy R. Proctoi. FX:^ cfXbv Ug^U

/<? Engineering Enterprise, By Ewihq
MATimoif, M!> TmL CiR TBccptfon of Ptttillc woffn^ FiittA*
mcntary Procc<hire for Railways, Conceptions for Forri^'n Works, and
means of Providing MoneY, the Points which determine Success or

flOOTid*

^^^'^ Purchase Commerce in Coal, Iron, and Stce^ &c.
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PumpSy Htstortcally^ Theoretically^ and Practically
Considered. By P. R. BjoRLlNa With 156 illustrationt. Crown Svo,

cloth, 7/. 6d,

The Marine Transport of Petroleum. A Book for
the use of Shipowners, Shipbuilders, Underwriters, Merchants, Captains
and Ofiicers of Petroleum-carrying Vessels. By G. H. Little, Editor

of the 'Liverpool Journal of Commerce.' Crown 8vo, cloth, lor. 6</.

Liquid Fuelfor Mechanical and Industrial Purposes.
Compiled by E. A. Braylky Hoogetts. With wood engravings,

Svo, doth, 7/. bd.

Tropical Agriculture : A Treatise on the Culture,
Preparation, Commerce and Consumption of the principal Products of
the Vegetable Kingdom. By P. L. Simmonds, F.L.S., F.R.C.L New
edition, revised and enlarged, 8vo, doth, 3i/.

Health and Comfort in House Building; or, Ventila-
tion with Warm Air by Self-acting Suction Power. With Review of the

Mode of Calculating the Draught in Hot*air Flues, and with some Actual
Experiments bv J. Drysdale, M.D., and J. W. Hayward, M.D.
With plates ana woodcuts. Third edition, with some New Sections, and
the whole carefully Revised, 8vo, doth, is. hd.

Losses in Gold Amalgamation. With Notes on the
Concentration of Gold and Silver Ores. With six flata. Bj W.
McDermott and P. W. Duffield. 8vo, doth, 5/.

A Guidefor the Electric Testing of Telegraph Cables,
By Col. V. HosKKZR, Royal Danish Engineers. Tnird edition, crown
8vo, doth, 4/. 6d.

The Hydraulic Gold Miners* Manual. By T. S. G.
KiRKPATRiCK, M.A. Oxon. With 6 plates. Crown 8vo, doth, 6*.

" We venture to think that thit work will becotnc « text-book 00 the important subject o(

which it treats. Until comparatively recently hydraulic mines were neglected. This was
scarcely to be surprised at, secinc that their working in California was brought to an abrupt

termination by the action of the farmers on the dibrit (question, whilst their working in other

parts of the world had not been attended with the anticipated succest.'*—7VI/ Mitumg World
amd Emgimterini RKtrd.

TJie Arithmetic of Electricity, By T. Q'Conor
Sloank. Crown 8vo, doth, 4/. 6^.
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TAs TurJtisA Bath : Its Design and Construction for
Pddic and Commercial Purposes. R. O, AUJOVt AlcUtiect MA
/Iktu Mid miitmt* 9ifO, doth^ 6«i

Earthwork Slipsand Subsidences upon Public Works

:

Their Causes, Prevention and Reparation. EspecialW written to anist

those engaged in the Construction or Muntenanoe ol Railways, Docks,
Canals, Waterworks, River Banks, Reclamation EmbankmentSi Drainage
Works, &c., &c By John Newman, Assoc Mem. Inst,C^t
of * Notes oa Concrete, &c. Crown Svo^ cloth, y, 6J,

Gas and Petroleum Engines i A Practical Treatise
on the iDiernal Combustion Engine. Bv Wm. Robinson, M.E., Senior
Demonstrator and Lecturer on Applied Mechanics, Physics, ftCj Cil]f

and Guilds of London College, Finsbury, AMOCtMoklniLCjly Ac*
Numtr<nu UlustraHom, 8to^ doth, I4iw

Waterways and Water Transport in Different Conn-
tria. With a description of the Panama, Sues, Manchester, Nicaraguaa,
md other Canals. By J. Stbphkn JsanI^ Anthor of 'EngUmffi
Supremacy/ 'Rulwuy Problaai»' Ac; i/mwmmi UbutrmUmu, Svo^
doth, X4«.

A Treatise on the RicJiards Siea?n-Engine Indicator
and the Dcvelotmmt and Ap^Utation of Forte in the SUam-Enpmt,
Tj CuAun T. POKTU. Fowtfa Bdinoi^ veviied and calaifB4 tvo^
dotfi,^

Contents.

The Nature and Use of the Indicator

:

The several liaes on the Diagraou
Examination of Diagram No. I.

Of Troth in the Diagram.
Description of the Richards Indicator.

Practical Direaioos for ApflylagaadTddaf
Care of Um Imiicatoe.

IatrodiiclM7 lUHMla»
Units.
HxpansSoib
Diractioas forasccnaldnff from the Diagram
the Ptower exerted by ine Engine.

T»»toMm tnmjiMukv*^ th» Quantity

To Measure froa dM Diigna ihaQiiaaliijr-

of Heat Expended
Of the Rc-tl Dmsram.and how to Conunict It.

Of the Convervion of Heat into Work in the
Steam -cngii^e.

Ob«ervaiioas 00 the several Linos of the

Of the Loss attending the F.mplorraeat of
Slow-piston Speed, and the Extent
which ihii is Snown by the Indicator.

Of other Applications 01 the liuJicaior.
Of the use of the Tables of the PtaMrtiaa«C
Steam in Calmlning tho DwtJ ofMhni

Introductory.
Of the Pressure oa tli« Cruk when the Coo*

necting-rod is concdvod to be of InfiaiM
Length.

The ModificatioQ of tho flrnilinilwi aaA
Retardation that is oeeariDMd bv the

^ Aanlar VAntioB oTiIm Co«Mcdag-rod.
Mrtfcod <f WPWitiin the actual j
ea ihtcmakit««aypsiBt«f Ito;

The Rotative Efet «f
on the Crank.

The Transmiltinjj Parts of an Engia^
stdcrcd as an Lqualiter of Mocioa.

AMdcMa "
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Ib demj 4to^ handsomel/ boond in doth, ilhutraUd wUk S20/uUfagtflaUi^
PriM ISA

ARCHITECTURAL EXAMPLES
IN BRICK, STONE, WOOD, AND IRON.

OOKPLSnWOBX ON TBB raVAILSANDABRMonmrr
or BUXLoma oonstbvotion and dnbion.

By WILLIAM FULLERTON, Architect.

CMtainiflC IM PtelMt with numerous Drawing* elected fkon tht AvdillMlMt
of Former and Pretcnt Time*.

7U Dttaibud Jkngmt tart Drmmn SeaU, ^% i% I", amdMltim

The Plates are arranged in Two Parts. The First Part contains

Details of Work in the four principal Building materials, the following

being a few of the flub|ects ia this Part Various forms of Doors and

Windows, Wood and Iron Rooft^ Half Timber Work, Porches,

Towers, Spires, Belfries, Flying Bnttmacs, Groining. Carving, Church

Fittings, Constmcthra and Ofnaawntal Iron Work, Classic and Gothic

Mokls and Ornament, Foliatieii Nalmal and Conventional, Stained

Glass, Coloured Oeoofilieo» a Secdoii to Scale of the Great Pyramid,

Grecian and Roman Wotl^ Continental and English Gothic, Pile

Foundations, Chimney Slttllt according to the regulations of the

London County Council, Boaid SdMob. The Second Pan consisu

of Drawings of Plaai and EkvUions of Buildings, arranged under the

following heads ^-Woikmen*s Cottages and Dwellings, Cottage Resi-

dences and Dwelling Hooses, Shops, PactorieSi Warehouses, Schools,

Churches and Chapels, Publie Mldings, Hotels and Taverns, and

Buildings of a general character.

AH the Plates are accompanied with paiticolars of the Woric, with

Explanatory Notes and DImensionsof the various parts.
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Crovm 8vo^ doUi^ with fllMtntkNH^ S*^

WORKSHOP RECEIPTS.
FIRST SERIES.

By ERNEST SPON.

Boo'kliiBdiQ&

Bronzes aaoBroadog*
Candles.

Cement.
Cleuaing.
Colourwashing.
Concretes.

Dipping Adds.
Drawing Office Details.

Drying Otis.

Electro - Metallurgy —
K^leanin^^Dippuig*
Scnitdi-bnidihigt Bat-
teries, Baths, and
Deposits of evojr
descriptioii)*

Enamels.
Engraving on Wood,
Copper, Gold, Silver,

Steel, and Stone.
Etching and Aaua Unt
Firework Making —

(Rockets, Stars, Rains,
Gerbes, Jets, Tour-
billons, Candles, Fires,

Lances,Lights,Wlieds,
Fire-balloons, and
minor Fireworks).

Flaxes.

SVNOPtlS or GOIITIllTIi

Freezing.

FulminatM.
Furniture Creams, Oils,

Polishes, Lacquers,
and PistaL

Gilding.

Glass Cutting, Cleaning,
Frosting, Drilling,

Darkening, Bending,
Staining, and Paint-

ing.

Glass lOUag.
GloM*
GoU.
Graining
Cnms.
Gmi OottOB*
Gunpowder.
Horn Working.
Indiambber.
Japans, Tapannin^ and

Kindred

Lacquers.
Lathing.
Lubricants.

Marble Woriung.
Matches.
Mortars.

Nitro-Glvcerine.

Oik

Paper Hen^g.
Pamting in Oils, inWater

Colours, as well as

FfCtC0| Hoose^ l^aii^
parency, Sign, end
Carriage Painting.

Photographj.
Plastering.

Polishes.

Potteiy (Clsjn^ Bodi€i»
Glazes, Colours, Oils,

Stains, Fluzesi Eaip
mels, andLastres).

Scouring.

Silvering.

Soap.
Solders.

Tanning.
Taxklenny.
Tempering Metals.

Treating Horn, Mothei^
o'-Pearl, and like sub-
stances.

Varnishes, Manufibdait
and Use oL

Veneering.
Washing.
Waterproofing.
WddiBg.

Berides Receipts rdatJng to the lesser Technological matters and processes^

such as the manufacture and use of Stencil Plates, Blacking, Crayons, Paste,

Potty. Wax. Size, Alloys, Catgut, Tunbridge Ware, Picture Frame and
Ardmectonu Mooldii^ Compos, Ceneuii and othcn too wnMraut to

ized by Google
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WORKSHOP RECEIPTS.
SECOND SERIES,

By ROBERT HALDANE.

Pig^ments, Paint, and Painting: embradnf tte preparatioa of
Figmenis^ including alumina lakes, blacks (aniinal, bone, Fnakfort, iTorj,

lamp, sight, soot), blues (antimony, Antwerp, cobalt, csernlettm, Egyptian,
inanganate, ^uil» P^ligot, Prussian, sadi^ ultramarine), browns (bistre^

hinau, sepia, sienna, umber, Vandyke), greens (baryta, Brighton, Brunswick,

chrome, cobalt, Douglas, emerald, manganese, mitis, mountain, Prussian,

Mp^ Schede*!, Sdiwemfurth, titanium, verdigris, cine), reds (Braxilwood lakob
carminated lake, carmine, Cassius purple, cobalt pink, cochineal lake, colco
thar, Indian red, madder lake, red chalk, red leaa, vermilion), whites (alom,

baryta, Chinese, lead sulphate, wbilc Icid by American, Dntch, Freacli.

German, Kremnitx, and Pattinson processes, precautions in making, and
composition of commercial samples—whiting, Wilkinson's white, xinc white),

yellows (chrome, gamboge, Naples, orpiment, realgar, yellow lakes) ; ^aimt
(vehicles, testing oils, driers, grinding, storing, applying, priming, drjinCt

filling, coats, brushes, surface, water-colonrs, removing smell, discoloratkm

;

arfscSUaaeoas paints cement paint Ibr caiton-pieire, copper paint, gold paiii^

iron paint, lime paints, silicated points, steatite paint, traiupu-ent paints,

tungsten paints, window paint, zinc paints); AimiiM^ (general instructions,

proportioM of ingredients, measuring paint wotk ; Ctfnage painting—primfaif
paint, best putty, finishing colour, cause of cracking, mixing the paints, oils,

driers, and colours, varnishing, importance of washing vehicles, rc'vamishinfc

how to dry paint ; woodvoik pMntiag).

Snrorsu or Owmm
Addimetty and AUcali* Disinfectants.

I

Iodoform*
Isinglam*

Ivory snboBlBitli

Leather.

Luminous bodica
Magnesia.
Matches.
Paper.

Parchment.
Perchloric acid-

Potassium oxalata

Digitized by Google
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Crown 8vo, cloth, 480 pages, with 183 illostnitions, 5^.

WORKSHOP RECEIPTS.

THIRD SERIES.

I

By C. G. WARNFORD LOCK.

Uniform with the First and Second Series.

Synopsis of Coktint*.

AUoyt. Indium. Rubidium.

Alaminiam. Iridium. Ruthenium.

Antimonj. Iron and SteeL Selenium.

Barium. Lacquersand Lacquering. Silver.

Berylliara. Lanthanumu Slag.

Bismuth. Lead. SodiuRL

Cadmium. Lithium. Strontium.

Caesium, Lubricants. Tantalum.

Calcium. Magnesium. Terbium.

Cerium. Manganese. Thallium.

Chromium. Mercury. Thorium.

Cobalt Mica. Tin.

Copper. Molybdenum. Titaniunk

Didymium. Nickel Tungsten.

Electrici. Niobium. Uranium.

Enamels and Glaxes. Osmium. Vanadium.

Erbium. Palladium. Yttrium.

Gallium. Platinum. Zinc

Glass. Potassium. Zirconium.

Gold. Rhodium.

Digitizea by Google
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WORKSHOP RECEIPTS.
FOURTH SERIES,

DBVOTBD HAfflLY TO HANDICRAFTS k MICHAMICAL SOUBCTS.

By C G. WARNFORD LOCK.

Waterproofing— rubber goods, coprammonium processes, miscelkneoas

Packing and Storing articles of delicate odour or colour, of a deliqaesceat *

chancter, liable to Ignition, apt to sufler 6om insects or damp^ or «Mi|f

BabiliBiiif ud PtrMenring wtomlfnl ipnIwtMi
Leather Polishes. •

Cooling Air and Water, protiucinf^ low temperatures, making ice, cooling

syrups and solutions, and scparauug salts from liquors bj rdrigeration.

Punpt and Siphons, embracing every useful contriTance for raising and
supplying water on a nodcrato Mau^ and aowiag corfoitft^ tCMOWH^
and other liquids.

Desiccating—air- and wster-orens, and other appliances for diyii^ natsim
sad sftudsl pfodsdSi

Distilling—water, tinctures, extract*, phsnDsesotfcsl pN|Mistioa% CMaMa^
perfumes, and alcoholic liquids.

Emulsifying as required by pharmacists and photographers.

Evaporating—saline and other solutions, and liquids demanding q>ecia
*

Pntstiag^-HMter, and solntiou ofvaiilMsUldB.

Percolating and iCMsratiag;
Electrotyping.

Stereotyping by both plaster and pq>er processes.

BotffcMndiiig fa sH its ddsik
Straw PUitiog and the labricatioa ofbaikcti,

Mvsicsl Instruments—the presemlissb toaia^ sad ICpsIr «f
harmoniums, musical boxes, etc

Clock and Watch Mending—adapted for intelligent amateun.

Photography—recent devdopmcat ia rapid procfties, haady apparataa,
numerous reci|ies for sensitizing and devdopiaf SSlstiSMb SM Spfiica
tiona to modern illustratiTe purposes.

Digitized by Google
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NOW COMPLETE.
tVi/A marly 1500 illustrations, in super-royal 8vo, in 5 Divisions, cloth.

Divisions I to 4, ly. dd. each ; Division 5, 17^. &/. ; or 2 vols^ cloth, lOr.

SPONS' ENCYCLOPAEDIA
or THB

of the subjects treated of, are the

INDUSTRIAL ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND COMMERCIAL

PRODUCTS.

Edited by C G. WARNFORD LOCK, F.L.S.

Among the more important
following :—
Acids, 207 pp. 220 figs.

Alcohol, 23 pp. 16 hg«.

Alcoholic Liquors, n pp.
Alkalies, 89 pp. 78 ngs.

Alloys. Alum.
Asphalt Assaying.

Beverages, 89 pp. 29 ngs.

Blacks.

Bleaching Powder, IS pp.
Bleaching, 51 pp. 48figs.

Candles, 19 pp. 9 figs.

Carbon Bisalphide.

Celluloid, 9 pp.
Cements. Clay.

Coal-tar Products, 44 pp.

14 figv

Cocoa, 8 pp.
Coffee, 32 pp. \\ figi.

Cork, 8 pp. 17 figs.

Cotton M.nnufactures, 62

pp. 57 figs.

Drugs, 38 pp.
Dyeing and Calico

Printing, 28 pp. 9 figs.

Dvestuffs, 16 pp.
£iectro>Metallurg7, 13

PP-
Explosives, 22 pp. 33 ngs.

Feathers.

Fibrous Substances, 92
pp. 70 figs.

Floor-cloth, 16 pp. a I

figs.

Food Preservation, 8 pp.
Fniit, 8 pp.

Fur, 5 pp.
Gas, Coal, 8 pp.
Gems.
Glass, 45 pp. 77 figs.

Graphite, 7 pp.
Hair, 7 pp.
Hair Manufactures.
Hats, 26 pp. 26 figs.

Honey. Hops.
Horn.
Ice, 10 pp. 14 figs.

Indiartibber Manufac-
tures, 23 pp. 17 figs.

Ink, 17 pp.
Ivory.

Jute Manufactnres, 11

pp., 1 1 figs.

Knitted Fabrics —
Hosiery, 15 pp. 13 figs.

Lace, 13 pp. 9 ng»-

Leather, 28 pp. 31 figs.

Linen Manufactures, 16

pp. 6 figs.

Manures, 21 pp. 30 figs.

Matches, 17 pp. 38 figs.

Mordants, 1 3 pp.
Narcotics, 47 pp.
Nats, 10 pp.
Oils and Fatty Sab-

stances, 135 pp.
Paint
Paper, 26 pp. ^\ figi.

Parafhn, 8 pp. 6 figs.

Pearl and Coral, 8 pp.
Perfumes, to pp.

Photography, 13 pp. 30
figs.

Pigments, 9 pp. 6 figs.

Pottery, 46 pp. 57 figs.

Printing ana Engraving,
20 pp. 8 figs.

Rags.

Resinous and Gammy
Substances, 75 pp. 16
figs.

Rope, 16 pp. 17 figs.

Salt, II pp. 23 figs.

Silk, 8 pp.
Silk Manufactures, 9 pp.

II figs.

Skins, 5 pp.
Small Wares, 4 pp.
Soap and Glycenne,

pp. 45 figs.

Spices, 16 pp.
Sponge, 5 pp.
Starch, 9 pp. 10 figs.

Sugar, 15s PP
ngs.

Sulphur.

Tannin, 18 pp.
Tea, 12 pp.
Timber, 13 pp.
Varnish, 1 5 pp.
Vinegar, 5 pp.
Wax, 5 pp.
Wool, a pp.
Woollen Manufactures,

58 pp. 39 fig*.

39

»34
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Zditid it ERNEST SPOM, MmB. Soc. BliaiMUt&

AlMOByCMBterii Speed

' Tnd?tttWT| and Side

Agiricnltanl TinplwinfTrtt

Air CoiDpfeison>

Animal ChttCQd Ma*

chincif.

Antinumj.

Axles and Axle-boxes.

Barn Machinery.

BelU and Belting.

Blasting. Boikit.

Brakes.

Brick Machinery. !

Bridget.

Cages for iDim»

Ctladnib DifeentialHid

IntegnL

CmIIioo.

'CoBcnt^ Concrete^

limes, and Mortar.

Chimney ShaAs.

Coal Cleaariag and

WaiUm^ I

CoaHOnfat^

Coat CrWttingMwMnm

Dynamo - Electric and

Magndo-Elcctiie Ma-

chincBi

DynAmometers.

Electrical Engineering,

Telegraphy, Electric

Lighting and its prac*

ticaldetailsjTclephones

I Engines, Varieties oL

! Explosives. Fans.

Founding Moulding and

Iii0 pncdcal work of

the Pmmdrjr.

Gai^ Ma—ftdwqt
Haauaanb Steam and

other Foiph;

Heat HontFtoww.

Hydranlict.

Hydro-geology.

Indicators. Iron.

Lifts, Hoislii and Elefa-

I tan.

Lighthonsc^ Booyi^ and

MeteiiL

Orei^ Machiaeiy aad

Proceeeee eipleyad to

Dieaa.

Piers.

Pile Driving.

Pneumatic Truend^
sion.

Pumps.

Pyrometers.

Road LoeoBwUfefc
RocklMllBi

Saaltaij EqgbMfa^

SmaNavfj^
StooeMichheiy.

Tramways.

WcUSi^U^
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In demy 9ro, cloth, 600 sod x^ao lOostrattoo^ Cfc

SPONS'

MECHANICS' OWN BOOK;
A MAHUAL FOR HANDICRAFTSMEN AND AMATEURS.

Contents.

Mechanical Drawing—Casting and Founding in Iron, Brass, Bronze,

and other Alloys—Forging and Finishing Iron—Sheetmetal Working

—Soldering, Brazing, and Burning—Carpentry and Joinery, embracing

descriptions of some 400 Woods, over 200 Illustrations of Tools and

their uses. Explanations (with Diagrams) of 1 16 joints and hinges, and

Details of Construction of Workshop appliances, rough furniture,

Garden and Yard Erections, and House Building—Cabinet-Making

and Veneering— Carving and Fretcutting— Upholstery— Painting,

Graining, and Marbling— Staining Furniture, Woods, Floors, and

Fittings—Gilding, dead and bright, on various grounds—Polishing

Marble, Metals, and Wood—Varnishing—Mechanical movements,

illustrating contrivances for transmitting motion—Turning in Wood
and Metals—Masonry, embracing Stonework, Brickwork, Terracotta,

and Concrete— Roofing with Thatch, Tiles, Slates, Felt, Zinc, Sec—
Glaiing with and without putty, and lead glazing—Plastering and

Whitewashing— Paper-hanging— Gas-fitting— Bcll-hanging, ordinary

and electric Systems— Lighting— Warming— Ventilating— Roads,

Pavements, and Bridges— Hedges, Ditches, and Drains— Water

Supply and Sanitation —Hints on House Construction suited to new

countries.

B. A F. H. 8P0V, IMt Btrand, London*
V«« Totkt 19, OortlaadI 0lm%.
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